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Introduction
This report examines some of the major developments regarding Māori military
service for the Crown between 1899 and 1945. During these years, Maori
provided military service for the Crown in numerous ways, by serving in the
volunteer forces, the territorial force, in commemorative contingents, in the
home guard during wartime, and in the navy and air force. Most prominently,
however, was their service in the expeditionary forces during the First World War
and Second World War. During these two major global conflicts, Māori served
for the most part, and most visibly, in separate Māori units. Claimants in the
Military Veterans Kaupapa Inquiry describe those who served in these units as
‘the pathfinders’, those who ‘laid down a legacy which was followed by all
subsequent Māori who enlisted and fought for the Crown’.1 It was with these
units that Māori leaders pinned their hopes of greater recognition and equality.
While Māori provided military service for the Crown for various individual and
collective reasons, Māori leaders in general viewed such service as a strategy
aimed at achieving equality and recognition for Māori of their rights under Te
Tiriti o Waitangi/Treaty of Waitangi.
In a period in which equality and recognition of rangatiratanga remained elusive,
Māori leaders hoped that military service would increase both the status of
Māori, that Māori service (made more visible by separate units and Māori
leadership) would result in their recognition as full and equal citizens of New
Zealand, and that they would be treated as such. In short, Māori military service
would serve to affirm both the rights of citizenship, reminding both the Crown
and Pākehā that Māori were equal citizens as guaranteed under Te Tiriti o
Waitangi/Treaty of Waitangi, and to demonstrate that Māori could live up to the
duties and the ‘price’ of that citizenship.

1
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During this period, the Crown’s acceptance of Māori service in the military
waxed and waned. Crown policy and practice differed markedly between
peacetime and wartime and was influenced by the attitudes of military officials,
precedent, the ongoing influence of imperial tradition and practices as well as the
broader Crown-Māori political relationship. Crown policy and practice towards
Māori in the military shifted due to internal and external influences. During war
time, Māori gained a greater degree of autonomy and were able to gain more
concessions as the state faced the need to maintain recruits and support. In
periods of peace, the Crown was less willing to accede to Māori requests to both
serve in the armed forces or to form separate units. In the period covered in this
report, there are examples of exclusion of Māori from military service, especially
in peacetime and in areas outside of the separate Māori units established during
the First and Second World Wars, such as the navy and air force.
In general, during war-time, as the need for a continuous supply of recruits was
required, the Crown accepted and to some extent embraced Māori demands for
both service within the military and for separate units, but with limits or
constraints imposed. For example, while separate units were created, the
government insisted on placing Pākehā in leadership positions. In peacetime, on
the other hand, there was less willingness on the part of military officials to
accept Māori service. In some cases, the military reverted to a practise of
exclusion, or a subtler kind of discrimination against Māori seeking to serve in
the military. For their part, Māori deployed various strategies to secure their place
in the military, to receive equal treatment and to exercise a degree of autonomy
within the military, with varying degrees of success. Throughout this period, in
both peace and wartime, Māori expectations and their desire for both equality
and autonomy rubbed up against Pākehā military authority and tradition. The
position of military officials was not always expressed in an explicitly
discriminatory fashion, with some notable exceptions, but rather in the language
of tradition and demand for ‘military efficiency’, which at times came at the
expense of Māori seeking to find a place in the military and a desire for
autonomy.
13

Project Background and Commission Questions
This project is part of the Military Veterans Kaupapa Inquiry (Wai 2500) research
programme, the first in the Waitangi Tribunal’s recently established Kaupapa
inquiry programme.2 On 25 September 2014, Chief Judge Isaac, Presiding Officer
for the Military Veterans Kaupapa Inquiry, issued a memorandum-directions
setting out the scope of the inquiry. It stated that the inquiry would hear all
claims involving past military service undertaken by Māori directly for or on
behalf of the Crown in right of New Zealand or, in earlier colonial times, for or
on behalf of the imperial Crown in New Zealand. This would extend to all types
of military service, whether operational or routine, whether in time of war or
peace, and whether at home or abroad. It would include the military service itself
and the rehabilitation and remediation of service-related impacts on exservicemen and their whānau.3
In April 2016, a Pre-Casebook Review was prepared for the purpose of
identifying gaps and proposing research projects for the Military Veterans
Kaupapa Inquiry (Wai 2500).4 The Pre-Casebook Review recommended three
main research projects designed to address the major gaps identified in the
technical information required for this inquiry. These projects are: Overview of
Māori military service for the Crown, c 1845-2000; Overview of repatriation
support for Māori military service for the Crown, c1860-2000; and Overview of
the health and social impacts of military service on Māori military personnel and
their whānau, c1845-2000. On 25 August 2016, Chief Judge Isaac issued
directions setting out the research casebook programme for the inquiry.5 This
programme consists of three approved casebook projects outlined above.
This report is second part in a series of research projects which provide an
overview of Māori military service, c1845-2000. It follows on from the first
report in this series prepared by Dr Terence Green which covers the period 1840
2 Cathy Marr, ‘Maori Military Veterans Inquiry Wai 2500: Pre-casebook Research Discussion Paper’,
April 2016, Wai 2500 #6.1.2.
3
Wai 2500, #2.5.1.
4 Marr, ‘Pre-casebook Research Discussion Paper’, Wai 2500 #6.1.2.
5
Wai 2500, #2.5.43.
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to 1899 and is followed by a report prepared by Phillip Cleaver on the period
after 1945.
The commission required that this research report examine the following
questions:
a) What were Crown and Māori understandings and expectations of the
terms on which Māori provided military service to the Crown up to the
end of the Second World War?
b) What were Māori responses and strategies in relation to Crown policies
and practices concerning their service for the Crown?
c) What legislative, policy or practical barriers or restrictions, or special
opportunities in mitigation of restrictions and barriers, were provided
Māori in terms of their military service for the Crown?
d) What were the major Crown policy developments, and the principal
internal and external influences on these developments, regarding
recruitment, conscription, terms, conditions and organisation of Māori
military service, and with what outcomes for Māori and their
communities in so far as these did not relate to repatriation or health and
social impacts?
e) What were Māori service experiences in terms of pay, conditions, training,
discipline, promotions and honours, and exposure to risk, and how did
these change over time?6
Project purpose and coverage
This report provides relevant context and traces major developments concerning
Māori military service for the Crown both in New Zealand and overseas, during
peacetime as well as during active operations. Primarily, this report focuses on
two interrelated themes: the ‘constitutional’ issues (that is, the Crown-Māori
political relationship as it relates to military service) and ‘terms and conditions’ of
military service (that is, recruitment, enlistment, conscription, the experience of
service, pay, conditions, organisation, honours and awards, casualties).
It is important to stress that this report is not a general history of New Zealand
military service in the first half of the twentieth century, nor is it a comprehensive

6
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history of Māori military service for the Crown in the period covered. It does,
however, include consideration of the general context in which such service was
provided to the Crown. There are major gaps in our understanding of Māori
military service during this period. This report hopes to expand our knowledge of
the topic and provides insights of relevance to the Military Veterans Kaupapa
Inquiry. However, significant gaps remain. Where necessary, this report gestures
towards these gaps and makes clear areas where there is need for further
research. This is also expanded upon in the conclusion of this report.
Claims Issues
The relevant statements of claim in the Wai 2500 inquiry have been identified
and examined during the preparation of this report. Claims relating to issues
specific to particular periods or themes are outlined at the beginning of each
chapter. It should be noted, however, that the claims outlined in subsequent
chapters are not a comprehensive overview of the claims issues. Rather, the
claims outlined are provided simply to give an overview of the kinds of issues
raised. Claims relating to soldier repatriation and health and medical issues are
outlined in their respective reports.
Coverage, Sources, and Limitations
As previously indicated, this report is not intended to provide a general history of
Māori military service before 1945. Rather, its aim is to provide the general
framework within which Māori provided military service for the Crown,
especially regarding conscription, enlistment and experience of service;
conditions, pay, promotion, discipline and awards; the Crown-Māori relationship
over the provision of military service, the organisation of Māori military service
for the Crown and such issues as alleged discrimination during service.
Research for the report has been largely based on primary documentary sources,
largely government files held in Archives New Zealand. The report has drawn on
a wide range of files at Archives, including Army Department files, Māori Affairs,
and Navy files. It has also drawn extensively on newspapers and official
published records (Appendices to the Journals of the House of Representatives, New
16

Zealand Parliamentary Debates, and New Zealand Official Yearbook, for example). This
has resulted, however, in a focus on government perspectives. However, given
time and resource limitations, the large period covered, the focus on Crown
action and policy as it relates to Māori Military service, and the fact that this is an
overview report, this has been difficult to avoid. At the same time, as the
following chapters will demonstrate, these official records include numerous
examples of Māori writing to the government to express their understanding and
expectations on the basis of which they would provide military service for the
Crown and, in turn, the responses of Crown officials. The correspondence
between Māori and officials is thus a major source of information for this report.
The report has also benefitted from the testimony provided at the oral hearings
held across the country throughout 2014-2016. It is envisaged that further
claimant evidence will provide a fuller account of the developments outlined in
this report.
The report also uses photographs as a source extensively throughout.
Photographs provide important insights into Māori military service throughout
this period. Often, in the absence of documentary records, photographs provide
‘chance residues’ of the past, pointing to areas where Māori provided military
service otherwise not well recorded.7 For example, photographs have been
located depicting Māori in the air force where few sources exist, while other
photos show Māori women in auxiliary units during the Second World War,
suggesting that separate Māori units existed. Yet, no written sources have been
located regarding the organisation of Māori women. Photographic sources often
suggest that Māori involvement was wider than the documentary sources
themselves reveal.
This report also draws extensively on secondary literature which has proved
incredibly valuable in this report. Historical work by Dr. Monty Soutar, Ian
McGibbon and John Crawford is drawn on throughout and was essential to
understanding the context in which Māori provided military service for the
Bronwyn Dalley, ‘Chance Residues: Photographs and Social History’, Tony Ballantyne and Brian
Moloughney, Disputed Histories: Imagining New Zealand’s Pasts, (Otago, 2006), pp.169-186.
7
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Crown. In general, Māori involvement in war in the first half of the twentieth
century has received some attention by scholars, though many gaps remain. Each
chapter begins with an overview of the existing literature and historiography and
the chapters themselves draw heavily on this work in addressing the commission
questions. Part of the challenge of this report was to synthesise and make
digestible this vast literature for parties to this inquiry and for the Waitangi
Tribunal.
In some cases, this report simply summarises and contextualises those studies in
relation to the main issues for this inquiry. For example, the service experience of
the 28th (Māori) Battalion and the various campaigns that the men were involved
in is not covered in detail in this report. Rather this report focuses on the areas of
relevance outlined above: Māori and Crown motivations, understandings and
expectation on the basis on which military service to the Crown was provided;
Māori responses and strategies relating to Crown policy regarding military
service; restrictions, barriers and special opportunities provided to Māori by the
Crown in relation to military service; opportunities for leadership and promotion
for Māori within the military Māori service experiences in terms of pay,
conditions, training, discipline and exposure to risk; and equality and autonomy.
In short, readers should be aware that within the timeframe and scope provided,
this report has not been able to address all issues and this report should be read
in conjunction with the secondary literature outlined in each chapter.
Given time and resource constraints, and the fact that it covers a significant
period, this report has only been able to provide insights in selected
developments. Its focus has been on Crown policy and practice as it relates to
Maori military service. A major obstacle faced in the writing this report is the
sheer scale of the issues and topics involved. It has thus been impossible to do
justice to the local, iwi and hapū, and whanau experiences of the war, while also
addressing the broader developments in the policies concerning Māori military
service. For example, Wai 89 claimants requested further research on First and
Second World War soldiers’ names in the claim ‘in order to clarify what exactly
happened to them and what was the impact on their whanau and Māori
18

communities at the time’.8 This, unfortunately, has not been possible within the
scope and time provided to produce this report. The oral hearings held
throughout the country have already added insight into local and whanau
experiences. It is expected that claimant evidence at substantive hearings will add
to the story provided in this report.
While this report aims to address gaps in our knowledge of Māori military
service, there are numerous areas that require more analysis. Researching Māori
who served in the general units within the army, navy and air force has come
with its own methodological challenges. While the navy and air force maintained
files relating to the recruitment of Māori (and these provide important insight
into official politics, practices and attitudes), it is difficult to investigate the
continuing policy regarding Māori that did serve in those fields in relation to
terms and conditions, pay, discrimination in treatment, promotion and awards.
This has meant that some areas are beyond reach in the documentary evidence.
For example, calls for research into the promotion of te reo me ōna tikanga
among Māori soldiers who were not in separate Māori units has been difficult to
uncover in the documentary sources.9 The report has also attempted to include a
consideration of the experience of Māori women during the war, though this is
an area that requires further research. Research conducted for this report
suggests that the documentary sources are limited, however. As mentioned, this
report gestures towards areas of research that need further investigation.
A major issue experienced during the course of this research was locating and
interpreting reliable quantitative data. For example, it has been difficult to locate
a reliable source outlining Māori recruitment, casualties, frequency of
deployment, rates of pay, number and types of rank held by Māori and Pākehā,
and rates of discipline between Māori and Pākehā during the period covered in
this report, whether during peacetime or war. This remains a major gap in the
research and the report calls for further targeted quantitative research on these
matters, though cautions that reliable sources remain difficult to locate. For these
8
9

Wai 89, #1.1 (b), p9
Notes, Research Hui, Waitangi Tribunal offices, 18 September 2017
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reasons, this report provides quantitative date where possible, but largely focuses
on policy and actions of the Crown and Māori responses and strategies in
relation to Crown policy and actions.
Report Structure and outline
The report is structured in a broadly chronological and thematic fashion. Chapter
One addressed the years before the First World War. It addresses Māori
involvement in the South African War, the Volunteer forces and Territorial
forces, and the events leading up to the decision to accept a Māori unit in the
expeditionary forces in the First World War. Chapter Two focuses on Māori and
the First World War. It focuses primarily on recruitment, organisation and
conscription of Māori military service. Chapters Three and Four both focus on
selected aspects of Māori service in the Second World War. While Chapter Three
focuses on the 28th (Māori) Battalion, Chapter Four addresses service outside the
Battalion and looks at some broader themes, such as the ‘Price of Citizenship’
and the legacies of service. The final chapter, Chapter Five, focuses on policy
relating to Māori recruitment in the navy and air force, and covers the entire
period focused on in this report. For a more detailed summary of the chapters,
readers should consult the conclusion of this report.
A note on macrons
While this introduction has used macrons, the remainder of the report does not.
This is to avoid confusion as many of the contemporary sources used do not
utilise macrons.

20

Chapter One
‘There is no chance of joining as a Maori’:
Maori in the Military, c1899 – 1914

Figure 1 Āhere Te Koari Hōhepa in his Volunteers’ uniform. Hōhepa, who served in the
Jubilee Contingent, enrolled in the Third Contingent under the name Arthur Joseph. He later
joined the Maori Pioneer Battalion in WWI as Ahere Te Koari Hohepa.
Source: Kiwi North Museum, Whangarei Collection, 1535.353.
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1.1

Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of the major developments concerning Maori
service in the military between 1899 and 1914. It is bookended by two key events
for this period: the exclusion of Maori from serving overseas at the beginning of
the South African War in 1899 and the decision to include Maori in a separate
unit following the outbreak of war in Europe in 1914. The South African War
was the first overseas conflict that involved the New Zealand military. While
there were strong calls for inclusion, Maori were officially excluded from service
in the military overseas for the duration of the war.10 Repeated offers of service
and calls for a dedicated Maori unit were declined. However, Maori did serve in
the conflict in the various general New Zealand and imperial contingents. Maori
served as individuals (i.e. not acknowledged as Maori or organised separately as a
Maori unit, as was often requested), and they did so with European names.
During the First World War, New Zealand continued its commitment to sending
troops in the defence of Empire, but on a much larger scale.11 Initially, the
imperial government maintained the position on Maori service held during the
South African War, but this early reluctance quickly shifted as it became clear
that troops from India and Africa would be serving. Maori service was thus
accepted, as was a separate Maori contingent, albeit in a limited capacity as
garrison troops.12
That Maori were officially excluded from the South African War and included in
the First World War is well known. Less well covered in the historical literature is
Crown policy relating to Maori and the military in the intervening years, during
peacetime. During these years, the New Zealand armed services underwent a
major reorganisation, which included the replacement of the old system of
Volunteers by the new Territorial Force, based on a system of compulsory
military training.13 Maori had played a small role in the Volunteer Force in the

Timothy Winegard, Indigenous Peoples of the British Dominions and the First World War, (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2012), p59.
11 Ibid.
12 Maori organisation and service throughout the course of the First World War is the subject of
Chapter Two
13 The separate development of the Air Force and Navy is the subject of a later chapter.
10
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early twentieth century and, following the creation of the Territorial Force,
continued to play a limited role. Whether or not this was a result of
discrimination or restrictions is difficult to conclude, though this chapter does
detail instances in which Maori applying to enlist were rejected. When the
Territorial Force was established and Compulsory Military Training (CMT)
introduced, the state initially declared its position that Maori were to be
compelled to train, as were Pakeha. However this position shifted and Maori
were ultimately exempted from the compulsion which was the beginning of a
tradition of exempting Maori from CMT (with the exception of the application
of conscription on Waikato in 1917) until 1949. Outside of the Volunteer and
Territorial forces, Maori also played an unquantifiable role in the Cadets and the
Permanent Force. Maori also took part in commemorative contingents, such as
the 60th Jubilee of Queen Victoria’s reign in 1897 and in the Coronation
Contingent in 1902 to attend the coronation of King Edward VII in London,
though this chapter will only consider the latter.14
This chapter details these instances of Maori service in the military, and attempts
at enlisting for service, in order to gain insight into Crown and Maori
understandings and expectations of the terms on which Maori would provide
military service to the Crown and the legislative, policy and practical barriers or
restrictions that Maori faced. Following a brief discussion of the context of late
nineteenth- and early twentieth century in relation to the armed forces, empire,
and Maori, this chapter then offers an overview of Maori involvement in the
South African War followed by a brief discussion of Maori involvement in
commemorative contingents, with a focus on the 1902 Coronation Contingent
that attended the coronation of King Edward VII.
The chapter then focuses on Maori involved in the Volunteer force in the late
nineteenth- and early twentieth-centuries, before providing an overview of the
reorganisation of the military, the establishment of the Territorial Force and
Maori involvement in the military in the years immediately preceding the First
Maori involvement in the 1897 Jubilee is outside the time-frame of this report and is considered in
Terence Green’s report.

14
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World War. The chapter ends by describing Maori responses to the First World
War, and the initial debate about Maori inclusion in the Expeditionary Forces
with Maori military service during the course of the First World War covered in
more detail in the following chapter. In describing Maori involvement in the
armed forces during these years, this section details opinion, policy, and practise,
Maori responses and strategies, and examples of exclusion and discrimination. In
doing so, it provides context for the initial reluctance to allow for a Maori
Contingent in the First World War.15
This chapter largely addresses the debate about Maori in the military during this
period, as well as legislative, policy and practical barriers or restrictions that
Maori faced in joining the military. Much of this debate and policy reflected
broader issues of Maori citizenship, equality and the place of Maori within New
Zealand society and politics. There is less focus in this chapter on pay,
conditions, training, discipline, and exposure to risk. This reflects both the
limited role that Maori played in the military during this period and the gaps in
source material as a result. Alongside state policy, this chapter also crucially
explores Maori responses and strategies. These were characterised by calls for
inclusion that were framed by a discourse that would come to define the case for
Maori service and inclusion in the armed forces for the remainder of the first half
of the twentieth century: that Maori, as equal citizens, should have the
opportunity to fight for their country, to serve as equals, and to pay the price of
citizenship.
For Maori political leaders like Apirana Ngata and Maui Pomare, expressions of
loyalty to the nation and Empire were ‘the passport to equality and the benefits
of British citizenship with European settlers’.16 This sentiment was essential to
the debate about Maori involvement in the military for the first half of the
twentieth century and is an important theme for the remainder of the first half of
the twentieth century. It was also not uncommon for Maori (and Premier

15 P.S. O’Connor, ‘The Recruitment of Maori Soldiers, 1914-18’, Political Science, Vol.19, No.2,
December 1967.
16 Ranganui Walker, He Tipua: The Life and Times of Sir Apirana Ngata, (Auckland: Viking, 2001), p185
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Richard Seddon in some cases as we shall see) to evoke the Treaty of Waitangi as
the grounds for recognising their equal citizenship and therefore right to serve in
the military. Maori leaders also expressed support for Maori involvement in the
military in the language of patriotism and service to Empire, as well as for the
‘improvement’ or ‘uplift’ of ‘the race’. These are all important contextual matters
explored in the chapter and which establish important themes that remain
relevant for the remainder of the report.
Maori exclusion from the South African War is the most common claim relevant
to the period addressed in this chapter. More broadly, the issues discussed in this
report are relevant to the more general claims regarding discrimination against
Maori in the New Zealand military.
1.1.1

Historiography and Existing Literature

While there is very little existing historical work on the period discussed in this
chapter, there is some literature that addresses Maori and the South African War.
Ashley Gould provides an overview of the debates regarding Maori inclusion,
Maori offers of support and the extent of Maori service in the war.17 Gould also
provides a general profile of a typical Maori soldier that served in the war,
discussed in more detail below. More recently, John McLellan has added to
Gould’s work, further detailing the social, political and cultural context in which
Maori enlisted. McLellan estimates that there were at least thirty-five volunteers
involved in the South African war that were of Maori descent. McLellan also
focuses on one Maori soldier, Thomas Richard Porter, also known as Tamati
Rihara Poata, or simply Tama Poata, to reveal the circumstances of Ngati Porou
enlistment and Maori involvement in the war.18
Historians have also investigated other aspects of the Maori South African War
experience. Sarah Hawdon’s New Zealand and the Boer War focuses on Maori

17 Ashley Gould, ‘“Different Race, Same Queen”: Maori and the War’, in John Crawford and Ian
McGibbon, eds, One Flag, One Queen, One Tongue, New Zealand, the British Empire and the South African
War, (Auckland: Auckland University Press, 2003), pp119–127
18 John McLellan, ‘Maori and the South African War, 1899-1902: An Overlooked Presence in a
“White Man’s War”, History 489: Research Essay, Victoria University of Wellington, 2015
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support for the war at home.19 Nigel Robson looks at the impact of the war on
New Zealand society more broadly, and includes a chapter on Maori and the war,
which covers exclusion and home front support.20 Lachy Paterson looks at the
Maori language newspaper, Te Pipiwharauroa, which vigorously supported the
British side during the South African War. Paterson focuses on how the two
leading commentators, Reweti Kohere, who edited the paper on behalf of the
Anglican Church, and Apirana Ngata, reported on the war. Paterson explores
how their schooling, tribal loyalties to church and state, notions of race, and their
reformist agenda all influenced their interpretation of the war, an imperial event
of international interest, to a local Maori audience.21 Historians of Maori and the
South African War have focused on particular aspects of Maori involvement in
the war and these provide important insights for this inquiry. However, there is a
need to look more broadly at how Maori service and offers of service influenced
the broader debate about Maori and the military, including in the years after the
war.
More generally, there is very little information on Crown policy relating to Maori
inclusion in the military after the South African War and prior to the First World
War.22 In the existing literature on the Volunteer and Territorial forces, there are
only brief references to Maori. The primary source material itself is patchy, while
secondary sources only briefly touch on this period, largely when providing
context to the First World War. Maori inclusion in the First World War is
contrasted with exclusion in the South African War, but with little attention to
the intervening years. As a result, providing a clear understanding of Maori
involvement in the military outside periods of active conflict remains difficult.
Furthermore, because of the apparently limited involvement of Maori in the
armed forces during this period, there is little in the way of primary source
material relating to issues of pay, conditions, training, discipline, promotion and
Published under pseudonym, A New Zealander, New Zealanders and the Boer War, or, Soldiers From the
Land of the Moa (Christchurch: Godan & Gotch, 1907).
20 Nigel Robson, ‘Counting the Cost: The Impact of the South African War 1899-1902 on New
Zealand Society’, MA Thesis, Massey University, 2012. See Chapter Two: ‘Maori and the War’.
21 Lachy Paterson ‘Identity and Discourse: Te Pipiwharauroa and the South African War, 1899-1902’,
South African Historical Journal, Vol.65, no.3, 2013, pp444-462.
22 Marr, Wai 2500, #6.2.1, p23.
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honours. There are some studies that detail certain elements of Maori service in
the military during these years. Helen Hogan’s study, From Hikurangi to Homburg
for example details the involvement of two young Maori men, Henare Kohere
and Terei Ngatai, who were involved in the coronation contingent that attended
King Edward’s VII coronation in 1902.23
For the broader context, this chapter has drawn extensively on the work of
military historians John Crawford and Ian McGibbon in detailing the context for
this period in which Maori provided military service for the Crown. Crawford
claims that Maori involvement was ‘limited’ in the Volunteer Force.24 McGibbon
provides some insight into the role of Maori in both the Volunteer Force and its
successor the Territorial Force as well as the non-application of compulsory
military training on Maori.25 However, Maori and CMT is a subject that is
strangely absent in the historical literature, especially considering the importance
of conscription in the First World War (discussed in the following chapter). In
his study on CMT, historian James Milburn described the impact of New
Zealand's defence policy upon Maori as a ‘fascinating byway’ that he would not
explore, but one that ‘merited a work of its own’.26 This chapter hopes to add to
our limited knowledge of this important period.
Lastly, it is important to restate that this report is not a general history of New
Zealand military service and thus a broad overview of the organisation and role
of the New Zealand military forces during this period is not provided in detail.
For this context, the reader should consult the works by Crawford and
McGibbon. The New Zealand Official Yearbook entry of the New Zealand military

Helen M. Hogan, From Hikurangi to Homburg: Hikurangi Ki Homburg, (Christchurch: Clerestory Press,
1997).
24 John Crawford, ‘The Role and Structure of the New Zealand Volunteer Force, 1885-1910’, MA
Thesis, University of Canterbury, 1986, p54; John Crawford, ‘The Volunteer Force and its place in
colonial Society’, in Brad Patterson, Richard Hill and Kathryn Patterson, eds., After The Treaty: The
settler state, race relations, and the exercise of power in colonial New Zealand, (Wellington: Steele Roberts
Publishers, 2016), pp149–77.
25 Ian McGibbon, Path to Gallipoli: defending New Zealand 1840-1915, (Wellington: Historical Branch,
Internal Affairs, 1991), see pp102, 115-117, 121-122, 154, 200. 252.
26 James Dalton Milburn, ‘New Zealand’s First Experiment with Compulsory Military Training 19001914’, MA Thesis, Victoria University, 1954, p9.
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forces also provides useful context regarding the various branches of the military
and their roles.

1.2

The Armed Forces, Empire, Race, and Maori Politics

This section develops some of the key themes for the period covered in this
chapter and which remain relevant throughout the first half of the twentieth
century. It addresses the importance of empire and militarism, racial thinking at
the turn of the century, Maori social and political history, and the connection
between class, the military and the public service. These are all themes and issues
that require context. Militarism, empire, and racial thinking were all part of the
discourse of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It had long been
accepted by the state that New Zealand’s security was bound up with that of the
British Empire. When the South African conflict broke out in 1899, Premier
Richard Seddon called for New Zealand involvement, stating that New Zealand
‘belong to and are an integral part of a great Empire’.27
During this period, what Ian McGibbon calls ‘imperial hysteria and militarism’
swept over the colony and heightened public interest in New Zealand’s defences
and militarism. Seddon claimed that the ‘martial spirit’ was ‘rampant’.28 Maori
leaders were not immune from this ‘martial spirit’. As early as 1900, Apirana
Ngata noted the great power rivalry in Europe and predicted that if Russia,
Germany or France were to make war on England, then New Zealand would
rush to the aid of the mother country ‘in the name of God, in honour of the
Queen and the glory of the Empire’.29 The overwhelming offer of support by
many iwi and hapu at the beginning of the First World War was part of a longer
tradition and story of support for empire that can only be understood in this
context.
The language of racial hierarchy is also apparent throughout much of the period
covered in this chapter. Victorian concepts of racial hierarchy hardened at the

NZPD, Volume 110, 1899, p75.
McGibbon, Path to Gallipoli, p149.
29 Ngata, cited in Ranginui Walker, He Tipua, p185.
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turn of the century and ranked races and cultures from inferior to superior, from
‘primitive’ to ‘civilised’. Maori were, in the broader imperial context, generally
regarded quite highly compared to other indigenes, and were viewed as capable
of ‘advancement’ or ‘improvement’.30 This was, of course, not new to this period.
Throughout much of the nineteenth century, the official policy of ‘amalgamation’
saw the Crown attempt to amalgamate Maori within the machinery of state.
However, the government was less willing to include Maori in any power-sharing
relationship or in leadership positions. Indeed, despite the political equality that
Maori supposedly shared with Pakeha under the Treaty of Waitangi, the colonial
state constructed a ‘racially dichotomised society under the rubric of both natural
and cultural difference’.31 Within this racial hierarchy, Maori were often divided
between half-caste and full blooded Maori, and for half-caste Maori divided
again, in the language of the time, between those ‘living as and among Europeans’
or ‘living among and as members of Maori tribes’.32 This distinction was essential to
how Maori were assessed in terms of their suitability for positions in Pakeha
society in general and, of relevance to this report, for military service in
particular, as we will see in this and in subsequent chapters. Maori leaders also
adopted this language when arguing for Maori involvement in the military. Te
Rangi Hiroa (Dr. Peter Buck), for example, claimed that through military training
the ‘decay of the race might be arrested’.33
This language reflected the class dimension to military service.34 Gould’s general
profile of the typical Maori soldier in the South African War highlights this point.
Gould writes that those who served in the war were generally ‘half- or quartercaste with a command of spoken and written English, possibly with previous
Volunteer or Permanent Militia service, and good rifle and horse skills’. Gould

John Barrington, Separate But Equal? Maori Schools and the Crown 1867-1969 (Wellington: Victoria
University Press, 2008), p16.
31 Lachy Paterson, ‘Hāwhekaihe: Maori Voices on the Position of ‘Half-Castes’ within Maori Society’,
Journal of New Zealand Studies, 9, 2010, pp135-156.
32 The New Zealand Official Yearbook, 1901; Colonial Office, The Colonial Office List, 1916, p277, cited
in: Winegard, Indigenous Peoples of the British Dominions and the First World War, p59. Emphasis
in original.
33 Evening Post, 20 August 1909.
34 As the final chapter of this report will demonstrate, this was particularly the case in the Air Force
and Navy.
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adds that some of the men ‘lived as Europeans, with the benefit of a fairly good
education by the general standards of the day’; some were professionals in areas
such as land surveying, others had careers in the public service, while some were
farmers.35 It is also important to recognise that Maori service in the military
closely dovetailed a career in the public service, and that this remained the case
for the entirety of the period covered in this report, as we will see in later
chapters.
In order to understand Maori responses and strategies in relation to Crown
policies, it is important to understand how Maori political leadership changed
during this period. The late nineteenth and early twentieth century saw the rise of
a new style of Maori political leadership, symbolised by young professional Maori
men such as Apirana Ngata, Te Rangi Hiroa (Dr. Peter Buck), James Carroll and
Maui Pomare, all of whom would hold Maori seats in Parliament (Carroll would
also hold the general seat of Waiapu). The Young Maori Party, which included
this group of professional Western-educated Maori men, attempted to improve
the lives of Maori by working within the Pakeha system. As Richard Hill writes,
while these men have been ‘depicted as total converts to western ways and
proselytisers for assimilation’, in fact, the Young Maori Party members generally
sought ‘to combine the technological, cultural and other benefits of European
civilisation with preserving “the best” of Maori culture’.36 Hill adds that the
presentation of these figures as ‘proselytisers for assimilation’ obscures their true
goal, which was to ‘protect their own people and culture from subsumption or
annihilation’.37 At first, these Maori Members of Parliament toured marae,
spreading the gospel of health, hygiene, and abstinence from alcohol.38
As this and subsequent chapters will demonstrate, it was also these voices that
were strongest in advancing the case for Maori service in the South African War

Ashley Gould, ‘“Different Race, Same Queen”: Maori and the War’, p125.
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37 Ibid., p46.
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and the First World War in particular, and in the military in general. This was
reinforced by many tribal leaders and individual Maori who demonstrated their
eagerness to serve in the military during this period. Tiopira McDowell writes
that Maori in parliament employed ‘shifting strategies’ to ‘gain a voice within the
corridors of power’. These ‘shifting strategies’ were defined by the ‘social and
historical context, the paradoxes inherent in Maori political representation, and
the active role that Maori communities played as agents of change’.39 As
McDowell points out, Maori communities played an active role in adapting Maori
political representation ‘to gain what limited results could be made under such
restricted circumstances’ and adapting the Pakeha system to suit Maori needs.40
Another important contextual factor is the social history of Maori at the turn of
the century. There is an extensive literature on the history of Maori society in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, too vast to summarise adequately
here. However, it is within the context of Maori social history in the first half of
the twentieth century that we glean a better sense of the external and pre-existing
barriers to military service. These are barriers that are beyond the scope of this
report, but need to be considered before detailing legislative and policy barriers
to military service for Maori. These barriers and restrictions to military service
were not always the result of discrimination on the part of military officials.
Rather, these restrictions and barriers were external and pre-existing, the results
of inequalities that Maori faced more broadly, such as in education, health, and
economic status as well as geographic separation. Maori remained, at least until
the Second World War, rurally based and largely working on subsistence farming
and seasonal labour. Pakeha, by contrast, were highly urbanised. As we will see,
some commentators at the time and historians since have understood the limited
role of Maori in the military as a result of this geographical separation between
Maori and Pakeha.
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With this context in mind, the chapter now moves to the South African War, an
event that sparked debate about Maori in the military at the close of the
nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth.

1.3

Maori and the South African War

The South African War was the first overseas conflict in which the New Zealand
military played a role. As indicated above, Maori did serve in the war in the
various general New Zealand units, but they did so as individuals, and with
European names. Unlike the separate Maori battalions that served in the First
World War (discussed in the following chapter), Maori who served in the South
African War did so ‘without the added visibility of a cohesive Maori group’.41
The exclusion of Maori in the conflict did, however, spark a more general debate
in New Zealand about the role of Maori in the military. This section begins by
examining Maori responses to the war. As discussed in the introduction,
understanding Maori responses to the conflicts are key to comprehending
motivations, understandings and expectations on the basis of which Maori
provided military service to the Crown. The chapter then explores Maori
exclusion, the subsequent debate that followed regarding Maori in the military
before briefly outlining the extent of service of Maori involvement in a ‘White
Man’s War’ and the legacy with regards to promotion and leadership within the
military. The account provided here is based largely on secondary sources as
many of the issues of relevance to this report have been researched by previous
authors. This chapter brings together the existing literature with a focus on areas
of relevance to this inquiry.
1.3.1

The Debate About Maori Service and the South African War

Before the South African War, the role of Maori in an expeditionary force (that
is, a military force dispatched to fight overseas) was raised in early 1899 when
there were suggestions that a contingent of New Zealand men, including Maori,
‘accustomed to bush life and with experience in the backwoods’, could be raised
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to serve in Samoa.42 Nothing came of this suggestion because the proposal was
rejected by the Imperial government and no contingent was formed. Maori also
offered assistance to the British in South Africa prior to and following the
declaration of war later in 1899. Te Arawa offered to raise a guerrilla unit for
service following the failure of the Jameson raid and the Anglo-German crisis in
1895-6.43 Again, nothing came of this offer.
When the South African War was declared in October 1899, Maori political
leaders again offered support and troops. Matutaera (Tuta) Nihoniho, the
distinguished Ngāti Porou leader who fought under Rapata Wahawaha, offered
to lead 500 Maori troops to assist the British. His offer was declined but,
according to Monty Soutar, some of the Ngāti Porou men who had Pakeha
ancestry were accepted and participated in the war.44 At the same time, Henare
Tomoana wrote to Seddon in 1899 requesting a Maori contingent with himself
taking a position of leadership: ‘Accept the propositions. Very great sympathy for
our boys in Transvaal. If well, I will take [a] Maori contingent myself to help
Imperial force at once’.45 Wiremu Pere, MP for Eastern Maori and ‘a strong
empire loyalist’, also offered to lead a 500-strong Maori contingent in South
Africa.46 Despite having personal sympathy for the Boers, Pere argued that New
Zealand must assist its protector.47 Support from Maori political representatives
was matched by offers from Maori across the country, among the strongest of
which came from Ngati Kahungunu and Ngati Porou.48 On the day war was
announced, prominent Ngati Kahungunu, including Airini Donnelly and the
Wairarapa rangatira Tamahau Mahupuku offered two horses each for the
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(accessed 19 May 2017)
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contingents.49 At Papawai, a Maori Volunteer unit, the Wairarapa Mounted Rifles
Volunteers (discussed in more detail below), declared their readiness to fight in
South Africa.50
However, the breadth of Maori opinion about the war was not canvassed or
recorded at the time. Robson writes that quantifying Maori support for imperial
actions in South Africa or opposition to them, is impossible, but ‘the
geographical locations of the tribes that passed resolutions of support indicate
that support was relatively widespread’.51 At the same time, Lachy Paterson
writes that ‘many Maori probably cared little about an imperial war that did not
unduly impact on their lives’.52 It should be noted, however, that not all
supported the war. The Governor, Lord Ranfurly, visited towns and cities
throughout the country to encourage the raising of funds for the war effort. In
Hokianga, where Maori as recently as 1898 had faced coercion by armed forces
during the ‘dog tax rebellion’, he found ‘a Pro-Boer element… fostered by some
local Dutch and German Priests’ who were taking advantage of long-standing
sense of grievances.53
At the same time, however, Hone Toia, who had led a group of Nga Puhi in the
1898 ‘dog tax rebellion’, later offered a company of Maori willing ‘to go to any
part of the world to fight for the King’ as ‘atonement’.54 Gould writes that
Waikato and King Country iwi and hapū were also probably opposed to the war,
considering their later opposition to serving in the First World War.55 However,
McLellan has more recently explained that the position the Kingitanga took on
the war is unclear, and points out that Western Maori parliamentarian Henare
Kaihau, who was King Mahuta’s principal advisor, voted in favour of a
contingent.56 Robson also points out that at least one Waikato Maori man fought
Ibid., p38.
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in South Africa. William Thomson, a Kihikihi blacksmith, served in both the
Fourth and Ninth Contingents and rose to the rank of farrier sergeant.57
Calls for Maori to be involved in the conflict came as soon as the New Zealand
government began discussing how New Zealand’s military might play a role. In
the first parliamentary debate on the war in September 1899, Seddon proposed a
mounted rifles contingent to assist the British if required. The House of
Representatives agreed, including all five of the Maori members of Parliament:
Hone Heke Ngapua (Northern Maori), Wiremu Pere (Eastern Maori), Tame
Parata (Southern Maori), Henare Kaihau (Western Maori), and James Carroll
(Waiapu seat). Seddon, as already mentioned, called for New Zealand
involvement on the basis that the nation belonged to and was integral to the
‘great Empire’.58 Seddon, however, suggested that Maori might not be able to
comply with the conditions laid down by the military authorities. Before
Parliament, Seddon stated:
I say if we wanted two thousand let alone two hundred there are
those in our colony prepared to go forth and do battle for the
Empire whenever and wherever it is deemed necessary. I am not
so sure whether it would be wise, outside these proposals–because
there is heartburning amongst those not selected; there are those
probably of the Native race who cannot comply with the
conditions laid down by the Commander of the Forces.59
Gould claims that Seddon may have been referring to restrictions based on
literacy, but this is not made clear in the speech, or elsewhere.60 Hone Heke
Ngapua and Carroll also spoke before Parliament, reminding Seddon that Maori
were both willing to serve and deserved inclusion as equal citizens under the
Treaty of Waitangi. Ngapua highlighted the importance of the Treaty of Waitangi
and the duties and responsibilities that Maori maintained under the Treaty.
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Ngapua also suggested that Maori in the North (Nga Puhi and Te Rarawa) would
be ready to serve:
Before this resolution is passed I desire to say a few words. Ever
since 1835, Sir, the Maoris have been under the protection of the
British Crown… and in 1840, during a discussion of the Treaty of
Waitangi, it was imparted there that the Queen, in return for the
giving of sovereignty of New Zealand by the chiefs to here,
extended to the New Zealand natives her protection. And I
believe, Sir, it is the duty of the Maori race to show its
appreciation at any time her interests are in danger. Any difference
that may have occurred since 1840 between some of the Maori
tribes and the British Crown have not interfered with our duty to
the Crown, and therefore I have every confidence in saying that
the people I represent in the North—Ngapuhi and Te Rarawa—
will prove themselves ready to support the British Crown on this
or on any other occasion when they may be called upon for
assistance.61
Carroll added his support for the contingent, and added that Maori should be
included:
… in selecting the contingent which we may decide to send to the
Transvaal the Maori race of this colony should not be overlooked.
I know there is a yearning in their hearts, induced by loyalty, to
add whatever they can towards holding up the military glory of the
Empire; and from their point of view I do not think you will be
doing amiss if you make selections from their ranks. About two
years ago this House agreed to send a New Zealand contingent,
among whom were Maoris, to the Mother-country to represent
this colony at the time of the Jubilee. They acquitted themselves
exceedingly well, and they deserve a great deal of credit for the
way in which they rose to the occasion. Now, as the Empire is
about to engage in war, we should be prepared to give a practical
pledge of what we assumed then we would be able to do on her
behalf.62
Maori service would, Carroll argued, add ‘additional lustre to our national
mana’.63 William Massey (later Prime Minister during the First World War) also
agreed, suggesting that there be a ‘fair proportion of members of the Native
NZPD, 28 September 1899, Vol.110, pp.79-80.
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race—people who, though not of the same race as ours, are subjects of the
Queen and citizens of the Empire, and willing and anxious to take part in all the
responsibilities in connection therewith’.64
But despite the strong offers of support by some iwi and hapu, and by Maori
members of Parliament, Maori were excluded from service in the war. It was, as
is often quoted, a ‘white’s man war’.65 However, while it is popularly understood
that the New Zealand Government reluctantly followed Imperial orders in
relation to Maori exclusion (Timothy Winegard, for example, wrote that the
Colonial and War Office ‘immediately forbade the use of Maori troops’66), Ian
McGibbon claims that there is no evidence of British instructions regarding
Maori exclusion, at least initially. Rather, the New Zealand Government’s
decision not to send Maori was a result of what McGibbon calls ‘tacit
understanding’.67 Similarly, Gould claims that precisely when the policy decision
to formally exclude Maori occurred is difficult to locate.68 More recently,
McLellan writes that archival research ‘is yet to uncover the initial
communication which informed the New Zealand Government that Maori
should not be accepted’.69
There are some early references to this in sources. In March 1900, for example,
James Carroll addressed Maori at the Basin Reserve regarding service in the war.
Carroll told the crowd they ‘should not grumble because their services had not
been accepted’. It was, Carroll told the crowd, ‘an order from England’.70 The
paper that reported this meeting also noted that the policy ‘deliberately adopted
from the outset, was that this was to be a white man’s war’.
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the Maoris being not allowed to fight[,] prove their loyalty and patriotism having
raised over £1,000 towards patriotic fund by means of carnivals’.72 But the
earliest known rejection of Maori troops from British Officials came in late 1900
with Chamberlain’s rejection of Seddon’s further offer of 100 Maori with the
Sixth Contingent in late 1900. Chamberlain’s rejection was widely reproduced in
the press.
Her Majesty’s Government desire to express their grateful thanks
for the prompt and generous response of your Government to
Lord Kitchener’s request. They would have been glad of affording
an opportunity of active service for the Queen’s Maori subjects
who have so often proved their soldierly qualities and courage, but
political considerations peculiar to South Africa render it
impossible.73
Elsewhere, Chamberlain wrote:
I am really sorry not to give these Maoris a chance. If they had
sent them without asking and mixed them up with others no one
would have known the difference. But [sic] as we promised that
this should be a white man’s war.74
The ‘political considerations peculiar to South Africa’ were the belief on the part
of the British administration in Cape Colony and Natal that the use of indigenous
troops—whether they were from India, South Africa or New Zealand—would
‘threaten the maintenance of structures of settler control’ in their colonies.75
Historians generally agree that Seddon was sympathetic to Maori aspirations to
serve in the war. When asked whether or not he supported the inclusion of
Maori, Seddon stated that ‘the Maoris are naturally a little aggrieved by their
exclusion’ and added that Maori were ‘among Her Majesty’s most devoted
subjects’. Seddon added that the ‘color line’ had been removed in New Zealand
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by the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi’.76 According to his most recent
biographer, Tom Brooking, Seddon had attempted to change the Colonial Office
policy following ‘powerful Maori gestures of support’ and, in doing so, he was
‘taking a stand against a mighty European prejudice of the day by arguing against
the notion of a “white man’s war”’.77 Seddon did state that the Colonial Office
had overlooked the equality of Maori and Pakeha conferred by the Treaty of
Waitangi. At Tuahiwi in 1902, for example, Seddon claims that the Secretary of
State ‘had evidently forgotten the Maoris and the Treaty of Waitangi, under
which the native race was entitled to the same privileges as Europeans and to
fight for their country’.78 However, Brooking’s assessment is perhaps too
generous to Seddon, who did not explicitly challenge the Colonial Office ruling at
the time.79 His pronouncements about the rights of Maori under the Treaty of
Waitangi were made to Maori gatherings at Tuahiwi and Papawai. However, as
far as research for this report has found, Seddon never wrote or cabled explicit
demands to the Colonial Office to allow a Maori contingent to serve in the war.
As will be discussed below, Seddon did allow Maori to participate in a contingent
at the 1902 coronation, though the precedent to this had already been set by the
1897 Jubilee.
Further requests in February 1902 that up to 1000 Maori volunteers be used as
garrison troops in other parts of the Empire were rebuffed. While it was
acknowledged that Maori might be good soldiers (when ‘officered by English
men’), the rejection came on the grounds that Maori were ‘merely children’ and
would be a ‘great trouble’.80 Around the same time, it appears that some Maori
troops had gained admission to the then Eighth Contingent and were being
obliged to leave camp, according to reports in the press.
Several Maoris and half-caste Maoris who got into the Eighth
Contingent are very much mortified at being told at the last
moment that they could not be allowed, in obedience to Imperial
Hawke’s Bay Herald, 26 February, 1900, cited in Robson, ‘Counting the Cost’, p40
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instructions, to go to Africa. It is a delicate question, and the
Maoris are a high race. The leading chiefs are sure to protest.81
At the same time, the Manawatu Evening Standard reported that a Maori sent out of
the camp at Trentham ‘was classed amongst the smartest drill-sergeants’ and
noted that some visitors were astonished to see a ‘coloured man in charge of a
squad of Europeans’, though an officer defended him as ‘a dashed smart noncom [non-commissioned officer], any way, and well worth his stripes!’.82 The
circumstances surrounding these events are unclear, however, and there is very
little further source material on this matter.
But exclusion did not stop the desire on the part of some Maori to serve, to offer
support for the war and for the raising of funds for the war effort at home. This
occurred at the same time that many others protested. Simultaneous protest
against exclusion and support for the war effort was perhaps best expressed in
the large meeting at Wellington’s Basin Reserve (the same meeting where Carroll
told Maori attendees that they ‘should not grumble because their services had not
been accepted’ and that it ‘was an order from England’). Here a Maori Carnival
was held in late March 1900 in a demonstration of support for the war and an
appeal to raise funds.83 Robson describes this event as ‘the largest display of
Maori support for the war’.84 Indeed, Maori communities, like Pakeha, raised
funds and resources towards the war effort. A group of Nga Puhi women, often
labelled the ‘Ngapuhi nurses’, dresses in military-style uniforms and bullet
bandoliers that resembled those of the soldiers in the war, formed a nursing
group that raised funds to aid the contingent.85 According to the Auckland Weekly
News, the women rode around Northland on horseback, ministering to the sick.
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In addition to training in first aid, the sisters raised funds to support the troops in
the South African War.86

Figure 2 This studio photo of the Ngāpuhi nursing sisters appeared in the Auckland Weekly News on 5
July 1901. Auckland War Memorial Museum Tamaki Paenga Hira
Reference: DT939.M48

Another example of simultaneous protest and support was evident in the
response of Matutaera (Tuta) Nihoniho (Ngati Porou), who, as mentioned above,
offered to lead 500 Maori troops at the outset of the war. Nihoniho sent a
greenstone mere to the British commander in South Africa, Lord Roberts,
following the death of his son.87 At the same time, Nihoniho continued to
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protest Maori exclusion and did so with references to the Treaty of Waitangi. In
May, 1900, the Poverty Bay Herald recorded a speech made by Nihoniho.
As to the loyalty of the Native race to Her Majesty the Queen
there is no question (applause)… The eyes of the Maori race are
set and fixed on the Treaty of Waitangi. I protest strongly against
the Natives being prevented from fighting on the side of the
British in this war. My heart is rejoicing at the news of the victory
achieved to-day by the British Army in South Africa (cheers)88
Following the departure of the Eighth Contingent in February, 1902, the
Ohinemuri Gazette claimed that Nihoniho ‘ventilated an undoubted grievance in
his comprehensive farewell address to the Eighth Contingent’.89 The paper
quoted his address:
Now, O my children, this is a new thing to me under the sun,
namely, having two children, one white and the other brown, that
when trouble overtakes me, their parent, I should forbid my
brown child to come to my assistance, and invite my white child
to die with me. 90
In the address, Nihoniho also claimed that the ‘crux’ of the question lay with the
Treaty of Waitangi, which ‘guarantees the absolute equality of both races in every
way’ and ‘the refusal to accept Maori service is a breach of the Treaty of
Waitangi’.91
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Figure 3 Tuta Nihoniho of Ngati Porou protested Maori exclusion from the South African War calling it
a ‘breach of the Treaty of Waitangi’. Image from: Tuta Nihoniho, Narrative of the Fighting on the East

Coast, 1865-1871 (Wellington: John Mackay, 1913)

1.3.2

Maori in the South African War: Service and Promotion

As discussed, Maori did provide unofficial service in the military during the
South African War. However, they did so as individuals in the various
contingents and with European names. To serve, these men concealed their
43

backgrounds on official documentation.92 As mentioned, McLellan claims that at
least thirty-five Maori men served as individuals during the South African War
(of a total of about 6,500 soldiers who served in the New Zealand Contingents).93
The contribution came predominantly from the East Coast, with at least sixteen
men from the area and the remaining from Nelson, Otago, and Chatham
Islands.94 One of the exceptions was Farrier William Thomson of Ngati
Maniapoto, who came from Kihikihi and served in the Waikato volunteer
corps.95 Gould’s general profile of the typical Maori soldier in the South African
War quoted above gives a good sense of those who served.96 That is, Maori who
served were generally ‘half- or quarter-caste with a command of spoken and
written English, possibly with previous Volunteer or Permanent Military service,
and good rifle and horse skills’. Gould adds that some of the men ‘lived as
Europeans, with the benefit of a fairly good education by the general standards
of the day’; some were professionals in areas such as land surveying, others had
careers in the public service, while some were farmers.97 McLellan adds more
detail to this general profile, highlighting some of the key elements of a Maori
soldier, including geographical origins, education, and military experience.98
This section does not go into detail regarding the service experience of those
soldiers of Maori descent that served in the South African War, save to make a
few general observations, based largely on secondary material. The three main
observations relate to service and treatment of Maori soldiers, Maori language
and culture within the contingents that served, and lastly, the legacies of the war
in terms of promotion and leadership and the debate about the place of Maori in
the military. First, as McLellan claims, the men of Maori descent who fought in
the war ‘do not appear to have been treated differently to the Pakeha volunteers,
and experienced the same trying conditions of extreme weather, inadequate
supplies and sickness’. McLellan adds that Maori were also more likely to reRobson, ‘Counting the Cost’, p41.
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enlist than Pakeha, with over half fighting with the second contingent.99
Secondly, despite official exclusion, and the concealing of their Maori
background to serve, it appears that elements of Maori language and culture had
an influence on the contingents that served. Newspaper reports from the time
record the use of haka among soldiers in various contingents. As Robson points
out, Walter Callaway’s First Contingent war cry was taken up by some other units
and the Taranaki Herald noted that ‘All hands in camp are busy acquiring the
Maori phrases’.100 Robson details further examples of press reports relating to
haka among the soldiers, as well as the use of Maori language. Despite this, it
remains difficult to come to any major conclusions regarding this issue.101
It is also difficult to assess the legacies of both Maori unofficial service and
official exclusion in the South African War. The question of the impact official
exclusion had on Maori recruitment is unknown, but it does seem highly likely
that even though some Maori did serve (but not as Maori), volunteering from
Maori was shaped by the decision to exclude. As Te Rangi Hiroa (Dr Peter Buck)
would later state, ‘[t]here is no chance of joining as a Maori’.102 As Gould’s
description of a typical Maori soldier in the war above suggests, there was also a
barrier based on class, literacy and previous military experience. This also played
a role in who enlisted to serve. But again, the impact on Maori service is
unquantifiable. For Maori who did serve in the South African War, promotion
and awards gained within the military were a concrete outcome and this placed
the men in a good position to take up leadership roles in the military and later in
the First World War.
Indeed, at least fourteen Maori men who fought in the South African War went
on to serve in the First World War, ten with the Maori Contingent, and with at
least seven rising to commissioned leadership positions.103 Beckham Arthur rose
to Captain, the highest rank of the Maori men who served, while a further five
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obtained commissioned roles as lieutenants in the South African War. Of the
five, John Walter Calloway and Robert Hugh Porter had further promotions
‘stonewalled by the Colonial Office’, according to McLellan, despite a
recommendation from Colonel Thomas William Porter and the approval of
Defence Minister Richard Seddon. The men were unsure when they returned
home from the South African War as to whether or not they were entitled to the
rank, increased war gratuity and related benefits.104 However, McLellan claims
that the stonewalling appears not to have been a result of their being Maori, as
six Pakeha were also affected by Lord Kitchener’s decision rejecting all
promotions within New Zealand contingents after the cessation of hostilities.105
Service in the South African War provided the military experience to achieve
promotion in the future, and for some, it secured a place within the public sector
more broadly. As Crawford points out, a number of officers who had been in the
contingents during the war later joined the Permanent Staff, under a
Government policy of filling staff positions with South African veterans.106
Indeed, many of the Maori men continued working in the military, either as
Permanent Staff or in the Volunteer Force.107 As mentioned, ten of the men
went on to serve in the Maori Contingent in the First World War. Henry Te
Reiwhati Vercoe (Ngati Pikiao), for example, received the Imperial South African
War Medal and the Queen's South Africa Medal. Vercoe later enlisted as a private
with the Maori Contingent, was promoted to sergeant soon afterwards and then
as sergeant major.108 Raymond Porter served in the Permanent Artillery in
Wellington, while Tama Poata (Thomas Porter) would find employment with the
Defence Force, instructing heliography.109
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In terms of official policy, the South African War had some impact. More
broadly, in the aftermath of the conflict, there were further discussions among
imperial officials about the role that indigenes could play in the military. At the
1902 London conference of the Secretary of State for the Colonies and leaders of
the self-governing British colonies, certain ‘general principles’ were outlined
regarding the ‘Organisation of Colonial Troops for Imperial Service’. There was a
belief that imperial defence would come to rely on the contribution of all of the
self-governing dominions and colonies. Some of the ‘general principles’ included
the fact that ‘[t]he main burden of a great struggle between the British Empire
and one or more States of European race or descent must be borne by the white
subjects of the King’. Secondly, that ‘Military contingents… of other than men of
European descent need not be considered with regard to this particular problem,
although the great value of the Indian army and the usefulness of the African and
other Native forces are fully recognised’.110 More immediately, within New
Zealand, Seddon, as we will see below, wanted to stem disappointment about
exclusion and made promises about the role Maori might play in a
commemorative contingent in the King’s coronation of 1902 and within the
domestic volunteer force. It is to Maori service in the coronation contingent and
the volunteer force that this chapter now turns.

1.4

Maori Coronation Contingent, 1902

In the context of exclusion from the South African War, Maori were included in
commemorative contingents. As discussed in the first report by Terence Green,
around 20 Maori were chosen to be part of a contingent selected to travel to
England to help mark the 60th Jubilee of Queen Victoria’s reign in 1897. Maori
also took part in overseas military commemorative displays in Australia in 1901
and in England in 1902 for the coronation of King Edward VII.111 This section
will address the 1902 Maori Coronation Contingent for the insight it provides
into Maori military service during this period.
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In 1902, along with the British Empire’s other dominions and colonies, New
Zealand was asked to provide representation at the Coronation of King Edward
VII. In March 1902, Joseph Chamberlain sent a telegram to the Governor of
New Zealand, stating that the ‘Her Majesty’s Government will be prepared to
receive from New Zealand any number not exceeding 150 of all arms, selection
left to your Ministers’.112 Late in March, the New Zealand government
announced that a ‘Native Contingent’ consisting of 24 members were to
represent New Zealand in the coronation ceremonies: six from the East Coast,
six from the West, six from the North, and six from the South Island.113 In May,
Seddon wrote that ‘[b]y taking some maori troopers it was the only way of giving
the native race a representation at the Coronation of our King’.114
Before leaving for the Coronation, Seddon was reminded that Maori,
disappointed at not being accepted for service in the South African War, would
not accept such rejection in future.115 Seddon attended a meeting in Papawai,
Wairarapa, where Wi Pere first ‘broached the subject of the Maoris and the Boer
war’ and requested that Seddon attempt to convince the King to change the
policy.116 Wikitoria Keepa, daughter of Te Keepa Te Rangihiwinui of Ngāti Apa,
along with 101 other rangatira of her tribe and Ngāti Kahungunu, sent a clear
message to Seddon that, in attending the Coronation, he would ‘be the voice of
your people of both races’. In doing so, they urged him to ‘speak for us at the
footsteps of the Throne and declare to His Majesty our loyalty, our willingness to
place ourselves at the service of the Empire’.117 Wiremu Pere claimed that Maori
wanted to ‘fight in defence of Empire’ and he challenged Seddon to affix a
feather of the huia to the breast or shoulder of the King. Pere also demanded
that Seddon not only raise his own mana, ‘but also the mana of the country with
which you represent’.118
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As discussed, Seddon was clearly concerned about stemming disappointment on
the part of Maori leaders at not being able to serve in the South African war,
while also responding to strong support for Maori corps. At Papawai, he claimed
that he would establish a ‘mounted volunteer corps of Maoris all over the
colony’. It was reported that Seddon hoped to have 5000 men enrolled ‘under
officers of their own race, ready to be trained for the defence of the country’
within six months (this is discussed in more detail below). Seddon assured the
crowd that on his trip to England, he would ‘ask the King’s advisors not again to
refuse the offer of Maori Volunteers to fight for the Empire’. He also claimed
that the ‘refusal to allow the Maoris to fight in South Africa had caused heartburnings among the natives’ and ‘when the refusal was made the Imperial
authorities had forgotten the Treaty of Waitangi’. According to the Wanganui
Herald report, Seddon’s speech was greeted ‘with loud plaudits by the natives
present’.119
It is unclear how exactly the contingent for the coronation was selected and
organised, though in April, 1902, the Otago Witness claimed that Liberal MP
A.L.D Fraser, was choosing the Hawke’s Bay men for the Maori Contingent.120 It
is clear, however, that James Carroll had close involvement in the selection of
those who took part. In May, Carroll wrote to Seddon, providing a list of the
names, tribes, and short biographies of the ‘Maori Section of the New Zealand
Coronation Contingent’. In the letter, Carroll outlined how he made his selection
and explained that the number exceeded that originally decided upon, but that he
could ‘not very well do otherwise as they were all in Camp and made such a fine
body of men that I felt one or two extra would not be out of the way’. Carroll
continued:
You will find them a nice body of young men, well-behaved, and
with only two exceptions, of the highest aristocratic lineage. I had
to leave the Tuhoe contribution behind for which I was very
sorry, but I was afraid to let him go, he being so untutored in
manners and, moreover did not seem to me to realise the
119
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importance of the position. Any mistake or impropriety that he
might have committed away from home would have been
unpleasant and have reflected on the others, especially as I had
determined that the standard of behaviour should be very best.
Having to make a selection from the different Tribes at such a
short notice confined me to a narrow margin…. and I could not
well combine excellence of physique and eminence of rank with
ability for the most difficult order of haka performance. You may
not, therefore, find the Contingent so [page ripped] in the Haka as
you might otherwise have been, but should you desire any Maori
exhibition on their part, you will find them do ‘kamate-kamate’
and anything of [page ripped] that order… In this respect, I told
them to practice well on the voyage.
Carroll also commented on the poor quality of uniform provided to the Maori
contingent:
I would suggest that you get them a proper outfit in London as
regards…. Especially in the matter of boots. What was supplied to
them before they left was simply shocking, made anyhow and
fitting most clumsily. I am sure horsemanship and general
appearing will suffer very much under such conditions.121
In the list of the thirty-two Maori men, the emphasis is on iwi and hapu who
expressed loyalty to the Crown in the nineteenth century wars. The biographical
details provided show that many of those selected were the descendants of men
who received honours for their previous military service for the Crown. For
example, Puke Te Rangi (Ngapuhi) was related to Tamati Waka Nene, who
‘befriended the Europeans and fought on our side in Hone Heke’s War’. Taite
Heuheu (Tuwharetoa) was the great grandson ‘of the celebrated Te Heuheu of
Taupo Lake fame’ and related to Te Heuheu II, who, according to Carroll’s
description, ‘gave Mounts Tongariro and Ruapehu as gift to the Crown to form
National Park.’ Kohere (Ngati Porou, Waiapu) was the grandson of late Mokena
Kohere, ‘loyal fighting chief of the North Island, honoured by Her Late Majesty
with sword’. Others were said to represent ‘some of the best lines of ancestry’.122
An Evening Post article from mid-April 1902, confirmed this point. Describing the
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‘inspection’ by Seddon of the North Island section of the Contingent on the
parliamentary grounds, the article explained:
With the Hon. J Carroll, he went through the list, examined them
closely and selected 24 out of 27, under Captain Taranaki. Some
surprise was expressed at the apparent passing over of two out of
the three remaining, as both were well-built specimens of the
Maori race. It is understood, however, that in making the selection
the Premier took into consideration the ancestry of the candidates
who included the descendants of several noted chiefs.
The piece suggested that the choice was not a final one, however, and that
Seddon turned to Carroll and said, ‘You have my wishes on the matter, and you
make the final selection’. The report also noted that ‘a good proportion’ of the
contingents ‘have been in volunteer corps’.123

Figure 4 Some of the members of the contingent of Maori for the Kings coronation in camp at Trentham,
Wellington. Sir George Grey Special Collections, Auckland Libraries, AWNS-19020417-9-1
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Figure 5 Image includes members of the Maori Coronation Contingent, Auckland Weekly News, 19
April, 1902, Sir George Grey Special Collections, Auckland Libraries, NZG-19020419-746-4

Thirty-Two Maori men were part of the contingent that joined 122 New Zealand
men who participated in the coronation. The details of their experience overseas
will not be outlined here. As discussed above, Helen Hogan’s work, From
Hikurangi to Homburg details the experience of Henare Kohere and Terei Ngatai
who wrote home for Te Pipiwharauroa and describes their travels in detail. Readers
interested should consult Hogan’s book. However, of immediate relevance to
this report is the fact that Maori involvement in the coronation was, as
McGibbon described it, ‘a sop to Maori aspirations’ and perhaps foreshadowed a
‘large increase of Maori involvement in the Volunteer Force’.124 Just how
committed Seddon was to opening up the Volunteer Force to Maori is discussed
in the following section.

1.5

The Volunteer Army in the Early Twentieth Century

As discussed in Terence Green’s report, Maori had played an important part in
the colonial forces during the New Zealand Wars, and from the 1870s Maori
124
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were anxious to ‘join with their European friends in … the defence of the
country’ in the Volunteer Force.125 The Volunteer Force experienced something
of a slump in the 1890s, before momentum picked up again in the final years of
the nineteenth century and the early twentieth century.126 As described above,
this was a period marked by martial and imperialistic sentiment, heightened by
the South Africa War. The nation’s Volunteer Forces were, according to
McGibbon, ‘swollen by a jingoistic surge of volunteering during the Boer War’.127
By July 1900, the Volunteers stood at 11,500 men – an increase of more than
double since 1897. Despite some concerns about the size of the Volunteers,
additional Volunteer corps were accepted, so that by July 1901, there were 17,057
Volunteers.

Within the growing Volunteer Force, Premier and Minister of

Defence, Richard Seddon foresaw a place for Maori. In his 1900 report on
defence in New Zealand, Seddon stated:
there is a large number of men of the Native race who are well
capable of bearing arms. In the past we have had a taste of the
fighting qualities of the Maoris, both of those against and those
with us; in fact had it not been for the “friendlies” the troubles
would not have ended so speedily or successfully as they did. All
now, I am happy to say, are desirous of upholding the mana of our
gracious Sovereign and were pouri (sorrowful) at not being allowed
to go with our sons in the contingent to South Africa. The time
has long since arrived when we may with confidence trust those of
the Native race who enrol themselves in our Volunteer corps, and
accept them to form part of the Imperial Reserve Force.128
The Imperial Reserve was a New Zealand initiative aimed at harnessing colonial
support for imperial defence and assisting planning by providing some certainty
of availability, in contrast to the ad hoc nature of the colonial contribution during
the South African War.129 Seddon believed that at least 2000 Maori men would
join the reserve. 130
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In spite of the rapid growth of the Volunteers in the early twentieth century, and
Seddon’s optimistic report, there are several examples of proposals by Maori for
the formation of Maori volunteer corps being rejected by military officials during
these years. Seddon himself rejected at least three proposals to form such a corps
on the East Coast, according to Crawford.131 More generally, officials had
reservations about Maori serving as volunteers, and often commented on what
they saw as issues of discipline, language, and leadership. Colonel A.P. Penton,
the Commander of the Volunteer Force between 1896 and 1901, doubted the
reliability of Maori Volunteers, and believed that special arrangements had to be
made for the storage and care of arms issued to Maori units. Penton also
preferred Maori serving in general Volunteer units, stating in 1898 that the
mixing of ‘the two races is quite desirable in a corps’.132
An application from the ‘Rahotu (Maoris corps)’ in Taranaki were rejected in
1898 on the grounds that the number of Volunteers for that district was
complete.133 Another request for the establishment of a Maori volunteer corps in
Matakohe, north of Auckland, was rejected because a Pakeha officer could not be
found to take charge. Hare Patihana wrote to Seddon in January, 1902:
Will you give your assent to a Maori Volunteer Corps being
enrolled here. We the Maoris in this parish are very eager to serve
in that capacity so as to be in a state of preparedness in the event
of this island being attacked, that is why we have a desire to write
this to you... The Maoris living here now are just like Pakehas that
is why I am emboldened to write to you.134
Captain Reid wrote to the Wellington Commandant in March in response to the
request:
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With reference to your memorandum… re. proposed Maori
Volunteer Corps at Matakohe I beg to inform you that from
enquiries made I find there are no European officers in the
neighbourhood who would be willing to take charge of the Corps
if formed. I also find that the Natives in the district are not of a
character such as would ensure the maintenance of a Corps in an
efficient state.135
Major Smith responded to Reid that the he needed to ‘amplify’ his case ‘as to
natives [re. their character], the statement is sweeping in character & [the General
in Command] would be glad to know what led you to arrive at such a
conclusion’. Reid responded by attaching two letters, from Edith Cooksey and
Lieutenant Nutsford of the Otamatea Mounted Rifles, to give weight to his
arguments. Cooksey wrote that ‘several Maoris were desirous of joining the
Otamatea Mounted Rifles; but it would be a very hard matter indeed to keep a
corps of Maoris together, as they are so unstable’, while Nutsford added, ‘I do
not think it would keep together any length of time. No doubt it would work
very well for a time and it would be possible to find Europeans to take charge of
them, but my opinion of the Maori here is, that they are not worthwhile
bothering with, as a corps by themselves’.136 Reid added that his views were
‘confirmed by several other gentlemen who possess a good knowledge of the
natives in the district in question’.137
In August 1902, the question of Maori in the Volunteer Force emerged in
Parliament, after the Member for Southern Maori, Tame Parata, asked the then
Acting Defence Minister Hall-Jones when the Government proposed to form the
Maori Volunteer rifle corps. Hall-Jones replied stating that he had ‘a number of
applications for the making of a Volunteer rifle corps’ and that these were before
cabinet ‘awaiting a decision as to what should be done’. He added that the
number of Volunteers had ‘mounted up during the last few years’ and it was ‘a
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question of how far they were to go on increasing the present number’.138
Following this, the Manawatu Times reported that ‘[i]n the absence of the Premier
the Government does not appear to be so enthusiastic as its leader in the
formation of Maori Volunteer Rifle Corps’.139

Figure 6 Captain Remini, Wairarapa Mounted Rifles, New Zealand Free Lance, 8 June 1901
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Figure 7 This image includes members of the Wairarapa Mounted Rifles. Ref: 1/2-024825. Alexander
Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand. /records/22800376

An exception to this trend was the Wairarapa Mounted Rifles, formed in the
same year that the war in South Africa broke out. As described above, they
declared their readiness to fight in the South Africa war.140 Crawford describes an
early proposal to form a specifically Maori corps in Wairarapa in 1886, which was
well received by Defence Minister John Ballance and quickly officially sanctioned
and established.141 The company disbanded in 1891, a victim perhaps of the
general slump in volunteering at the time. Towards the end of the nineteenth
century volunteering picked up again in the context of the South African War.
The new Wairarapa Mounted Rifles unit was formed in 1899, and would remain
a unit until 1906. McGibbon describes them at their formation as ‘the only Maori
140
141
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corps in the Volunteer Force’. 142 In 1900, a list of Volunteer corps recorded that
there were 56 men in the Wairarapa Mounted Rifles.143 Some sources suggest that
it was financially supported by Ngāti Kahungunu leader, Hāmuera Tamahau
Mahupuku.144 The Wairarapa Mounted Rifles, under Captain Remini, took part in
the reception for the Duke and Duchess of Cornwall in Rotorua in 1901, acting
as an unofficial escort.145 During this occasion, the Star described them as being
‘100 strong’ and the ‘only Maori Volunteer Corps in the colony’.146 Captain
Remini himself was part of the contingent that travelled to England for the
Queen’s Jubilee in 1897.147 Exactly why the Wairarapa Mounted Rifles were an
exception is unclear. It could be perhaps because it was self-funded, or that
Papawai, where they were largely based, was at this time a central site of Maori
political organisation.
Despite being a relative success as a Maori volunteer unit, the Wairarapa
Mounted Rifles were still subject to discriminatory attitudes, and were eventually
disbanded. In 1906, the Colonel Commanding Wellington District inspected the
Wairarapa Mounted Rifles and wrote, ‘This corps, being entirely composed of
Maoris, has not the chance of learning sufficient detail owing to the want of any
instructors with knowledge of the languages. All ranks are very keen but the work
is very superficial’.148 The Mounted Rifles disbanded in September 1906, ‘in
consequence of the bad attendance of members’.149 Major General J.M
Babington, Commandant of New Zealand Forces, wrote to the Minister of
Defence in 1906, ‘As this corps has been moribund for some time and all efforts
to resuscitate it have failed, I recommend that it be disbanded’.150
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Figure 8 Maori soldiers, James Carroll and Richard Seddon at Papawai Pa, Greytown. Ref: 10x8-1746.
Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand. /records/23190560

Colonel A.P. Penton’s successor after 1902, Babington, was more willing to
promote Maori Volunteer corps and this was reflected in the Government’s
‘New Departure’ in defence policy, announced at a gathering at Papawai in 1902.
The intention of the policy was, as the Evening Post reported in April, 1902, ‘to
form native mounted corps in different parts of the colony’. The report
acknowledged the fact that Maori requests to form Volunteer units had been
rejected, commented on Penton’s attitude towards Maori corps and laid out a
plan for the involvement of chiefs in the formation of units and the role of Maori
in leadership positions:
A large number of such corps had been refused because it was
said they did not understand our language, but now the
Government had decided that native corps should be formed
(Applause.) The late Commandant said he saw great difficulties in
the way of forming and training such corps, but the present
59

Commander of the Forces thought it would be the easiest thing
possible. The proposal was that in any district where there was a
sufficient number of Maoris to form a corps, a meeting should be
called for the enrolment of the men and the election of officers,
who would receive instruction either at a camp or one of the
centres before assuming their duties. He would ask the assistance
of chiefs in selecting the officers, and when they were selected the
Government would undertake to give them a month’s training so
as to fit them for the command of the corps. (Applause). He
anticipated that in six months’ time there would be 5000 Maori
volunteers in the colony. The Government would also appoint a
native as commander of all the native corps, and he would have
under him instructors who would go from place to place drilling
the various companies.151
Babington did not believe the cost would be great and ‘looked forward to raising
a body of native volunteers’ who could be relied upon in the case of emergency
‘or who could defend the country if our own men should be drafted away’.152
This last comment suggested that while Babington envisaged that Maori would
play a role in the Volunteer unit, it would remain a limited role, not for overseas
service, but rather as garrison units while Pakeha men (‘our men’) fought
overseas.
It appears that nothing came of this proposal, despite Babington’s insistence to
Seddon for at least four years afterwards.153 It was perhaps the case that Seddon’s
statement was to pacify Maori expectations following their exclusion from the
South African War (and in the context of his broader policy regarding Maori),
whereas Babington was sincere. This would support Crawford’s statement that
‘Seddon’s Liberal Government was significantly less supportive of the formation
of Maori units than were its military advisors’.154 In a 1906 report on New
Zealand’s Military Forces, Babington wrote the following statement, which again
envisaged a role for Maori in the military, and suggests that no action had been
taken on his ‘New Departure’ policy as it related to Maori:
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A valuable addition to the Defence Forces of the colony might be
made by the raising of more Maori corps; these men can give very
much more time to the work than Europeans can. The Maoris are
fond of military life, and, properly officered, such corps could be
made very efficient. I submitted a scheme for this in 1903, but no
action was taken.155
It is unclear if anything changed near the end of the decade whether any Maori
Volunteer Corps existed. In March of 1908, an unnamed representative from the
Young Maori Party said that ‘the Maori race… felt the affront very keenly when
the colour line was drawn’. The military, he continued, was just one of these
colour bars. ‘[Maori] felt that they had as much right to be allowed to serve in the
military and naval forces as other New Zealanders’, the representative said, and
the newspaper report claimed that ‘he hoped shortly to submit a scheme for
Maori volunteer service’.156 It is unclear if such a ‘scheme’ was submitted. The
number of Maori in general Volunteer Corps during this period is also impossible
to quantify, but there are mentions of mixed Maori-Pakeha corps. In 1910, the
New Zealand Herald described the Otamatea Mounted Rifles as being composed
of ‘pakehas and Maoris… and in unity are perfecting themselves to repulse the
invasion of any belligerent force which may threaten these shores’.157
Towards the end of the decade, Maori continued to apply to form Volunteer
corps. This occurred against the backdrop of a military reorganisation (as will be
discussed below, the New Zealand military was in the midst of a major
reorganisation with registration for the new Territorial Force opening the
following year). In June, 1910, Taui Wetere (Phillip George) wrote to Captain
R.J.S Seddon describing a meeting of ‘Maori boys’ at Kawhia who were
‘enthusiasts in the Defence movement of the Dominion’. At the meeting, a
resolution was unanimously carried that a letter should be forwarded to the
Minister for Defence stating ‘it is the sincere wish of the Ngati Hikairo section of
the Maoris residing at Kawhia, by permission of the [?] authorities to form a
mounted rifle Corps of 40 strong exclusively Maoris’. George added that some
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had already served in the mounted corps and ranged in age from 18 to 30. 158
Seddon replied, thanking George for the offer, but rejecting it. Seddon wrote, ‘it
is regretted that for the present the matter will have to stand over, pending the
coming into effect of the new Defence scheme’. Seddon wrote that the new
Defence scheme would include Kawhia as one of the Military areas, and ‘no
doubt the Area Officer will arrange for the training of men in his area under such
scheme’. He also suggested that Ngāti Hikairo of Kawhia write to the officer
commanding the district and provide information regarding their proposed
headquarters, the names and ages of those wanting to enlist, and to give
assurance regarding the use of a rifle range, that a safe storehouse and magazine
for any arms and ammunition would be provided and that the proposed officers
‘are fit and proper persons to hold Commissions’.159
In March of the following year, Taui Wetere took up Seddon’s advice by writing
to the Officer in Command of the Auckland District:
I have the honour on behalf of myself and forty others to request
for permission to form a Maori mounted squadron at Kawhia to
consist exclusively of Maoris… It is needless to mention the
interest that is simmering among the Maories of Kawhia in
defence matters more especially in the anticipation of permission
to prove themselves worthy members of the British Empire.160
The Officer in command of the Auckland District forwarded the request to the
Defence Force headquarters in Wellington asking if there were regulations ‘in
connection with members of the Maori race joining any portion of the forces’.161
Adjutant General, A. W. Robin replied stating that ‘the completion of registration
will settle this matter, as you can then form an opinion as to the possibility of
forming such a Unit’.162 Later in the same month, Rotohiko K. Tapihana and
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twenty nine others of Te Arawa wrote to the Minister of Defence requesting that
they enlist as a company to be called the Ara Mounted Rifles. ‘Friend, whereas
we, the undersigned, are anxious to uphold the flag that waves over these lands’,
they wrote, ‘we therefore pray that you further our cause both in the direction of
our enlistment and the obtainment of the necessary uniforms and weapons of
war’.163 Ngata was informed that the matter ‘should stand over for the present
pending the re-organisation of the Defence Forces.164 That reorganisation is the
subject of the following section.

1.6

Territorial Force, Compulsory Military Training, and Maori

The decade or so before the outbreak of the First World War was an important
period of reorganisation in the military of Dominion nations (New Zealand
would become a Dominion in 1907). Between 1904 and 1912, all enacted new or
amended their national Defence Acts, which drastically altered the structure of
their military forces, and all remained in place at the outset of the First World
War.165 The reorganisation of the Dominion militaries occurred for a number of
reasons, but largely this was due to events internationally.166 The South African
War combined with an increasingly hostile international relations environment, in
which war with Japan and Germany emerged as a real possibility made military
matters and the topic of defence a priority.167 There was, according to Sir Joseph
Ward, grave danger of New Zealand being ‘drawn into a maelstrom of war’.168
More specifically, New Zealand’s failure to pay attention to its defence needs
during the latter part of the nineteenth-century left it, in the first decade of the
new century, ‘with a thoroughly defective system of defence’.169 The inability of
the Volunteers to meet New Zealand’s defence requirements led to the
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Government seeking advice from British authorities as to the most appropriate
form of military organisation.170
At the Imperial Defence Conference held in London in July-August 1909, Joseph
Ward and other Dominion Prime Ministers agreed to proposals to increase
cooperation in imperial defence, which included the Dominions being capable of
providing expeditionary forces made up of units organised along the same lines
as British Army units. Ward asked the Chief of the Imperial General Staff,
General W.G Nicholson, to propose a reorganisation of the New Zealand
Military Forces. Nicholson called for the formation of a territorial force (that is,
units closely related to particular localities) along the same lines as the new British
Territorial Army, based on compulsory military training and able to provide a
30,000-home defence force, from which a 10,000-man expeditionary force could
easily be organised in an emergency.171
These proposals were provided for in the Defence Act 1909, under which a
major reorganisation of New Zealand’s military forces commenced.172 Under the
provisions of the Act, the Volunteer Force was abolished and was replaced by
the Territorial Force. The aim was to create a standardised national army out of
the ‘heterogeneous mass of scattered squadrons, batteries, and companies’ of the
existing Volunteer corps. 173 The Defence Act introduced cadet training for boys
aged 12 to 17 and compulsory military training in the Territorial Force for all
men aged 18 to 21 (later extended to 25 under the Defence Amendment Act
1910).174 These men were to serve in regional regiments of the Territorial Army,
undertaking regular training and an annual week-long camp, while men between
the ages of 25 and 30 were to serve in the Territorial Reserve. The new system
also created a Staff Corps (NZSC), which consisted of fewer than 100 career
officers (some seconded from the British Army), and a Permanent Staff (NZPS),
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which consisted of several hundred career warrant officers and NCOs, spread
throughout the country to ensure adequate training of the Territorials.
Additionally, each year a few officer cadets were selected for training at the newly
established Royal Military College of Australia at Duntroon (as discussed in a
later chapter, the first Maori to be nominated for cadetship to Duntroon would
be in 1943).175
In 1910, Major-General Alexander Godley (later prominent in the First World
War and discussed in the following chapter) was appointed to the task of
organising and building the Territorial Force based on compulsory military
training. Godley noted that the Government had ‘passed their universal service
law with very little idea of how it was to be put into practise’.176 This was
certainly the case when it came to the inclusion of Maori in the CMT scheme.
1.6.1

Maori and Compulsory Military Training (CMT)

Unlike in Australia or South Africa, where the indigenes were explicitly exempted
from compulsory military training under legislation, the New Zealand Defence
Act drew no distinction between Maori and Pakeha.177 However, while Maori
were not officially excluded from the CMT scheme, and the Territorial Force in
general, in practise they were not compelled to register and train. Initially,
however, following the opening of registration for the Territorial Force in April
1911, there was an insistence there be no distinction between Maori and Pakeha.
In May 1911, the Wanganui Chronicle published an article entitled ‘MAORIS TO
REGISTER. NO EXCEPTION’, which explained that Lieutenant Hume had
asked the paper to correct a ‘misapprehension that appears to exist in connection
with Registration under the Defence Acts’. The article explained that, ‘as the
Proclamation distinctly states’, every male inhabitant between the age of 14 and
21 was required to register. ‘This, of course, includes Maoris as well as
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Europeans’.178 In the same month, the Ashburton Guardian raised the same issue.
‘The position of the Maoris under the Defence Act has also been a matter of
discussion’, an editorial read, ‘and the opinion prevailing seems to be that the
aboriginal inhabitants of New Zealand are exempt from military training’. Such
was not the case, the article continued, a statement confirmed by Major-General
Godley, who stated that ‘according to the wording of the Act it was clear that
they would be called upon to do so’.179
This insistence on there being no exceptions was reinforced in at least one local
issue reported in May 1911, when Lieutenant Donald Polson wrote to the
Officer commanding the Auckland District regarding the registration of Maori in
Northland:
The G.O.C at Kawakawa instructed us that we were to do our
best to get all the eligible Maoris in our district registered. This I
have found to be a very difficult problem. In a district like North
Auckland it is quite impossible for us to see each Maori youth as
they are scattered over a huge area of gumfields, many in almost
inaccessible places.
The author explained that ‘not nearly the whole of the eligible Maoris’ would
register before 2 June and, that ‘if the Proclamation were printed in maori and
circulated’, this may perhaps ‘help considerably as so many would plead
ignorance in the event of the authorities enforcing a £5 penalty’.180 The letter was
forwarded to the New Zealand Defence Headquarters in Wellington, where
Captain R. O. Chesney, Adjutant-General, replied informing the Auckland
District Headquarters and Lieutenant Polson ‘that Maoris are to be registered,
there being no exemptions from registration’ and said that proclamations printed
in Maori were being sent.181
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It is unknown whether or not there was any political opposition on the part of
Maori to CMT. Indeed, it is also unclear whether or not Maori political leaders
were consulted in the lead up to the reorganisation of the military and whether or
not Maori exemption from compulsory training (addressed below) was discussed
with Maori. Jonathan Sarich claims that military authorities in the area between
Otahuhu and Huntly were having difficulty enforcing compulsory military
training in the Territorial Force, but there is little detail on this.182 There were
some concerns expressed about the impact on young Maori and the impact on
schooling. In May 1911, Parata Mate Kakanui of Kakanui Maori School wrote to
James Carroll expressing his anxiety at the enrolment of students in military
training:
Sir, we write to you because of the receipt of a memo to write the
names – for volunteering – of the Maori children, between the
ages of 14 and 20 years.
Therefore we, of the Committee of the Kakanui Maori School, ask
of you to recommend that none of our school children be taken
away for any other purpose whatsoever. We ask this because the
children are few, unlike those of other schools who are many, and
if some are taken off the Teacher will probably lose heart.
It is purely anxiety on our part lest the school be broken up that
we ask this of you to make the necessary representations to the
Defence authorities, and we rely upon you to do so.183
There is no direct reply to the letter, but a note written in the margins of the
letter states: ‘inform the writer that the provisions of the Defence Act must be
given effect to’.184
However, despite the insistence there be no exceptions in the correspondence
cited above, the government later decided, as least informally, not to apply
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compulsory military service to Maori, except in the case of cadets.185 The
following instructions for postings were issued to all military districts regarding
Maori registration in the Territorial Force.
Those Maoris who have registered are to be enrolled. In districts
where the Native population is scattered, Maoris will be posted to
squadrons and companies as individuals. In places where there are
large Native settlements or pahs Maori troops or sections should
be formed as part of the establishment of squadrons or
companies.
Should the number of Europeans registered be sufficient to
complete the required establishment without the inclusion of
Maoris, a fifth Maori troop or section should be formed extra to
the establishment of the squadron or company.
The appointment of Maoris as N.C.O.s and the recommendation
of Maoris for commission to serve with these extra troops or
sections is left to the discretion of Commanding Officers.
All Maoris of the Senior Cadet age will be enrolled, posted, and
trained as Senior Cadets.186
The first sentence suggested that Maori who registered were to be enrolled. In
other words, Maori were not to be excluded. Following that, the instructions
suggest that Maori would be formed into separate sections or units, where there
were large Maori settlements, and that even if registration reached required
number, additional Maori units were to be formed. The instructions also
suggested a role for Maori as NCOs and officers, but stresses that this was left up
to the discretion of the Commanding Officers. The instructions did not make
any statements about compulsion, except for the final sentence relating to the
Cadets (the role of the cadets is discussed separately below).
That Maori would not be compelled to comply with the conditions of CMT was
noted again by Major-General Godley when he reflected on the creation of what
he called New Zealand’s ‘citizen army’, the Territorial Force, in 1913. Godley
wrote that the ‘universal obligation to be trained has not been insisted on in the
185
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case of the Maoris, but they have been taken as volunteers and in many
regiments, especially in the North, a good many of them are to be found in the
ranks’.187 Outside of Godley’s statement, and the instructions cited above, it is
difficult to find a specific policy relating to exemption provided for Maori. Some
historians suggest that Maori were excluded from complying with the Defence
Act because they were in largely rural areas and had limited English language
skills.188 Pakeha who lived a certain distance away from local Territorial force
headquarters were also exempt. According to Alison Fletcher, a small number of
Maori, especially those who were literate, did receive military training under this
scheme. 189 When Massey was in later years asked about the service of Maori in
the First World War and training, he replied that ‘the Maoris lived mostly in areas
which were exempt from military training, and although the Maori was as
enthusiastic as the Pakeha he had a greater need for training’.190 Even into the
1920s, as we will see in the following chapter, officials remained unsure about
how the CMT scheme applied to Maori.
Despite the fact that Maori who registered were to be enrolled, their participation
in the Territorial Force was not regarded with much favour by the mainly
imperial officers who dominated the upper levels of the military hierarchy. A
meeting of senior officers in 1914 noted, for example, that ‘as a rule’ Maori
Territorials were ‘dirty in their habits, and untrustworthy as regards care of arms,
equipment, and clothing issued to them’. The notes also commented on Maori
‘quickness to learn and enthusiasm’.191 Attitudes towards Maori in the Territorial
Force were also reflected in the press at the time. ‘It is understood that the
Maoris are keen to join the forces’, read an article in the Otago Daily Times, ‘[but]
the Maori does not make a good soldier’. The article continued:
[t]here would be difficulties in training him with the pakeha
soldier; whereas if he is trained in purely Maori companies the
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results obtained are not likely to be first class. The probability is
therefore that the Maori will be allowed gradually to drop out of
the scheme.192
In January 1911, the Press followed in a similar vein:
The question is occasionally asked, what is the position of the
Maori in regard to the general defence scheme. The Act, of
course, includes the Maoris, but it is doubtful if their services will
be availed of to any extent. Past experience has shown that the
Maori is not welcomed in “pakeha” corps, while purely Maori
companies have not been a success. There are at present in
existence two Maori corps, and while these will be allowed to
continue, the enlistment of the Maori will probably not be
encouraged.193
It is unclear what the two Maori corps referred to were, nor what is meant in the
statement that Maori enlistment would not be encouraged.
Nevertheless, as mentioned, Maori did enrol in the Territorial Force following its
establishment. Registration to join began in April 1911 and was completed in July
of the same year. The government’s required quota of 30,000 Territorials was
achieved, and by June, the Otago Daily Times reported that registration had
reached 55,774 men — the Times added that the figure did not include Maori.194
In August 1912, Dr. Pomare presented before the House of Representatives a
return of Maori then enrolled in the Territorial Forces across the military district.
These are presented below.195 It is unclear exactly how military officials measured
or kept track of who they considered Maori and who was not. When the Minister
of Defence James Allen requested the number of Maori serving in the Territorial
Force in each of the military districts at the outset of the First World War three
years later, officials estimated that there were at least 488 in total.196
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Military District
Auckland
Wellington (including Taranaki and Hawkes Bay)
Canterbury (including Westland, Nelson, and Marlborough)
Otago (including Southland)
Total

Maori enrolled
405
81
17
19
522197

Table 1 ‘Maoris enrolled in territorial force and places for which drawn’, 1911,
AD19 8652, AD 19 10 68/69

1.6.2

The Cadets

Another important aspect of New Zealand’s defence apparatus was the cadet
system. While the first unit was established in 1864 at Dunedin High School, it
was not until the South African War that cadet service became prominent. In
1902, the cadet corps were placed under the control of the Education
Department: teachers became officers, and cadets were equipped with miniature
rifles and wore uniforms of a Glengarry cap and a blue jumper. By 1908, there
were almost 15,000 cadets and in the following year, cadet service was made
compulsory for all boys, including Maori at a Senior Cadet level (14-18), as the
instructions above make clear. The Senior Cadets were administered by the
Defence Department and were considered an important element of the CMT
scheme. Following the reorganisation of the defence forces, the Senior Cadets
were trained with a view to them joining the Territorial Force with some military
skills.198 Major A.C. Temperley reported in 1914:
It is obvious that every boy at a secondary school will have to
serve later on in the Territorial Forces, and that secondary schools
will form an excellent material for the provision of officers. It is
therefore extremely desirable to create a real military keenness and
knowledge in secondary schools.199
By the First World War, there were 25,000 senior cadets.200 Once again, it is
unclear whether data was kept on Maori cadets. As we will see in the following
chapter, King Te Rata’s brother, Tonga Mahuta, was charged for not attending
parades, though it is unclear whether he was the exception.
‘Maoris enrolled in territorial force and places for which drawn’, 1911, AD 19 10 68/69, ANZ
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Figure 9 Officers of the Te Aute College Cadet Corps, 1900.
PAColl-8921-2-12. ATL, Wellington, New Zealand
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Figure 10 Cadets at Hikurangi College, Carterton, undated (1900-1930?), 1/2-092653. ATL,
Wellington, New Zealand

The instructions for postings issued to all military districts in 1911 regarding
Maori registration quoted above stated that ‘All Maoris of the Senior Cadet age
will be enrolled, posted, and trained as Senior Cadets’.201 Under the new Defence
System, the cadets, and in particular the Senior Cadets, were an important
component. Cadet Service, however, was a feature of secondary school well
before the Defence reorganisation. In 1909, the headmaster of St Stephen’s
School for Maori boys in Parnell listed at least 54 young Maori students between
the ages of 13 and 17 in the St Stephens Cadet Corps.202 At Te Aute College

AJHR, 1911, H-19, p25.
Proffer services of a cadet Corps at St. Stephen’s School for Maori Boys, Parnell, 1909, AD1
564/bp D1909/2815, ANZ, Wellington.
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training was actively encouraged and taken very seriously.203 Outside of these
references, research for this report has found little information regarding Maori
and the cadets, though the visual record suggests that Maori did play a role, and
that this was often tied to schools.
1.6.3

Maori Political Leaders and Military Service.

Throughout this time, Maori political leaders argued for Maori military service in
the language of patriotism, service to and the defence of Empire, and for the
‘improvement of the race’. In 1909, the Young Maori Party’s Dr Peter Buck
delivered a lecture on Maori warfare to the Garrison Officer’s Club in
Wellington. After giving an overview of traditional Maori warfare, Buck
concluded by urging that Maori should be given a chance to ‘help in the defence
of the country’. Buck referred to the South African War. ‘At present’, he said,
‘when a Maori wants to fight and go out to defend the Empire of which he is led
to consider himself a small part, he has to make out he was an Irishman or a
Scotchman somewhat bronzed by tropical suns. There is no chance of joining as
a Maori’.204 Buck claimed that Maori maintained a ‘hard system of military
training that developed the magnificent physique of the early Maoris’. By
restoring such training or introducing a system where Maori might receive regular
military training, he claimed, the ‘decay of the race might be arrested’. The
Evening Post reported that Buck ‘hoped that there might come a time in the near
future when they might utilise the Maori for national defence, or at all events give
him a chance’.205
Similarly, in 1911, Sir James Carroll delivered a speech at Waahi, and, according
to a report in the Auckland Star, made some reference to a desire expressed that
young Maoris should be enrolled under the new defence scheme, inaugurated
that year. Carroll, the report stated, said the following:

203 James Philip Hector Graham, ‘Whakatangata Kia Kaha: Toitu Te Whakapapa, Toitu Te Tuakiri,
Toitu Te Mana – An Examination of the Contribution of Te Aute College to Maori Advancement’,
PhD Thesis, Massey University, 2009, p65.
204 Ohinemuri Gazette, 30 August 1909; Evening Post, 20 August 1909.
205 Evening Post, 20 August 1909.
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As to having Maori soldiers under the present scheme of military
defence, if the natives are numerous enough there is no reason
why there should not be some Maori corps formed. There are a
number of our boys who are playing football and other games, but
this is a greater game than all—one that involves the whole race,
their country, and the Empire of which that country is a
component part.206
In the following month, an article in the Taranaki Daily News claimed that Maori
were a fighting race and (echoing Buck’s language) ‘decayed’ due to lack of
physical activity and warfare. ‘Now and again’, the author wrote, ‘we have
selected contingents of fine Maori men to send to the Old Land and elsewhere.
This is in order to deceive the Old Land into the belief that we have a Maori
force in New Zealand. We haven't. The military authorities have forgotten that
there are Maoris in New Zealand, and they are not being called upon with their
pakeha friends to take their place as national defenders’. As with the articles cited
above, the view expressed was that Maori, once a fighting people, were ‘dying of
atrophy’. ‘Nothing kills a race’, the piece claimed, ‘so quickly as leisure and the
Maoris are practically the only leisured class in New Zealand’.207
At their annual conference in 1912, the Young Maori Party passed a resolution
on military training with the acclamation: ‘That this conference expresses its
pleasure that there have been no cases of Maoris objecting to discharge their
duties as citizens under the Defence Act’.208 In July, 1912, Tame Parata (MP for
Southern Maori), addressed Parliament describing the global military build-up,
the possibility of war, and Maori support for the defence system:
As a Native of this land, I welcome the military training
introduced by the late Government. I believe I am voicing the
sentiments of the Maori people when I say that every man of
them approves of the system. I have travelled throughout the
length and breadth of both Islands since its inauguration, and I am
proud to say that I have never heard one dissenting voice among
the Maoris. In fact, at several places that I visited I saw the Maoris
in their uniforms, and they were proud to wear them, and I have
Auckland Star, 26 July 1911.
Taranaki Daily News, 20 May 1911.
208 New Zealand Herald, 20 June 1912.
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no doubt they would be ready to use their equipment in defence
of New Zealand with the soldiers of the Dominion.209
That opportunity came in 1914, when war broke out in Europe.

1.7

The First World War: Maori Support and Motivations

Following the declaration of war on 4 August 1914, Maori leaders continued
their calls for inclusion of Maori in the military—a trend that preceded the War,
as demonstrated above. At the outset of the war, Prime Minister Massey was
confident that he could secure the support of Maori, claiming that ‘many
thousands of young fellows of the native race’ would be ‘anxious to fight for the
Empire’.210 Massey’s statement about the ‘many thousands of young fellows of
the native race’ was an exaggeration, but there were indeed numerous cases of
Maori offering their service as war broke out (these are outlined in more detail
below).211 When war was declared, Maori from across the country declared their
willingness to serve. These letters and telegrams, and responses from the
government officials, provide an insight into Maori and Crown expectations with
regards to military service. In many of the letters and telegrams, Maori specifically
request, or at least simply assumed, that a Maori contingent would be formed.
It is important to note, however, that the Maori response to the war was diverse
and ‘covered a spectrum from wholehearted commitment, through qualified
support, to heartfelt opposition and some of the most stubborn and effective
resistance in the country’.212 Historians have understood Maori support and
motivations during the First World War in various ways. Monty Soutar suggests
that the support came from iwi ‘whose experience with the Crown made them
more amenable to notions of civil responsibility and service’. Maori who
supported involvement in the war were, Soutar writes, ‘motivated by ideas of
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patriotic service and the obligations of citizenship inherent in the Treaty of
Waitangi’.213 Others, including the Waikato and Taranaki tribes, were less inclined
to show unqualified support. Rather, they bore a ‘great deal of resentment
towards the Crown’ as a result of land loss, denial of access to resources, and
poverty.214 Maori opposition to the war is discussed in the following chapter, in
the context of the application of conscription.
At the same time, some historians have cautioned against attempting to gauge
Maori–Crown relations by looking at involvement in the war and willingness to
serve.215 Richard Hill argues that voluntary participation in the war effort should
not simply be equated with a healthy relationship with the state, nor should
unwillingness to participate be equated with complete hostility to the
Government based on existing grievance.216 Adrienne Puckey, writing of the
experience of Far North Maori, interprets service in the First World War in the
context of gift-giving, trade, and reciprocity. ‘The War was not one of their
making’, Puckey writes, ‘but their participation was an exercise in relationship
building and “trading” in their own economic terms’.217
1.7.1

Maori Calls for Inclusion in the Expeditionary Forces

Within weeks of each other, Maori from Whanganui, Ohinemutu, Wairoa,
Papamoa, and Whangarei all wrote to the government offering their service in
the war.218 In these letters and telegrams, Maori from across the country
expressed their desire to serve the British Empire. For example, on 17 August
1914, W. Keha of Whatitiri, Maungatapere wrote to the Minister of Defence ‘for
Ngapuhi’. ‘Now that the Empire is at War do not you think that it is time that
you trained the Maori of all ages to fight all over New Zealand’, Kepa stated. ‘We
Soutar, quoted in Steven Loveridge and Basil Keane, ‘Turangawaewae: Maori Relationships with
the Great War’, p285.
214 Monty Soutar, ‘E te iwi, Whitiki! Whiti! Whiti! E! Call to arms: the formation of the Māori
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215 Hill, State Authority, Indigenous Autonomy, pp103-108; Philip Cleaver and Andrew Francis, ‘Aspects
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Crown, 1910-1975’, Wai 1040 #A50, p96; Sarich, ‘An Overview of Political Engagement’, Wai 898
#A29, p15.
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wish to serve our King if wanted’.219 Similarly, in August 1914, Massey received
the following letter from Ngapuhi:
As British subjects under the Treaty of Waitangi, we, the Ngapuhi
people wish to convey through you to His Most Gracious Majesty,
King George, the Fifth, in this most trying epoch of his Empire,
an assurance of our loyalty and devotion, and that we are ever
ready and willing to in anyway assist in the defence of this
Dominion against his enemies.220
Maori Parliamentarians unanimously supported Maori involvement in the war.
Apirana Ngata and Maui Pomare in particular were eager for their constituents to
take an active role in the war. Similarly, MP for Southern Maori, Parata, made a
plea for Maori recruitment with reference to the Treaty of Waitangi.
Rise, brothers, to this great occasion and prove to the Empire that
on our part that scrap of paper is as good now as on the day when
it was signed, and we are not going to have it said against us, the
Maoris of this Dominion, that the Treaty is only for times of
peace and not for times of war.221
Maori parliamentarians clearly outlined their rationale for support for Maori
inclusion in the war: they believed that service in the war would improve the lives
of Maori, increase their status and visibility in New Zealand social and political
life and put Maori on equal footing with Pakeha as citizens of the nation. As
O’Malley and Armstrong write, Maori MPs viewed service as ‘a means of
demonstrating their constructive engagement with the European order and to
prove that they were deserving of full rights of citizenship and equality within the
colonial state’.222 However, Soutar suggests that Maori members of Parliament
did not offer a view during the initial debates in the House about the makeup of
the Expeditionary Force and how Maori were to be involved. Only when the
indications of Maori support were made clear did the Maori members ask the
government to ‘grant their people’s wish’. Had the proclamation of war come
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while they were in their electorate, Soutar claims, they would have attended hui
on marae to ascertain the opinion of their people.223
However, there is debate about the extent to which the views of Maori
Parliamentarians represented that of their constituency. Michael King writes that
the Maori members’ ‘near-fanaticism about Maori war participation’ must be
understood in the context of their role as ‘bridge people’. Their aim was to win
the acceptance of Pakeha for themselves and their people by working within the
Pakeha system. In this way, the ‘rush of the Maori to offer his life in the nation’s
service’ that Pomare described, was, King writes, ‘far more apparent among his
committee than among his people’.224 This is perhaps why Ngata, an enthusiast
for Maori war service, said of the early promises about Maori willingness to serve
that they were potentially ‘all wind and words’.225 Linda Tuhiwai Smith writes
that the ‘elite status’ of the Maori MPs ‘came about through the alignment of
their cultural and economic interests with the colonising group rather than with
those of their own society’.226 Timothy Winegard challenges this view, stating
that it ‘removes the dynamic and conscious participation of indigenous peoples
within the colonial experience and the First World War’.227
1.7.2

‘A way has been paved for the offers of the Maori people’

Despite the enthusiasm and offers of service on the part of Maori, there
remained confusion about whether Maori would be accepted, either as
individuals or as a separate contingent, and in what capacity they might serve.
The confusion stemmed from the fact that the New Zealand government
remained unaware of the imperial position on the use of native troops in the
war.228 Echoing Seddon’s statement at the outset of the South African War,
Prime Minister William Massey stated the following:
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I am aware that the Imperial regulations may prevent any
members of the Maori race from taking service abroad. I am
afraid that is the case, but there is no reason why their services
should not be utilised in the country of their birth.229
Within these possible constraints, Massey envisaged a role for Maori at home,
just as Seddon and Babington had in the years before the war. Similarly, in
private correspondence, officials expressed doubts about Maori service. After
offering his services as a chaplain in the event of a Maori Contingent being
formed, the Reverend W.T. Fraser of Waipukurau was informed that ‘it is very
unlikely that a Native Contingent will be sent to the front’.230 A few days later
Pomare was informed by the Minister of Defence that the New Zealand
Expeditionary Force ‘cannot now be altered to admit of a Maori Contingent
being sent to the Front’, but that any Maori who offer their services ‘and comply
with the conditions’ of selection were eligible for enlistment.231 A month later, in
September, the same message that it was ‘very unlikely that a company of Maoris
will be formed’ and that it was ‘not intended to depart from the present
organisation’ was repeated.232
The reluctance on the part of the government to recruit Maori changed, however,
when it was revealed that Indian troops were being sent to guard the Suez Canal.
On 1 September, Massey raised the issue again, stating the following:
There is an embargo that a Native force should not take part in
wars between the White races. But as Native troops from India
have arrived in Europe… a way has been paved for the offer of
the Maori people… our equals in the sight of the law. 233
Massey asked, ‘Why then should they be deprived of the privilege of fighting and
upholding the Empire when assailed by the enemy’.234 Shortly afterwards, the
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Government made a formal request for a Maori contingent to be accepted.235
The Army Council in London accepted Maori service in the war on 6 September.
Ten days later, on 16 September, Massey announced that the Army Council
agreed to 200 Maori serving in Egypt. The Maori target for recruitment was later
raised to 500; 250 to go to Egypt and the other 250 to Samoa to free up soldiers
of the Samoa Expeditionary Force for service in Europe. Thus, for the first time,
a separate Maori unit would be raised to serve overseas. However, as the
following chapter will demonstrate, this acceptance of Maori military service
came with restrictions.
Furthermore, Maori commitment to the war did not remain static or consistent
throughout the course of the war, but shifted as a result of developments
occurring at home and abroad. As the war continued, the request for further
troops, events abroad (such as casualty rates, the splitting up of the contingent
and the dismissal of Maori officers), the introduction of conscription, and its
application to Maori, all influenced the trajectory of Maori support and
involvement in the war. These developments are discussed in the following
chapter.

1.8

Conclusion

This chapter has provided an overview of the major developments concerning
Maori service in the military between 1899 and 1914. These years are key in the
story of Maori military service for the Crown as they witnessed both the official
exclusion of Maori in the South African War of 1899–1902 and the inclusion of
the first separate Maori expeditionary unit in the First World War. Outside of
these developments, however, this chapter argues that the intervening years are
not well understood, particularly regarding the continued role of Maori in the
Volunteer forces and the newly created Territorial forces. This chapter began by
exploring some of the broader trends impacting Maori military service for the
Crown, including the role of the armed forces in New Zealand, the continued
connection with imperial forces, changing views around race, class and ethnicity
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and the new political strategies adopted by Maori political leaders at the turn of
the century.
Following this discussion, the chapter focused on the South African War (18991902). It described the responses of Maori to the outbreak of war and the
debates that ensued regarding the possible role that Maori might play in the war.
Despite the strong offers of support by some iwi and hapu, and by Maori MPs,
Maori were excluded from service in the ‘white man’s war’.236 Even so, Maori
served in the war under European names. At home, Maori continued to both
support the war, and to protest exclusion. This chapter made some conclusions
regarding Maori service, promotions and the legacies of service in the South
African War before briefly describing Maori involvement in the coronation
contingent in 1902. To stem disappointment at their exclusion in the South
African War, Premier Seddon created a Maori Coronation Contingent which
travelled to England for the King’s Coronation.
The chapter then moved to a discussion of Maori involvement in the Volunteer
force. While the volunteers expanded rapidly in the early twentieth century, and
Maori involvement seems to have been encouraged by political leaders like
Seddon, this chapter detailed several examples of proposals by Maori for the
formation of Maori volunteer corps being rejected by military officials during
these years. The chapter then describes the reorganisation of the armed forces
after 1909, the creation of the Territorial force based on a system of Compulsory
Military Training (CMT). As discussed in this chapter, the state initially declared
its position was that Maori were to be compelled to train, as were Pakeha.
However, this position shifted and Maori were ultimately exempted from the
compulsion, which was the beginning of a tradition of exempting Maori from
CMT (with the exception of the application of conscription on Waikato after
1917) which did not end until 1949. The chapter also described Maori political
leaders’ calls for inclusion in the years immediately preceding and following the
declaration of war in 1914.
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The developments described in this chapter would remain essential to
understanding Maori service for the Crown until 1945. For example, an
understanding on the part of government and military officials that some
Maori—‘good types’ by the language of the day—were more capable of
providing military service remains important throughout the period. This is most
clear in the latter chapter of this report on Maori service in the navy and air
force. Similarly, the developing political strategy of emerging leaders such Ngata,
Buck and Pomare and other members of the Young Maori Party reflected a
significant change in Maori responses and strategies in relation to Crown policy.
As Richard Hill writes, YMP members urged ‘the adoption of many (or most)
Pakeha ways and retention of the essence of Maoridom, worked to find a working
relationship between rangatiratanga and Crown authority’.237 Hill adds that ‘the
YMP milieu encouraged cultural and economic revival schemes, believing that
Maori best throve when working through their own socio-political institutions’. It
is within the context of this that the ‘price of citizenship’ argument and the desire
for separate units, central themes for the remainder of this report, is best
understood.238
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Chapter Two
Maori and the First World War

Figure 11. Pioneer Battalion performing a haka. Royal New Zealand Returned and Services'
Association: New Zealand official negatives, World War 1914-1918. Ref: 1/2-013282-G.
Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand. /records/22893971
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2.1

Introduction

This chapter examines selected developments relating to Maori military service in
the First World War. As discussed in the previous chapter, when war broke out
in July 1914, Maori political leaders continued their call for Maori inclusion in the
military, while iwi and hapu from across the country offered their services and
support for the war. Following the decision to accept Maori military service in
the war and in a separate unit, the state quickly moved to recruit, organise, and
train Maori solders for service in a separate Maori expeditionary unit. The desire
for a separate unit aimed to heighten the visibility of the Maori war effort and
contribution, but also reflected a desire for autonomy. Maori political leaders
insisted that ‘[t]he Maori Race, though small, should be heard in the midst of the
many nations who uphold the sovereignty of King George V’.239 Maori serving
overseas in a separate unit was, however, without precedent and thus raised a
number of key questions regarding their organisation, decisions about how
recruits were selected and officered, where Maori should be deployed, and in
what capacity (i.e. in combat or as garrison troops). These questions had their
roots in the previous decade, as the last chapter demonstrated. This chapter
describes these issues as they relate to Crown and Maori understandings and
expectations of the terms on which Maori provided military service to the
Crown.
Following a discussion of initial recruitment, organisation and leadership, this
chapter details selected aspects of Maori service throughout the course of the
war. Developments in the war shaped, and were shaped by, state policy, which in
turn influenced the dynamic of Maori involvement, expectations, and the
understandings of the basis on which they provided military service for the
Crown. It also shaped Maori responses, strategies, and commitment to the war
effort. The support on the part of some Maori at the outset of the war and the
enthusiasm from Maori Members of Parliament for the raising of a Maori
Contingent did not signal unconditional or universal support. When the state
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transgressed particular agreements or understandings, Maori political leaders and
those offering their service resisted. The splitting up of the Maori Contingent and
the sending home of Maori officers met resistance from Maori political leaders
and had a major influence on the domestic debates about Maori recruitment and
involvement. It was viewed by some as the relegation of Maori to a combat
support role (as a pioneer battalion) and raised the question over the basis of
providing military service for the Crown. Similarly, the introduction of
conscription, and its application to Waikato, altered the views of some iwi and
hapu, including those who had initially volunteered in large numbers. From the
point of view of the state, the fundamental issue during the war was recruitment
and creating a constant stream of reinforcements, including from Maori
communities. As we will see, these dominated war-time policies in general, and
policies towards Maori in particular. At the same time, Ian McGibbon argues that
the New Zealand war effort was made ‘firmly within a British context’ and that
this imperial framework affected New Zealanders in numerous ways, including
when it came to issues such as command, doctrine, logistics, discipline,
administrative arrangements behind the line and honours and awards.240 The
chapter does not detail the complex chain of command, but this context needs to
be kept in mind.
More broadly, this chapter explores the Crown-Maori political relationship as it
relates to Maori military service during the First World War. The final section of
this chapter addresses the ‘Price of Citizenship’ and ways in which Maori
understood military service in terms of citizenship and Treaty guarantees and
obligations. For Maori political leaders, service was a political strategy aimed at
increasing the status and visibility of Maori in the hope that it would result in
their recognition as full and equal citizens of New Zealand. This reflected both a
sense of duty and obligation as equal citizens as well as a desire for recognition of
that equality. The chapter ends with some cautious conclusions regarding the
legacies of service (except where they relate to repatriation and health) as well as
the role of Maori in the military in the interwar years (the interwar years are also
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covered in more detail in the following chapter, and in the final chapter on the air
force and navy).
This chapter by no means covers all issues. The full extent of Maori service in the
First World War and the political relationship that developed over that service is
a topic far beyond the scope of this report. It does not, for example, provide a
detailed summary of all Maori participation in the war, especially in relation to
the details of service and the nature of battles that involved Maori soldiers.
Where it does address such events and developments (such as the casualty rates,
treatment of Maori soldiers, and broader developments in the war), it does so in
order to assess how these external developments shaped opinion, policy, and
practise, and the broader political relationship between the Crown and Maori
over the provision of Maori military service. The focus of this chapter is on the
Expeditionary Forces. Maori service in the Navy and Air Force during the First
World War and interwar years is addressed in a later chapter.
2.1.1

Claims Issues

There are numerous claims relevant to the issues discussed in this chapter. In
general, claimants contend that the Crown did not afford them the same rights,
privileges and support as non-Maori military veterans and that Crown policies
favoured non-Maori. Ngati Hine, for example, claim that the Crown’s actions
undermined their mana and rangatiratanga and resulted in unequal treatment in
terms of entitlements and benefits.241 There are also claims relating to the
organisation and deployment of Maori in the war.

For example, Wai 824

claimants address the issues of Pakeha appointments to leadership positions
within the Maori Contingent, the breaking up of the Maori Contingent and the
dismissal of four officers, and the relegation of Maori to a pioneer battalion. The
claimants contend that Maori serving in a pioneer role was discriminatory as it
was ‘clearly a secondary role’. Maori members of the Pioneer Battalion, ‘knew
that their service stopped short of the maximum because it was not a front-line

Wai 49 #1.1 (c). The claim also makes mention of rehabilitation and health, issues not addressed in
this report.
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unit’, the claimants argue.242 At the oral hearings, William Thomas Bill Gray
explained that his grandfather, George Haere served in the Pioneer Battalion. ‘He
went to war thinking that he would fight’, Grey said, ‘but instead he was used as a
labourer. For him it was degrading and it had an impact on him and on our
family in terms of mana’.243
The introduction of conscription and its application on the Waikato is also an
issue raised in the claims for this inquiry. Wai 1501 claimants describe ‘the
wrongful imprisonment of Waikato for failing to turn up for training when
balloted in 1918’ that resulted in ‘the loss of mana and dignity’.244 Wai 1992
claimants suggest that the Crown ‘breached the duties of good faith and active
protection’ by introducing conscription by ‘unfairly and spitefully applying the
compulsory conscription provisions solely to the Waikato-Tainui people’.
Claimants point to particular individuals impacted by forced enlistment. Wai
1992 claimants allege their tupuna Pounara Te Whare was press-ganged by
Pakeha men and the Crown was complicit in his forced enlistment.245 Wai 1501
claimants describe the arrest of King Te Rata’s youngest brother, 16-year-old Te
Rauangaanga Mahuta.246
Claimants suggest that Maori who served in the war did so for the ‘price of
citizenship’ and the Crown failed to honour this.247 At the oral hearings, Joseph
Naden (Ruawaipu and Ngati Porou) explained that his father was driven to enlist
by Apirana Ngata and ‘his “Price of Citizenship” cry. That is, that Maori soldiers
would be accepted as equals in New Zealand society should they play their part
in the war and return’. Naden added that ‘Ngata’s promise was never to
materialise’.248
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2.2

Historiography and Existing Literature

This chapter draws heavily on the existing literature on New Zealand’s
involvement in the First World War and on Maori involvement in particular.
There are a number of accounts specifically describing the organisation, role, and
war service of the Maori contingents.249 James Cowan’s Maori and the Great War
and Christopher Pugsley’s Te Hokowhitu a Tu are the key texts, and should be read
in conjunction with this report. Peter S. O’Connor and Alison Fletcher provide
valuable accounts of the recruitment of Maori soldiers in the First World War.250
Monty Soutar has published extensively on the subject, ranging from recruitment,
motivations for service, experience of service, discipline, and the post-war
period.251 Soutar’s forthcoming book should provide further insight into these
areas. There are also studies that look into the issue of conscription and Maori.252
Local and iwi histories as well as research reports produced for the Waitangi
Tribunal district inquiries also provide insights into local Maori responses to the
First World War.253 Tom Roa and Maehe Paki’s Maiea Te Tupua, for example,
provides Waikato-Maniapoto whanau accounts of the First World War
experience.254 More recently, Timothy Winegard adds to the literature on Maori
service, and places this service within the broader context of the First World War
service of the Dominion’s indigenes.255
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However, while these sources remain useful, many of the major issues in this
inquiry (such as organisation, recruitment, discrimination, terms, conditions and
pay, discipline, promotions, and awards) require further research, as does the
experience of unknown numbers of Maori who served outside the separate
Maori units, the role and experience of Maori women, and the Maori home front
experience. Christopher Pugsley writes that the ‘scale of the Maori war effort that
managed to sustain a 1,000-strong unit for much of the war from such a limited
population base has never really been appreciated by New Zealand, nor is the
story widely told’.256 Again, it is hoped that Soutar’s forthcoming book will
contribute to filling some of these gaps in the historical literature. This chapter
aims to synthesise the secondary literature and draws on primary sources to
highlight some of the major issues of relevance to this inquiry.

2.3

Recruitment and Organisation

Following the decision by the British Army Council to accept Maori service in
the war on 6 September 1914, Major-General Sir Alexander Godley (commander
of the New Zealand Expeditionary Force) and Minister of Defence James Allen
began discussing how Maori would be best recruited, organised, trained, and
officered. On 11 September, Allen wrote to Godley:
The Home Government is willing to accept the services of 200
Maoris for garrison duty in Egypt. How long would it take to train
them sufficiently for this purpose in order to justify our sending
them? Also, how would they be officered?257
Godley believed that the ‘best way to arrange for the organisation of the Maori
Contingent… would be that it should be done by a Committee of leading Maori
gentlemen and of others particularly connected with the Maoris’.258 Godley also
suggested that these men (and he suggested the five Maori members of
Parliament who would go on to make up the committee) should have ‘full power
to appoint officers in whatever way they think best’ and that this ‘would have a
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much better result than any attempt on the part of the Department to select the
men’.259 Colonel T.W. Porter added that ‘at least one European officer should be
attached to each unit’.260
As discussed below, Godley and the Maori Contingent Committee (MCC) had
differing views on the recruitment of officers and Godley would change his
views. Godley would also later see the MCC’s role in appointing officers as one
of the causes of a major controversy involving the dismissal of Maori officers
after Gallipoli, though it is possible that Godley was less concerned about the
appointment of officers to what would be a garrison unit and that his views
changed once the Maori contingent was used as a combat unit.
Following Godley’s advice, the Maori Contingent Committee (MCC) was
established and held its first meeting on 18 September. The Committee was made
up of the four Maori Members of Parliament, Tau Henare (Northern Maori) Dr.
Maui Pomare (Western Maori), Apirana Ngata (Eastern Maori), and Charles
Parata (Southern Maori) along with James Carroll, who held a general seat. Tau
Henare replaced Te Rangi Hiroa (Dr. Peter Buck) after he signed up to go
overseas with the Maori Contingent. The MCC took responsibility for the
recruitment and enlistment of Maori throughout the war and would also remain
integral to the developments affecting Maori troops, both overseas and in camp,
and in the general home front war effort, especially in regards to issues of
recruitment. Timothy Winegard writes that in comparison to indigenous leaders
in Canada and Australia, ‘the power given to these Maori leaders was far greater
than afforded to any other Dominion indigenous leaders during the First World
War’.261
Initially, the government intended to send 200 men, but this was later raised to
over 500. Each Maori MP was responsible for recruitment and enlistment in the
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electorate they represented and the numbers of recruits decided upon. These are
displayed in the table below.
District

Member

Number

Tai-Tokerau

P.H Te Rangi Hiroa

100

Tai-Hauauru

Hon Maui Pomare

180

Tai-Rawhiti

Hon. A.T Ngata

180

Te Waipounamu

Taare Parata

40

Table 2 A breakdown of the number of recruits by electorate and Maori MP. Rangi Hiroa
would be replaced by Tau Henare as MP for Tai Tokerau. MCC to Allen, 18 September, 1914,
AD1 9/32/1, ANZ, Wellington

The following notice/he panuitanga was issued on the 22 September, signed by
all members of the Maori Contingent Committee:
He panuitanga tenei kia mohiotia ai kei te hiahiatia kia haere he
ope hoia Maori ki Hamoa, ki Ihipa, ko te maha kia rima rau. Na
reira he karanga tenei ki nga Maori me a ratou uri, o Aotearoa me
te Waipounami kia awhinatia tenei tono. Tera e kowhiria I nga
tangata i waenganui i te rua tekau ma tahi nga tau tae atu ki te wha
tekau tau. Ma nga Apiha Kawanatanga e kowhiri aua tangata, hei
nga tinana ora, pakari, tu tika, a hei nga tangata e mama ana ki te
haere. Ko te tumanako kia aranga te ingoa o te Iwi Maori ahakoa
iti I roto i nga Iwi maha e hapai ana I te mana o Kingi Hori te
Tuarima. Kia marama hoki te hunga ka haere ko te roa o to ratou
hoiatanga ka tae ki te mutanga o te whawhai.
E te iwi, whitiki! Whiti! Whiti! e!
This is to notify that the Government will accept offers from
Maoris (including half-castes or their descendants) for active
service in Samoa and Egypt the force comprising about five
hundred men. We therefore appeal to the Maoris of Aotearoa and
Te Wai-Pounamu to respond to this call. The selection will be
made from those between the ages of twenty-one and forty.
Selection will be made by the proper Government officers of
those who are physically fit, of soldierly bearing, of good
character, and whose circumstances permit of their offers being
accepted. It is our earnest hope that, though the Maori Race is
among the smallest of those within the British Empire, its name
may not be omitted from the roll of people who are rallying to
maintain the ‘mana’ of King George the Fifth. Let it be
understood by those who are offering that, if accepted, their term
of service will be for the duration of the war.
93

E te iwi! Whitiki,
Whiti whiti e!262
While each Maori MP was responsible for recruitment in the electorate they
represented, they relied on local sub-committees answerable to them. They also
relied throughout the course of the war on recruitment officers (the issue of
recruiting officers is addressed later in this chapter). By dividing recruitment up
into districts, the members of the MCC would appeal directly to the traditions of
each tribe and, Soutar states, such a selection process left recruits with the
impression that they had been chosen as envoys of their tribes, a perception
reinforced in farewell ceremonies at marae, at drill halls and in town centres.263
The question of how recruits were to be both organised and trained and how
officers were to be appointed for the first Maori Contingent was a matter of
debate between members of the Maori Contingent Committee and officials such
as Allen and Godley. As mentioned above, even before the acceptance of Maori
service, there was some discussion about how Maori were to be officered.
Defence Minister Allen raised this question with Godley in early September.264 At
the same time, some Maori writing to the Government to offer support and
service in the war recommended the appointment of particular officers,
sometimes Pakeha. W. Keha (Ngapuhi) of Whatitiri, Maungatapere, for example,
suggested Major Clark-Walker of Whangarei, because, Keha claimed, ‘he
understands us real Maori and we know him well’. Eru Neha of Te Hora also
requested Clark-Walker as commander ‘in the event of the services of Maoris
being enlisted for defence purposes’.265 It is unclear whether or not these
suggestions came from a belief that a pakeha officer was a requirement.
The MCC itself had initially thought that the recruitment should lie with officers
in charge of the military areas.266 However, Godley was concerned about
Defence officials getting ‘mixed up’ with what he saw as potential ‘tribal
‘A Notice’, AD1 9/32/1, ANZ, Wellington.
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jealousies, degrees of rank, etc’, and reiterated his argument that the appointment
of recruits and officers should be left to Maori, though he expressed his
preference for Pakeha officers and thought the MCC would think the same.267
Godley wrote to Allen on 21 September, 1914:
I do not suggest that the Senior Officers, or in fact any of the
officers, should necessarily be Maoris. I would leave the selection
entirely in the hands of the Committee who might very likely be
inclined to appoint men such as Colonel Porter, Captain Gilbert
Mair or others of the same kind who have much knowledge of the
Maoris and ability for managing them… It will, I think, be better
to let the Committee do all the enlisting and selection. They could
do it much better than the Area Officers and are much more likely
to do it much better than the Area Officer and are much more
likely to do it in a manner satisfactory to the Maoris. The Area
Officers would not understand the degrees of rank, tribal
jealousies etc…268
The following day, Godley wrote to Allen again.
Colonel Gibbon, on returning from seeing Dr. Pomare tells me
that the Committee wish to select their own officers and that they
should be all maori officers except one. I do not think that
anything is definitely settled and that it would be as well if you
indicated that there must be a larger proportion of pakeha
officers. I think, especially in view of your ideas on the subject,
that there should be at least two pakeha Officers to each
Company as Commander and Second in Command of it
respectively. The four Platoon Commanders in each Company
could very well be Maoris.269
From this letter it appears that the MCC changed their position regarding the
appointment of officers, now wanting control over appointments and wanting
Maori to be appointed to these positions. Godley himself seems to have changed
his view too that appointments should be in the hands of the MCC, but
ultimately agreed with the MCC. Allen, on the other hand, had originally wanted
the appointment of officers to be in the hands of the Defence Department.
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In the end, the appointment would be split between the Defence Department
and MCC, with the Defence Department, as Godley suggested above, appointing
the leading positions of major and captain. On 29 September, Pomare and the
other Maori members of the Committee were informed by the Minister of
Defence that ‘[w]ith the exception of the Major and the Captain of each
Company who will be nominated by the Defence Department all the other ranks
will be selected by your Committee and nominated for the duties they will be
required to perform’.270 In other words, the MCC would appoint junior officers
(i.e. platoon commanders).
Military officials inspecting the Contingent generally reported favourably about
the Maori officers, but maintained a preference for Pakeha leadership. One
lieutenant-colonel wrote to New Zealand Military Headquarters in early February
1915, that he was of the opinion that ‘two capable Company Commanders, who
are not Maoris, are necessary, if the Contingent is to be employed in active
operations in the field’.271 While the MCC would have some say in appointments,
the final call remained with the Defence Department. Lieutenant Colonel C.M.
Gibbon wrote to the Defence Department in October 1914:
The non-commissioned officers will be selected and appointed by
you. You should, however, confer with the Maori Committee and
officers of the Companies, and meet their views as far as you can,
although it must be thoroughly understood that efficiency comes
first, and your selections must be guided accordingly.272

Around the same time, Minister of Defence Allen wrote that while there was
‘very good material for Non-commissioned officers and junior officers and junior
officers’, he said that he was ‘quite persuaded it would be wrong to send a Maori
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Major’. He added that he was ‘very doubtful about Maori captains’.273 The
debates about how the Maori Contingent were to be officered and by whom
continued throughout the course of the war.
There were also debates about where Maori would be deployed and whether or
not they should be split. When Massey announced that the Army Council agreed
to form a Maori force of 500 in September, he also outlined that the force would
be split, with half in Samoa and half in Egypt. The decision to send half of the
Maori contingent to Samoa was scrapped, however, when it was resisted by both
Maori leaders and Colonel Logan, the Military Administrator of Samoa. Minister
of Defence James Allen proposed to send the 250 Maori to Samoa in order to
relieve soldiers already there. It was hoped that by the time the Maori contingent
arrived, ‘the situation in the Pacific… [would] be so satisfactory’ that Colonel
Logan could make considerable reductions in the garrison’.274 Again, the role of
Maori as envisaged by officials was that of a garrison unit, to free up Pakeha
soldiers for service in Europe.
On 21 October, Allen wrote to Massey explaining that James Carroll, Lady
Carroll, and Wi Pere expressed their wish to him that the entire 500 of the Maori
Expeditionary Force should be sent to Egypt rather than half going to Samoa.275
This concern was forwarded by the Governor of New Zealand to the Secretary
of State for the Colonies in England on 28 October, 1914. The Governor wrote:
Leading representatives of Maori race are very anxious that whole
native contingent 500 strong should be sent to Egypt and that one
should be sent to Samoan Islands. My Government particularly
desire to accede to their request and would be glad to know if
arrangements can be made to this effect.276
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Logan agreed that Maori should not be sent to Samoa, but for different reasons.
First, Logan claimed that the Samoan people of Upolo were ‘at present well
disposed towards us’ and that any action that might change this (and unite two
rival factions in Samoa) would be ‘very unwise’. He also claimed that Samoans
‘look down’ on Maori ‘as being an inferior race’ and they might ‘resent the
presence of armed Maoris in their midst’. Logan feared a ‘general rising against
them and subsequently against British rule generally’. Logan also feared what he
saw as the ‘use of intoxicating liquor’ among Maori which might spread to
Samoans. ‘Again the Samoan is cleanly in his habits & is courteous in his
behaviour’, he wrote. ‘The presence of Maoris might tend to alter the habits and
customs of the Samoans in this respect’. Logan added that Maori had been
subject to typhoid, and that it was probable that in the company of 250, there
would be ‘carriers’ of the disease.277 That Maori would remain as one 500-strong
unit and be sent to Egypt was accepted officially on 7 November.278 Logan’s
attitude highlighted another aspect of the initial reluctance to recruit and deploy
Maori: medical opposition due to the prevalence of typhoid among Maori.279
Racial stereotypes of Maori as unsanitary were also part of this view.280 It is
envisaged that the Health and Social Impacts report will cover this in greater
detail.
As with the issue of Maori being split between Egypt and Samoa, there was
resistance when the Maori Contingent was broken up into two companies at
camp without consideration of the tribal origins of the recruits. The split resulted
in men finding themselves in tents with members of other hapu and iwi and
separated from those whom their elders had nominated to look after them. Some
tribal leaders had sent some men to act as elders for the young soldiers and to
‘safeguard the mana of individual tribes’.281 As a result, elders threatened to
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withdraw both recruits and support.282 The MCC itself was divided on this issue.
Pomare, for example, felt that the mixing up of the men would be more effective,
while Ngata and Buck felt that tribal organisation remained important, especially
as their elders had urged the young men to uphold the name of their tribe.283
When word reached Ngata, he got in touch with the Minister of Defence, who
forwarded these concerns to the general in command, Robin. ‘Please see that
care is exercised’, he wrote, ‘so as not to offend Maori feeling or custom with
respect to tribes and Hapus’.284 Allen replied to Ngata stating that he did not
know if it was possible to ‘conserve the hapus altogether’ but that instructions
had been given to ‘keep the men together as far as possible’.285 Thus, the final
organisation of the first Maori Contingent was broadly tribal, split into two
companies, A and B. A Company covered Northern Maori, West Coast, South
Island, while B Company covered Rotorua and East Coast.286 There were also
requests by Maori elders about the make-up of the units, including a request
from Maori chiefs that each company of the Maori Contingent be accompanied
by Maori chaplains. ‘The reason advanced’, the Assistant Military Secretary wrote,
‘is that Maoris when casualtied or sick get out of touch with the Pakeha language
and ideas, and are only comprehensible to Chaplains of the native race’.287 No
response to this request has been located, though Maori chaplains did serve at
the front.288
The 500-strong Maori Contingent that departed New Zealand in February 1915,
consisted of two companies, A and B Company, and each company comprised
four platoons. The companies were broadly organised along tribal lines and each
Company was led by a Maori captain. A Company was led by Captain Roger
Dansey and B Company by Captain William Pitt. The two most senior positions
were, however, held by Pakeha. In doing so, Winegard argues, the Defence
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Department ‘maintained overall control of the unit, preventing a situation
whereby the department could be deliberately, if not underhandedly, excluded
from decisions made by the [Maori Contingent] Committee or by the actual CO
of the Contingent itself’.289 With the agreement of the MCC, Major Henry
Peacock was selected as CO and Captain William Ennis as adjutant. Peacock
contracted typhoid and was sent back to New Zealand, to be replaced by Major
A.H. Herbert. The replacement of Peacock by Herbert is discussed in more detail
below.

2.4

Service, Deployment, and Further Recruitment

The question of where Maori would be deployed, and whether or not Maori
would see active service, serve as support or as garrison troops, remained
unresolved, even as the First Maori Contingent sailed from Wellington on 15
February 1915.290 Following their deployment, the Maori Contingent was initially
not committed to active service and instead took garrison duties in Malta. As the
Maori Contingent departed, Godley and Allen continued to discuss the role of
Maori in the expeditionary forces and where they were deployed. Godley
outlined what he saw (in Allen’s words) as the ‘risks in sending the Maoris to
Egypt’. Godley was concerned about the kind of treatment Maori might receive
in Egypt. Godley wrote, [t]he Maoris may be looked upon in the same light as the
Egyptians and Soudanese here, and may be treated in the same way, and may
then resent it, and trouble may ensue’.291 In reply, Allen wrote the following:
It is too late to raise the question now as the Maoris left about ten
days ago and are well on their way. I cannot conceive that they are
likely to receive any unsatisfactory treatment at the hands of the
people in Egypt. Although they are a coloured race I think it will
be apparent on their arrival that they are very well trained soldiers,
and very different to the ordinary coloured race. Surely if there has
been no difficulty with the Indians there should be no difficulty
with the Maoris. The only thing I am afraid of, however, is that
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possibly they may be weaker than the Pakeha in respect to
temptation.292
Following their arrival in the Middle East, however, both New Zealand and
Imperial military officials changed their minds about Maori in active service. In
early April, Godley wrote to Allen stating that he was ‘very sorry [the Maori
Contingent] are not coming with us’. Godley described a visit from high profile
figures, including Sir John Maxwell, the British Commander in Egypt, who ‘came
out to see them’ and had a ‘thorough inspection of them’, afterwards ‘they
danced the haka’. 293
Because of the visit, Godley reported that Maxwell had both written and cabled
Lord Kitchener about the desire on the part of the Maori troops ‘to serve and
fight with the New Zealanders, and that they be allowed to do so’. Soon
afterwards, Maxwell wrote to Godley, ‘Will you let the Maori Contingent know
that in accordance with what I told them yesterday, I have both written and
telegraphed to Lord Kitchener that it is their desire to serve and fight with the
New Zealanders. I think they would be a valuable reinforcement, don’t you?’
Godley replied:
I am sure myself that they would do well on service and would be
of much more value than employed on garrison duty. I quite agree
that the Maoris would be a valuable reinforcement for a Division,
and I should be very glad to have them with me.294
Maori expectations of the terms on which they provided service differed when it
came to deployment and type of service. For example, some – including
members of the contingent while overseas – advocated for a role in active
combat.295 Contingent second-in-command, Medical Officer Te Rangi Hiroa (Dr.
Peter Buck), made a plea for Maori involvement in the campaign at Gallipoli:
‘We, therefore, ask you, as the old chiefs of our people would ask you, to give us

292 Allen to Godley, 23 February 1915, ALLEN1/1 M1/15 Ministerial Files - Correspondence with
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an opportunity for active service with our white kinsmen from New Zealand.
Give us a chance’.296 On the other hand, Henry Te Reiwhati Vercoe (a sergeant
in the Maori Contingent, and a veteran of the South African War) is said to have
been reluctant to commit Maori soldiers to battle.297
At the same time, the British Army Council requested that the Maori Contingent
serve in a combatant role and asked whether the New Zealand government could
guarantee reinforcements for the Maori Contingent of 250 every three months.298
Allen wrote to Commanding Officer of the Maori Contingent Alfred Herbert in
early May to ascertain the views of the Maori Contingent regarding active service.
Herbert replied: ‘Maoris enthusiastic at prospect of active service’.299 The
following day, Allen wrote to Ngata explaining that the Army Council had
‘intimated its desire to send the Maoris for service’ and asked about the prospect
of providing reinforcements of 250 every three months. ‘Can you give me a
reasonable assurance’, Allen wrote, ‘that your quota or something more than your
quota will be available’.300 On 12 May, the Maori Contingent Committee met
with Allen and approved of the Maori Contingent in active service and Allen
wrote to the Governor on the same day.
Members representing the Maori race met here today and as a
result I advise your Excellency that a reply should be sent to the
telegram from Secretary of State as follows begins The
Government and the Native representatives approve of the
Maoris being sent on service and will furnish Reinforcements of
about three hundred and thirty men to sail middle of October and
second similar draft about middle of February…. It is difficult to
guarantee further Maori Reinforcements but it seems probably
that a third could be secured.301
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Meanwhile Prime Minister Massey attended a meeting in Otorohanga. Massey
told the crowd that the Maori Contingent was ‘now doing garrison duty at Malta’
and that soon would be ‘given an opportunity to distinguish themselves in the
same way as that in which their pakeha brethren who have distinguished
themselves’. Massey added, the report explained, that the ‘impression created by
the Maoris on the great men of the Army has been so good that more soldiers of
our Native race are wanted… We shall therefore be asking within the next few
days or few weeks for another contingent from the Maori race’.302

2.5

Active Service at Gallipoli

The Maori Contingent landed at Gallipoli at the beginning of July 1915 and were
employed in digging trenches, widening communication saps, and building supply
depots.303 By August, according to Soutar, their excitement for trench duty
waned. Life in the trenches was monotonous, hot, and the contingent was
plagued by illness such as dysentery, while some were wounded by sniper fire or
shrapnel.304 As a result, there was an eagerness to take the fight to the enemy.
‘We are looking forward to the day when we are given our dash across the
peninsular…’, wrote one Maori officer in August. ‘Our fellows, like every other
body of men out here, are anxious to get on and push these Turks into
submission’.305 At Gallipoli on 6 August, the Maori Contingent was, for the first
time, part of an infantry attack.306 In their deployment, the members of the Maori
Contingent were broken up and platoons were attached to other New Zealand
units (this was intended as a temporary arrangement).
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Figure 12 Maori soldiers performing a haka, Egypt - Photograph taken by J M. Ref: 1/2-000580G. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand. /records/22802673

This chapter will not describe the events of the August offensive from 6–10
August, which is well covered elsewhere, except to say that the Maori
Contingent, with a strength of 16 officers and 461 ordinary ranks when they
landed at Gallipoli, suffered heavy casualties. When the contingent was
withdrawn on 9 August, 17 had been killed, 89 wounded and two were
missing.307 The contingent was involved in the assault on Hill 60 at the end of
August. By September, only 60 of the 16 officers and 461 other ranks remained
at Gallipoli and when the contingent was evacuated from the peninsula in
December 1915, it had only two officers and 132 men. During the campaign 50
Maori had lost their lives.308
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Figure 13 Maori Contingent, No 1 Outpost, Gallipoli, Turkey. Ref: 1/4-058101-F. Alexander Turnbull
Library, Wellington, New Zealand. /records/22330949

The Contingent received praise from Pakeha officers for their service at
Gallipoli. However, following the fighting, the Maori Contingent faced high
casualties and came out with a shortage of men. Lieutenant Henare Kohere
wrote home to his brother, the Reverend R.T. Kohere that there were a ‘mere
handful’ and a ‘remnant of the brave 500 that left the shores of New Zealand a
year ago’.309 Following the August offensive, Godley made the decision not to
reform the Maori Contingent and to continue the splitting up the two companies
of the Maori Contingent (as mentioned, a temporary arrangement for the
offensive). The companies would be attached to the various battalions of the NZ
infantry brigade. At the same time, four of the battalions’ officers were dismissed.
Three of the officers were ordered home to New Zealand, while one was

309
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medically discharged. These events sparked a major controversy at home and
abroad, and will be discussed further below.

2.6

Active Service and Reactions at Home

The news that Maori would serve in combat roles received a mixed reception at
home and Maori recruitment began to slow and would remain low for the
remainder of the war.310 Ngati Maniapoto leaders sent a telegram to Allen
expressing their reluctance to allow further volunteers. The telegram noted two
resolutions passed at a tribal meeting. The first regarded their opposition to
allowing further volunteers, and read: ‘See no way to accept any native to serve or
to join reinforcements’, while the second regarded the understandings on which
the leaders accepted volunteers at the outset. They asked that ‘the Govt uphold
the understanding of the first native contingent for garrison duty in Samoa and
Egypt’.311 The resolution clearly signalled disapproval of the Government’s
decision to send the Maori Contingent to combat. The Minister of Defence
replied the following day acknowledging receipt of the telegram and stating the
following:
No native is compelled to join any Reinforcement. It is purely a
voluntary act. The Imperial Government considered the Maori
Main Body so good and so useful to the Empire that they invited
them if they wished to do so to serve at the Front Maori soldiers
at Malta were asked whether [they] wished to so serve and the
reply was yes. I understood the native chiefs in New Zealand were
also anxious to stand along the side of their pakeha brothers in the
defence of the country of their forefathers and in the defence of
the Great British Empire.312
Allen also sought the views of Archdeacon H.A. Hawkins in Auckland. Hawkins
wrote that there were some differences between young and old:
In the North of Auckland the subject has already been discussed
at many meetings as it was thought possible more men might be
asked for. Most of these meetings have been against sending
Sarich, ‘An Overview of Political Engagement’, pp21-22.
Thani Wahanui to Allen, 14 June 1915, AD1 9/32/1 ANZ, Wellington.
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men… they do not wish to decrease the race by sending away
their young men…. [But], it is not the young men themselves who
object. They are mostly keen to go. It is the old people who are
the difficulty.313
Northland Maori petitioned the Governor on 27 July, 1915, expressing
opposition to further recruitment. The petition signed by Rekene Pehi Niho and
261 others stated the following:
We do not approve of a second Maori contingent being sent away
from New Zealand to fight the Germans; let it end with the first
contingent. We are Maoris who have dwelt together under the
Mana of our mother, Queen Victoria, and during her lifetime a
sacred Treaty was set up by her and named THE TREATY OF
WAITANGI, as a protector for Her Maori People. We are a
people who are extremely few in number, a number which is
surely lessening; and we, your few people, are being taken off to
the war which can only hasten their extinction.314
The recruiting officer for the Northern District, Hoori Tane wrote to Pomare
earlier that month and his letter provides some context to the petition above. At
a meeting at Waitangi, Tane reported, ‘It was decided that… enlisting should be
left entirely in the hands of the young people. When some of the young men
were asked to enlist not one presented himself… [At Kororareka] there were
several young men but there none enlisted… [At Ohaewai and Kaikohe] I
obtained the signatures of three young men’. Tane then explained that in
Whangarei ‘a petition had been signed by the people of Hokianga urging that no
young Maori men should be allowed to go to the war, excepting those who had
already left with the Main Contingent’.315
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2.7

The Breaking up of the Maori Contingent

But if there was disagreement about the role that Maori should play in relation to
combat, there was a general consensus about the organisation of Maori military
service. When this came under threat after Gallipoli, Maori soldiers,
communities, and political leaders resisted. The events surrounding the breaking
up of the contingent and the sending home of the four officers have been
addressed by some historians. Cowan and Pugsley make little of the incident.
Cowan barely mentions it in his history of Maori and the First World War, but
does include an appendix regarding the incident.316 Pugsley mentioned the
incident briefly, but only to provide background to the formation of the New
Zealand Pioneer Battalion.317 Richard Hill claims that the controversy
demonstrated that ‘the Crown and its agents continued to fear the consequences
of even partial empowerment for Maori’.318
More recently, Monty Soutar has explored these events in more detail, describing
the circumstances that led to the breaking up of the contingent and the dismissal
of the four officers, the reactions at home and abroad, as well as the subsequent
political response that led to the reinstatement of the officers and the reforming
of the Maori Contingent and its reinforcements, together with Pakeha soldiers,
into a Pioneer Battalion.319 The controversy has also been the subject of a
documentary.320 The account provided below draws on these secondary sources
and a survey of the relevant primary sources. While this story has been covered
in some detail, it is worth outlining here due to its relevance to the issues
addressed in the report. The issue is also, as mentioned, the subject of a claim
before the Waitangi Tribunal. 321
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2.7.1

Officers Sent Home

On 20 August 1915, Godley wrote to Allen outlining his intentions to break up
the Maori Contingent (this is discussed in more detail in the following section)
and send four officers home, at the request of Commanding Officer Herbert.
The returning officers were Captain Roger Dansey (A Company), and two of
Dansey’s juniors, Second Lieutenants Thomas Hetet (Platoon 2) and Turu Hiroti
(Platoon 3), while Captain William Pitt (B Company) was medically discharged.
According to Godley, the officers had not proved competent in the field:
Dansey, as a result of inexperience and Pitt as a result of ill health, while the
‘conduct’ of Hetet and Hiroti had ‘proved unsatisfactory’.322 A few days later,
Godley again wrote to Allen that the ‘officering of them [the Maori Contingent
rank and file] by Maoris of the class sent is quite a failure – they have no respect
for them, and will not follow them, and these men have no authority over them’.
Godley added that the men of the Maori Contingent had not only ‘fought
splendidly’, but also ‘worked splendidly on fortification and defence work, and
everyone is full of praise for them’. Godley added that the Maori men would do
‘better than ever, now that they are really in line with their white brothers’ (in
other words, in platoons attached to ordinary units of the NZEF).323
The source of the issue was the ongoing tension between the Maori Contingent’s
Pakeha Commanding Officer, Herbert, and the Maori officers. On 26 March,
after the convoy reached Egypt, Herbert was transferred to the Maori Contingent
when the original commander, Major Peacock, also Pakeha, was returned to New
Zealand after contracting typhoid. Herbert was promoted to the rank of
temporary lieutenant-colonel and placed in command. Following Peacock’s
departure, Allen outlined the importance of finding an appropriate replacement
to command the Maori battalion, writing in early March that he was ‘very anxious
indeed as to the man that may be appointed to command the Maoris’. Allen
added:
It is a most important command and I feel the responsibility very
much indeed. It will be a lasting disgrace to us in New Zealand if
322
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we do not take every step that we can to put a strong man in
charge of the Maoris and one who can secure their entire
confidence. I hope you will neglect no opportunity to see the
Maoris are well looked after, and that they are protected from
their weaknesses.324
Following Herbert’s appointment, Godley wrote to Allen asking for a second in
command with ‘good knowledge of Maoris and influence with them to act as a
second-in-command’ and requested that Arnold ‘A.B’ Williams, a Pakeha, be
appointed. When Allen suggested that Godley appoint someone already overseas,
Godley wrote to Allen explaining the difficulties in finding a suitable officer to be
second in command for the Maori Contingent. ‘Military education will not be
required so much as [having] complete knowledge of language and customs to
act as go between Commanding Officer and other officers’, Godley wrote. ‘He
must be of high standing, influence and mana’.325
The requirement for a ‘go-between’ between Herbert and his officers signalled
that Godley was aware of tensions between them.326 The request for the ‘gobetween’ also raised concerns on the part of Allen about Herbert’s ability to lead
the men.327 Godley wrote to Allen describing the ‘disloyalty’ and ‘incapacity’ of
the Maori officers and claimed that Herbert had to deal with ‘various intertribal
jealousies and difficulties’ that Herbert ‘could not understand, and which there
seemed nobody to put right’.328 As far as research for this report has uncovered,
no evidence of ‘intertribal jealousies’ has been found, though it is clear that
Godley raised the potential of such conflicts as early as September 1914. It is
possible that Godley was putting the blame on Maori for Herbert’s apparent
shortcomings, based on a prejudice he already held about Maori before the Maori
contingent was even established.
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At home, both the Maori Contingent Committee and Colonel Robin, the
Commandant, questioned why Dr. Peter Buck, who spoke Maori and had mana
and knowledge of Maori customs could not be appointed to the position.329
Nothing appears to have come of this. The Maori Contingent then
recommended a Pakeha man, Ken Williams of Tuparoa, chairman of the Waiapu
County Council and the Tokomaru Bay Harbour Board and a fluent te reo
speaker. Williams agreed to take up the role, but in the meantime Godley told
Allen that Williams’ services were no longer required.330
It appears that there was little communication between the front and home
regarding the issue until the arrival in Wellington of Godley’s report to Allen on
the breaking up of the contingent and the dismissal of the officers. Sources
describing the events from before Godley’s official report emerged only later, as
they arrived in New Zealand months after their production. On 11 August, nine
days before Godley’s report was written, for example, Captain Dansey himself
wrote to Herbert asking him to forward an application to the court of inquiry.
Dansey challenged the charge that he ‘ran away from my post without Orders’,
and accused Herbert of stating the following: ‘Do you know you Maoris were
withdrawn because you were no good and that the officers had no control over
the men’.331 The letter from Dansey is reproduced below:
Sir,
In compliance with King’s regulations I have to request that you
will forward this my application for a Court of Inquiry to the
Brigadier General Commanding Mounted Brigade to which the
Maori Contingent is attached. Application for Court of Enquiry is
to enquire into allegations made by you (Lt. Col. Herbert) against
the Maori Officers and the Maoris and also into the following
charges:1. That I ran away from post without Orders
2. Uttering the following:- Do you know you Maoris were
withdrawn because you were no good and that the officers
had no control over the men.
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3. Using language unbecoming in a Senior Officer to a
Junior.
4. Using said language in the presence of my Junior Officers
and in the hearing of Officers of B. Coy and men of the
Maori Contingent.
5. Generally using words in such a way that would lead those
who heard it to believe we were cowards.
6. And Generally to inquire into the conduct of the
Commanding Officer to his Juniors both on and off
Parade.332
The remaining officers also wrote to the commanding officer of the Maori
Contingent expressing concern at the accusations and the dismissal of the
officers.
It is with absolute consternation that we, the Maori Officers of the
Maori Contingent, learn that those of our brothers Capt. Dansey,
2 Lt. Hiroti and 2 Lt, Hetet have been placed under arrest on a
charge which amounts to deserting their post in the face of the
enemy. The charge is startling to us because knowing the facts of
the case as we do, there surely must be some serious mistake or
discrepancy which a careful inquiry, with the calling of evidence
would clear up. The honour of us Brother officers of the Maori
Race owing to the peculiar circumstance must affect us even more
intimately than similar conditions, is another argument and
anything that can be taken as a reflection upon them must be
considered by us as a reflection upon the race to which we belong.
In these circumstances, we beg that the fullest enquiry be made
before any such odium is laid upon any of our Race.333
The officers added that they held themselves as the ‘guardian of the honour of
the race’. They claimed that Dansey, rather than being ‘a disgrace to his race’ as
charged, in fact ‘earned the respect not only of his brother officers but also the
respect and confidence of his men’. 334 Buck himself wrote directly to Apirana
Ngata:
We, of course, are helpless to do anything at all, under the
circumstances of military service. Boiled down the case is this: The
OC used certain words to Capt. Dansey and the officers of the A
Ibid.
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Co., which they construed as a charge of cowardice. They
immediately asked for an inquiry to clear the matter up and the
OC and Brigadier (General Russell) take it as charges against the
OC during war time. They are summarily sent back to the base.335
Buck also described the splitting of the battalion, writing ‘kua wehewehe matou’.
Godley assured the men, Buck wrote, ‘that we will not lose our identity as we will
be kept as a distinct Maori platoon etc.’ Buck asked Ngata that he keep his name
out if the issue was raised so that military authorities would not think he was a
‘political spy’. 336
The calls for an inquiry were supported by the members of the Maori Contingent
Committee as they became aware of the events described in the sources above.
On December 8, they wrote to Allen describing the events as they saw them. The
‘trouble commenced’, the Committee argued, ‘soon after Major Herbert assumed
command’. The Committee summarised the information they had received about
Herbert’s interaction with the Maori Contingent, including charges that Herbert
‘did not understand his men, nor showed a disposition to understand them’
showed an impatience that ‘amounted to contempt for them’, and used language
that was ‘belittling and insulting’. They also accused Herbert of being
incompetent. 337 As Allen became aware the existence of Dansey’s request for an
inquiry (written on 11 August) and the letter of concern from the remaining
officers, he sent a telegram to Godley, asking if he had seen these letters. Godley
replied that he had not.338
The circumstances surrounding the events described above remain somewhat a
mystery. Soutar offers a range of possible explanations for the events. First,
Soutar suggests that, based on oral testimony from Pitt’s daughter, it could have
come as a result of Pitt disobeying orders which he thought were ‘suicidal’ and
this may have been ‘the straw that broke the camel’s back in terms of the strained
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relationship between Herbert and his company commanders’.339 The charge of
‘disloyalty’ and ‘incapacity’ made by Godley must be weighed against the praise
the men received following their time in action over 6–10 August, and the
statement made by the MCC that Dansey ‘earned not only the respect of his
brother officers but also the respect and confidence of his men’.340 The charges
made against Herbert by Dansey, the other Maori officers, and the Maori
Contingent Committee as well as the need for a ‘go-between’ in the first place,
suggests that Herbert had serious issues in working with the Maori officers, and
he was accused of having contempt for them. To add to this, Soutar has
identified a letter from an ‘informed individual’ signed off as ‘Maori’ in the Poverty
Bay Herald which implies that racial intolerance was at the root of the issue:
The Maori people, I feel sure, would like to see their boys under
the care of Maori officers who would naturally take more kindly
interest in them than would pakeha officers. There is always the
chance of a snobbish white officer regarding and treating a Maori
as a ‘nigger’. The Maori is a proud man, and, would resent being
treated as a nigger.341
While there are gaps in the sources, what is clear is that the issue created ‘an
almost irreconcilable rift’ between the Maori MPs and the Minister of Defence
Allen.342 Godley wrote to Allen three times in late 1915 and early 1916, stating his
position. In November 1915, Godley wrote that after investigating the case
further he was ‘satisfied that Herbert, though he may not have entirely
understood the Maori character, and may have, therefore, been perhaps
handicapped in dealing with them, commanded the Contingent excellently’. Part
of the issue was, as Godley saw it, that the selection of officers should have been
made by ‘competent military authority’, rather than ‘a civilian committee, as I
understand was the case’.343 Godley agreed to the return of the officers, but made
it clear to Allen that he had not changed his view regarding the events that led to
their dismissal. On Christmas Day, 1915. Godley wrote:
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As regards Dansey, Hiroti and Hetet I will gladly meet your wish
and have them as Platoon Officers…. on the understanding that
there is no question of their having been misjudged that they are
allowed to return purely as an act of grace and for the sake of the
Maori race that their future conduct and efficiency will be judged
on the same standard as the Pakeha officers and that they will not
command companies until they have proved themselves fit to do
so by good service in the field with the contingent. Trust this will
meet the wishes of the Government.344
Allen wrote to Godley a few days later that ‘[t]he Maoris seem to have no
confidence whatever in Herbert, and I cannot help thinking that a very serious
mistake was made in putting Herbert in command of them’.345 While Godley
remained unapologetic, he did concede that the choice of Herbert was perhaps a
mistake. Godley insisted, however, that no one else was qualified, not even Dr.
Buck, who was suggested by the MCC:
I do not for a moment think [Herbert] is ideal, or that he was in
every way qualified to command Maoris, but, at the time I could
not hear of anybody better qualified, nor for that matter have I
heard of anyone since, and this was one of the main difficulties
about having them in one Contingent.346
The following month, Allen replied, acknowledging that Maori were unhappy
about the treatment of the officers, but agreeing with Godley about the decisions
made:
I accept your judgement in the matter. It is my duty to do the best
I can for the members of the Maori race.... I do not for a moment
say that they are in the right; I think you have done what is best,
still they are very sensitive and it has been very difficult to deal
with them.347
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Late the previous year, on 30 December 1915, Allen wrote to Carroll, Ngata and
Pomare informing them that the three officers were returning to the front with
the 9th Reinforcements. ‘They will go as Platoon officers’, Allen wrote, ‘and
future conduct and efficiency will be judged on same standard as pakeha
officers’.348 In early January, 1916, the brigadier-general commanding in New
Zealand, Robin, advised Pomare that arrangements had been made for the return
of Dansey, Hiroti and Hetet to Egypt.349 Dansey, Hiroti and Hetet returned to
the front and all served with distinction.350 Pitt was removed from the New
Zealand Expeditionary Force on 17 January, 1916. Unhappy about how things
had gone, he petitioned Parliament to set up a commission on inquiry into the
events, though the petition was unsuccessful.351As for Herbert, he was
transferred to command of a British unit on Gallipoli where his performance is
unknown. He then returned to the headquarters staff of the New Zealand
Division in early 1916, where he served as a Deputy Assistant Director Ordnance
Services (DADOS) for the rest of the war. He was awarded a Distinguished
Service Order (DSO) for his services in 1917. After the war, Herbert objected to
being superseded in command of his Territorial Regiment in 1920 but his
complaint was dismissed as it was considered that while he had given good
service on the staff ‘it is felt that such work did not give him the experience in
handling troops in war which is so essential.’352
2.7.2 Breaking Up of the Contingent
In the 20 August report discussed above, Godley also announced the breaking up
of the Maori Contingent. This, he wrote, would serve the ‘double purpose of
providing much needed reinforcements, and ensuring for the Contingent that the
next time it is in action again, it will be fighting alongside its fellow-countrymen
of the dominion’.353 The incorporation of the Maori Contingent into the New
Zealand Infantry Brigade was done, according to Godley (perhaps aware that the
Allen to Carroll, Ngata and Pomare, 30 December 1915, AD10/20, ANZ, Wellington.
Brigadier-General Commanding to Pomare, 10 January, 1916, AD10/20, 42/4, ANZ, Wellington.
350 For more on Dansey, Hiroti and Hetet following their return to the front, see Soutar, ‘Kua
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move would meet resistance at home), ‘purely in the interest of the contingent
and of the Maori race, and that I will make it my business to see that their
identity is no way thereby imperilled or affected’.354 As discussed, when news of
this reached the Maori Contingent Committee, it raised alarm and was viewed by
the MCC as a ‘breach of faith’ and undermined what they saw as the
understanding that the Maori Contingent was ‘a special force representing the
Maori Race’.355 On 9 December, the day after the MCC called for an inquiry into
the sending home of the officers, they again wrote to Allen. Their letter suggests
that the MCC viewed the breaking up of the Contingent as going against the
understandings and expectations on the terms on which Maori were providing
service.
The information that the Contingent had ceased to exist… [has]
caused great dissatisfaction to us, to our people, and the members
of the Contingent…. During the period of training of the
Contingent at Avondale last summer the Maori Chiefs by direct
representations to yourself and the Prime Minister as well as by
indirect representations through us, requested that the force be
not split up into two Companies, one for Samoa and one for
Egypt. This was conceded by the Imperial Government, who
accepted the Contingent of 500 for service in Egypt. It left the
Dominion as a special force representing the Maori Race….
It was this fact that appeals to them throughout the seven or eight
months since the First Contingent left the Dominion. It is a
matter to be seriously reckoned with by the Government and by
[Godley]. It is one that we, who have undertaken the responsibility
for raising more men, have to face, and cannot get over…. We
maintain that [the identity of the Maori Contingent] has been lost.
It is a fact that ever since the General’s decision was given effect
to we have heard nothing further of the doings of the Contingent
as a Contingent. We have all on the other hand received letters
from the trenches with the wail – “Kua wehewehe matou” – “We
are separated” .356
The MCC finished the letter by stating that they would not agree to raising a
‘special force to reinforce a special Contingent only to find these men scattered
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to serve the purpose of reinforcing the General New Zealand force’.357 In
Parliament, Ngata later described how the incident impacted recruitment and the
MCC’s involvement:
We were prepared to raise a further reinforcement of 250 last
summer, but in the interval certain reports reached us from the
front which brought us into collision with the Minister of
Defence…. we questioned the action of the authorities at the
front in sending back three officers… A further difficulty arose
about the organisation of the contingent, and in consequence of
that we had differences with the Minister of Defence which lasted
for months. Every letter that we received from the front intimated
that the Maori platoons were split up, meaning that they no longer
constituted a distinct Maori Contingent but that they were mixed
up in various platoons of the Main Expeditionary Force: and so it
was said that the Maori Contingent had lost its identity. 358
Again, the breaking up of the Contingent raised questions about the expectations
and understandings of the terms on which Maori provided military service. In
other words, if a separate Maori Contingent no longer existed, what, then, were
the MCC providing reinforcements for? Ngata continued:
The question that confronted us was this: were we being asked by
the Defence Department to reinforce an existing Maori
Contingent, or were we being asked to supply deficiencies in the
reinforcements for the New Zealand Expeditionary Force? We
said we were perfectly prepared to maintain the numbers of the
Maori Contingent, but it was another matter if we were asked to
supply deficiencies in the main reinforcements. There came a lull
in the recruiting, largely because the members of the Maori
Contingent Committee, who are the Maori representatives in this
House, hung back.359
It was not only the idea of the unit’s platoons being separated that concerned the
MCC. The members also explained that they could not ‘go before [their] people
to ask for further recruits’, suggesting that they expected resistance to further
recruitment from Maori.360 As we will see, they were right to suspect this.
Ibid.
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For Allen the MCC’s threat of stemming recruitment of Maori, and the impact
on Maori support for the war in general, was a major concern. In November,
Allen wrote to Godley: ‘You will realise how the Maori race must feel [in regard
to] the return of these officers’, Allen wrote. ‘Maori members of Parliament
indicate it will not be possible to raise further Contingent unless the race has
been satisfied that no injustice has been done. Please consider matter very urgent
as members consider honour of race concerned’.361 In reply to Godley’s letter of
25 December, stating that Dansey, Hiroti and Hetet would be placed as platoon
officers, Allen wrote, ‘does this mean that Captain Dansey will be reduced to
Lieutenant. If so, there will be a strong feeling amongst the Maoris in New
Zealand’.362 Godley replied:
Yes Dansey if allowed to return should come in rank of
Lieutenant as local rank of Captain might put him in command of
Company for which he is not yet fully qualified but for which he
will have every opportunity to prove his fitness. Many other
officers of the New Zealand Forces have sunk their rank in order
to join New Zealand Expeditionary Force and if Dansey is
genuinely still desirous of proving his worth he should be ready
and willing to do the same. Should he not be willing trust that he
may be kept in New Zealand where his services may perhaps be
useful [with] Maori Reinforcements. General Russell makes strong
objection with what I concur fully in to his being allowed to return
in higher rank than Lieutenant.363
Allen’s concerns were justified. In November, Pomare had written to Allen
claiming that Maori in Whanganui were perturbed at the events and Pomare had
promised them a full inquiry.364 In February, Pomare again described attending
two hui where resolutions were passed ‘deploring the splitting up of the Maori
Contingent’.365 In the following month, Allen said to Godley that recruitment of
Maori ‘is absolutely dead’ evidenced by the fact that there were only 120 men at
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Narrow Neck.366 The recruitment of Maori became even more of a priority when
all the governors-general, governors and administrators of the British Dominions
and colonies received a confidential memorandum from Colonial Secretary
Andrew Bonar Law in late 1915. It stated that the War Cabinet ‘have asked for a
report as to the possibilities of raising native troops in large numbers in our
Colonies + protectorates for Imperial Service’.367 Timothy Winegard writes that
‘War exigencies now required the military inclusion of indigenous men’.368 While
New Zealand had already included Maori in the war, the demand for more
troops made smoothing out the issues with the MCC even more urgent.
Like the sending home of the officers, the breaking up of the contingent also
contributed to the ‘an almost irreconcilable rift’ between the MCC and Allen.369
According to Peter O’Connor, by February 1916, ‘the deadlock seemed
complete’.370 The Maori MPs had made their demands clear. In December, Allen
outlined the resolutions agreed to between himself and the MCC which included
the officers dismissed being put into camp and sent with the next reinforcements
(discussed above), that ‘Colonel Herbert was not to have anything more do to
with the Maoris in the future’, and that the ‘Maori Main Body at the Front should
be re-constituted into one body and that the Reinforcements should be sent to
reinforce that one body’.371 The MCC were also concerned about Maori serving
in general units at home. They requested that ‘Maoris in the Pakeha camps [were]
to be sent to Narrow Neck’. Allen said he would not compel Maori in general
camps to shift.372 In relation to the requests for a reunification of the Maori
Contingent, Allen asserted that he would not interfere with the decisions of
General Officer Commanding at the front ‘as to how he should dispose of his
troops. That must be left at his discretion’.373 Allen wrote to Godley two days
later:
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We are having a very great difficulty with the Maoris. Yesterday
Pomare saw me and intimated that no more recruiting would take
place with the Maoris until the contingent was put together again.
I have written to him to say that your judgement must prevail in
this matter and that I cannot interfere with the Commanding
Officer on the Field in the disposition of his troops.374
Godley himself provided various reasons for resisting the MCC demands,
including what he saw as a lack of availability of ‘exceptionally good and first
class senior Pakeha Commanding Officers’, without which Maori troops would
always be ‘much handicapped’.375

2.8

The Pioneer Battalion

However, a breakthrough came when Godley received approval to form a New
Zealand Division in January 1916. This reorganisation provided the opportunity
to end the standoff and led to the creation of a Pioneer Battalion. Traditionally,
pioneer soldiers were charged with logistical and labouring tasks. The term was
resurrected again in the First World War, as armies faced the realities of trench
warfare.376 Thus, on 7 March 1916, Godley informed Allen about the formation
of the Pioneer Battalion, which was made up of the remaining Maori Contingent,
the newly arrived 2nd and 3rd Maori Contingents, and what remained of the Otago
Mounted Rifles. Godley wrote:
In the reorganisation in consequence of formation New Zealand
Division am arranging to put all Maoris into the Pioneer Battalion
which will be for the present composed of about half Maoris half
transferred from volunteers from surplus New Zealand Mounted
Rifles Brigade reinforcements. All Maori Reinforcements will be
posted to this Battalion and eventually it may become practically
entirely Maori…. Very glad to be able to meet your wishes and
those of Maoris so fully.377
As stated, all Maori reinforcements would be placed in this battalion, with the
aim of creating a full Maori unit in future (this did eventually occur in late 1917).
374 Allen to Godley, 16 February 1916, ALLEN1/1 M1/15 Ministerial Files - Correspondence with
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Within the Maori companies, all company commanders were Pakeha, while all
company second-in command were filled by Maori, except one. Major George
Augustus King was selected to command the Battalion, with Peter Buck as
second in command.378 On 1 September 1917, the New Zealand (Maori) Pioneer
was officially formed and in October 1917, almost all company commanders
were Maori.379
The MCC was made aware of the formation of the Pioneer Battalion shortly
afterwards, as was the press. The Dominion published a story on it the following
week:
The chiefs of the Maori race in New Zealand have been unhappy
for some months about the merging of the Maori force at the
front with the pakehas, and the Defence Minister has been in
communication with General Godley as to possible arrangements
to meet the wishes of the Maori people.
The paper continued, ‘[the Pioneer Battalion] will be formed largely of Maoris
who will thus be kept together and utilised in work which should suit them’.380
According to Alison Fletcher, the final sentence highlights the prevailing
stereotypes about Maori as uneducated and best suited to employment as
labourers.381 The establishment of the Pioneer Battalion addressed some of the
issues raised, and the MCC were prepared to begin recruiting again soon after.
On the 15 March, Godley wrote to Allen: ‘Impasse over. Pomare on way up
North to recruit’.382 The MCC was reassured, and now willing to ‘go before their
people’ and resume recruitment for a battalion that would in large part be a
Maori battalion.
But the MCC maintained mixed feelings about the new pioneer battalion, for a
few reasons. While their main demands had been met, the new battalion was not
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an infantry unit, nor was it completely a Maori unit. It contained two European
and two Maori companies.383 The MCC saw fighting in the war as a necessary
sacrifice (as we will see, this was also reflected in Pomare and Ngata’s attitudes
towards conscription and its inclusion of Maori). Buck wrote that he would
‘sooner see every Maori die fighting according to their best traditions than live in
inactivity in New Zealand’.384 Maoridom, it seems, was also divided on the issue
of the Pioneer Battalion and its role as a combat support unit. A solicitor from
Wairoa, Fred J. Foot, wrote to MP Robert McNab in May 1916:
The Maori people here are much exercised in mind about a
supposed grievance, the degradation of the Maori Military
Contingent from first-line infantry to pioneers. Though I have
pointed out to them that the new duty is far more responsible,
equally or more dangerous and certainly nearer the enemy if their
duties include, as I imagine they do, the erection and repairing of
barbed wire entanglements, listening posts, machine gun
emplacements, and the like.385
Foot claimed the attitude was ‘prejudicial to the all important work of
recruiting’.386 But the shift from active combat to combat support also answered
growing concern of Maori elders (as outlined above), who were anxious about
growing casualties and the impact it might have on the future of their people.387
Similarly, Allen wrote to Ngata in June, claiming that ‘the Maoris have no cause
for disquiet regarding the transfer to the Pioneer Battalion’. Allen claimed that
the Pioneer Battalion ‘takes seniority of any Infantry on the Line’.388 Allen added
that ‘When a Division is drawn up on a Ceremonial Parade the Pioneer Battalion
stands on the right side of the whole 12 Battalions of Infantry, forming part of
the division’. 389
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Figure 14 Members of the World War I Maori Pioneer Battalion taking a break from trench
improvement work, near Gommecourt, France. Ref: 1/2-013414-G. Alexander Turnbull Library,
Wellington, New Zealand. /records/22409555

Research completed for this report has not been able to uncover official reasons
for the placement of Maori in garrison and then combat support roles as
pioneers. This applies to both the initial decision to place Maori in a garrison role
at the outset of the war, as well as the decision to place Maori in a pioneer role
from 1916 onwards. There has been some suggestion that Maori were placed in
the less casualty prone combat support role because of fears of population
decline and concern there would not be enough reinforcements to maintain the
unit, but this matter requires further research.390 The fear that a higher casualty
rate would have quickly outstripped the ability to sustain the unit with
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reinforcements is understandable given the concern about the lack of recruits,
discussed below. As we have seen, there were reports from kaumatua about the
loss of Maori men, and from military officials regarding concerns about further
recruitment. But this did not mean that the Pioneer Battalions was out of the
combat zone. These units would immediately follow up an infantry advance and
prepare to move artillery forward by clearing obstacles, filling in craters and
building roads is always within the combat zone and often in the front line. While
they may not have been attacking troops (except in some cases) but they were
constantly under artillery, mortar and machine gun fire.
Regardless, the stigma associated with not being a front-line unit was expressed
by many following the decision and it remained long after the war.391 In 1943,
Apirana Ngata wrote that Maori service in the Pioneer Battalion ‘stopped short
of the maximum’, because it was not a front-line unit and was ‘denied the
privilege of “going over the top” and the exhilaration of charging headlong to
engage the enemy in hand-to-hand combat’.392 As mentioned above, this
resentment has featured in claims and at oral hearings in this inquiry.

2.9

Final years of Recruitment and Service

Bolstered by the Second and Third reinforcements, the Pioneer Battalion left for
service on the Western Front on 7 April 1916. For the remainder of the war,
Maori in the Pioneer Battalion would maintain their pioneer combat support role,
digging trenches, building roads, and constructing bunkers. Regardless, Maori still
worked under fire and suffered casualties and were also involved in the
occasional trench raid. In August of the same year, the Pioneer Battalion moved
to the Somme battlefield where they remained responsible for digging
communication trenches under regular shelling and gassing. At the end of August
1917, the Pakeha B Company of the New Zealand Pioneer Battalion was broken
up and its members transferred to other infantry units. On 1 September 1917,
the New Zealand (Maori) Pioneer was officially formed, following the arrival of
further reinforcements. It was not a full Maori unit. The New Zealand (Maori)
391
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Pioneer Battalion served at Passchendaele in October 1917 and the Somme in
March 1918, also taking part in the New Zealand Division’s capture of Le
Quesnoy in November 1918. The Armistice came one week afterwards on 11
November. This summary does not adequately outline the service of Maori
during this latter period, and readers wanting more information are encouraged
to see the sources outlined in the literature section of this report.

2.10

The Question of Leadership Continues

In terms of leadership, research for this report has been unable to uncover
further issues for the New Zealand Pioneer Battalion and its successor, the New
Zealand (Maori) Pioneer Battalion. It is clear, however, that members of the
Maori Contingent Committee continued to insist that Maori take up leadership
positions following their departure from New Zealand. Pomare recommended
that Waipapa Mangakahia be sent into camp for training as a non-commissioned
officer, apparently having given Mangakahia a letter he had signed stating his
appointment to a commission. In response, the Chief of the General Staff,
Colonel Gibbon, wrote to Pomare stating that it was ‘inadvisable to grant any
more direct commissions’ and that ‘all men recommended’ would be judged on
‘merit, tact, efficiency and capabilities of each individual’. He asked that if
Pomare had recommendations, he would not promise the men commissions
‘either before they go into Camp or whilst in camp’. The Chief of the General
Staff then described what he saw as the issue of ‘dual control’ between the
military and the Maori Contingent Committee:
Dual control in the recommending and appointment of officers of
the Maori Contingents renders the administration and training
most difficult and it is not conducive to the welfare and discipline
of the men. Only the military officers and instructors entrusted
with the training of native Troops are in a position to say
definitely whether a man is capable and suitable in every way to be
commissioned and then only after they have had such men under
their constant and personal supervision for some considerable
time.393
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To this, Pomare replied:
I note the remarks therein regarding the manner in which officers
should be appointed to the Maori Contingents, but as I have
strongly supported the system you mention, I am at a loss to
understand the object of your present communication on the
subject. I am heartily with your contention that men should be
promoted according to the ability they show in their work in
Camp.394
In fact, the question of officers commissioned in New Zealand joining the
NZEF was a vexed one on the Pakeha side as well. The arrival of men as officers
who had no combat experience naturally caused huge resentment among those
already at the front. Service at the front became a prerequisite for receiving a
commission.395 Nevertheless, Pomare reinforced the MCC’s preference for Maori
taking up leadership positions.
Of course, where possible, I consider, and my opinion is shared
by other members of the Maori Contingent Committee,
preference should be given to members of the Native Race in
officering the Maori troops.396
Pomare denied promising a commission to Waipapa Mangakahia. No other
correspondence relating to this matter has been located.
It appears that a policy regarding Maori leadership overseas was agreed upon in
July 1916 when it was recommended that no more officers be appointed in New
Zealand and that they should be promoted from the ranks in France, a policy
that also covered all infantry battalions. At the same time, one Maori officer and
one Maori Non-Commissioned Officer (NCO) per month would be sent to New
Zealand to train reinforcements and to return with them to the front. The policy
was, as Godley wrote, that ‘only Maoris who have seen service at the front, and
are recommended from here, should be given a commission’.397 The policy came
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at the recommendation of the Maori Contingent Committee. In July 1916,
Minister of Defence wrote to Godley explaining that the MCC recommended
that ‘no further European Officers be appointed to Maori reinforcements but
that Maori Officers at the front be returned to New Zealand to assist in training
of Maori Recruits and returned to Front with drafts as senior officers’.398 Godley
accepted the policy in early August.399
This policy of only promoting Maori who had served at the front was carried out
from August 1916 until it was ‘temporarily suspended’ in April the following
year. It was suspended, according to Godley, because Maori officers and NCOs
sent from the front back to New Zealand to train Maori reinforcements were not
being returned to the front with those reinforcements as had been the policy. As
Godley wrote, ‘Maoris who have had no experience at the front are being
commissioned, and sent with reinforcements... [and] [n]o Maori Officers sent out
for duty have yet returned here… [and] so far as we know, none have been given
commissions’.400 Still, when a Pakeha man (described as having ‘lived in Maori
districts most of his life, and consequently thoroughly understands them’) was
recommended to serve as a non-commissioned officer in September 1917,
Minister of Defence Allen rejected him on the grounds that there were ‘no
officers required for service with the Maoris’ and that ‘officers necessary for
these particular reinforcements are obtained from Officers and NonCommissioned officers returned from the Front for this special purpose’.401
However, when there was a shortage of Maori officers at Narrow Neck Camp in
July 1918, two Pakeha officers were transferred to the camp.402 No other
correspondence on this issue has been located.
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Figure 15 Maori Pioneer Battalion; reinforcements, Whanganui and West Coast (North Island) Platoons Photographer unidentified. Ref: 1/1-021303-G. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand.
/records/23073989

2.11

Recruitment in the Final Years of the War

As we have seen, because of the large number of casualties, the Imperial
Government asked that 250 Maori reinforcements be provided every three
months. The New Zealand Government agreed, but recruitment targets quickly
became unrealistic. Maori recruitment had dropped significantly in early 1916.
Recruitment for the Second and Third Contingents, for example, was lower than
expected, for the reasons previously described. While the MCC resumed
recruitment following the creation of the Pioneer Battalion, Maori voluntary
recruitment remained low for the duration of war.403 As early as May 1916,
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Pomare began to express doubts about reaching recruitment targets. ‘I regret to
say that Maori recruiting is of such a nature that it is impossible to give any
specific guarantee that a certain number of men will be available on settled dates’,
Pomare wrote to the Defence Department. ‘We can only do our best by sending
men into camp as they express their willingness to join’. 404 Pomare added that
‘when the Compulsion Act operates we shall no doubt be able to arrange for a
more dependable flow of recruits’.405
Table 3 Number of Maori Volunteers that departed New Zealand to serve in the Maori
Contingent and then the Pioneer Battalion, 1915-1918 (Data from Sarich, Wai 898, #A29)

In late 1917, Dr Buck’s replacement as MP for Northern Maori, Tau Henare,
began to change his view on continued Maori enlistment and service. In
December 1917, he wrote to Allen explaining that ‘Maori boys have been very
scarce and my people passed a resolution’ that the Government accept a final
platoon from the North and that it be the last one.406 Allen replied that Northern
Maori had ‘set a good example’ and he hoped ‘that the Northern Maori may
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never be called upon to add to their already heavy sacrifices’.407 Pomare was
concerned with what he called a ‘leakage’ in the number of Maori reinforcements
for the Pioneer Battalion and he insisted, once again, that Allen force those
Maori who had entered in general camps to be moved to Narrow Neck. ‘I
suggest’, Pomare wrote, ‘that the authority of the Department is surely extensive
enough to permit the compulsory transfer now, and in the future of all Maoris
and half castes who enter the European Camps’.408 Allen also now acceded to
Pomare’s request that Maori in general units or camps be transferred to the
Maori reinforcements. ‘[N]ow they are covered by the provisions of the Military
Service Act’, Allen wrote to Pomare, ‘all full-blooded Maoris, half-castes and
quarter-castes, who are passed fit for Active Service will be drafted to Narrow
Neck Camp for training with the Maori Reinforcements’.409
In March 1917, Pomare, attempting to maintain the employment of Maori
recruitment officers, tried to assure the Defence Department that recruitment,
while low, would potentially pick up again. ‘Maori recruiting is of such a nature’,
he wrote, ‘that it is impossible to secure an absolutely steady flow, so that while
recruiting operations may show a large falling off at one period, they will
probably at a later stage show a large increase’.410 The numbers for the Second
and Third reinforcements were 311 and 314 men respectively. Of the latter,
however, only 111 were Maori. In order to bolster the number of reinforcements,
Pomare recruited men from Niue (148) and Rarotonga (55).411 By early 1918,
Maori recruitment had declined further. On 19 January 1918, the Chief of the
General Staff, C.M. Gibbon, wrote to the Director of recruiting that Maori
recruitment ‘has been exceedingly bad for the last 4 to 5 months’ and that there
were only 87 Maori at Narrow Neck camp. This later declined to around 45 to 50
men. Gibbon recommended that Maori recruiting ‘should be stimulated’.412 Some
officials called for a new recruitment campaign in response. Others blamed the
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influence of the Waikato. In a letter to Defence Headquarters the Inspector of
Recruiting Services claimed that, following a long conversation with Pomare
about the causes of the falling recruitment, it was clear that the ‘Waikato Tribes
and their opposing influence have been the cause of deterring enlistment and the
Chiefs holding back the willing young men from enlisting’.413 Waikato opposition
to enlistment is discussed further below.

Figure 16 Returned Maori soldiers marching through Auckland.

Auckland Weekly News, 10 April 1919

2.12

Demobilisation

The (Maori) Pioneer Battalion was withdrawn from the front line with the rest of
the New Zealand Division a few days prior to the Armistice. According to
Ashley Gould, when the Armistice finally came, Maori expected to take their
place with the other units as part of the occupying force in Germany. However,
on 20 December 1918, following orders from the British High Command, the
battalion was turned back at the border.414 The New Zealand Maori Pioneer
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Battalion War Diary simply stated: ‘word was received that the move of the
Battalion to Germany was cancelled and that we would proceed to Dunkirk for
shipment to England and from there to N.Z’.415 Michael Wynd writes that the
rationale for not sending the Maori Pioneers for occupation duty in Germany
was ‘founded upon a pre-war rule’. With the signing of the Armistice, General
Headquarters believed that pre-war rules now applied again and that native
troops would not be appropriate for the garrison in Germany. New Zealand
General Russell emphasised that this ‘was not a New Zealand decision but one
taken by the British authorities’.416 According to Wynd and Pugsley, the Maori
Pioneers resented this ‘outrageous segregationist attitude’, but were consoled at
the certainty of being repatriated home.417 Whether or not New Zealand military
officials or the New Zealand government was aware of or responded to this issue
is unclear.
By the end of the war, 2,227 Maori had served in the Maori Contingent and the
Pioneer Contingents that succeeded it. Of those, 336 were killed (15 per cent)
and at least 40 per cent were wounded. This is compared to the Pakeha casualty
rate of 59 per cent for those who saw active service. The discrepancy can be
explained, according to Timothy Winegard, by the late arrival of Maori at
Gallipoli and their subsequent role as pioneers for the remainder of the war.418
Figures relating to the overall Maori mobilisation rate are difficult to come by. In
1919, Major-General Robin provided figures to the Minister of Defence,
comparing Maori and Pakeha mobilisation rates. According to these figures,
which should be approached with caution, the Maori mobilisation rate was 4.78
per cent, compared to the Pakeha mobilisation rate of 11.6 per cent.419
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2.13

‘Equality of sacrifice’: Maori and Conscription

Not all Maori served willingly or voluntarily. After 1917, Waikato-Maniapoto
Maori were coerced into providing military service for the Crown. This section
describes the introduction of the Military Service Act 1916, initial Maori
exemption and then its late application to Waikato-Maniapoto in 1917. It also
describes some of the high-profile cases of conscription enforcement on the
brothers of the Maori King Te Rata, Tonga Mahuta and Te Rauangaanga
Mahuta, with a focus on the case of the latter.420 Lastly, it briefly covers the role
of the Native Military Service Boards which heard appeals by Maori against
conscription. This is a brief overview, as these issues have been explored in the
secondary literature. Accounts of the resistance to conscription are outlined in
other studies and reports, and do not need repeating in detail here.421 The role of
Te Puea Herangi, for example, has been discussed in detail elsewhere.422 Puawai
Cairns has recently written about the trial of Jury Martin Hopa and the actions of
his mother, Te Wairereata.423
The focus in this section is on the Crown’s decision to apply conscription to
Waikato-Maniapoto, and on those who were called up for service, arrested, or
appeared before the Native Military Service Board. In short, it is well recognised
that the application of conscription in the Waikato-Maniapoto was unsuccessful
and this was, according to Jonathan Sarich, a result of poor administration,
organised Kingitanga resistance and the end of hostilities in November 1918.424
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2.13.1 Early Opposition to the War
As discussed, Maori support for the war was by no means universal. Before
outlining the introduction to conscription and its application to Waikato Maori, it
is important to understand the early opposition to the war, especially in the
Waikato where the state would respond to resistance by introducing conscription.
King Te Rata stated that the decision to serve should be left to the individual
(‘Waiho ma he hiahia’) and none should be forced to enlist and serve. Michael
King claims that such neutrality was ‘more apparent than real’ and its purpose
was to ‘make harassment by the authorities and prosecution under wartime
regulations more difficult’. In reality, Te Rata, Te Puea Herangi and other
Kingitanga

leaders

actively

discouraged

enlistment

among

Waikato.425

Recruitment numbers showed their success. Volunteers were basically nonexistent from the Waikato region.426
Taranaki also contributed few volunteers. Exactly how many contributed is
unknown, but according to Graham Hucker, historical records show that only
one Maori from Patea in South Taranaki embarked with the First Maori
Contingent on 15 February 1915, and at least another six embarked with Second
Maori Contingent on 19 September 1916.427 P.S. O’Connor wrote that Taranaki
elders had been ‘markedly unsympathetic’ and ‘only a few men had
volunteered’.428 Maori in other regions also showed initial reluctance. In October
1914, the Northern Advocate recorded opposition to recruitment when Pomare
first met with Ngapuhi at Waitangi, where there was talk of a petition to the
government to prevent the contingent being sent away. This was despite the
offer of help by others from Ngapuhi, mentioned above.429 Ngapuhi withdrew
their opposition during the meeting, however.430
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While we should, as noted, be cautious about equating unwillingness to
participate with complete hostility to the Government based on existing
grievances, this was certainly the case in some instances. Bill Tume, a Maori
farmhand from Purangi, near Inglewood, claimed that ‘there wouldn’t be twenty
Taranaki boys [who] went to war’ and that such indifference to enlistment was
rooted in a ‘grudge against the government’ over land confiscations in the
1860s.431 During the war, as recruitment of Maori slowed, Minister of Defence
James Allen wrote to Godley stating that whether or not in future the army
would be able to secure Maori reinforcements was ‘difficult to say’ as ‘the Maoris
seem to have a disposition not to serve led by some of the chiefs who are
beginning to feel sore over their land question’.432
2.13.2 The Military Service Act 1916
On 1 August 1916, Parliament passed the Military Service Act which introduced
conscription to New Zealand. In the Parliamentary debates on the Bill, Pomare
and Ngata were opposed to the exemption of Maori. Pomare declared his
support for conscription, stating ‘We have got to bring about equality of
sacrifice’.433 Pomare continued, ‘it is the fairest way: it treats every man alike, no
matter what creed, no matter what his wealth, and no matter what his colour may
be.’434 Ngata argued for the inclusion of Maori in the compulsion to serve. Once
again, Ngata expressed his view that Maori involvement and support for the war
would result in a positive long term results for Maori, despite the short-term
impacts:
For a time the birth-rate will not be as much as it is, [but] I believe
the race will be reinvigorated after the war. Many
misunderstandings that exist at present between the two races will

William Bertrand (Bill Tume), interview by Jane Tolerton and Nicholas Boyack, 3 November 1989,
OHInt-0006/06, World War One Oral History Project (ATL), cited in Graham Hucker, ‘The Rural
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University, 2006, p54.
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disappear. Men who fought side by side must understand
themselves very much better for that fact.435
Ngata also added that the lack of warfare had led to a decline of Maori, both
spiritually and physically, and that following the casualties at Gallipoli, ‘No Maori
blood can be shed anywhere in the world without calling for revenge’. Both
Pomare and Ngata tapped into the discourse around ‘shirkers’ and what they
described as the resentment of other tribes towards those who did not volunteer.
Ngata stated:
It is because of the reluctance – not to use a harder word – of
some of the tribes of the North Island to contribute their quota
that some of the Maori tribes in the other districts have urged that
the “broom” should be applied to those who are remaining
behind. That is their figure of speech. They define “compulsion”
as the Government broom for sweeping shirkers into the
trenches.436
Tau Henare was less enthusiastic about conscription applying to Maori. He spoke
before Parliament in te reo and was translated.

Henare largely supported

conscription, but remained wary of it applying to those already ‘anxious and
willing to go’. At the same time, Henare also pointed out the historical roots of
the Waikato and Taranaki reluctance to take part in the war effort, and called for
the return of confiscated land ‘which are not already settled by Europeans’.437
This was the only discussion that addressed the reasons behind objection to
service. Minister of Defence, James Allen responded to the comments made by
the Maori members of Parliament:
There has been no more pleasing feature in the drafting of this
Bill… than the expressions of opinion which came from the
Maori members of Parliament that they wanted to be treated like
the pakeha–they did not want a clause in this Bill specifically
exempting the Maoris. If when the Bill is upon the statute-book
and has to be administered it is discovered that injustices or
inequalities are inflicted by calling upon Maoris to come up for
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service, I can assure the Maori members that they will be dealt
with in a liberal spirit, and that the cementing of the pakeha and
Maori at this time in the closest union is of even more importance
than the exemption of a few of the Maori race.438
Maori were indeed exempted from the law, but section 50 of the Military Service
Act 1916 maintained that ‘The Governor, may, by Proclamation, extend the
provisions of this Act, with such modifications as he thinks necessary, so as to
provide for the compulsory calling-up of Natives for military service with the
Expeditionary Force’.439

Figure 17 Apirana Ngata and James Allen address a crowd in Mercer, Waikato,

Auckland Weekly News, 30 November 1916, Sir George Grey Special Collections,
Auckland Libraries, AWNS-19161130-38-7

2.13.3 Conscription Extended to Maori
As discussed above, recruitment of Maori was a continuing issue for the
Government and a major concern for Allen. In February 1916, Allen wrote to
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Godley, outlining some of the issues which included the sending home of the
officers and the breaking up of the contingent. While these issues had been
‘settled’, Allen wrote, ‘[w]e cannot get the Waikato tribes to encourage their
young men to enlist’. Tensions regarding the lack of recruits from the Waikato
existed from the outset, and were only heightened in the context of low Maori
reinforcements.440 But Allen’s comments to Godley suggested that it was more
than just a lack of reinforcements and the need for equality of sacrifice that was
the issue. Referring to the high-profile case of Tonga Mahuta, King Te Rata’s
brother, who refused to drill and parade for the Territorial Force (discussed
below), Allen wrote, ‘the mana of Mahuta or the mana of the Government is to
prevail. There can be no question about it that the Government’s mana must
prevail’.441
Later in the year, Allen visited the Waikato along with Ngata, Pomare, and Tau
Henare. On 24 November 1916, the large hui, which was organised by the
Kingitanga to honour the third anniversary of the accession of Te Rata occurred,
with representatives from ‘Te Arawa, Ngati Kahu Ngunu, Maniapoto, Ngati
Maru, Ngati Haua, Ngati Taranaki, Ngati Raukawa, Ngati Whiti, Ngati Tama,
Ngati Porou, Ngatituwharetoa, Wanganui, Ngaiterangi, Ngati Awa’, according to
news reports.442 The Waikato Times reported that Allen and the Maori MPs were
there to argue the Government’s cause, while the Kingitanga attempted to
persuade the other tribes against allowing their young men to serve.443 The report
continued, describing Waikato opposition in terms of the Treaty of Waitangi:
The trouble apparently arises from a clause in the Treaty of
Waitangi, which states that no Maoris shall be required to bear
arms for service outside the Dominion. The Waikato chiefs are
making this clause the basis of their argument against recruiting
and are practically accusing the Government of a breach of the
Treaty in having taken away any natives at all... They are
apparently brooding over what they regard as a just grievance and
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are determined to do all they can to retain their young manhood in
New Zealand as far as possible to perpetuate the race.444
The purpose of Allen’s visit and speech was to attempt to persuade the Waikato
to ‘volunteer’ before Section 50 was implemented.445 Only Allen spoke, with
Ngata as interpreter, and he outlined the reasons for British involvement in the
war and then appealed to the honour and pride of the Waikato as a fighting
people, stressing that they did not want to be the only Maori to whom
conscription was applied.446
The preparation for conscription was, however, already underway. On 31
October, Allen signalled his intention to attend the hui at Mercer, and wrote that
Pomare ‘also suggested that some regulations should be drafted under Section 50
of the Military Service Act to provide for the compulsory calling up of Natives
for military service’.447 In early 1917, Pomare again suggested conscription of
Waikato. ‘There is only one way, I am afraid, of getting at the Waikatos’, Pomare
wrote, ‘that is by having Section 50 of the Military Service Act, 1916, brought
into operation, and I hope you will soon have a proclamation drafted in this
connection’.448 The following month, the administrative preparations began for
the application of conscription.449
Thus, in June 1917, the Government extended the regulations of the Act to
include Maori. By 20 February 1918, all Maori males aged between 20 and 46 had
to register at the nearest police station. Failure to do so could carry a penalty of
£50 or three months’ imprisonment.450 The extension of the Military Service Act
was gazetted in terms that applied conscription to all Maori, but communications
from the Minister of Defence made it clear that its application was to be in the
Waikato alone. This was demonstrated in June 1917, when Haki G. Thomas and
Waikato Times, 24 November 1916, cited in Ibid.p31.
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54 others of Te Arawa petitioned that conscription not be applied to them.451
Allen replied that the ‘compulsion of the Military Service Act need not be feared
by the Tribes of New Zealand who voluntarily sent their sons on the service of
the King and Empire’. The reply emphasised that conscription was being
implemented because ‘one Tribe… has not done its duty’.452 Exactly why the
Government focused their attention on Waikato and not other areas where
volunteering was low – such as Taranaki – is unclear.453
While conscription was only intended to include Waikato, it required the initial
registration of all Maori men, and encountered opposition from many. Allen
received a number of protests from around the country. Some were concerned
about the possibility of conscription being applied to them, while others were
insistent on the voluntary nature of Maori service, for reasons outlined below. In
Northland moves to extend conscription to Maori ‘tempered support’ for the
war effort.454 The census enumerator for all the counties of Taranaki noted the
difficulties of gathering information from Maori due to the suspicion that it was
related to conscription:
the cause of the difficulty is the existence of a strong suspicion in
the Maori mind that the taking of the census at the present time is
allied in a sinister manner with the intended enforcement of
compulsory military service, and, as this is a question to which the
Maoris of Taranaki have strong antipathy they have in nearly all
instances been passively antagonistic.455
In February 1918, Nau Paraone Kawiti sent a telegram to the Governor-General,
calling for a return to the voluntary system. ‘Does the mana of the Treaty of
Waitangi still stand’, he stated, ‘or do the Government now regard it like the
Germans did the treaty with Belgium, as a piece of paper’. Kawiti added that ‘if
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we all go as volunteers we are not slaves’ and he objected to ‘Maori being forced
by the Police to the Station to register as if we were’.456
In the same month, the Minister of Defence wrote to the Commandant in
Northland that Tau Henare had intimated to the Speaker that he intended to
resign ‘as a protest against Maori Conscription Proposals’, which led to Allen
explaining to Henare that his people in Northland were in no danger of being
conscripted. Allen also told recruiters to be ‘most careful’ in what they said in
Northland. 457 ‘Indeed’, Allen wrote, ‘it might be best to leave Maori recruiting
generally to the Maoris themselves until we have time to talk matters over’.458 In
July of the same year, Henare wrote to Allen, advising that a final platoon from
Northland was complete, but that this would be the last contribution. ‘I think
you should leave my district alone [as] they have done their Royal duty’, Henare
wrote.459Allen replied that he believed that Ngapuhi would provide more men,
‘especially now that the campaign is so serious’.460

Moanaroa Parata of

Coromandel and others petitioned Pomare requesting the exemption of the
‘whole of Hauraki’, while another petition was received from Hohepa Mataitaua
of Thames for the exemption of ‘their young men’ from conscription.461
Because the Government used Maori Land Districts to apply conscription, it also
included Ngati Maniapoto. Maniapoto men had volunteered for service, and were
actively encouraged by tribal leadership during the early stages of the war. The
introduction of conscription altered this dynamic, and according to Sarich,
Maniapoto were thus ‘punished’ for their voluntary service, rather than being
recognised.462 The majority of Ngati Maniapoto men did not register for the
reserve used to ballot drafts for conscription and defaulted when issued orders to
parade for medical examination, while a number of Ngati Maniapoto and many
456 Kawiti to Governor General, 14 February, 1918, cited in Cleaver and Francis, ‘Aspects of Political
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Kawhia and Raglan men joined the Kingitanga’s organised resistance to
conscription.463

Figure 18 Notice for all Maori men, calling for their compulsory enlistment into the New
Zealand Expeditionary Force Reserve, 31 January, 1918, Auckland Museum,
EPH-PW-1-31

2.13.4 Tonga Mahuta
Even before the war, Tonga Mahuta had been charged for failing in his duties
under Part 6 of the Defence Act. Outside of Mahuta and other Maori in the
Waikato, research for this report has not located other instances of Maori being
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charged for not attending Senior Cadets or for not undertaking military training
of any kind, until the introduction of conscription. In both March and April
1914, Mahuta was charged and convicted for failing to attend Senior Cadets.464
As described in the last chapter, while Maori were exempt from CMT, they were
expected to serve in the Senior Cadets. Mahuta was compelled to attend drill
when he was perceived to be at least 14 years of age.465
Following the declaration of war, there were renewed pressures on the Waikato,
especially because, between the Kingitanga and the anti-militarist coal miners,
there was substantial opposition to military service in the Huntly region.466 In the
following years, various methods were made to at first encourage and then coerce
Maori service in the region, including the offer of a dedicated Maori drill at
Waahi. Of the 50 or 60 Maori eligible at Waahi few came forward for General
Training, and it was decided that a small number of prosecutions against
‘prominent’, educated members of the community, ‘capable of stating their case’
would be necessary to make an example.467
Once again, Tonga Mahuta was targeted. With a given birthday of 2 June 1897
Mahuta was now understood to turn 18 in 1915, at which time he was
automatically attached to the General Training Section. After failing to appear at
drill on 20 and 27 January 1915 in Huntly, Mahuta was charged.468 Mahuta was
finally taken to court in December 1915, at which time his case was adjourned so
the defence could adequately prepare their case.469 However, after being lobbied
by Pomare and Henry Flavell, Minister of Defence, James Allan, requested
(through Sergeant-Major Ansell) that the case be withdrawn as he understood
Mahuta was one of two individuals listed as ‘aboriginal’ and fined for breaching the Defence Act.
New Zealand Police Gazette, Vol.39, 1914, p.296. The Army Department maintained a file on Mahuta:
‘Territorial Force – Maoris failing personal services mahuta (Tonga) correspondence’, 1915-1918,
AD1 731, 10/281, ANZ, Wellington.
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years of 1896 and 1897 recorded as his year of birth elsewhere; ‘Maori in the Armed Forces’, in Ian
McGibbon (ed.), The Oxford Companion to New Zealand Military History (Auckland: Oxford University
Press, 2000), p302.
466 ‘Huntly Prosecutions’, 10 February, 1916, AD1 731, 10/281, ANZ, Wellington.
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this would appease the Kingitanga and therefore assist recruiting in the region.470
Allen was inclined to believe this as he was provided with documents from
Mahuta’s solicitor explaining they were to implement a scheme ‘whereby all the
Maoris would in future carry out their training’.471
When Mahuta failed to report for drill in 1916 he was again charged with failing
to render personal military service under the Defence Act, but, this time he was
fined the maximum 5₤.472 Earlier in the year, a military official wrote the
following to the Minister of Defence in February 1916:
… these Maoris would not attend the Parades although offers
were made that they should be drilled separately at their own
settlement in Waihi. The result being that many of the Europeans
that were attending complained that the Maoris were being
favoured. As the number of Maoris eligible for Military Training
in the Huntly District is estimated at from 50 to 60, it was decided
that in the interests of this department some pressure should be
used to compel the men to drill.473
In June, 1916 a hui was held at Waahi Marae followed Mahuta’s conviction. After
the hui had conferred, Major Northcroft, who was present as a Defence
representative, was informed that those in attendance, in accordance with the
wishes of Tonga Mahuta and his mother Marae Mahuta, requested that Tonga be
exempted from all military service.474 The reasons offered by the hui and Mahuta
for his exemption included his sole support of his mother and potential to
endure hardship. The Waikato Times reporting on the meeting, claimed that, ‘[i]t
seems quite apparent that the aversion to a person of prominent lineage having
to be the military equal of his numerous brothers, lower in the rank of
distinguished heritage, is a pronounced one’.475 In April 1916, Mahuta was
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prosecuted again.476 In April 1917, Tonga Mahuta was charged again with failing
to report for parade. His lawyers requested an adjournment to allow them time to
prepare, and claimed that continuing with prosecution would ‘alienate natives’ in
midst of a recruitment campaign.477
In June 1918, Tonga Mahuta was prosecuted again, by this time he had been
prosecuted at least five times for not attending parade, each time he was
convicted he paid his fines.478 The following month the Recruiting Board is
recorded to have considered the viability of arresting Mahuta and forcibly taking
him to a Territorial Camp or parade, but found the only legitimate action was
proceeding with punishment through the civil courts for breach of the Defence
Act.479 In September 1918 after Mahuta failed to attend the Annual Camp for his
unit, it was decided to employ top level help in his prosecution:
Up to the date of this latter prosecution he [Tonga Mahuta] had
shown pronounced hostile tendencies to all Military Training, and
it was considered very desirable that the Department should
succeed in this prosecution, it being felt that the punishment of
one of the King’s relatives might assist in the breaking down of
the opposition to the Military Service Act evinced amongst the
Waikato Maoris. Accordingly, the Commander, No.4 Group was
instructed by the A.A.G. to obtain the services of the local Crown
solicitor.480
The Crown once again singled out Tonga Mahuta to set an example to wider
Waikato that they needed to comply to the requirements of military service.481
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2.13.5 Te Rauangaanga Mahuta
In the 3 May 1918 ballot, Tonga Mahuta’s young brother, Te Rauangaanga
Mahuta was called up for service along with 200 others.482 The following month,
on 7 June, three constables arrived in Te Paina, Mercer and arrested seven Maori,
including Te Rauangaanga Mahuta. The arrest of Te Rauangaanga Mahuta is the
subject of a claim in this inquiry and the story of his arrest was recounted at the
hearings by his daughter Kotahi Matua o Haunui Mangu, known as Tahi
Mangu.483 Tahi Mangu described the arrest:
In 1918, the Police came to Mangatāwhiri to get my father. He
was just 16 years old at the time. He was just a young boy. The
Police called out my father’s name but five or six men stood up
and said they were Te Rauangaanga. My father sat quietly. He did
not stand up. My grandmother begged for him not to be taken
because of his age. However, the Crown at that time took no
notice of her plea.
Why did the men stand up? Mana. They were protecting my father
and his mana. They didn't want him to be treated like a criminal.
When this happened, Te Puea was there. She said to my father,
‘You stand up. You go. To keep the peace.’ My father stood up
and went with the Police. 484
Te Rauangaanga Mahuta was, according to Tahi Mangu, ‘forced to undergo
military training’ and were ‘treated terribly at Narrow Neck’.485 Like the case of
Tonga Mahuta, military officials believed that an arrest of Te Rauangaanga
Mahuta could pressure other Waikato to enlist and end their resistance.486
Colonel Patterson wrote that ‘[a] very strong appeal has been made to the King’s
brother, Te Rauangaanga Mahuta, and it is felt that if this man can be convinced
to serve, all the other natives will follow his example’. 487 Te Rauangaanga Mahuta
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was taken to Narrow Neck, where Pomare and Colonel Patterson persuaded him
to take the Oath of Allegiance and to write a letter, later distributed among
Waikato Maori, saying that he had taken the Oath of Allegiance and had changed
his stance towards military service.488 Extracts from the letter written on 11
August 11 1918 are provided:
Since we all have been here in Camp, we have been given the best
treatment and consideration by the Commandant of the Camp,
Major Peacock, so much so, that we are all happy together…. He
has materialised his kindness towards us by promoting not only
myself but also others of us to the rank of Lance-Corporal. This
promotion has been greeted by all the men in the Camp with the
greatest approval and I have been congratulated by them.
Therefore, dear brother and my people, do not worry about me…
I however wish to explain to you the attitude I have taken up, as it
is quite a contradiction of what I said to you all before leaving
home. You are all acquainted with the nature of what I then
said…. I have now made up my mind voluntarily and willingly,
without coercion from any one at all, to adhere to my present
attitude…. Do not entertain any doubts at all as to the
genuineness of my letter, as it was written upon my own volition,
and not at the dictation of anyone else… Please publish this letter
to our people, and employ every means to make its contents
known to all and every one.489
Tahi Mangu disputes the validity of the letter claiming the following:
Te kino hoki, te mahi a ngā iwi i reira i Narrow Neck. Ki te
whakaiti i a rātou, ngā mea kāre i pai te noho i reira. Nā ngā mahi
a ngā Pākehā, me ētahi atu Maori i whakaa ki te whakaiti ia rātou
ngā mea o Waikato. Āhua whakaaro ake au ahakoa e kiia ana i roto
Iite pukapuka he pai ia ki taua mahi ki te whakapakari tinana. Kāre
e tika ana tērā. Kāre ia i pai. Heoi anō, nā to Pākehā i kōrero, ngā
korero pea ki a rātou, aha rānei. Mē ka tuhituhi mai ki te Kāinga,
kei te pai tā mātou noho. Kei te pai ā mātou mahi! Heoi anō hei
whakatau pea i ngā mahi a te Pākehā ki a rātou.
It was terrible, how they were treated there at Narrow Neck. It
was not good for them there. The way they were treated by the
Pakeha. And other Maori also played a part in humiliating the
488
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ones from Waikato. I think that even though it says in the book
that he was fine with the training, that’s not true. He didn’t like it.
However the Pakeha have their versions of events, whatever. As if
he wrote home telling us that he was fine! That what they were
doing was good! Perhaps that’s a Pākehā story, for their
purposes.490
It is unclear in the sources whether Te Rauangaanga Mahuta was under pressure
to write this letter, though it is clear that military officials decided to focus on Te
Rauangaanga Mahuta, and change his views in the hope that he could persuade
other Waikato Maori to enlist and to end their resistance to conscription. In a
report to the Director of Recruiting in September 1918, which enclosed the
letter, Sergeant Cook wrote that he visited the soldiers’ quarters and ‘singled out
Te Rauangaanga Mahuta, paying him more marked attention and solicitudes and
of course refraining of any conversation that would lead anybody to infer or
anticipate my mission’. Cook enclosed the letter by Te Rauangaanga Mahuta
quoted above and claimed ‘I believe it would do an immense amount of good if
this youth accompanied me with my work as I am sure I could influence his
mind in the right direction’.491 It should be remembered that Te Rauangaanga
Mahuta was 16 years old at the time, according to some sources, and was thus
ineligible for service, though on his attestation form, military officials listed his
date of birth as ‘unknown, about 20 years’.492 His mother would take his case to
the Military Service Board, discussed below.
2.13.6 The (Native) Military Service Board
At the same time, reservists could seek exemption by appeal to the Military
Service Appeals Boards under the Military Service Act. The Native Military
Service Board was constituted under s17 of the Military Service Act in 1918 to
hear appeals lodged by men called up under the ‘Maori ballots’. The three
members of the Board were Charles Edward MacCormick (a Judge of the Native
The book referred to is Cowan’s Maori the Great War. Translated by Tom Roa and Maehe Paki, in
Roa and Paki, Maiea te Tupua: Whanau accounts of Waikato-Maniapoto World War One veterans and one
conscriptee, p18.
491 Sergeant Cook to Director of Recruiting, 1 September, 1918, AD83 R6/9, ANZ, Wellington.
492 MAHUTA, Te Rauanganga - WW1 84415 – Army, ANZ, Wellington. Roa and Paki, Maiea te
Tupua: Whanau accounts of Waikato-Maniapoto World War One veterans and one conscriptee, p12
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Land Court), John Ormsby, and Pitiera Taipua, with Major John Conlan acting as
the Military Representative. Appeals could be based on the same grounds as for
other men: not liable for conscription, undue hardship, public interest, or
religious objection. There is very little literature about Maori who appeared
before the Boards. The official records of the Native Military Service Board do
not provide much detail of the cases, and no minute books or case registers
appear to have survived.493 We do know, however, that the Native Military
Service Board sat in Mercer, Huntly, Ngaruawahia, Te Awamutu, Thames,
Auckland and Te Kuiti in 1918 and heard the cases of numerous ‘reservists’ in
the Waikato and King Country.494
While there is little detail of the cases, there are some hints at how Maori applied
for exemption before the board. When Hohepa Mataitaua of Thames asked for
the exemption of ‘their young men’ from conscription (described above), James
Allen suggested that when the men were called in ballot, ‘they have the right to
appeal for exemption on the form provided and if they do so I am sure that
Native Military Service Board, knowing that your hapus have done their duty, will
extend every consideration to them’.495 A bushman at Kakatahi, John Gray,
described as a ‘half-caste Maori’ appeared before the board stating that he was
willing to go to the front, but only if he was transferred to the Maori
Contingent.496 Whether or not Gray would have been forced to join a Pakeha
camp is unclear.
The provisions of the Treaty of Waitangi were advanced in support of appeals
for exemption from military service of a number of Waikato Maori at the Military
Service Board. Counsel for the Maori reservists submitted that the appellants
were not reservists, in view of the treaty, as clause three entirely exempted Maori
from military service. The Board stated that the English translation was
inefficient and that the ‘native version’ stated that in return for royal protection,
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the rights and responsibilities of British subjects were ‘imparted to Maoris’.497
The appeal was dismissed.498As we have seen, Marae Mahuta appealed to the
Native Service Board on behalf of her son, Te Rauangaanga Mahuta. According
to a New Zealand Herald report, the board said the evidence showed that Mahuta
was over 20 years old (it remains unclear what evidence the board are referring
to), and the board would report that to the commandant accordingly. However,
the board claimed that Te Rauangaanga Mahuta had himself withdrawn the
appeal and was serving as a volunteer in camp.499
While there is very little information regarding the Native Military Service Board,
the Religious Objectors Advisory Board did comment on Maori reservists.
However, like the Native Military Service Board, we have no transcripts of Maori
appeals, only second hand recounting of what their positions against service
were. For example:
In regard to the Maori Objectors we found that none of the Maori
who appeared before us objected to Military Service on “bona fide
religious grounds”, but nevertheless we are of the opinion that
these cases merit your most earnest attention, with a view to
deciding whether these men should, in equity, be longer detailed in
prison. We consider it extremely doubtful whether they are fully
conscious of the nature of their offence, and whether they
understand or appreciate the reason for the further punishment
they are to suffer by the deprivation of civil rights, if their names
appear on the Military Defaulters list. The following quotation
from a reply given by one of the Maoris saw and questioned in
Auckland appears fairly to represent the Maori Objectors’ point of
view:
“At the Treaty of Waitangi we signed to make peace and
they put a Bible in our hands. They have now taken the
Bible away and put a sword into our hands and wish to
make us fight”.

Poverty Bay Herald, 8 August 1918.
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We found that the work and conduct of the Maori Objectors
while in prison had been exemplary in practically all cases.500
Despite this, Major General Robin stated ‘I do not think that Maoris should be
treated differently from Pakehas in respect to the defaulters roll, for if such a
concession be made simply because they are Maoris, it will be illogical to
continue their punishment’.501
Table 4 Men called up under conscription system, 1916-19.502

Type of call-up

Medically
examined
121,519

Sent to
camp
32,270

Embarked

Monthly ballot (s.10)

Number
called up
134,393

‘Family shirkers’ (s.34)

2876

1313

934

689

Not enrolled (s.35)

213

137

58

21

Maori ballot

552

116

99

0

TOTALS

138,034

123,085

33,361

19,548

18,838

2.13.7 ‘A Dismal Failure’
By 18 July 1919, 24 ‘Maori defaulters’ had been arrested, with 94 outstanding
warrants.503 Overall, 34 Waikato Maori arrested with Tonga Mahuta consistently
refused to wear military uniform or to train, and were punished with ‘dietary
deprivation’ (bread and water) and various periods of imprisonment. Six were
court-martialled and sentenced to two years in gaol with hard labour. By June
1919, following the end of the war, all trainees at Narrow Neck and all prisoners
were released. Outstanding warrants for arrests of Maori were not executed.504
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Apirana Ngata later reflected on the introduction of conscription, calling it ‘a
dismal failure… justified solely by the theoretical equality of Maori and Pakeha
under the law of their common land. It took no cognizance of historical facts
barely half a century old’.505 Historians generally agree with Ngata’s assessment.
According to Sarich, conscription is in some ways a ‘test of the state’s authority
over its citizens’ and ‘the Government failed this test’.506 Michael King claimed
that the record of the imposition of conscription on Waikato ‘can only be
described as shameful. It validated all the worst Maori fears about Pakeha
duplicity’.507 Paul Baker writes that the application of conscription was about
exerting political control. Baker asserts ‘[b]y the argument of the day, a
government was entitled to conscript its citizens only because of, and in return
for, the benefit of citizenship it had given them’. Waikato, Baker argues, had
enjoyed no such benefits and thus their stand against conscription was a rejection
of the authority the Government and Pomare were determined to impose on
them. ‘The conscription of the Waikato was less a means of obtaining men or
equalizing sacrifice’, Baker concludes, ‘than of exerting political control’.508

2.14

Themes and Areas for Further Research

The following sections address broader themes that relate to Maori military
service and the First World War with a focus on themes and areas that require
further research. In many cases, there are areas that are not well covered in the
existing historical literature. As we will see, this is the result of a lack of primary
source material. This section describes some of the issues of relevance to this
inquiry and addresses both where there is a lack of source material and where
further targeted research may be required. As will be made clear, these topics
largely relate to the issues of ‘terms and conditions’, such as pay, rations and
benefits, discipline, casualties, honours and awards, as well as the role of Maori in
general units outside the Maori units and the role of Maori women. The reader
should bear in mind that in addressing the following topics, this section simply
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describes the sources that have been uncovered in the research, but, for many of
these issues, no strong conclusions are arrived at.
2.14.1 Pay and Benefits, Honours and Awards
Research for this report has not been able to come to strong conclusions on the
issues of pay, rations and benefits. From files located, it appears that Maori
soldiers received pay and benefits equal to that of Pakeha. At the outset of the
war, Apirana Ngata raised in parliament the issue of pay in relation to privates. ‘I
would like to know’, Ngata asked the Minister of Defence, ‘if the rate of pay
decided upon by the Cabinet—5s for privates—will also apply to the Maori
Expeditionary Force’. Allen replied that the rates would apply to Maori, that pay
would not commence until they were in camp and ‘if they are going outside of
New Zealand—and they are, both Maori Contingents—the increased rates of pay
will be made to them on similar rates of pay to those which have applied to the
main Expeditionary Force’.509
Where issues are raised regarding pay, these often relate to individual issues
regarding pay, and do not raise broader questions about unequal pay between
Pakeha and Maori troops. For example, in June 1919, (Te Rangi Hiroa) Dr. Peter
Buck wrote to the Minister of Defence, making a complaint about his pay
(General Russell had raised the issue on Buck’s behalf during the war, but was
told that the issue would only be addressed following its end). Following the
creation of the New Zealand Division in early 1916, Buck was appointed Secondin-Command of the Pioneer Battalion, which meant he transferred from the New
Zealand Medical Corps in which he held the rank of captain to the Pioneer
Battalion. He was promoted to Major but lost pay as a result. General Russell and
Godley assured Buck that he would not lose pay. Buck then transferred back to
the Medical Corps after two years of continuous service as combatant officer. ‘At
that time’, Buck wrote, ‘the Pioneer Battalion was a full Maori Battalion and
everything was working smoothly. I feel justified in thinking that I contributed to

509
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that to some degree by my advice in the field and my influence with the Maori
people at home in New Zealand’. 510
As a result, Buck felt that he should not ‘suffer monetary loss for taking a step
which was actuated by the earnest desire to help the service in every possible way
that lay in my power’.511 Buck requested that he be paid for the period during
which he served as an infantry officer. A Major Assistant Adjutant-General
claimed that this should not be done. ‘If granted’, he wrote, ‘I think the
concession would be a most unfair one to the other officers both of the medical
and Infantry Services, and would create an undesirable precedent’.512 However,
after receiving a letter from Major General Russell explaining that he did in fact
assure Buck that he would suffer no loss in pay, the Minister of Defence was
advised that, while Buck had ‘no legal claim’, his application be ‘favourably
considered as a special case’.513
The Government introduced payments for soldiers’ families which in some cases
raised issues. The allotment system, introduced late in 1914, made provision for
soldiers to allocate a portion of their military pay to their dependants.514 There is
some discussion in the Army Department records regarding allotments for
dependants of Maori soldiers. In November 1914, the Quartermaster-General
wrote to the Camp Commandant at Avondale that Maori soldiers were to be paid
‘at Expeditionary Force Rates’ and that ‘allotments to dependents operate from
that date’.515 The Camp Commandant at Avondale replied the following week
stating that members of the Maori Contingent requested the soldiers at Narrow
Neck be allowed to draw their pay in full, during their service in New Zealand,
‘as they have been informed by their Recruiting Committees that they would do
Buck to Allen, ‘Re: Major Buck: Loss of Pay’, June 11, 1919, Peter Henry Buck, Personnel File,
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so’.516 The Q.G. replied that the recruiting committee ‘could only have stated the
rate of pay and that dependents would require to be provided for. If they
promised more they had no authority to do so. Should you have any trouble in
this respect, will you please communicate with the Rulings Chiefs in the
matter’.517
In June 1915, the Defence Department further introduced separation and
children’s allowances to be paid directly to the wives or dependent widowed
mothers of soldiers at the rate of 1s per day, or £15 5s per year, and at the rate of
6d per diem for each child. The government kept the rates deliberately low
because of the fear that increasing them might create an incentive to married
men to enlist, thus expanding the financial burden on the state.518 This new
provision raised a significant issue for Maori in particular as the Defence
Department required the production of birth certificates. In November 1916,
Ngata led a deputation of leading Maori to meet with Defence Minister James
Allen in Mercer to discuss the issue. Tai Mitchell of Rotorua claimed that the
Defence Department insisted on the production of birth certificates before
granting children’s allowances to Maori soldiers and according to the law, any
child born since 1913, who remained unregistered for two months after birth,
could not be registered. Mitchell claimed that ‘natives did not understand the
reasons for that and ask for some easier way of effecting registration’. Allen
responded that regarding children born after 1913, ‘Maoris were placed on the
same footing as pakehas’ and that the Department was concerned that the cases
were bona fide’. Ngata requested that the certificate of a Judge of the Native
Court ‘be accepted as regards the children of Maori soldiers going to the front’.519
Two months later, Tai Mitchell wrote to Allen asking if anything had come of the
meeting,

516 Camp Commandant at Avondale to Quartermaster General, 30 November, 1914, AD1
31/419/20, ANZ, Wellington.
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Has anything been done regarding Maori soldiers unregistered
children as per Deputation request at Mercer. One case here
16/2236 Matene Katene left for front fourteen months ago and
now serving in France has three children for which your
Department apparently refuses to provide for. Baptismal
certificate of Rev. J. A. Bennett has been submitted to Dept.
without effect. Will you kindly intervene as you can readily realise
that Maori fathers of children will not be disposed to volunteer
when they are confronted with the fact that their children if
unregistered will not receive the allowance set apart by
Parliament.520
Tai Mitchell was later told by an official that the children’s allowance ‘are being
paid on certificate of Judge Native Land Court or Chairman Maori Council of
dates of both and that children are those of soldier and that mother was married
to him in accordance with native custom and that parties lived together as man
and wife soldiers before enlistment’.521 Further research is required to determine
whether this was the case.
Two years later, the issue of allowances for Maori children arose again, this time
relating to the number of children a soldier had. In March 1918, the Colonel
Adjutant-General wrote to the Recruiting Board Secretary:
The question has arisen as to the separation allowance of Maoris
having more than three children. It appears that there is no
pronouncement to the effect that allowances will be limited in the
case of Maoris to three children, and, in view of the difficulty of
obtaining Maori records, [Director of Recruiting] suggests that
they should draw allowances for all children. This opens a very
difficult question because checking the number of children of a
Maori is infinitely more difficult than the checking of European
children, where birth certificates are easily obtained. Also, there is
nothing to prevent a Maori having more than one wife, and the
number of children may be very great, although it is not usually
so.
Will you please give me your advice on the subject so that I may
put a proposal up to the Minister as to whether the separation
520
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allowance should be based on the same principle as with
Europeans. Personally I think they should be limited to three
children and men with many children should be discouraged from
enlisting. The ultimate liability for a dead Maori leaving many
children will be just as onerous as the ultimate liability for white
men who have left many children.522
The Recruiting Board Secretary responded that Maori in active service ‘be treated
exactly the same as Europeans and the payment of allowances in the latter case is
not limited to three children if a soldier has actually gone on service’. They added
that in future, both Maori and Pakeha should not be allowed to enlist if they have
more than three children unless deliberately placed in Class of the Second
Division ‘for neglecting to maintain his children’.523
In terms of honours and awards, the report again has found nothing substantial
in the source material regarding policy towards Maori. It is noted by Christopher
Pugsley that the New Zealand Commanding Officer Russell ordered that the
Pioneer Battalion receive the same quota of medals as an infantry battalion (that
is, two Distinguished Conduct Medals and ten Military Medals) in recognition of
its efforts at the Somme. Major King, commander of the Pioneer Battalion said
that Russell ‘told us that no Division had ever been so well served by its Pioneers
as the N.Z.Div. has been and that in the way of honours [the Pioneer Battalion]
are not to be treated the same as the Infantry’.524 Godley, the corps commander,
decided to award just five Military Medals.525 The circumstances surrounding this,
and the reasons why Godley, decided to award just five, are unclear.
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Figure 19 Edward, Prince of Wales, presenting a decoration to a member of the Pioneer
Battalion at Rotorua. Ref: PAColl-7488-29. Alexander Turnbull Library

2.14.2 Maori in Regular Units
Because the New Zealand Government did not prevent the enlistment of Maori
in the NZEF, an unknown number sailed for Egypt in October in regular units.
These men had potentially undertaken training under the Compulsory Military
Training (CMT) scheme prior to 1914.526 While this chapter has largely addressed
Maori who served in dedicated Maori contingents, less is known about Maori
who served in general units and in particular whether or not there was any Crown
policy regarding Maori who served in general units. Beside some discussion
among officials regarding the transfer of Maori in general units to the separate
Maori units, research conducted for this report has found no policy regarding
Maori in general units. In order to understand the experience of Maori outside
the separate Maori units, only case studies of particular soldiers are possible and
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even then may not be indicative of the general experience of Maori soldiers. This
is an area that requires further research.
One Maori man, Victor Manson Spencer (Waitaha, Kati Mamoe and Ngai Tahu)
was a member of the 1st Battalion, Otago Regiment and was executed by firing
squad on 24 February 1918, the last of five New Zealand servicemen executed
for desertion or mutiny.527 It is recognised today that he was probably suffering
from what is now known as Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD).528 Spencer
is the subject of a claim which states that he suffered a ‘loss of mana for the
unjust and wrongful execution’.529 The claim regarding Spencer, especially as it
relates to PTSD, will be covered in the health and social impacts report prepared
for this inquiry.
As mentioned, there was some discussion among officials regarding the choice
for Maori to transfer from general units to separate Maori units, but in some
cases it appears that this was compulsory. In November 1915, twenty-nine
soldiers were given the opportunity to transfer to the Maori Contingent; twentyfive chose to remain with their present unit.530 In August 1917, Major General
Russell wrote to Defence headquarters that six Maori soldiers (out of a total of
twelve) who belonged to the 4th New Zealand Infantry Battalions ‘are availing
themselves of the opportunity of transferring to the Pioneer Battalion’.531 Soon
afterwards, a telegram from Godley stated that ‘[a]ll Maoris serving in Infantry
Units in England and France are being transferred compulsorily and optionally
respectively to Pioneer Battalion’ and added that a ‘total number of 32 serving in
France 8 have elected to transfer’.532 In July 1917, military officials asked the
commanding officers of other infantry units to supply the number of Maori
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529 Wai 1344 #1.1.1(c).
530 Fletcher, ‘Recruitment and Service of Maori Soldiers in World War One’, p68.
531 Major General Russell to Defence Headquarters, 9 August, 1917, AD1 9/32/1, ANZ, Wellington.
532 Godley, telegram, 13 August, 1917, AD1 9/32/1, ANZ, Wellington.
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serving in the units and to give them the opportunity to transfer to the Pioneer
Battalion.533
As described above, Pomare advocated such transfers to maintain reinforcements
for the Maori units. Why so many refused to transfer is unclear. We have no
record of the reasons for their choice, though Alison Fletcher surmises that it
may be due to a number of factors, including a reluctance to leave comrades in
their present units, hesitation about joining a pioneer combat support unit and
what that might imply about their military ability.534 Still it remains unclear. In
August 1917, as preparations for the application of conscription on WaikatoManiapoto were underway, Allen assured Pomare that ‘in future, now that they
are covered by the provisions of the Military Service Act, all full-blooded Maoris,
half-castes and three quarter-castes, who are passed fit for Active Service, will be
drafted to Narrow Neck for training with the Maori Reinforcements’. Allen
added that ‘quarter-caste Maoris… will be dealt with as the circumstances
warrant’.535 As the following chapters will also demonstrate, understanding the
policy towards, and the experience of Maori who served outside the dedicated
Maori battalions, remains difficult to clarify.
2.14.3 Maori Women and the First World War
The experience and role of Maori women in the First World War is an area that
requires further exploration. Aside from the important role of Te Puea Herangi,
there is little published material on Maori women during war. The number of
Maori nurses that went overseas, for example, is unknown. Ethel Watkins Taylor
(later Ethel Pritchard) was among the first 50 nurses to serve overseas with the
New Zealand Army Nursing Service and remained overseas for the course of the
war. Taylor was the great granddaughter of Moengaroa of Te Hikutu, a hapu of
Nga Puhi, and was perhaps the first nurse of Maori descent to serve in the New

533 Major A.A.G, NZEF to Headquarters New Zealand Division, 5 August, 1917, AD1 9/32/1,
ANZ, Wellington.
534 Fletcher, ‘Recruitment and Service of Maori Soldiers in World War One’, p69.
535 Allen to Pomare, 3 August, 1917, AD1 9/333, ANZ, Wellington.
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Zealand Army Nurses Service.536 While there were several known registered
Maori nurses in New Zealand at the beginning of 1914, Sherayl McNabb explains
that unless a nurse declared their lineage the ethnicity of a nurse was not known
(of course, the same thing applied to men who enlisted).537

Figure 20 Nurse Ethel Pritchard, photographed while serving with the New Zealand Army
Nursing Service during the First World War (Source: Te Ara)

Sherayl McNabb, 100 Years: New Zealand Military Nursing, 1915-2015, (Self-Published, 2015), p62;
Marie E. Burgess. 'Pritchard, Ethel', Dictionary of New Zealand Biography, first published in 2000.
Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, https://teara.govt.nz/en/biographies/5p38/pritchardethel (accessed 2 February 2018).
537 Ibid.
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In terms of policy towards Maori women serving as nurses, research for this
report has only located one reference. Lady Heni Carroll made a request to
William MacDonald in August 1915 during a visit to Gisborne to accept Maori
nurses to assist in the nursing of Maori soldiers. MacDonald claimed he would
pass it on to the appropriate Minister. 538 In the following month, Pomare wrote
to Minister of Defence Allen requesting that ‘qualified Maori Nurses be sent with
the European Nurses to the front’.539 Allen replied, ‘I have already authorised the
commandant to secure a certain number of Maori nurses for the front’. Allen
added, however, that these nurses had to be under the charge of Pakeha,
reflecting the military organisation of Maori in the war. ‘I do not deem it prudent
to let them go’, Allen continued, ‘except under the charge of an experienced
pakeha matron or nurse’.540 Outside of this statement, research for this report has
uncovered no further sources relating to Maori who served overseas as nurses.

2.15

The Price of Citizenship, Treaty Guarantees and legacy

Maori leaders saw service in the Great War as a political strategy to increase the
status and visibility of Maori in the hope that such service would result in their
recognition as full and equal citizens of New Zealand.541 According to Alison
Fletcher, members of the Maori Contingent Committee knew that the perception
of Maori as a contaminating influence hindered their acceptance as equal citizens.
Service in the military might undermine this belief.542 It was not only Maori MPs
at home who held onto this belief. At a ‘Gala day’ held at the Avondale Camp,
where relatives of the soldiers were invited to celebrate the festive season,
Maniapoto chief Hari Wahanui (whose son was in the Maori Contingent) told the
Maori volunteers present that they carried ‘the honour of the Maori race’ in their
hands.543
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Similarly, when the Maori officers were sent home, the remaining officers were
concerned about how the incident would impact perceptions of Maori. They
asked that an inquiry settle the issue before ‘any such odium is laid upon any of
our Race’.544 In early 1916, Dr. Peter Buck wrote to Carroll and the MCC that
‘we will emerge from this war, with a higher respect for ourselves and receiving
higher not only from New Zealanders but from the peoples of the British
Empire’.545 Elsewhere, Buck wrote, ‘All who have come through the Gallipoli
Campaigne [sic] where Pakeha and Maori have shared the fatigue, danger and
incessant vigil of the trenches, side by side, recognise that the Maori is a better
man than they gave him credit for and have admitted him to full fellowship and
equality’.546
Closely tied to the price of citizenship argument was the Maori understandings
concerning military service in terms of Treaty guarantees and obligations. As this
chapter has demonstrated, the Treaty of Waitangi was also continuously evoked
in various ways throughout the war. At the outbreak of the war, members of
Nga Puhi wrote to the Prime Minister outlining their loyalty and devotion to the
Dominion as ‘British subjects under the Treaty of Waitangi’.547 This theme
continued throughout the war. In November 1918, Tureiti Te Heuheu (Ngati
Tuwharetoa) addressed the Legislative Council in Parliament regarding Maori
service in the Great War. ‘[W]e the Maori people’, he said, ‘did not advocate the
sending forward of our youths to the war as a result of five minutes
consideration; it was done deliberately and in an historical sense; it was founded
on the Treaty of Waitangi’.548 It was on this basis, he claimed, that a Maori
representative should accompany envoys to Paris for the Peace Conference. 549
The Treaty of Waitangi was also cited in the opposition to service and, later, to
conscription of Maori. The New Zealand Herald reported in May 1916 that while
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there was ‘satisfactory support’ for the war in Northland, there were reports of
‘solid prejudice regarding the terms of the Treaty of Waitangi’. The paper
continued, ‘An impression has got abroad that the third article of the treaty
absolutely forbade Maori to go to war’.550 Similarly, in November 1916, the
Waikato Times recorded an account of a meeting between Allen, Ngata, Pomare,
and Tau Henare at Mercer. The paper outlined the position of the ‘Waikatos’ in
response to the war:
The trouble apparently arises from a clause in the Treaty of
Waitangi, which states that no Maoris shall be required to bear
arms for service outside the Dominion. The Waikato chiefs are
making this clause the basis of their arguments against recruiting
and are practically accusing the Government of a breach of the
Treaty in having taken any natives at all… They are apparently
brooding over what they regard as a just grievance and are
determined to do all they can to retain their young manhood in
New Zealand as far as possible to perpetuate the race.551
At the same time, Maori political leaders viewed Maori service in the First World
War as a political strategy aimed at increasing the status and visibility of Maori in
the hope that it would result in their recognition as full and equal citizens of New
Zealand. Pomare held onto this belief into the 1920s. In his forward to Cowan’s
classic 1926 history, Maori in the Great War, Maui Pomare wrote that Maori
voluntary service in the war ‘gave the crowning touch to the sense of citizenship
in the British Commonwealth’ and fulfilled the ‘intense desire of the Maori to
prove to the world that he was the equal of the Pakeha [European New
Zealander] in the fullest sense – physically, mentally and spiritually’. For Pomare,
it was not only that Maori served their country, but also the ‘reflex of that
service’. That is, the amplification of ‘position of the Maori as a social and
political entity in the life of New Zealand’.552
Maori continued to point to their service in the war when seeking redress and
recognition. At Ohinemutu, for example, when Te Arawa members of the Maori
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Contingents arrived home they were greeted by the Governor–General and the
Countess of Liverpool. Following festivities, the Poverty Bay Herald reported,
‘several chiefs spoke requesting His Excellency to liberate the Waikatoes
imprisoned for refusing military service’ and to use ‘his influence’ to have ‘the
Arawa’s rights to the lakes recognised’.553 As M.P.K. Sorrenson points out, Ngata
never lost an opportunity to remind Pakeha New Zealand of the debt the
country owed to Maori who had served or died in the empire's foreign war.
Working with Pomare, a minister in the Reform government, Ngata obtained
inquiries into many long-simmering Maori land grievances, most notably the
1927 royal commission of inquiry into the confiscation of Maori lands following
the war with the Pakeha in the 1860s.554
At the same time, many were frustrated with the lack of progress following the
war. Support for the Ratana movement by Northland Maori emerged in part
from dissatisfaction when it became evident that, in spite of their contribution to
the First World War, the government remained unresponsive to their concerns.
Policies, legislation, and practises that disadvantaged Maori remained in place or
became more entrenched.555 Reflecting on the experience after the First World
War in 1941, Ratana leader and Member of Parliament Paraire Karaka Paikea said
in Parliament that he ‘was old enough after the 1914-1918 war to realise that the
Maori soldiers did not receive adequate consideration’. In the context of the
Second World War, Paikea called for there to not be a repeat of the past. Paikea
continued:
I will make bold to say that result of the efforts on their behalf
was nil. Some of the Maori men who went away gave their all, and
some came back wounded and wrecked physically, but, so far as
my electorate was concerned, they received practically nothing.
The present Government will make sure that that position does
not occur when the present war is ended.556
Poverty Bay Herald, 10 April, 1919.
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In general, Maori still faced ‘colour bars’ and as we will see, the armed forces
remained one. In May 1919, for example, three Maori veterans in uniform were
denied service in a Whanganui hotel and told ‘no Maoris were served’.557
It is difficult to assess the impact and outcomes of military service for Maori and
their communities. Historians provide differing assessments on the impact on
service for Maori during the war. Richard Hill claims that following the deeds of
heroism and many casualties at Gallipoli, which were much reported and
discussed within the Dominion, ‘undoubtedly contributed to changing pakeha
attitudes, and helped lay the foundations for more positive Crown policies
towards Maori aspirations in the post war world’.558 Christopher Pugsley argues
that in serving together, Maori and Pakeha developed a national camaraderie in
the ‘waste and tragedy of war’ and ‘came to see each other as New Zealanders’.559

2.16

Maori and the Military in the Post-War years

While the Army was held in high esteem during and immediately following the
First World War, it underwent a ‘rapid policy of retrenchment’ in the years
afterwards.560 The Permanent Forces were reduced to training cadres, as they
were before the war, and the number of Territorial forces was reduced.
Compulsory Military Training (CMT) was suspended until 1921.561 In the
interwar years more generally, the Territorial Force experienced ‘mixed fortunes’;
it benefited from the numerous men who filled the ranks during the war and by
the 1920s, Territorial camps and manoeuvres were regularly reported on in the
newspapers. At the same time, economic and political developments worked
against the military. As the Great Depression hit New Zealand, CMT was
abandoned and training and equipment programmes were slashed. In April 1931,
the Territorial Force stood at 3,655, a sharp drop from 17,000 only a year
earlier.562 The cadets, briefly introduced in the first chapter, continued to develop
in the interwar years, but dropped by half when CMT was abandoned in 1930.
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During this period, the cadets also branched out into the Navy and Air Force.
The Sea Cadet unit (originally known at the Boy’s Naval Brigade) was established
in 1928 with the support of the Navy League, while in 1941, the Air Training
Corps (ATC) was established and grew rapidly (both discussed in more detail in a
later chapter).563
As previously discussed, there is very little information or source material relating
to Maori and the army in the interwar years.564 There is some information
regarding the ongoing confusion among military officials about the status of
Maori in the CMT system in the early- to mid-1920s. Some believed that
following the application of conscription on the Waikato during the war, there
was a possibility that the Government would maintain this in the post-war years
with the Territorial Force. ‘Now that the Government has put its foot down as
regards to conscription’, read an article in the Huntly Press, ‘it may be expected
that they will take a firmer attitude as regards Territorial Training’.565 When CMT
was reintroduced in 1921, officials remained unsure, despite instructions
dispatched in May 1920 and again in 1921, outlining the policy regarding
exemptions: that ‘previous instructions relative to the exemption of Maori and
Sailors, will be adhered to, when postings are being made’.566
In 1926, H.R. Potter (Colonel-Commandant, Northern Command), wrote to the
headquarters of the New Zealand Military Forces in Wellington, regarding the
training of Maori following an application from Maori for exemption from
military training on the grounds of faith. They were members of the Ratana
Church. The Colonel-Commandant added that there were reports of a ‘decided
undercurrent of objection from Maoris (of the older generation especially) in the
far North to undergo any form of military training as it is stated that such
training is against the doctrines of Ratana, who has a considerable following in
‘Cadets’, in McGibbon, Oxford Companion, p76.
For a discussion of Maori military service in the Navy and Air force, see the final chapter of this
report.
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the North’.567 In reply, Lieutenant-Colonel R.B Smythe outlined the position
taken by officials before the First World War when the scheme was first
introduced:
Although no definite instructions have been given since 1911, re
the training of Maoris, it has not been the policy of the
Department to take any legal action against Maoris either for
failure to register or to train, and this policy will be continued. If
they register and come up for training they will be posted and
trained but will not be prosecuted for failure to render service
unless the interests of discipline demand it. In all cases, unless they
volunteer to serve longer, they will be posted to the reserve in
June of the year in which they reach 21 years of age…. This
information will be communicated to officers concerned but is
not to be made public.568
In August 1927, Potter again wrote to Military headquarters in Wellington again,
this time asking for the official position ‘in regard to Maoris who have failed to
register and apply for a Certificate of Compliance with the Defence Act’. Potter
added:
Under present instructions they are not to be posted to Units and
consequently can perform no training.
It has been customary in many districts to accept any registrations
which may be made but they have not been sought after.569
Smythe again replied, stating that ‘although Maori are not exempted by the
Defence Act from the obligation to register or to render personal service it has
been the policy of the Department since the commencement of the scheme of
compulsory military training to refrain from prosecuting those who do not
register, but to enrol and train those who do register’. Smythe added that for
Maori who did not undergo training under the Defence Act 1909, they should be
given a certificate that states the following: “_____________ (name) did not
Colonel-Commandant, Northern Command to NZ Military Headquarters, 10 May, 1926, Training
- Training Maoris - Policy file, AD1 210/1/103, ANZ, Wellington.
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perform any training in the Territorial Force or Senior Cadets. It has been the
policy of the Defence Department not to enforce the compulsory provisions of
the Defence Act in the case of the Maoris’. 570 Within the file note is an extract of
an exchange between a Major Blair and the General Officer Commanding MajorGeneral Young. Blair asked for ‘the policy regarding the training of Maoris’, to
which Young replied, ‘Those at present serving will complete their service but no
more are to be posted to units for training’.571 The circumstances surrounding
this note, including what prompted the question, is unclear. No other files have
been located relating to the policy towards Maori in the army during these years.
That is not to say that Maori did not play a role in the armed services. Indeed,
many prominent and leading figures of the 28th (Maori) Battalion, discussed in
the following chapter, were known to have had experience in the Territorial
Force in the interwar years.
For those Maori who did serve in the military in the inter-war years, their cases
largely illustrate the point made in the first chapter of this report that Maori
service in the military closely dovetailed a career in the public sector. Eruera Te
Whiti-o-Rongomai Love, for example, joined the cadets aged 11, entered the
Territorial Force in 1922 and by 1926 he had reached the rank of secondlieutenant. Love also studied law at Victoria University College in 1924 and 1925,
and became an interpreter with the Native Land Court.572 Arapeta Awatere
attended Te Aute College in Hawke’s Bay, joined the Native Department in 1928
and in the same year joined the Territorial Force before going on to become a
second-lieutenant in the 28th (Maori) Battalion.573 John Te Herekiekie Grace
joined the Department of Lands and Survey in 1926, joined the Territorial Force
in 1927 and was commissioned in the same year. In 1935 he gained his flying
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certificate and in 1938 he became a member of the Territorial Air Force.574 Hoani
Parata, the first Maori soldier to reach the rank of Brigadier in the New Zealand
army (he was promoted in 1948), enlisted in the Territorial Force in 1933 and
after serving for three years was commissioned in the Otago Regiment. Parata
was described as a ‘first class subaltern’ by his commanding officer. He would
later volunteer to serve with the 2NZEF as a lieutenant with 27 (Machine-gun)
Battalion.575 Major Peter Buck (Te Rangi Hiroa) continued to play a role in the
Medical Corps in the interwar years, retiring in 1932, while also serving as
director of the Maori Hygiene Division in the new Department of Health.576 The
dovetailing of public and military service was not the case in the Defence
Department, however. When, in 1926, the Secretary for Public Service
Commission requested from the Defence Department the number of ‘Maoris
and half castes employed’, Major-General H.M Griffen replied that that there
were ‘no Maoris or Half-castes employed on the Permanent Staff of this
Department’.577
The only other mention of Maori involvement in the military during this period
is the 1937 coronation of King George VI. Unlike the Jubilee and the 1902
Coronation discussed earlier, the 1937 Coronation did not feature a Maori unit,
but rather representatives from the Maori Pioneer Battalion of the First World
War. Eruera Tihema Te Aika Tirikatene was one of those nominated. Following
his selection, Tirikatene wrote, ‘[I] will do all in my power to uphold the “mana”
and dignity of the Maori race’.578
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Figure 21 Members of the New Zealand Coronation Contingent mount guard at Buckingham
Palace, with Mr E T Tirikatene, MP for Southern Maori on right.
Auckland Weekly News, June, 1937. Sir George Grey Special Collections, Auckland Libraries, 7A1150

The following chapter addresses the late 1930s when, in the context of the
international crisis of 1938-1939, Maori called for the creation of a separate
Maori unit in the Territorials.

2.17

Conclusion

This chapter has addressed selected developments relating to Maori Military
Service in the First World War. From the outset of the war, Maori
understandings and expectations on the terms on which they provided military
service to the Crown were complex and varied. For some, service was provided
on the basis of patriotism and service to Empire along with a sense of duty and
obligations as citizens. For others, including the Maori Parliamentarians, service
was seen as a political strategy, one aimed at equal citizenship and with that equal
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treatment in political and social life. For others still, service was not encouraged
and later resisted. When the imperial authorities decided to accept Maori soldiers,
and when the New Zealand Government agreed to a separate contingent, Crown
officials debated the organisation, leadership and recruitment of Maori. Maori
understandings and expectations regarding these issues were tested. In terms of
appointments to leadership positions, this was split between the Defence
Department and Maori Contingent Committee, with the Defence Department
appointing the leading positions of major and captain. When it came to
organisation, Maori resisted attempts to split the unit. The other debate that
emerged following the departure of the Maori Contingent was where and in what
capacity Maori might be deployed.
The political relationship between Maori and the Crown over military service was
strained following the Gallipoli campaign. When three Maori officers were
dismissed and sent home and the Maori Contingent broken up, this was viewed
by the Maori Contingent Committee as a ‘breach of faith’. The impasse between
the MCC and the Minister of Defence was only resolved following the
reorganisations of New Zealand’s forces and the creation of the Pioneer
Battalion, a solution that acceded to some of the MCC’s demands. For the
remainder of the war, the Pioneer maintained a combat support role, though one
that was highly dangerous, and this has caused long term resentment. Another
major issue that emerged during the war was the introduction of conscription,
and its application to Waikato, which altered the views of some iwi and hapu,
including those who had initially volunteered in large numbers. This chapter
described the cases of Tonga Mahuta and Te Rauangaanga Mahuta, brothers of
King Te Rata who were targeted by the government in an attempt to break
resistance in the Waikato. Historians generally agree that the application of
conscription on Maori in the Waikato was a failure. The remainder of the chapter
addressed issues that are not well covered in the historical literature that require
further research. This includes issues such as pay, rations and benefits, Maori in
regular units and the role of Maori women. These are areas where sources are
limited.
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Finally, this chapter addressed the ‘Price of Citizenship’, the understanding of
Maori military service in terms of Treaty of Waitangi obligations and guarantees
and the legacies of service. As discussed above, Maori leaders saw service in the
Great War as a political strategy to increase the status and visibility of Maori in
the hope that such service would result in their recognition as full and equal
citizens of New Zealand. Maori soldiers themselves understood the responsibility
and saw the contingent as representing Maori at large. Maori understandings
concerning military service in terms of Treaty guarantees and obligations were
closely tied to the price of citizenship argument. As discussed, Maori argued both
for and against military service in treaty terms. In the years after the war, Maori
continued citing their service in the war when seeking redress and recognition. In
some cases, Maori made gains, while others expressed frustration that the
sacrifices made for the price of citizenship never came to pass. Historians
generally agree, however, that service in the war made a substantial impact on
Maori-Crown and Maori-Pakeha relations.
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Chapter Three:
The 28th (Maori) Battalion

Figure 22 Return of the Maori Battalion from service in World War II. Ref: 1/4-001642-F.
Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand. /records/23117597
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3.1

Introduction

This chapter traces Crown action and policy as it relates to Maori military service
during Second World War, with a focus on the 28th (Maori) Battalion. According
to Monty Soutar, it is with this unit that Maori participation in war during the
twentieth century ‘is most readily identified’.579 Indeed, it is well recognised that
Maori made a sustained and valuable contribution in the Second World War
more broadly. More than 15,744 Maori had volunteered for service both at home
and abroad (out of a total Maori population of just under 100,000 at the time)
and of these 3,600 served in the 28th (Maori) Battalion.580 The scale of that
contribution is made clear by the fact that Maori were disproportionately
represented in both casualties and in the number of recipients of honours and
awards. Out of the total 3,600 men who served in the 28th (Maori) battalion,
there were 2,628 casualties (649 killed, 1,712 wounded, and 267 taken as
prisoners or missing), a figure almost 50 per cent more than the New Zealand
average.

581

The Battalion also received the higher number of honours and

awards of any New Zealand infantry battalion.582
Before exploring the war years, however, this chapter details the calls for Maori
units within the military leading up to the war. In the late 1930s, as a response to
the international crises of 1938 and 1939, Maori offered support for the build-up
of the Territorial Force through recruitment drives and organisation. Maori did
so often on the understanding that they would serve in separate units and under
Maori leadership. Before the declaration of war, requests for a Maori unit were
largely met with reluctance by military officials and sometimes rejection; some
even considered Maori ‘unsuitable’ for service in the Territorial Force, and
claimed that if accepted, the ‘better type’ of Territorial might be put off service.
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This changed with the beginning of war, which marked a turning point for Maori
military service more broadly. Following a discussion of the pre-war calls for a
Maori battalion, this chapter describes Maori motivations, understandings and
expectations regarding military service for the Crown following the declaration of
war. It then outlines the establishment of the Maori Battalion, the recruitment
and organisation of soldiers and the issue of leadership within the Battalion. It
then provides a summary of the debate about Maori and conscription and the
decision to exempt Maori from the provisions of the National Service
Emergency Regulations 1940.
The chapter then moves to the experience of service. It does not address in detail
the war experience of the Battalion, except where it is directly relevant to the
themes of this report. A short summary of key events is provided, but only for
context and chronology. Following a broad discussion of service experience, the
chapter then describes some Crown action and policy relating to Maori military
service, with a focus on conscription, the 1943 Furlough and the continuing
debate about leadership. The chapter ends by making some broad conclusions
outlining casualties and honours and awards. The following chapter picks up on
other issues, such as the home front, Maori who served outside the Battalion and
the relationship between Maori military service, Treaty obligations and
guarantees, citizenship, and the legacies of service.
It should also be noted that while the focus of this chapter is largely on the 28th
(Maori) Battalion, Maori also served in many of the regular battalions throughout
the war, in the Territorial Force and Home Guard, the Air Force and in the
Navy, while Maori women served both at home and abroad in various roles.
These aspects of Maori military service are discussed in subsequent chapters. The
following chapter also addresses the home front war effort, the Crown-Maori
political relationship as it relates to military service, the ‘Price of Citizenship’ and
the legacies of service.
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3.1.1

Claims Issues

There are numerous claims relating specifically to Maori Military service in the
Second World War and focused on the 28th (Maori) Battalion in particular. This
section briefly outlines some of the broader issues in the claims, and is by no
means a complete overview. Claimants contend that the Crown failed to honour
promises made to the Maori Battalion prior to leaving for war, including
recognition of their efforts in war in what has been referred to as ‘the Price of
Citizenship’.583 Moreover, claimants outline what they see as the purpose of the
Battalion and what it stood for. The following quotation from various claims
exemplifies this and is therefore quoted in full:
[A]n entity comprised of men volunteering on their own accord,
with pride and mana, giving effect to their own way of life,
exercising their tino rangatiratanga. The Battalion represented
everything that they wanted and thought had been guaranteed to
them under both the Declaration of Independence and the
subsequent signing of Te Tiriti o Waitangi: independence, mana
and tino rangatiratanga and if those concepts had not been
honoured by the Crown, they were willing to fight to have them
recognised.… The Maori who served in the 28th Battalion did so
as a service to the New Zealand Crown and the New Zealand
people. The notion of Maori participation in the two world wars
as ‘the price of citizenship’ (Sir Apirana Ngata) inspired the many
Maori volunteers for the battalion during the Second World War.
The promises made during the recruitment for volunteers rested
on this premise, leading Ngata, a Crown Minister at the time to
further comment that ‘we will lose some of the most promising of
our young leaders ... But we will gain the respect of our Pakeha
brothers and the future of our race as a component and respected
part of the New Zealand people will be less precarious.584
Ngati Hine claimants suggest that Ngapuhi, in declaring war on Germany, were
exercising their sovereignty and mana and honouring Te Tiriti o Waitangi, ‘a pact
between their tupuna and the Crown, a pact which they had to honour’.585
There are also claims regarding discrimination against Maori who served in the
Second World War. Claimants suggest that the ‘Crown failed to take action
Wai 1344, #1.1.1(b); Wai 1518, #1.1.1(c); Wai 1520 #1.1.1 (b).
Emphasis in original. Ibid.
585 Wai 1520, # 1.1.1(b).
583
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against its agents when they exhibited racist attitudes and displayed racist conduct
towards the Maori’ and in fact ‘created an environment with its policies that
encouraged these types of statements and conduct’.586 Claimants also point to the
discrepancies in the Maori casualty rate compared to that of Pakeha. Claimants
point out that the Maori Battalion suffered higher casualties than the rest of the
New Zealand Division.587 For claimants, this reflected a view that Maori were
‘considered to be expendable’.588
3.1.2

Historiography and Existing Literature

As noted in the Pre-Casebook Review, New Zealand’s involvement in the
Second World War is well covered in the historical literature.589 The Maori
service experience, especially in the 28th Maori Battalion, is also fairly well
covered. J.F. Cody’s 28th (Maori) Battalion, Wira Gardiner’s Te Mura o Te Ahi: the
Story of the Maori Battalion and Monty Soutar’s Nga Tama Toa: The Price of Citizenship
combined provide important context to the establishment of the Maori Battalion,
Maori experience of service and, in particular, the various battles and campaigns
in which soldiers in the Maori Battalion were engaged.590 Soutar has also
published elsewhere on the Battalion’s commanders and its role in the Italian
Campaign.591 For an overview of Maori combat experience during the war,
readers should consult these sources.

Wai 1477, #1.1.1(b).
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Some historians have assessed motivations for service among men who served in
the 28th (Maori) Battalion as well as the formation of the unit.592 In her analysis of
the factors influencing recruitment, Lauren Keenan notes that while scholars
discuss the high recruitment rate among some tribes, such as Te Arawa and Ngati
Porou, and cite their nineteenth century relationship with the Crown (Historian
James Belich, for example, refers to them as the ‘old kupapa tribes’593), this
concept is not explored in any depth. Nor are the tribes who readily contributed
their men into the Maori Battalion assessed alongside those with comparatively
low rates of recruitment. Keenan’s research essay addresses some of these points,
examining origins of and recruitment to the Battalion, factors influencing
recruitment including low recruitment from Taranaki, Waikato and the South
Island.594 There is also some literature regarding honours and awards, but the
focus has been on the controversial case of Lance-Sergeant Haane Manahi,
whose Victoria Cross recommendation was downgraded to a Distinguished
Conduct Medal. This issue is addressed in Paul Moon’s book, Victoria Cross at
Takrouna: the Haane Manahi Story, and has also been the subject of a Waitangi
Tribunal claim and report.595 This summary of the events is outlined briefly in the
‘Honours and Awards’ section of this chapter. Corinthia Kepa has written about
medals awarded to the 28th (Maori) Battalion’s ‘A’ Company, addressing issues
around citizenship and Maori identity, though it is of limited use for this
report.596 As with the previous chapter, local and iwi histories and research
commissioned in other Waitangi Tribunal inquiries also provides insights into the
local responses and experiences of the war.597 The Waitangi Tribunal research
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reports largely focus on the home front experience and the Maori War Effort
Organisation (MWEO) in particular. These topics are covered in more detail in
the following chapter.
More generally however, while the service experience of the 28th (Maori)
Battalion is addressed, issues of policy that are relevant to this inquiry are often
passed over without much commentary in the secondary literature. There is
surprisingly little attention relating to Crown action and policy as it relates to the
Battalion. For example, the opposition to the appointment of Pakeha in senior
leadership position and Maori exemption to conscription are mentioned only
briefly. The Pre-Casebook Review called for an outline of policy developments
over Maori Military Service during the Second World War, and this therefore is
the focus of the chapter.598
This chapter provides an outline of policy developments regarding Maori military
service during the war. The focus is on selected issues and it does not cover all
issues relating to Maori military service during the war. The focus includes issues
of Maori understandings and expectations of the terms on which they provided
military service for the Crown; Maori responses and strategies in relation to
Crown policies and practices concerning that service; legislative, policy, and
practical barriers or restrictions to service, or special opportunities; issues of
recruitment, conscription, terms, conditions, and organisation of Maori military
service. Thus, this chapter provides a largely incomplete picture of Maori military
service for the Crown during the Second World War. It does not describe the
feats of the Battalion and the various honours and awards received. Similarly, it
could not hope to provide a detailed summary of the different local and tribal
responses to the war. In short, the purpose of this chapter is not to provide a
history of the 28th (Maori) Battalion. Rather, its focus is on matters of Crown
policy and practise. For a broader overview narrative of the service experience of

1910-1975’, Wai 1040 A50; Jonathan Sarich and Andrew Francis, ‘Aspects of Te Rohe Potae Political
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598 Wai 2500, 6.2.1, p28.
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Maori during the war, readers should consult the relevant secondary literature
outlined above.

3.2

Pre-War Calls for Separate Maori Units

Calls for a separate Maori battalion pre-dated the declaration of war in September
1939. However, before describing the calls for separate Maori units within the
military in the interwar years, it is important to understand why Maori maintained
a desire for separate Maori institutions in the interwar years. Throughout this
period, state policy remained concerned with amalgamating Maori into Pakeha
society, socially, culturally and politically. According to Aroha Harris, these
policies, understood as assimilation, ‘bumped up against distinctly Maori views
and aspirations’.599 Calls for separate institutions – whether in politics, culture
and sports – were not new to the interwar years, but they did gain prominence
during these years. In golf, for example, a Maori Golf Association was
established. As Harris writes, ‘[a]n informal parallel development, or inadvertent
segregation, was therefore established, although as a response to exclusion rather
than an enforced regime’.600
At the same time, the desire for separate units also reflected the social reality
during the interwar years that, Maori and Pakeha lived largely separately.601 This
trend reoccurred to varying degrees in other areas, including the military and
home front organising and administration during the war years, as we will see
below and in the following chapter. The Maori Battalion stood as the major
example and perhaps most visible example of this ‘inadvertent segregation’. As
Soutar writes, the Battalion was constructed out of a desire by Maori ‘to
represent themselves and to have a degree of autonomy’.602 At the same time, it
reflected an eagerness ‘not only to prove that they were equal to their pakeha
comrades in war but also to earn the full benefits and privileges of New Zealand
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citizenship, for even in 1939 the sense of equality and acceptance was
marginal’.603
In the mid- to late-1930s, in the context of the military build-up, Maori in various
regions were expressing their desire for a Maori platoon or contingent in the
Territorial Force. As early as 1935, the Secretary of the Te Arawa Welfare League
conveyed to the Defence Department a resolution carried at a special meeting of
the League. The resolution stated that Te Arawa were ready to organise and act
should it be necessary and, as would become common, they suggested an exMaori Contingent serviceman, Henry Te Reiwhati Vercoe, to lead the
organisation. The resolution read as follows:
…that, should hostilities necessitate the enlistment of the Maori
people for war service, particularly as regards Te Arawa Tribe,
Major R. Vercoe D.S.O., D.S.M., a member of the Maori race,
belonging to Te Arawa Tribe of Rotorua, recognised as the
Maoris’ Military leader, whose war records both in the Boar [sic]
and the last Great War is marked by the honours conferred upon
him, be entrusted to the responsible position of recruiting the
Maoris more especially Te Arawas should the occasion be deemed
necessary…. Trusting when the occasion calls for the recruitment
of your Maori brethren, that you give the representation made
herein the consideration it deserves.604
The Defence Minister thanked the League for their offer but stated that ‘At
present, however, no list of volunteers for overseas service is being maintained’,
and that ‘Should a national emergency arise, the recommendation of your League
will be given every consideration’.605
Offers of service and requests for a Maori unit only increased in the late 1930s as
war seemed imminent. In May 1939, Michael Joseph Savage addressed the nation
in a radio broadcast. The transcript of the broadcast, published in the New
Zealand Herald, called on New Zealand to prepare the defences of the nation.
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‘This country may have to be defended, and soon… Therefore, I say again to our
manhood, Maori and pakeha alike, in factory, farm, shop, office, and everywhere,
enrol and be ready’.606 At the same time, there were renewed calls for Maori units
to be formed. In April 1939, Major C.F. Thomas, the Deputy Chairman of the
New Zealand Territorial Association wrote from Whakatane to Captain Gilmore,
the Secretary for the Auckland branch. Thomas described being approached by
Sergeant H.O. Stewart—described by Thomas as a ‘3/8 Maori caste of definite
pakeha habits and very reliable’—regarding the formation of a Maori Platoon.
Stewart offered to help form the platoon. Thomas added that he was happy to
act in command of the Platoon until such a time as an officer is appointed and
stated his preference for a Maori officer:
I would definitely not recommend the appointment of a pakeha
officer of low rank as permanent Platoon Commander, because
the success of the show depends upon rigid control, particularly of
the equipment and this can best be exercised by one of their own
number who is reliable and able to think and act as Maori and
Pakeha. I have Sgt. Stewart in mind as their eventual Platoon
Commander. I might mention that these young men are all
Ngatiawa and those who know their history and traditions, know
their reliability.607
Captain Gilmore wrote to the Officer Commanding the Northern Military
District forwarding Thomas’ letter and stating the following: ‘As a result of a
Pubic Address given by this Association in Whakatane last week wherein 49
recruits came forward, representation was made to me the following morning by
a member of the Ngatiawa tribe virtually praying for permission to form a Maori
Platoon’.608 The message made its way to the Minister of Defence who said that
the proposal would be given ‘careful consideration’.609 There are no more records
on this particular request, though other calls for a Maori Battalion did receive
definitive responses, all of which were rejected.
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The rejections of requests for separate Maori units were often based on what
were seen by officials as practical barriers. For example, the Minister of Defence
wrote to P. Mora of Taneatua explaining that while the Government had decided
to increase the Territorial Force, ‘the equipment and instructors available will not,
unfortunately, permit of a drill centre being established at every place where
recruits are offering’. Mora had written to the Minister describing the annual
meeting of the Bay of Plenty Rugby League Football Control, where the
President ‘made mention of the serious position of the Empire’ and suggested
that ‘the young men of the Dominion should make some sacrifice as regard
games in favour of Territorial training’.610 Mora claimed that ‘a number of Maoris
were present’ and the suggestion was ‘taken back to their people’ for approval.
Mora claimed that since then, he received an offer by a number of young Maori
men from Waimana to form a mounted company of 150 to 200 strong.611 The
Minister’s reply continued:
At many thickly populated centres there are already drill halls, rifle
ranges, and other training facilities available and at such places it is
possible to train the increased numbers required for the local
units. At Waimana, and other places, where there are no training
facilities at present, the expense involved in erecting drill halls and
rifle ranges, as well as providing instructors, would be out of
proportion to the number of men available for training… but the
offer of service of the young Maoris there is nevertheless greatly
appreciated, and it will be kept in mind for consideration in the
event of further expansion of the forces.612
In other cases, opposition to the establishment of Maori units were both political
and practical. One of those who responded to Savage’s radio message was
Raureti Te Huia of Kihikihi in the Waikato. ‘I wish to ask you’, Te Huia wrote,
‘as Prime Minister, to allow us to form a Maori Force’. Raureti Te Huia wanted
to call the unit ‘the Rewis Mounted Rifles’, named after ‘Rewi’s Last Stand of
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1864’.613 Savage’s reply on the 15 June reflected the Labour Party’s integrationist
approach. Savage wrote:
[W]hile the spirit which actuates your offer is greatly appreciated it
is regretted that it is not practicable to have separate organisations
of the forces solely of one particular class. The Territorial Force is
composed of all classes and creeds and is established on
democratic principles from which it is not desired to depart except
for very good reasons.
No doubt many of the young members of the Maori race in your
district will find an opportunity of rendering services by joining
the local regiment or by offering their services in the National
Military reserve. 614
Savage also outlined what he believed to be the practical restrictions of
establishing drill halls, rifle ranges, and equipment in outlying centres ‘in
preference to the more thickly populated districts where these facilities already
exist’.615
The preference for separate Maori units was particularly strong among Maori
Returned Serviceman Clubs, as was their desire for officers drawn from the ranks
of the Maori units. In June 1939, Apirana Ngata received a letter from Tawhai
Tamepo, the President of the Ngati Porou Maori Returned Servicemen Club.
Tamepo claimed that members of the Club were enrolling for Home Defence
through the Post Office. ‘Some are anxious to join up but desire to know before
committing themselves what sort of organisation they would join and what
would be demanded of them’. Travelling along the East Coast, Tamepo found
that many of the members were ‘anxious to enrol’ in the New Zealand Military
Reserves, ‘provided they be drafted into a Maori unit to be called the East Coast
Maori Unit or whatever name you would like to suggest’. Tamepo also stated that
there was a desire for the officers for the unit to be selected from those enrolled
and the Maori ‘diggers’ of the area that have already enrolled to be moved into
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the Maori unit.616 Ngata forwarded Tamepo’s letter to the Minister of Defence,
stating ‘the point made by Tamepo as to a Maori unit may now be taken up’.
Ngata continued:
In the organisation of the N.Z Expeditionary Force in the Great
War it was found advisable to form a special unit for the Maoris,
the Maori Pioneer Battalion…. Apart from racial considerations a
certain sentiment has naturally grown around this special &
separate unit. It is a matter for serious consideration…617
A few weeks later, Ngata took the case to Parliament, calling for the revival of
the Maori Pioneer Battalion. In Parliament, Ngata said the following:
When I heard the Minister of Defence speak about the Highland
regiments, stating that every city was to have one, I began to have
hope that the honourable gentleman would consider very seriously
an application from a section of the Maori people to revive the
Maori Pioneer Battalion… It can be accepted on all sides of the
House and by all races represented here, that there will be no
hesitation in the response to that appeal to the man-power of
New Zealand…I think it would be a waste of words to give any
assurance that the Maori will be with the pakeha as the Maori is so
much a part of the New Zealand nation now that that can be
taken for granted without having to be repeated.618
Ngata then went on to speak about the planning for the 1940 centennial of the
Treaty of Waitangi. According to Ranginui Walker, the ‘common thread between
these widely separated issues was the theme of equality for Maori’.619 Walker
continued, stating that the eventual establishment of the Maori Battalion ‘in the
face of official resistance was a considerable political achievement’. The tribal
networks Ngata adopted to build the Battalion would form the basic framework
for the Maori War Effort Organisation established and chaired by MP for
Northern Maori, Paraire Paikea, in 1942 (discussed in the following chapter).620
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In the following month, the Minister of Defence also received a letter from K.T.
Harawira of the Te Arawa Returned Maori Soldiers’ Club. ‘The Arawas are
opposed to the idea of the Maori People losing its identity’, Harawira wrote. He
continued,
[I]t is their wish to form up somewhat on the same lines as in the
Great War as combatants, or in any Branch you may decide upon,
with however this difference. “The Officers and NCOs are to be
drawn from their own People”. At the present moment capable
and war experienced Officers are available. The same applies to
NCOs although in both cases, Refresher Courses will be required.
Harawira claimed that following a meeting to discuss the question of enlistment,
one hundred men signed up within an hour and since then a further four
hundred more had signed up. ‘It might be remarked that the Maori People are
well aware of the existence of honoured Native Regiments, on the Empire’s
Flanks’, Harawira continued, ‘these having been formed from indigenous
material, such as the Ghurkas etc. and it is strongly felt that similar honours
should be conceded in respect to the Maori’.621 Harawira’s letter was also
forwarded on to the then acting Prime Minister, Peter Fraser, who acknowledged
the letter and forwarded it to the Minister of Defence ‘for his careful
consideration’.622
An internal correspondence between military officials in response to the requests
described above reveal some of the attitudes and assumptions on the part of the
Colonel Commanding the Northern Military District Major George Clifton,
about Maori and the Territorial Force. In mid-July, Clifton wrote to the Army
Headquarters of the New Zealand Military Forces in Wellington. The Colonel
outlined the details of the requests, and then outlined why he considered Maori
unsuitable in the Territorial Force:
The question of the general unsuitability of members of the Maori
race as Territorials has been emphasised many times… If Maoris
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are accepted in ordinary platoons the better type of Territorial
soldier is excluded. If separate Maori Sub-Units are formed the
Area Staff will be overloaded with administrative work as a result
of the numerous applications which will be made, and the process
of endeavouring to trace defaulters and recover items of arms
clothing and equipment on issues will become a very large
undertaking. No [sic] only is the proportion of Maori defaulters
found to be much higher than that of white Territorials but the
failure of each individual to care for clothing arms and equipment
is greater. Administrative work generally is increased and the
numerous prosecutions expected to result from such an
undertaking will be complicated and involved owing to the fact
that defendants shelter under various names and profess an
ignorance of English which necessitates the service of interpreters.
The general position with regard to natives is most unsatisfactory
and causes difficulties and dissatisfaction. It is respectfully
recommended that a clear indication of policy be made by Army
H.Q.623
Clifton assumed that Maori would put off the ‘better type of Territorial soldier’,
separate units would create administrative work, and that Maori would be more
prone to defaulting. There was no response to the request for a ‘clear indication
of policy [with regard to natives]’ from Army H.Q, but, in a follow up letter, the
Colonel proposed a solution to what he saw as the ‘unsuitability’ of Maori
Territorials. Where sufficient numbers of Maori were offering service, ‘complete
platoons or troops of Maori will be formed as part of the battalion or Regiment
concerned. Their out-of-camp training will be performed by means of a 10 days’
course, either at the District School or in Areas’. Denims, rifles, and equipment
would be issued and withdrawn at the conclusion of the course. ‘It is considered’,
the Colonel wrote, ‘that if the above procedure were adopted, it would obviate,
to a very great extent, the difficulty which has been experienced, as far as Maoris
are concerned, in the accounting for uniform, arms and equipment’.624
At the same time, requests for a Maori unit were agreed upon by some officials,
but not always for the same reasons forwarded by Maori. A draft report prepared
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and filed by Major George Clifton in mid-August provided an overview of what
officials saw as the issue of Maori enlistment in the Territorial Force, repeating
some of the same concerns above. Clifton outlined the ‘widespread demand’
before describing what he saw as the ‘serious difficulties’ of recruiting Maori as
Territorials:
A widespread demand is being received from members of the
Maori race to be allowed to join up in the Territorial Force. In
Rotorua organized recruiting has already been carried out by the
Arawa Returned Soldiers’ Association, and they have asked that a
second Battalion of the Hauraki Regiment be formed, the
personnel to be entirely Maori. On this basis they consider that
400 to 500 suitable men would be forthcoming. The demand is,
however, not restricted to Rotorua, but the East Coast, North
Auckland and Waikato Maoris have all put forward similar
requests. There are serious difficulties in the way of recruiting
Maoris as Territorials in the normal manner. The better type of
European – the type of man we want in the Territorials – will not
join up in a Platoon which included Maoris. This may be
regrettable, but it is a fact. On the other hand, separate Maori subunits are most difficult to administer, both as regards tracing
defaulters and the recovery of arms, clothing and equipment on
issue to individuals.625
Clifton also added that as some ‘profess ignorance of English’ the situation
would necessitate the services of interpreters. Clifton then went on to suggest the
creation of a Maori battalion.
Under these conditions it is suggested that a separate Maori unit
be formed, to be known as the “New Zealand Maori Battalion”;
to be organised on the basis of a number of Rifle Companies
drawn from the various areas where Maori recruiting is particularly
active. There could, for example, be North Auckland, Bay of
Plenty, East Coast and Hawkes Bay Companies, and possibly two
companies from Rotorua. Alternatively, there might be two
battalions, one for Northern and one for Central District.626
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On the 3 August, Major-General J.E. Duigan wrote to the Minister of Defence,
outlining his ‘views on the problem of recruiting of Maori’. Duigan outlined nine
problems, as he saw it. The main issue was ‘meeting the demand of the Maori
people for a Territorial unit’ and making sure not to discriminate against Maori.
Duigan also stressed the importance of recruiting ‘good types’ and suggested that
Maori wanting to enlist had been turned away. Duigan wrote:
If the Maori is accepted as a Territorial soldier, he should be
treated in exactly the same manner as the European, and this is
now done in some Territorial Units who have enlisted young men
of the Native race who are of a good type.
Various difficulties exist in recruiting Maoris, unless they are of
the right type. The Maori and Pakeha have been put on the same
footing in New Zealand, and to discriminate will cause endless
criticism.
There appears to be a large number of Natives wanting to enlist
now, and Commanding Officers have been turning them away, as
they are in a position to take only the best men offering. Most
Territorial Units are up to their Peace Establishment, and the
number cannot be absorbed there.
Service in the Reserve alone, would not suffice. It would be taken
as a stigma on the Native Race.627
Duigan suggested that a Pioneer Battalion be established, ‘additional to the
present Establishment’. Duigan added that ‘provisions in the Regulations to deal
with the loss or damage of equipment’ existed (reflecting the concerns raised
above) and that he did not know why ‘difficulties could not be overcome if
Maoris of a good type are enlisted’.628 Another report, produced shortly
afterwards suggested the formation of ‘a separate unit or units composed entirely
of Maoris’:
It is suggested that a Maori battalion, which would be composed
of six companies of 100 men each, might be organised and carry
627 Colonel Adjutant & Quartermaster-General to Minister of Defence, 31 July 1939, AD1 226/19/7,
ANZ, Wellington.
628 Major General J.E Duigan to Minister of Defence, 3 August, 1939, AD1 226/19/7, Vol. 1, ANZ,
Wellington.
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out a reasonable amount of training with the minimum
administrative difficulties.
Possibly the unit and companies of the unit could be commanded
by Maori officers who served in the N.Z Expeditionary Force –
the more junior officers could be drawn from young Maoris of
suitable type who have been educated and trained at Te Aute or
other Colleges or Schools.
It would be necessary to appoint an Adjutant and Permanent Staff
who have a knowledge of the Maoris and the Maori language –
this may necessitate special enlistments into the Regular Forces. 629
No response from the Minister of Defence has been located and the
correspondence ends here, until after the declaration of war in September 1939.

3.3

The 28th (Maori) Battalion and Recruitment

In Parliament on 5 September 1939, two days after the declaration of war, MP
for Southern Maori, Eruera Tirikatene, and MP for Northern Maori, Paraire
Paikea, called on the Government once again to form a Maori Battalion.
Tirikatene claimed that ‘many Maori returned soldiers and many of the younger
Maoris were anxious to see the reestablishment of the Maori Pioneer Battalion—
Te Hokowhitu-a-Tu’.630 Tirikatene outlined Maori loyalty to the Empire and why
conscription was not necessary:
The embellishment of such a battalion would be an inspiration
both to the returned Maori soldiers and to the younger generation
of Maoris. He said that the Maori had not laid aside the taiaha, the
mere pounamu, or the patu. His fighting traditions ran in his blood. It
was most inspiring to find the loyalty shown to New Zealand and
to the British Empire, and he hoped, therefore, that conscription
would not be applied to the Maori. 631
Paikea supported Tirikatene’s statement that conscription not be ‘brought to bear
upon the Maori people’.632 The Minister of Defence Fred Jones responded that
he had undertaken to ‘see what could be done in that direction’ and he stated that
629 Colonel Adjutant & Quartermaster-General to Minister of Defence, 31 July, 1939, AD1 226/19/7,
ANZ, Wellington.
630 NZPD, Volume 256, 1939, p27.
631 Ibid.
632 Ibid., pp27-28.
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he would ‘bear in mind’ the ‘good service’ of the Maori Pioneer Battalion.633
Conscription is discussed in more detail below, but it is worth noting here that
Maori exemption was an important consideration for Maori poltical leaders from
the outset. The same sentiment was expressed by Maori offering support, as we
will see below.
Letters from iwi across the country continued to flow to military officials and the
Maori MPs. On 7 September, Apirana Ngata received a letter from Tai Mitchell
calling for a Maori Battalion to be organised ‘tribally into sections, platoons or
companies’ and said that ‘[i]t is not desirable that the Maoris should join
European units’.634 Mitchell also requested involvement in the selection of
soldiers – ‘having regard to their duties and their domestic circumstances and
responsibilities’ – and suggested that Te Arawa Returned Servicemen’s
Association Branch could act as a recruiting tribunal with a liaison officer from
the Defence Department. Ngata told the Minister of Defence that ‘with slight
modifications to such other localities the scheme [suggested] will apply very well
in other Maori districts’.635 Mitchell added that ‘[e]nthusiasm was at a high pitch
just at present not only among the Maori manhood but the young women are
just as anxious for a place in the scheme of things and render service to the
Country and the Empire’.636 Others moved quickly to begin military training
unofficially. Even before the acceptance of a Maori Battalion, the 83-member
Whakarewarewa Volunteer Unit (made of members of Tuhourangi) began
training.637
In other cases, gestures of support came with conditions and clear expectations
of the terms on which Maori would provide service. A week after Mitchell’s
letter to Ngata, members at the Labour Party Conference held in Toetoe,
Whangarei agreed to dispatch a telegram to Paikea stating their unanimous
support for Maori enlistment in Northland, but ‘for home defence only’, and the
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suggestion of a Maori Battalion, to be named the ‘Treaty of Waitangi Maori
Battalion’.638 They also insisted that the Battalion should be officered by Maori,
and that compulsion ‘is strongly opposed’.639 There were also members of the
Pioneer Battalion present who ‘complained that although the Maoris had enlisted
as a fighting force, their activities overseas had largely been confined to labouring
behind the lines’.640
The telegram from the Labour Party Conference members was published in the
Northern Advocate on 12 September, and quickly received responses from another
group of Nga Puhi and from Te Arawa. Riri M. Kawiti (Ngati Hine, Ngapuhi) of
Waiomio wrote to the Prime Minister on 15 September stating that another
assembly of Nga Puhi Chiefs opposed the resolution, affirmed their loyalty to the
Government and consented ‘that the services of our young men and our young
women also be utilised either for home defence or for services beyond the great
sea of Kiwa’. The assembly also suggested the name Te Hokowhitu-a-Tu ‘for the
traditional reason that it was the name of the Maori Battalion which took part in
and faced the fiery blast and flames of the last Great War in 1914’.641 Similarly,
Te Arawa wrote a telegram to the Acting Prime Minister, Peter Fraser, opposing
the resolution passed at Toetoe affirming their ‘fidelity to King and British
institutions’ and their ‘unconditional offer of man and woman power for service’:
The Arawa tribe reaction to the pronouncement made at a
meeting of Maoris at Whangarei… drew the following firm
declaration from an impromptu meeting that Arawa fidelity to
King and British institutions is the unconditional offer of man and
woman power for service where the greatest danger threatens and
that danger point in the opinion of this meeting is not in New
Zealand but beyond the shores of the great ocean of Kiwa the
sacred pathway of our ancestors in the misty east and of their
descendants in their journey later to the heights of Gallipoli and
the plains of Flanders from where the spirit of their comrades
who never returned now beckons them to hurry. Let others
The hui was presided over by Henare Kingi and consisted of over 200 members, representing the
82 branches of the party in the Northern electorate. Northern Advocate, 12 September 1939.
639 Northern Advocate, 12 September, 1939.
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hesitate in this our extreme hour of peril and need but the spirit of
the Arawas and Associate Tribes throughout Aotearoa flame at
deeds of wanton aggression…642
At about the same time, Wiremu Karawana of Rotorua dispatched a telegram to
Prime Minister Michael J. Savage with the simple reminder that the Government
‘[p]lease consider the Treaty of Waitangi before calling Maoris for Service’.643 On
16 September, the Auckland Star reported on a meeting held in Waiomio. Part of
the headline read: ‘Ngapuhis Declare War’.644 A further offer of conditional
support came from Waikato.645 On 20 September, Te Puea Herangi wrote to the
Prime Minister that the ‘Waikato tribes and all allied tribes endorse the policy of
voluntary enlistments and are prepared to render what help they can for the
defences of our country and to assist in the industries of the Dominion’.646
According to Michael King, Te Puea’s letter to Savage was making two implicit
points: Waikato would assist in the defence of New Zealand, but were unwilling
to fight overseas, and would again be opposed to conscription.647 The position
that Maori be trained only for the purposes of home defence was reiterated again
the following month in Huntly. At a hui there on 7-8 October, the following
declaration was passed:
That the Government be requested to preserve the Maori people
as promised by Queen Victoria under the Treaty of Waitangi. This
meeting agrees unanimously that the Maoris be trained for the
purpose only of guarding these islands but not be taken overseas
to fight…. It is further considered that in spite of the zeal shown
by the other tribes of the Maori race in supplying a battalion for
service overseas this meeting strongly urges the Government to
preserve the Maori race by not asking them to serve overseas.648
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Even after the decision to establish a Maori Battalion in the NZEF (discussed
below), there were remaining doubts about what kind of role Maori would play.
For example, a hui held in Hawke’s Bay following concerns expressed by Maori
further highlights some of the expectations of Maori in providing military service
as they relate to deployment, leadership, consultation, and terms and conditions.
In October 1939, the Dominion reported that Hori Tupaea – described as the ‘one
of the most influential Maoris in Hawke’s Bay’ - said that his people ‘were
agreeable to their young men taking up military service, but only for the defence
of New Zealand’. The paper recorded a hui held in Hawke’s Bay, with local MP
Edward Cullen. The Dominion described the meeting:
In an endeavour to allay dissatisfaction which has arisen among
Hawke’s Bay Maoris as a result of misunderstanding on several
points in connection with the formation of the Maori battalion,
the MP for Hawke’s Bay, Mr Cullen, met leaders of the people at
Omahu pa this afternoon and detailed the purpose for which the
battalion was to be formed and the methods to be adopted in
recruiting. He gave an emphatic assurance that the Maoris would
be consulted to the fullest extent and that their permission would
be obtained before the battalion was sent overseas if such became
necessary. The fear that their feelings and opinions would be
overridden by the Government was the root cause for their
grievance expressed by the Natives. 649
Cullen replied that the Maori Battalion was formed ‘at the express wish of the
Maori people themselves’, and that Maori ‘would not be forced to go overseas,
but if the pakeha were required to go, the Maoris would then be approached for
a decision as to whether their battalion should be sent also’. Cullen also said that
the ‘magnitude of the sacrifice’ that Maori were being called on to make was
‘fully appreciated’ and he added that ‘on a population basis, the Maori people
were making a greater contribution than the pakeha’.650
Terms and conditions and the officership of the Maori Battalion were also
discussed at the hui. ‘The same conditions would apply to recruiting for the
battalion as for pakeha forces’, the paper reported, ‘and the rates of pay and
649
650
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other details would be identical’. Cullen reported that ‘for a start’, Pakeha would
take up command, but ‘every effort was being made to find a Maori who could
qualify for the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel’ (the issue of leadership is discussed in
further detail below).651 After reading the Dominion’s report, however, the
Minister of Defence wrote to Cullen in Hastings stating that the assurances he
provided were unlikely and he wondered if he had in fact been misrepresented in
the press:
From the report in yesterdays Dominion of your meeting at
Omahu Pa it would appear that you have been misreported. The
Maori Battalion is to comprise those who are prepared to enlist
for service overseas and in this respect is similar to the pakeha
special force. There is no intention of consulting the pakehas in
regard to the dispatch should necessity arise of the special force
nor would the Maori Race be approached for a decision in regard
to the dispatch overseas of the Maori Battalion if circumstances
should necessitate such action.652

3.3.1

The Creation of the Maori Battalion.

As discussed above, Maori in various regions were expressing their desire for a
Maori platoon or contingent in the Territorial Force even before the outbreak of
the war. Maori political leaders, including Ngata, Tirikatene and Paikea were
doing the same.653 As a result, the Government established a committee
comprised of all the Maori MPs and some Pakeha MPs to investigate the
feasibility of raising a Maori unit for the war and, on 4 October 1939, one month
following the declaration of the war, announced publicly the formation of a
Maori Rifle Battalion.654 This Battalion would be a frontline combat unit, unlike
the Maori Contingent (and its successor Pioneer Battalions) in the First World
War which remained combat support units. The announcement regarding the
creation of the Maori Battalion was printed in both te reo Maori and English. It
claimed that the decision was made after having received ‘many requests from
Ibid.
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the Maori people to be permitted to take their full share in the Dominion’s War
effort’. The government also announced the appointment of Maori Registration
Officers, outlined the process for registration, and explained that Maori who had
already enlisted would be given the option of transferring to the Maori Battalion.
The message concluded:
The Government are confident that the young men of the Maori
Race will respond to the call to arms that is now being made, and
uphold the great traditions of the Maori Contingent of the Great
War of 1914-1918, and that the elders of the race and the Maori
people as a whole will welcome the opportunity to support the
formation of the Battalion and its maintenance in the field at full
strength.
Kei te pono te whakaaro o te Kawanatanga te a nga taitamariki
taane o te Iwi Maori e rongo ki te karanga ki te motu katoa kia
whakaariki a tera hoki ratou e hapai i nga tikanga nunui i oti i te
Ope Hoia Maori i tae ki te Whawhai Nui o te wa atu i te tau 1914
ki te tau 1918, a tera hoki nga kaumatua o te iwi, a te Iwi Maori
katoa, e awhina a e tautoko i tenei whakatau kia whakaturia he
Ope Hoia Maori a kia rehitatatia tonutia he hoia Maori e eke tonu
ai te tokomaha o nga hoia mo taua Ope Hoia Maori ki te kaute e
rite ana.655
Within only three weeks of the announcement, over 900 men enlisted.656
Recruitment to the Maori Battalion was open to men aged between twenty-one
and thirty-five and the preference was for men without dependents, though
married men who did not have more than two dependents could enlist.657 As
mentioned, Maori men who were already in camp could also transfer to the
Maori Battalion. Army Headquarters sent a memorandum to all districts
informing camp commandants that Maori in the Special Force had the option of
remaining in their unit or transferring to the Maori Battalion. The memorandum
added that to be eligible to join the Maori Battalion applications had to fill the
following condition:
‘Maori Battalion / Ope Hoia Maori’, 4 October, 1939, AD1 226/19/7, Vol. 1, ANZ, Wellington.
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(a) Men from the North Island Tribes must be no less than halfcaste; and
(b) those from the South Island Tribes must be no less than
quarter-caste.658
Whether or not these instructions were followed strictly is unclear. Lauren
Keenen suggests that they were not, and uses the case of B.H. Glover, a member
of the Maori Battalion. Through her lawyers Purnell and Jensen, Glover's wife
contacted the Minister of Defence in 1945 in order to inform him of the fact that
her husband who was serving with the Maori Battalion was more European than
Maori. The Minister of Defence replied by stating that recruits did not have to
prove that they were Maori as defined by the Native Land Act, and that recruiters
acted on their personal knowledge of people in the area in which they were
recruiting. 659
An Advisory Council consisting of the five Maori MPs (Ngata, Tirikatene,
Paikea, and Ratana from the House of Representatives, and Rangi Mawhete
(Moffat) from the Legislative Council) and five Pakeha parliamentarians were
brought together to provide planning. The Advisory Council decided that Maori
Registration Agents or Recruitment Officers were to be hired for the duties of
recruitment that included assisting the Army Staff Officer, explaining conditions
of service, and helping local recruits fill out registration forms.660 Volunteers were
required to be single and between the ages of 21 and 35, but this was later
extended to married men with no more than two children within the same age
group.661 It was also hoped that local recruiting agents would aid in recognising
those who were too young to serve, and by pointing out those who were single
or who worked in essential industries.662 However, Soutar points out the example
of Timi ‘J.P.R’ Kingi who was 19 when he went to Trentham.663 Some of those
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who served as Registration Officers were Veterans of the First World War,
including, for example, Thomas Hetet.664 Ngata was in charge of contacting and
recommending potential recruiting officers.665
The structure and organisation of the Maori Battalion and how it fitted within the
New Zealand Division is well covered elsewhere, and does not need repeating
here.666 Suffice to say, it was a voluntary unit (apart from the officers appointed),
and would be additional to the nine battalion and support units already formed.
The Maori Advisory Council agreed that the 28th (Maori) Battalion should have
the same structure as other infantry battalion. That is, it had four rifle companies
of roughly 125 men each, and a Headquarters Company of approximately 200
men.667 The companies themselves were organised on tribal lines. A Company
was based on recruits from Northland and Auckland (Ngapuhi, Ngati Whatua
and other tribes); B Company consisted of men from Rotorua, Bay of Plenty,
Taupo, and the Thames–Coromandel areas (mostly from the Arawa
confederation and Tuhoe tribes); C Company was drawn from the
Tairawhiti/East Coast region (Ngati Porou, Rongowhakaata and sub-tribes); D
Company drew its men from a much wider area, covering the Waikato–
Maniapoto confederation, the Taranaki, Wellington and Manawatu–Horowhenua
tribes, Ngati Kahungunu of Hawke’s Bay–Wairarapa, the entire South Island, the
Chathams and Stewart Island, as well a small number of recruits from the Pacific
Islands.668 The Battalion’s fifth company, Headquarters, drew its personnel from
all Maoridom (see Figure 24).669 According to Soutar, the organization along
tribal lines allowed for the introduction of ‘tribal and whanau values and more
particularly the unifying strength and cohesion that arise from traditional
whakapapa values’ within a military structure.670
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It should also be noted that there were great disparities between the number of
Maori participants between different iwi. In some areas, outside the East Coast
and Northland, recruitment was low, enough for officials to consider it
unsatisfactory.671 The majority of recruitment for the Maori Battalion came from
the military areas Rotorua, Northland and the East Coast, which together
comprised eighty-four percent of recruits.672 Recruitment was lower from
Taranaki, Waikato and Ngai Tahu, all of whom came within the perimeters of the
D Company geographical area. As Keenan points out, while half of the Maori
population (as recorded in 1936) lived within the area covered by the D
Company, it formed less than twenty-five percent of Maori Battalion members.673
The following table (Table 1.) show the percentage of estimated eligible male
population registered for the Maori Battalion at March 1941. The figures do not
include 157 people called up for training as Officers and N.C.Os.
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Figure 23 The 28th (Maori) Battalion companies
Monty Soutar, Nga Tama Toa - The Price of Citizenship: C Company 28 (Maori) Battalion 1939-1945, p.44
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Table 5 Maori mobilisation rates at March 1941 (Source AD1 300/1/2, Part 4)

In mid-October, 1939, the Colonel Commanding the Northern Military District
wrote to the Army Headquarters in Wellington explaining that the registrations
for the Battalion were ‘coming in very slowly’, and that ‘an element definitely
hostile to recruitment is very active in this District [Northland]’.674 The Colonel’s
evidence of this was newspaper reports of the Labour Party conference
mentioned above. The following month, Apirana Ngata later wrote to General
Duigan claiming that because of the ‘attitudes of members of the Ratana
Church’, enlistment in Northland had been low in the early stages.675 Despite
these comments, it is well known that recruitment from Northland was high
throughout the war.676 At the same time, the Te Araroa Maori Labour Party
Committee wrote to the Native Minister complaining of Ngata’s influence in
pushing an anti-Labour sentiment and his appointment of officers for the Maori
battalion.677 Throughout the war, Ngata would play an important role in
recommending officers and NCOs for various areas.678 Sergeant Conway also
later wrote to Ngata claiming that it was ‘quite clear that some tribes [are] not
responding to the call’. Conway added that this was ‘throwing a heavier load on
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the responsive tribes’, and that this would potentially result in the early
exhaustion in the ‘latter tribes of the available eligible men’.679
3.3.2 Motivations
Following the declaration of war on 3 September 1939, the offers for service
from iwi across the country continued, as did petitions from Maori political
leaders and MPs. This section outlines some of the early responses by Maori at
the outset of the Second World War, to provide a sense of the Crown and Maori
understandings and expectations of the terms on which Maori might provide
service in the war. There was also a range of views expressed regarding the role
Maori would play. Some called for Maori to take up a pioneer role; others
questioned whether or not the Maori troops should be deployed overseas at all,
but rather kept in New Zealand for home service.680 But where the responses
from iwi and hapu around the country generally agreed it was on the question of
separate units, Maori taking leadership positions of these separate units, and the
use and involvement of pre-existing tribal structures and institutions.
In terms of motivations, these too were varied. Like the First World War, there
were both individual and collective motivations for service; these were not
mutually exclusive, and in some cases reflected and reinforced one another. At an
individual level, the desire for adventure, and escape from ordinary routine of
life, as well as peer pressure played a role.681 Keenan points out that there were
few examples of Maori men enlisting alone. More often, Maori enlisted alongside
brothers, cousins and friends.682 Sir Charles Bennett claimed that one of the main
factors motivating the recruits to join was their inherent loyalty to their tribal
elders.683 Collectively, there was a wider political expectation—again expressed
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most explicitly by figures like Ngata—that Maori would serve for, and pay the
price of, equality and citizenship.684
Offers of service were not unconditional, but came with conditions and
expectations and a desire for both equality and autonomy. It also came with an
expectation that such service would help garner Pakeha support for Maori
seeking government concessions and acknowledging long held grievances.685 In
her book, Ned & Katina, Patricia Grace summarises the broader purpose of the
Maori Battalion that combined elements of what is described above.
As was the case with the Pioneer Maori Battalion in the First
World War, this new battalion was the hope of the people. It was
the means by which the people and culture would achieve
recognition and equality – their salvation in a way – so no matter
what his immediate reason might be for going off to war, resting
on the shoulders of the Maori soldier was the mana of his family,
his iwi and his race. His first duty was not to king and country but
to the people at home. 686
Indeed, while Maori had certain expectations regarding their service, there were
also expectations laid on the Battalion by leaders. Before each soldier departed
camp, they were provided with a pamphlet with instructions which included the
following message: ‘The good name of the Maori people and of New Zealand
and your reputation as soldiers are now in your keeping. You must do everything
in your power to maintain that good name and reputation’.687 Kahutia Te Hau
Senior said in 1940 that ‘[i]t is for your volunteers to see that the Maori Battalion
stands for all time a credit to the Maori race’.688
3.3.3 Organisation of the Maori Battalion: Leadership
While Maori representatives wanted the unit to be commanded by Maori, the
government took the advice of army authorities that certain key appointments
The ‘Price of Citizenship’ theme is discussed in further detail in the latter part of the following
chapter which addresses broader themes.
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should initially be filled by selected officers and warrant officers of the
Permanent and Territorial Force, almost all of whom were Pakeha.689 With the
Government announcement of the creation of the Maori Battalion came the
following message:
Certain key appointments in the Battalion are to be filled by
specially selected officers and warrant officers of the Regular and
Territorial Forces and it is intended that eventually nearly all the
Officers and N.C.O’s are to be Maori, steps will be taken to train
the most suitable men from the ranks for these appointments. 690
Many were appalled that the Government reserved the Battalion’s most senior
positions for non-Maori officers, as will be discussed below. Historians generally
see this as an important limitation of Maori equality of service. According to
Aroha Harris, this ‘ring-fencing’ of senior posts for Pakeha officers ‘undermined
the notion that Maori would fight as equals with their Pakeha comrades, and it
was unclear what the policy meant for Maori officers who were equally qualified
to command companies or hold other responsible positions’.691 Harris added that
the limiting of Maori officers to a minority of two appointments, no higher than
company commander, indicated ‘the low level of government commitment to the
Maori aspirations for a wholly Maori battalion’.692 Paul Moon claims that the
issue of Maori soldiers training and serving under Pakeha commanders ‘was more
than just a stubborn bone of contention held by a few Maori politicians, or borne
out of some obscure angst’. Rather, Moon argued, they were ‘very real concerns
about the responsiveness of Maori troops to commanders whose background
was often considerably different’.693
But while secondary sources make reference to the controversy over leadership
position, there is little description of the debate and how Maori responded to the
decision to reserve leadership positions for Pakeha.Following the announcement,
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the Government received letters from individuals requesting leadership positions
or suggesting individuals for such positions within the 28th (Maori) Battalion. Te
Kauru Karaitiana, for example, wrote to the Army Headquarters outlining his
credentials as a Lieutenant in the RAF. Karaitiana stated: ‘I am a half-caste Maori
of the highest hereditary rank and am a leader of my tribe; and can reasonably
claim to have the confidence of my people, both young and old…. [A]mong
Maoris these considerations are important’.694 Karaitiana also added that ‘it is not
my intention, at present, to enlist unless I am granted the honour of a
Commission in the Maori Battalion’. Karaitiana was indeed later appointed
second-lieutenant in the Maori Battalion.695
Similarly, an organiser for the New Zealand Workers’ Union Bob Tutaki wrote to
the Minister of Defence asking if there was provision for the training of ‘suitable
young Maoris for appointment to Commission in the Maori Battalion’ and he
recommended a young man in Hawke’s Bay, who, he claimed, would make a
‘creditable officer if the opportunity of training is given him’.696 In October, T
Rawiri and 206 other signed a petition ‘from the Maori Groups of the Tai
Tokerau district’ suggesting Harding Waipuke Leaf ‘should again lead and
arrange all matters from the time [the Maori Battalion] leave their homes and
when they reach the battlefield’. Leaf, a veteran of the First World War, did later
become a Captain in the Maori Battalion.697 The petition added that ‘[o]ther
suitable young men will also be found suitable as occupants for other positions in
the army’.698
There were calls for ex-Maori Contingent soldiers to take up leadership positions
in the months following the establishment of the Maori Battalion. In midNovember 1939, Ngata wrote to General Duigan: ‘I do not need to repeat my
strong reasons, which are fully supported by the other Maori members, for
urging that a number of Maori Returned soldiers, who are still service able,
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should be put into camp for training and that they should come in with the men
recommended for officers and NCOs at the end of the month’.699 Ngata added
that their inclusion would aid recruitment. Similarly, Northland Maori had
approached the Government asking that ‘leaders of the race, irrespective of age’,
should be taken with the Maori Battalion to camp. It was considered that such
men ‘would inspire the younger members’.700
At a large farewell function for the Maori Battalion at Whakarewarewa, a
resolution was passed by ‘a large and representative meeting’ of Te Arawa tribes
that Lieutenant Whetu Werohia be appointed to take up a leadership position in
the Battalion: ‘That in view of former War Service in 1914-1918 and the actual
field experience gained there from, the need of a few older heads amongst the
lads would be advantageous to the Battalion’. The resolution recommended that
Werohia’s appointment ‘be, not only confirmed, but raised’.701 Tai Mitchell
forwarded the resolution to General Duigan, who replied shortly afterwards.
Duigan’s reply outlined some of the ‘guiding factors regarding the promotion and
selection of Commanders’, which, he explained, were ‘not only common to the
Army in New Zealand, but to other parts of the Empire’:
In time of War, it is absolutely essential that Commanders of all
grades, from the highest to the lowest, should be fully qualified
both by character and efficiency, for the discharge of their vital
responsibilities. This is a pre-requisite condition for the success in
all its aspects of the War effort in which the Empire is now
engaged…. [W]hilst there are many Officers and individuals who
have fought in the last War, promotion is not to be regarded as a
reward for past service of any kind… on this question of efficient
leadership, no compromise is permissible. Promotion and rank
within any military organisation must be by merit, and merit alone,
and the best men must be selected as leaders.
Every consideration has been given, and will be given, to all
potential leaders serving in the Maori Battalion, and I think the
Arawa people, as a whole, will agree that the Army authorities
Ngata to Duigan, 17 November, 1939, AD1 319/1/9, ANZ, Wellington.
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must be the judge of those selected by the Army Staff for various
appointments.
The question of a few older soldiers amongst the Units has been
given a great deal of consideration, and acting on the advice of the
War Office, we have tried to eliminate as far as possible the older
men from serving in front line units, where the strain liable to
cause them to break-down in health. I wish to assure the Arawa
people that as far as I am concerned and those Officers serving
under me, we will do our best to see that your men are well led by
efficient leaders. With more experience, some of the junior leaders
will be promoted. The more senior an Officer becomes, the
greater are his responsibilities for those serving under him.702
According to Soutar, responses like this demonstrated that the ‘military
establishment was firmly entrenched in its opposition to any suggestion that the
Maori viewpoint should influence the selection of company commanders’.703 The
Government did in some cases make the exception to the age restrictions for the
Maori Battalion for training, however. Lou Parore from Dargaville was accepted,
despite being over the age limit, and proceeded to Trentham camp.704 This
exception was only provided for those who passed as medically fit.705
There were also calls for religious leaders and chaplains to take up positions in
the Maori Battalion. Tari Tamanihera wrote to the Native Department in
September 1939, claiming that 75 young men from Ruatoki were ready as
soldiers, a number that would ‘reach 100 and the numbers of all Tuhoe will reach
300’. ‘I ask that I should accompany this force to war’, Tamanihera continued.
‘Their Church is the Ringatu Church and I am an Officiating Minister of this
Church’.706 In October 1939, Ngata reported to the Minister of Defence that
during visits to Opape near Opotiki and Ruatoki, he received requests that a
minister of the Ringatu Church should accompany the Maori Rifle Battalion to
702
703
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‘minister to members of that Church, who are enlisting for service’. Ngata
continued, ‘I recommend their representation for favourable consideration. It is
probable that districts in which the Ringatu Church prevails will supply and
maintain half a Company and details and its claim for representation is entitled to
recognition’.707 Around the same time, the Te Arawa Returned Soldiers’ League
also called for a Chaplain and recommended the Reverend K.T. Harawira.
Others were recommended to serve as Chaplains in the following years.708
At the same time, the military officials were collecting information of the
denomination of those in the Maori Battalion and discussing the best ways for
religious services to be conducted. In June 1940, Lieutenant W. Moore recorded
that the first Sunday Service was conducted in English and ‘did not go down well
at all’, but that the last two were conducted in Maori ‘and there has been a
definite feeling of greater appreciation and the services have been largely
attended’.709 However, because the largest proportion of the Battalion were
Anglican, by 1941, all three of the Battalion’s chaplains were Anglican. In
October 1941, Paikea wrote to the Minister of Defence that the other
denominations, ‘including the Roman, Catholic, Latter Day Saints, Ratana,
Methodists, and Ringatu from one denomination only, will undoubtedly cause
heart burnings amongst the adherents, including their parents, of other faiths’.
Paikea continued that the appointment of the three Anglican chaplains was
‘definitely wrong’ and would ‘disintegrate the enthusiasm for military service now
being shewn’.710 When a Mormon minister applied to join the Maori Battalion as
a chaplain, he was told that ‘the number [of Mormons in the Maori Battalion] is
too small to warrant the appointment of a minister’.711
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3.3.4 Reaction to the Appointment of Pakeha Officers
The first appointment to the Battalion was the Commanding Officer, Major S.
Dittmer, who would play a significant role in the Battalion from an early stage.
Upon his appointment, he began visiting training camps throughout the North
Island to identify potential officers and NCOs, both Maori and European.712 On
15 September, the Army outlined its criteria for officer staffing. Major General
Duigan recommended that the Company Commanders ‘have to be Maori
Territorial officers or officers of Class II of the Reserve’.713 The Battalion also
needed NCOs, who at a platoon and section level would have the closest
interaction with the troops. As Bruce R. Shepherd writes, the demand from every
tribe in the Battalion to have its volunteers led by their own ‘engendered a great
deal of conflict with the Army’.714 Love adds that the final appointments to
commissioned rank reflected ‘previous military training, ability and experience
and did not take into account the area from which the volunteer came’.715
The disappointment over the appointment of Pakeha officers and calls for Maori
to be placed in leadership positions continued following the official
announcements. In November 1939, the Te Arawa Returned Soldier’s League
petitioned the Government on the issue of leadership, forwarding two
resolutions: First, that the meeting unanimously supported an earlier petition
regarding the appointment of Maori officers to the Battalion (this original
petition has not been located) and secondly, they recommended the appointment
of a number of individuals.716 The following day, the Press reported on a
resolution forwarded to the Government of all sub-tribes of Te Arawa held at
Maketu:
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It was decided to forward a resolution to the Minister for Defence
(the Hon. F. Jones) stating that unless the original promise to
draw officers for the proposed Maori battalion from the ranks of
the Maoris themselves is adhered to, the Arawas are not prepared
to give any guarantee that volunteers will present themselves for
medical examination and attestation. The opinion was expressed
that only the commanding officer of the battalion should be a
European, and strong resentment was expressed at the reported
intention to appoint other European officers.717
In a letter to the Defence Minister, K.T. Harawira added that Te Arawa were
‘greatly concerned with the Reports appearing in the papers, in respect to the
appointment of Pakeha Officers for this Battalion’ and added that the War
Council should ‘fearlessly and without favour, appoint the best that the Maori
People can offer, thus ensuring the preservation of the prestige won by the Maori
Battalion at the last war’.718 Jones responded to the resolutions put forward at
Maketu, stating that the League has ‘misinterpreted instructions issued to Area
Officers regarding the selection of European officers’ and that the resolutions
published in the Press were based on ‘wrong assumptions’. Jones continued:
While the Government and the Army Authorities welcome and
are quite willing to consider any recommendations concerning the
Maori Battalion which your League desires to submit, it must be
understood that the responsibility for the organisation, training
and general well-being of the Battalion rests with the
Government… you will observe that very full provision is being
made for the selection and training of Maori Officers.719
Another military file note records the following:
It is essential that there should be a sufficient number of well
trained Officers and N.C.O’s available to undertake the training of
the Battalion when it is formed. There are only four Maori
Officers who served in the Maori Pioneer Battalion during the
Great War and are now like their Pakeha brother officers, well
over the age laid down for active service officers, practically a full
complement of officers will be necessary to employ a small
number of European Regular and Territorial Officers and NCOs.
Press, 7 November 1939.
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The position as regards NCOs is a little better as there is a number
of Maoris already serving in the Special Force who have had
several years training in the Territorial Force and many of these
have passed through Secondary School Cadets and gained noncommissioned rank.720
Another file note suggests that the appointment of European Officers would be
‘temporary’. It continued, stating that all Maori personnel ‘will be treated as
student officers and NCOs. Student NCOs will not wear badges or rank.721
When Rangiataahua Royal was granted the rank of captain, Lieutenant-Colonel
Conway wanted it ‘clearly explained’ to Royal that the rank was temporary and
would be reviewed ‘during the qualifying course’.722 The temporary nature of the
positions means that officers would not be paid uniform outfit grants ‘until the
position is clarified’. 723 The same file note recorded that ‘ex-officers of the Maori
Pioneer Battalion would be accepted in the highest rank that held in the NZEF
or Territorial Force, and their position will be reviewed according to
requirements and their suitability as disclosed during the Course’.724
Apirana Ngata received a petition in November ‘vigorously’ opposing ‘Pakeha
officers joining Battalion’, but conceded that Pakeha could be placed in ‘initial
training appointments only’.725 Kingi Topia of Whanganui wrote to Ngata around
the same time.
Greetings to you the last of our friends in the Government who
was watching the affairs of the War which broke out in 1914 when
our Toas showed to the World their greatness, therefore, greetings
in the name of those who have passed to the Great Beyond. Ngata
you know that I was in those days of the men who supported the
Government in sending our young men to that War, therefore, I
think that I should assist in these matters. Therefore, Friend, this
is to advise you and the Government that I strongly support the
sentiments expressed by the Arawa people, that is, the report
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which appeared in the newspapers re the officers for the Maori
Battalion.726
Another petition from Ngati Porou stated that the ‘The Ngatiporou people
strongly resent the attitude of the Authorities as published in the press in
delegating the position of Officers of the Maori Battalion to Europeans’. The
petition continued:
Our Loyalty and earnestness were greatly gratified by your
Government’s permission to form a Special Maori Battalion, but
we feel that the PURITY of that Battalion is not kept if not
Officered by men of their own race. The Maori Pioneer Battalion
in the last World War was ably led by their own Officers and we
feel certain that the men of this generation would be able to
maintain the splendid tradition of their predecessors.727
A month later, Jones wrote a letter to H.P. Fox and other members of Ngati
Porou, again claiming that the question of the appointment of officers for the
Maori Battalion had been ‘misunderstood’. Jones also provided assurance that
‘most of the officers will be Maoris and I have no doubt that the Maori Battalion
will maintain the very high standard set by the Maori Pioneer Battalion in the
Great War’.728 Another letter from an unnamed person to the Minister of
Defence suggested that the Maori not being in leadership would result in the
destruction and loss of mana. ‘As leaders in time of peace’, the letter read, ‘we are
fully expected by our people to lead them also in time of danger, as at present.
Our bodies are infused with this fighting spirit, a heritage from our ancestors,
and to deny us this honour, would mean the destruction and loss of our mana’.729
Another petition from Ngati Porou spoke of the need for Maori leaders within
the Battalion to break the ‘inferiority complex’ that was destroying the ‘mana and
soul of the people’.730 Sir Charles Bennett later wrote that he believed that the
opposition to Pakeha officers reflected ‘a pro-Maori tendency rather than an anti-
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pakeha one’.731 Bennett continued, ‘The Maori attitude to European officers
must not be interpreted as racial prejudice. It was simply a manifestation of that
strong natural urge, inherent in all self-respecting peoples, which is not willing to
accept any inference of racial inferiority or ineptitude’.732
Others were not opposed to being trained under Pakeha officers and some even
stated their preference for Pakeha officers. On 4 November, a letter from a First
World War Maori Pioneer Veteran A. G. Apanui of Te Araroa to the Minister of
Defence claimed that there was ‘movement afoot in the area’ initiated by the
Maori Member for Eastern Maori ‘for the people to formulate a petition against
your decision to have Pakeha Officers Commanding the Battalion and
Company’s [sic] of the Maoris during the present crisis.’ Apanui added that the
Maori ‘ought to rise from the ranks’ and claimed there was ‘far too much’
interference by Apirana Ngata in the issue. ‘[A]ll he is concerned [about]’, the
letter continued, ‘is sorting out his or the one he likes and recommending them
for Commissions that is not British. Some of the men he recommends has not
the slightest notion even Cadet work’.733
In response to another letter making a similar complaint about the political
‘interference’ of Ngata, Minister of Defence Jones wrote that ‘every care is taken
to ensure that all appointments of Officers and NCOs for the Maori Battalion
are based on merit, and that extraneous consideration are not allowed to exercise
any influence’.734 The same Lou Parore from Dargaville mentioned above wrote
to Conway in November 1939 stating that while he was ‘desirous of Maori
gaining the highest position in the Army’, he thought that ‘tribal prejudice’ was
an ‘obstacle in the way’. ‘[T]o ensure harmony’, Parore wrote, ‘it would be more
advisable to appoint Pakeha Officers to occupy the main key positions. Unless
the Army have some positions, and who are endowed with the ability of
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overcoming tribal prejudice’.735 H.D. Bennett wrote in a similar vein, responding
to the petition from Te Arawa mentioned above. ‘I desire to inform you that the
view expressed is not fully shared by those able to speak on behalf of the race’.
Bennett added that he would like to see openings offered ‘to men like Capt Love
of Wellington’, but believed that it would be a ‘serious mistake… if prudence
gave way to shallow sentiment’.736
At the same time, Duigan complained to Major-General Freyburg about Ngata’s
role. In an April 1940 personal letter to Freyburg, Duigan revealed some of his
attitudes about Ngata’s role, Captain Rangi Royal and about Maori in general.
Duigan wrote:
My difficulties with the Maoris has now settled down. Sir Apirana
Ngata has been told to “keep off the grass” and not interfere with
the Military Authorities. I think that one Officer in this Battalion
will want watching. He is liable to use all the influence possible.
His name is Rangi Royal – quite a good Officer up to a certain
point. He had a Temporary Commission after the last War, and
has got a rather high opinion of himself. However, he is one of
the best Maoris in the Battalion.
…
Going back to the Maoris: They have quite a good Marching
Song. It might be a good thing if you could put them through the
streets of Cairo; they would create a great impression. They are
very smart at their drill, and take a good deal of pride in
themselves, which is all to the good. By the way, I have had to
change their Adjutant and give them a more mature soldier. The
Maori is pretty “cunning”, and you can never trust him. This is a
terrible thing to say but it is the truth. You never know what they
are doing with the politician.737
More broadly, the Minister of Defence insisted that the overall formation of the
Battalion was the Government’s responsibility and would not be subject to
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pressure from Maori.738 At the same time, however, the Government and military
officials recognised the need to involve Maori in recruitment and the
recommendation of officers for pragmatic reasons (the same would be true of
the broader war effort when the government agreed to the creation of the Maori
War Effort Organisation). The military was thus not opposed to Maori
recommending men for officer training, but were under no obligation to accept
the recommendations. But it did recognise that for the Battalion to function
effectively and to encourage and maintain recruitment, some co-operation was
required and the Army Command needed to ‘balance tribal representation and
leadership within a military structure’.739 Whether or not this balance was met is a
subject of debate. As we will see below, the question of leadership would
continue throughout the course of the war. At home, Maori leadership in the
Home Guard and Territorial force would also be a subject of debate.
When the main body of the 28th (Maori) Battalion set sale in May 1940 with the
Second Echelon of the 2NZEF after three months training, it was with a
predominantly Pakeha leadership. Major George Dittmer was commander, with
Lieutenant-Colonel G. F. Bertrand acting as second-in-command with the rank
of Major.740 The other key appointments were all Pakeha, with the exception of
the company level where Captain Rangi Royal commanded B Company and Tiwi
Love commanded Headquarters Company (See Figure 25).741 With only Royal
and Love at company level, this was far less than Maori had hoped for.742 At the
same time, according to O’Malley and Armstrong, the fact that all junior
commanders in B Company were of Maori descent (Captain Royal and Second
Lieutenants Bennett, Vercoe, Stewart, and Manahi) seems to have encouraged
further enlistment.743
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Figure 24 The original senior officers of the Maori Battalion, in Palmerston North, early 1940,
including Captain Te W Love (Third from left) and Captain R Royal (second from right). Ref:
DA-07427-F. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand. /records/22762675

3.4

‘A question of principle’: Conscription

As the Battalion set sail for Britain, the Government was becoming acutely aware
of the scale of the war and the need for further reinforcements.744 Thus, in June
1940, the Government introduced conscription under the National Service
Emergency Regulations. It covered both the armed forces and civilian needs and
a new government agency, the National Service Department. It had the task of
implementing the scheme, which came into operation on 22 July 1940.745 The
Government did not include Maori in its conscription policy and Maori service
within the 2NZEF remained on a voluntary basis throughout the war. As
discussed above, Tirikatene and Paikea both stated their clear opposition to the
McGibbon, New Zealand and the Second World War, p49.
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imposition of conscription on Maori in the early Parliamentary debates following
the declaration of war, as did many Maori offering their services in the military.746
Support for a Maori Battalion came hand in hand with opposition to
conscription. For many this was important as it maintained a tradition of Maori
serving as volunteers. It remained a point of pride that Maori served without
coercion and of their own accord. As Freyberg later wrote, ‘the Maori is always a
volunteer. For them it was an honour to serve, an attitude strongly supported by
their tribal leaders’.747
On the 18 July 1940, the Director for the National Service Department, J.S.
Hunter, wrote a memorandum for the Minister of National Service detailing a
meeting between himself, other MPs, and a number of the Maori MPs, including
Ngata, Paikea, and Tirikatene.
The Maori representatives outlined the views of the Maori people
indicating that as they were satisfied sufficient men would be
secured under the voluntary system to maintain reinforcements
for the Maori Battalion, there was no necessity to resort to
compulsion. At the present time enough recruits were available
for two more reinforcements and the Maori members asked the
voluntary system be continued for the Maori recruitments.748
But Ngata, Paikea, and Tirikatene were open to this changing, and the potential
of conscription being extended to Maori if this was later required. The
memorandum continued:
They were quite agreeable, however, to a separate register being
maintained consisting of Natives so that the policy could be
revised in the event of any particular district failing to secure its
quota under the voluntary system…. Whilst the Maori people
would, they considered, fully maintain requirements under the
voluntary system, the members were afraid that if compulsion
were resorted to many would fail to register and take to the bush,
in which case it would be next to impossible to administer the
scheme. 749
NZPD, Volume 256, 1939, pp27-28.
Freyberg, ‘Foreword’, in Cody, 28 (Maori) Battalion, p.vi.
748 Hunter to Minister of National Services, 18 July, 1940 EA1 83/3/11, ANZ, Wellington.
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Hunter recommended that the Government continue the voluntary enlistment of
Maori for reinforcements.750 In March the following year, Paikea wrote to the
new Prime Minister Peter Fraser (following the death of Michael Joseph Savage)
following another meeting of the Maori MPs where they addressed the question
of conscription, particularly with regard to Territorial Force and Home Guard
(both discussed in the following chapter). The group concluded that the
voluntary system should remain in place and be reviewed at the end of June.751
Soon afterwards, as Paikea travelled the country to gauge Maori support for a
formalised Maori War Effort Organisation (discussed in the following chapter),
he found overwhelming opposition to conscription. ‘My mission’, Paikea
explained, ‘is to find out the mind of the Maori people on the conscription issue
and with this object in view I am meeting the elders of my race in all parts of the
Dominion’. Paikea continued, ‘At all these meetings the Maoris have opposed
conscription of men of their race for either home or overseas service’.752
Privately he wrote to the Prime Minister, ‘the paramount thought permeating the
Maori mind is that of the horror of conscription or Muru… it would be
disastrous to perpetrate this error when the fullest effort by the Maoris can be
assured without recourse to conscription’.753
Throughout the war, and in response to Pakeha criticism, the Government
pointed out the reputation that the 28th (Maori) Battalion had acquired as a
reason for maintaining Maori exemption from conscription. ‘It must always be
remembered’, the Army Secretary Dwyer wrote to James Orr of the Auckland
Farmers Freezing Company (AFFco) who complained about the exception of
Maori from conscription, ‘that the Maori Battalion overseas has gained a
magnificent reputation for its fighting qualities in the Middle East’.754 When Orr
expressed further dissatisfaction about the issue, the Minister of Defence replied
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that Maori were not compelled to serve in the armed forces, either in New
Zealand or overseas. ‘This is in accordance with the policy laid down by the
Government’, Jones wrote, ‘and there is no present intention of altering it’. Jones
continued:
It may interest you to know that in addition to those Maoris
already serving overseas (all of them volunteered) a Maori
Battalion has been formed in the Dominion, and moreover large
numbers (sufficient to form a 2nd Battalion) have been recruited
and are serving in various units of the Territorial Force. Voluntary
enlistments are still being received from members of the Maori
race, and active steps have been and will continue to be taken to
induce other eligible Maoris to offer themselves for military
service.755
But despite the statement that there was no intention of altering the stance, the
Government did at times discuss the option of applying conscription to Maori.
In February 1942, Hunter, the Director of National Service, wrote a
memorandum for the Minister of National Service addressing compulsory service
and Maori. ‘There is’, he wrote, ‘at present a trend towards the wider use of
compulsion in order to both speed up the war effort in its many aspects, and to
spread its burdens and sacrifices as equitably as possible, and this trend has
brought questions to the surface as to what sections of the community are not at
present compelled to register for service’.756 Hunter added that there were
administrative issues involved in compulsion of Maori, ‘such for example as the
problems of literacy and remote locality’. But there was also what Hunter called
‘a question of principle involved’. He continued:
While there has not generally been objection raised among the
Maori people against compulsory service in defence of New
Zealand, there has been serious and understandable objection to
the principle of compulsion for service overseas. Granted the
military success overseas is the best safeguard to New Zealand’s
shores, it is doubtful whether this objection could be upheld if it
were critically examined; but strategic principles on a world scale
cannot be expected to be fully appreciated throughout the tribes,
755
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and what matters is that this deeply-felt antipathy to compulsory
overseas service exists.757
In the context of the outbreak of war in the Pacific and the consequent
mobilisation and expansion of the territorial force and home guard, Hunter
recommended the following in response to the ‘continual mal-adjustment
between supply of man-power and demand’ caused by the voluntary system:
…the time has come when those Maoris of military age who have
not already been accepted for overseas or Territorial service
should now register and become subject to selection for
Territorial service in the same manner as other natural-born
British subjects, and this course is accordingly recommended.758
Later in the same year, however, Hunter wrote to Cabinet recommending
‘removing liability for overseas service from natives who are members of the
armed forces unless they voluntarily elect to perform overseas service’. Hunter
added:
Actually the natives have never been subject to the provisions of
the principal regulations in so far as compulsory calling up of men
for service is concerned, and in fact the majority of natives at
present serving within New Zealand have volunteered for service
on the express undertaking that they would not be liable for
service beyond the dominion.759
Thus, as a result of early opposition from Maori MPs, as well as the ‘unfortunate
results’ of conscription in the First World War, Maori remained exempted from
conscription for the remainder of the war.760

3.5

The Service Contribution of the 28th (Maori) Battalion

Before continuing with a discussion of policy relating to the 28th (Maori)
Battalion, it is important to give a brief outline of the service contribution of the
Battalion. The summary provided below does not do justice to the experience of
the Battalion and its contribution to the Second World War, but provides a
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chronology for understanding the issues discussed in this chapter. As mentioned
above, this chapter will not provide a detailed overview of the 28th (Maori)
Battalion’s experience of service in terms of the campaigns that the units took
part it. But this short summary provides some context, as do the accompanying
maps. For more detailed outline of these campaigns, readers should consult the
secondary sources outlined above.
3.5.1

Greece and Crete, 1941

After being diverted to England, while en route to the Middle East, and forming
part of the UK defences in 1940, the Battalion then departed for the Middle East
again in January 1941. Their first involvement in active combat was in Greece,
where the New Zealand Second Division was deployed in March 1941. At Petra
Pass, the battalion suffered four killed and eight wounded. Following an
exhausting retreat and evacuation to the island of Crete, six officers and seventyseven men left behind became prisoners of war. In Crete, the Maori Battalion
occupied a position in the Platanias area following a German airborne invasion
and later took part in a New Zealand night counter-attack on the key Maleme
airfield. It was during the Battle of Crete that Maori soldiers developed a
reputation as ‘feared opponents in close-quarters combat’.761 The Battalion was
then evacuated to Egypt, and became involved in the North African campaign
between 1941 and 1943.

Monty Soutar, 'Ngā pakanga ki tāwāhi – Māori and overseas wars - The 28th (Māori) Battalion', Te
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Figure 25 From Aotearoa to Mediterranean (28th Maori Battalion website)

Figure 26 Greece, Crete, and North Africa (28th Maori Battalion website)
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Figure 27 North Africa campaigns, 1941-1943 (28th Maori Battalion website

3.5.2 North Africa, 1941-1943
During the North African campaign, the Battalion was involved in taking Sollum
and Gazala in Libya, the breakout at Minqar Qaim in Egypt and the two battles
of El Alamein. During the capture of Sollum, Dittmer was wounded, and
command devolved on Captain Love temporarily, before being handed over to
the new lieutenant-colonel, a Pakeha man, Humphrey Dyer. Love suffered
wounds and after recovering in Cairo, rejoined the battalion in Syria in March
1942 as second in command with the rank of major. In May 1942, Dyer asked to
be relieved of his command. He was replaced by Love, now granted the rank of
temporary lieutenant-colonel. He was the first Maori to command the Maori
Battalion, a promotion that was met ‘with jubilation in the battalion and in New
Zealand’.762 Only two months later, however, Love died of wounds in July
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1942.763 Famously, the Battalion helped capture the strategic locations of Tebaga
Gap and the Takrouna pinnacle in Tunisia. Second Lieutenant Te Moananui-aKiwa Ngarimu was posthumously awarded the Victoria Cross for his courage at
Tebaga Gap. Shortly afterwards, Sergeant Haane Te Rauawa Manahi was
recommended for a Victoria Cross, but for unknown reasons, Manahi’s
recommendation was downgraded and he was awarded the lesser decoration of
the Distinguished Conduct Medal (DCM). The controversy surrounding the
downgrading of Manahi’s VC is discussed below.
In North Africa, the Battalion again gained a strong reputation, but also suffered
high casualties: 270 dead and 815 wounded. The casualty rate was also high
among the commanders of the Battalion. Of its seven commanders, two were
killed, and three wounded. C Company had gone into the battle at Point 209
(Tebaga Gap) with 128 men and returned with only 31. As discussed below, C
Company senior officers reported to Ngata on the state of the company and
made him reconsider whether or not the Battalion should be kept in the field in
the field. As discussed below, the combination of the letters from the front and
Ngata’s actions, the government instituted the 1943 Furlough.764
3.5.3 Italian Campaigns, 1943-1945
Following the campaigns in Africa, the Battalion rebuilt, retrained and was
committed to the Italian campaign. There was among the troops a ‘sour taste’,
according to Soutar, as a result of the failure to award Manahi a VC as well as the
reversion to a Pakeha commander, Lieutenant-Colonel M.C. Fairbrother (the
opposition to this appointment is discussed below).765 As the Battalion entered
the field in December 1943, it faced tough conditions. At Orsogna, the Battalion
suffered more than 50 casualties. In February 1944, following a failed attack on
the railway station, A and B Companies suffered ‘horrendous casualties’; of the
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200 men, 128 were killed, wounded, or captured.766 In the Cassino campaigns in
general, 343 New Zealanders were killed or died of wounds. Of these, 58 (17 per
cent) were men of the Maori Battalion. 1211 New Zealanders were wounded, of
whom 227 (19 per cent) were Maori.767

Figure 28 Italian Campaigns (28th Maori Battalion website)

Following the battle of Monte Cassino, the Battalion advanced on Florence,
under the command of Major R.R.T. Young, a Pakeha man (this led to Awatere
writing to Ngata in protest). In November 1944, Lieutenant-Colonel Arapeta
Awatere took command and the Battalion was once again under Maori
command.768 Following fighting around Faenza in December, the Battalion took
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part in the final push to Trieste in April 1945. Awatere was removed from
command and returned to New Zealand in June 1945, and Major J.C. Henare
became the Battalion’s last commander.769 The Battalion returned to New
Zealand in January 1946.770

3.6

‘This is enough for us, the Maori Battalion’

As discussed above, as a result of the Battalion’s heavy losses in 1942-1943, there
were some calls for members of the 28th (Maori) Battalion to return to New
Zealand. In October 1942, after receiving a letter from Reverend Wharetini
Rangi, Maori political leaders signalled to Prime Minister Peter Fraser that troops
should be replaced by the Second Maori Battalion, which was then training in
Northland.771 Ngata wrote to the Prime Minister after discussing with Paikea the
idea of the Maori Battalion being brought home. ‘[Paikea] will confirm the wish
of the Maori tribes, that the Maori Battalion, now in the Middle East, be brought
back to New Zealand as soon as possible’. Ngata mentioned the petitions from
members of the Battalion for their return. 772
Ngata said that letters from the men to their families ‘revealed a great homesickness, and these have moved whole communities here to press us, the Maori
Members, to make representations to the Government’. Ngata quoted a letter
from the Reverend Wharetini Rangi, the assistant chaplain to the Maori Battalion.
‘The longing of these men’, the letter from the Reverend read, ‘to come home to
their native land is most intense from officers to the rank and file. This is the
spirit that pervades them all’. The letter continued:
It is not a spirit of surrender; it is not that they fear the enemy or
have lost confidence in themselves. But they say, they have fought
through four campaigns and have seen their ranks thinned by
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death, wounds, sickness and the sending of men home; so that
they are a dwindling remnant. 773
After quoting the above letter, Ngata acknowledged the strategic importance of
the defence position in the Middle East and the continuing role that 2NZEF, and
a Maori Battalion within it, would continue to play, ‘So a Maori Battalion must
remain with the New Zealand Division, so long as that body is required in the
Middle East’, Ngata wrote. ‘But the Battalion should have a considerable
accession of new blood, of keen men wearing their hearts out in New
Zealand’.774 Fraser replied that it was his intention to do ‘everything possible, as
soon as the present crisis in Egypt is past, to secure the return of our Division to
New Zealand’. 775
Soon afterwards, Paikea wrote to Fraser, on behalf of the Maori War Effort
Organisation (MWEO) reinforcing the sentiments expressed above. ‘The
Committee desires to bring to your attention’, he wrote, ‘the ardent desire of the
Maori people throughout New Zealand’ that those in the Maori Battalion be
withdrawn for ‘spell and rest’ and that their ranks should be replaced by
personnel of the 2nd Maori Battalion. ‘In a Race so small numerically’, Paikea
continued, ‘this is a matter of utmost importance to its future welfare’.776 The
MWEO submitted the following suggestions.
1. That the 2nd Maori Battalion be dispatched overseas to
gradually replace the 28th (Maori) Battalion.
2. That a 3rd Maori Battalion be formed forthwith, the
personnel to be withdrawn from Pakeha Units in
pursuance of the approved policy of regrouping.
3. That the proposed 3rd Maori Battalion be accepted as,
constituted a Training Battalion to provide reinforcements
for both the 28th (Maori) Battalion and the 2nd Maori
Battalion. 777
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When assessing the practicality of the suggestions, Lieutenant-General Puttick
wrote that unless there was a general scheme regarding a return home applied to
all units overseas, there would be ‘marked differentiation between Maori and
other troops, which I consider would be most distasteful to both them and to
their relatives in NZ’.778
The call for the return home of members of the (28th) Maori Battalion was
reinforced early the following year when, in February 1943, Major Reta Keiha
and the Officers of C Company wrote to Ngata describing their circumstances.
Ngata translated the letter and sent it to the Prime Minister. The letter outlined
the experience of the Battalion and concluded with a plea that the Battalion be
sent home:
So, o Api, this is our request to you and the people, should you or
they desire that the Maori Battalion return home, we leave that
matter in your hands and the hands of our people to deal with.
Our hearts are yearning for home; that cannot be concealed. The
explanations are as set out above. This field, Libya, is finished
with. By the time you receive this letter the campaign in Tunisia
may also be over. Should that eventuate, I can honestly say to you,
‘This is enough for us, the Maori Battalion’....Officers of other
Companies have been consulted and they are all of the one mind,
but they keep their mouths shut, because there are no elders of
their tribes to receive their views. In the second they do not wish
it to be said, that they threw up the job they so strenuously
pressed to do…. We have been in three great battles; there is no
man here with a sound body to take our place, that we may rest.
There is only one place in this case and that is home. 779
A noteworthy statement in the letter is the request for those with whanau who
have suffered casualties to be given compassionate leave: ‘Take a soldier, who has
or had a brother here in Egypt in the fighting, who was wounded or killed. He
can apply to come home… meaning, that there might be a morehu or survivor’.
The Officers claimed that ‘[t]his aspect has not been considered by those in
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command’.780 The signatories were Kingi A. Keiha, Arapeta Awatere, N.T.
Wanoa, T. Wirepa, W. Tea Haig, M.N Ngarimu, Pine Taiapa, and S.I. Jackson.
Ngata only received the letter from the C Company Officers a month later, after
news of the death of Ngarimu and 22 others at Point 209 had circulated.781 Ngata
forwarded the letter to Fraser, and outlined his own reactions after receiving it:
a) Many men in the Maori unit are being used too often due
to the fact that the flow of reinforcements ceased for 12
months for reasons well known and beyond control.
Official information on the actual detailed state of the subunits and reinforcements has for some reason not been as
full as it might have been. In part this is due to the changes
in command and its nature
b) The war weariness of the men, intensified by the knocking
about they have had, has been clouded over by the easy
assumption here that they do not wish to return and want
to be in at the death, wherever that might take place. This
letter puts the situation quite bluntly from the point of
view of those in closest touch with the men.
c) The circulation of the letter will intensify the wish of the
Maori people, already unanimously expressed to you at
Rotorua, that the men of the highly trained second Maori
Battalion should go to the Middle East. Personally I should
like the whole unit going as one reinforcement. If that is
impracticable then the number to go, including those
already selected and awaiting at Trentham, should be
increased to one half of the Unit’s strength with the
necessary complement of officers. For the overseas
Officers are as war weary as the men.782
Ngata ended the letter by stating, ‘The argument that Maori and Pakeha should
be treated alike stands, but it should be remembered that the 28th Maori Battalion
is attached and non-divisional’.783 At this stage in the war more generally, there
was an undercurrent of feeling amongst the New Zealand public more generally,
as Fraser wrote, ‘that our men have done enough and that they should come
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back’.784 But, according to Soutar, the Officers’ letter quoted above was
influential in helping the War Cabinet make the decision to institute the Furlough
of 1943.785
Following the campaigns in North Africa in 1943, the New Zealand Government
initiated what became known as the Furlough Draft Scheme, which brought
home 6000 men from the 2NZEF (all had volunteered in the First, Second and
Third Echelons which had left New Zealand in 1940) from the Middle East for
three months leave.786 Historian Rick Dodgson notes that some units were hit
particularly hard, including the 28th (Maori) Battalion.787 Fraser had originally
wanted all Maori who were eligible under the furlough criteria to be brought
home and on 22 May, 1943, wrote to General Freyberg: ‘It is desired that special
care be taken to ensure that the Maoris who left with the Second and Third
Echelons are returned with the first relief detachment’.788 To this, General
Freyberg replied:
[On] the question of Maoris. If we sent all the Maoris from the
Second and Third Echelons it would put the battalion out of
action for some months. I suggest that the Maoris be treated on
exactly the same basis for both officers and men as other units.789
Thus, Fraser failed in his attempt to increase the ratio of Maori soldiers returning
with the Furlough draft in the face of opposition from military officials.
However, Dodgson argues that the fact that the Furlough occurred at all
demonstrated the ‘limitations of the New Zealand army’s authority over political
pressure’.790 Soon after, Colonel Keiha announced the names of 182 officers and
soldiers who had been selected to return to New Zealand on three months’
furlough, departing on 15 June. This group was practically all that was left of the
Fraser, cited in Rick Dodgson, ‘Authority and Equality’, p30.
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original battalion.791 As J.F. Cody wrote, ‘[t]he men marched out… and took with
them the good wishes of the battalion. They had been away from their homes for
over three years.792
The Government then decided on 29 August 1943, that all married men with one
child, men over the age of forty-one and all Maori who had returned on furlough
would be given the option of whether they returned overseas or stayed in New
Zealand.793 Ngata opposed the idea of members of the Maori Battalion having a
choice as to whether or not to return to the front and claimed that they should
be made to stay at home. ‘We have plenty of men to take their places’, Ngata
said, ‘we have plenty of reinforcements until the end of next year’.794 The
Minister of Defence Jones received a letter in opposition to the decision to give
Maori the opportunity to remain in New Zealand suggesting that Maori were
receiving preferential treatment. ‘Those furlough men should receive the same
treatment as the moaris [sic]’, the letter read, ‘they all enlisted and why keep the
married men with one child home and send the single men back to Hell, don't
pick them out’.795

3.7

The Continuing Issue of Leadership and Promotion

The issue of leadership, introduced above, did not subside throughout the course
of the war. Officials had promised that the most suitable Maori men eventually
‘filter up’ from the ranks into leadership positions, as military officials earlier
suggested, and this belief persisted throughout the war on the part of
government and military officials. In 1942, Lieutenant-Colonel G. F. Bertrand
wrote to Ngata that ‘the question of young officers for the Bn. is one which will
solve itself as N.C.O[‘s] become more experienced and able to take on higher
responsibilities’.796 But military officials were also aware of the importance to
Maori of maintaining Maori leadership.
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When Love was promoted in 1942 to lieutenant-colonel in charge of the
Battalion, Freyberg was aware of the significance of this for Maori. He cabled the
news to the New Zealand Minister of Defence and this cable was included in
Ngata’s booklet, The Price of Citizenship:
Feel that you would like to know that on the recommendation of
Brigade Commander and with my full concurrence Major E. T. W.
Love has been appointed with temporary rank LieutenantColonel, to command the Maori Battalion. First time Maori has
commanded the Battalion. As you know the Battalion has done
excellently in Greece, Crete and Libya. Maori officers have been
good leaders in field and Major Love has done particularly well
while in temporary command. I feel confident his appointment
will be justified.797
The Prime Minister Peter Fraser also made mention of Love’s promotion when
speaking in Waikato:
My attitude has been that, whether in the Home Guard, Territorial
or Expeditionary Force, where Maori soldiers who themselves
[are] the equal of the Pakehas who have qualified for
commissions, then they should have the same opportunity. The
latest example of the fulfilment of that principle is the assumption
of command of the Maori Battalion by Colonel Love.798
Love’s appointment was brief as he was killed at El Alamein only months
afterwards. Charles Bennett and Reta Keiha also commanded the Battalion after
Love’s death. However, after a Pakeha man, Major Russell Young, was appointed
to the Battalion as second-in-command to Reta Keiha, Captain Awatere wrote to
Ngata expressing his frustration on 13 June 1943:
Kua paenga te mahi ki uta katahi ka whakaturia mai he Pakeha ki
runga i a matou. I whea rai a i te tangihanga o te horirerire. Mamae
atu o matou ngakau. Ka waiho tenei ka ngaua te kiko e te mataa,
ka maringi nga toto o nga tamariki, ka homai tenei tangata ki
runga i a matou. He tino tangata taua Pakeha, kaore he whakahe
mo tera, engari ko te ahau tonu o te roopu nei. Kua roa rawa te wa
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i whakapakari ai matou katoa kia riro to taonga ne i te Iwi Maori
tuturu, i riro tonu mai, a, poto nei ka hoki ano.
Now that we have achieved our objective they put a Pakeha in
charge of us. Where was he when the grey warbler sang [an old
saying referring to one who turns up after the work has been
done]. We are highly offended. Besides this, we, after having been
wounded by shells and the boys having spilt their blood, are given
this man to command us. This Pakeha is a fine fellow, we can’t
deny that, but we are concerned for the morale of this unit. For a
long time we had been working towards the time when the
Battalion came under the total command of Maori. That happened
for a brief period and now it is returning to its former state.799
When Keiha returned home in September of the same year, command of the
Battalion returned to a Pakeha officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Monty Fairbrother, an
appointment that led Rangi Logan to write to his parents at home: ‘Kaore to
tatou kanara Pakeha e pirangi ana ki nga Maori. Kua mohio noa atu matau he
pera a ia (Our Pakeha Colonel doesn’t want to be with us Maori. We have long
known he is like that).800 Fairbrother would himself return for furlough after
three months and it would be another seven months until a Maori officer,
Awatere, was given permanent charge of the Maori Battalion on 27 July 1944.801
Table 6 Commanding Officers of the 28th (Maori) Battalion
(Cody, The 28 Maori Battalion, p504)

Commanding Officer

Dates

Lt-Col G. Dittmer

29 January 1940- 7 February 1942

Lt-Col H. G. Dyer

7 February 1942- 13 May 1942

Lt-Col E. Te W. Love

13 May 1942- 12 July 1942

Lt-Col F. Baker

13 July 1942- 2 November 1942

Lt-Col C. M. Bennett

2 November 1942- 20 April 1943

Lt-Col K. A. Keiha

22 April 1943- 11 September 1943

Lt-Col M. C. Fairbrother

11 September 1943- 27 December 1943

Lt-Col R. R. T. Young

27 December 1943- 27 July 1944

Translation and explanation of whakatauki by Soutar, in Nga Tama Toa, pp295-296.
Translation by Soutar, in Nga Tama Toa, p296.
801 Soutar, in Nga Tama Toa, p296.
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Lt-Col A. Awatere

27 July 1944- 29 August 1944

Lt-Col R. R. T. Young

29 August 1944- 18 November 1944

Lt-Col A. Awatere

18 November 1944- 21 June 1945

Lt-Col J. C. Henare

21 June 1945- 23 January 1946

In February 1944, Ngata wrote to the Prime Minister expressing further
frustration at the appointment of Pakeha to leadership positions in the Maori
Battalion.
Since last year, when it was reported here that the Maori Battalion
had come under the command of a Pakeha CO I expressed my
concern about the matter. It appears that Lt. Col. Bennett, when
in hospital in Egypt was consulted by the Military Secretary and
gave his opinion, that there was no Maori Officer competent to
take the command. It is true that Major Reta Keiha was appointed
to temporary command, but it was known that he would be sent
back to New Zealand on furlough leave, if not for good. At any
rate both the CO and his second are Pakehas, and they are in
charge now in Italy.
So far as the Maori communities are concerned our view from the
outset has been, that this unit should be officered by Maoris.
Notwithstanding the ravages of war, sickness &c there still remain
well-educated young Maori Officers, whose claims to promotion
should be considered. It has been proved in war, that the Bn. does
best when officered from top to bottom by Maoris.802
Ngata recommended Major Rangi Logan for consideration as the most suitable.
The Prime Minister replied, assuring Ngata that his concerns would receive his
‘personal sympathetic considerations’ and suggested that the War Cabinet would
also consider the issue. ‘As you are already aware’, Fraser wrote, ‘I have always
been in favour of the Maori Battalion being commanded by a Maori officer’.803
Ranginui Walker claims that Fraser’s response demonstrated that the obstacle to
promotion of Maori was structural, rather than political. It was the army
hierarchy that needed to be convinced.804 It was not until late in the war, in
Ngata to Fraser, 2 February, 1944, EA1 87/5/8, ANZ, Wellington.
Fraser to Ngata, 7 February, 1944, EA1 87/5/8, ANZ, Wellington.
804 Walker, He Tipua, p369.
802
803
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November 1944, that Awatere took charge of the Battalion again with Major
James Henare (who enlisted as a private and worked his way up the ranks during
the course of the war) as second-in-command.
In early January 1945, Rangi Royal (who had a year before been appointed Chief
Maori Welfare Officer) reflected on the continuing frustrations among men in
camp and the importance of Maori leadership:
This is the main requirement of the Boys now in Camp. They told
me that they are not happy with Pakeha Officers and much less
the instructors. They find it difficult to absorb the instructions of
the pakeha instructors. They had nothing against the Pakeha
Officers and instructors but they are just not able to tune in to
their ways and instructions. It must be conceded that Maori
Soldiers require different treatment to Pakeha soldiers…. It has
been proven so, time and again. The Maori responds better to
those of their own race and this should be remembered in any
consideration of discipline, training and leadership or
control…The Maori reinforcements should be treated as a
separate unit within the training Battalion Establishment and
subject to special consideration in regard to establishment and
training. It must not be said that the lives of the men are being
sacrificed to the Pakeha God of Economy. 805
The desire on the part of Maori to maintain their own tribal-based leaders also
comes through in the correspondence with military officials during the war.
Following the death of Captain Harding Leaf in May 1941, for example, the
Government received a petition ‘from the Ngapuhi people’. It called for the
appointment of ‘one of our own Maori Officers from our district’. ‘At the Treaty
of Waitangi’, the petition continued, ‘the Ngapuhi people declared that a
Ngapuhi leader, only, would be the leader of our people’.806 The petitioners
recommended William Porter. The Minister of Defence forwarded the request to
Major-General Freyberg soon afterwards.807

Rangi Royal, ‘Notes for Interview with Brigadier Conway’, 22 January, 1945, AD1 300/1/2, Part 5,
ANZ, Wellington.
806 ‘A Petition from the Ngapuhi People’, received 2 September 1941, 300/1/2, Part 5, ANZ,
Wellington.
807 Jones to Paikea, 5 September, 1941, 300/1/2, Part 5, ANZ, Wellington.
805
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Similarly, the Reverend Kakitahi of Te Awamutu wrote ‘on behalf of the
Waikato-Maniapoto people protesting the selection of Officers for the Maori
Battalion’. ‘We do not agree’, the letter continued, ‘with your system of selecting
members of other tribes to be officers over boys from the above tribe’.808 Army
Secretary Dwyer responded that ‘every possible consideration is given to the
matter of providing adequate tribal representation in the selection of Maori
Officer cadets and with a view to bringing about the desired equality in tribal
representation, the military authorities…have enlisted the assistance and advice
of prominent men associated with the Maori race’. ‘It may be accepted,
therefore’, Dwyer continued, ‘that the matter of selection is one which received
careful consideration, full regard being given to all the circumstances affecting
tribal claims’.809
The issue of leadership in the military was not isolated to the 28th (Maori)
Battalion. Maori leaders also insisted on separate Maori units led by Maori in the
Home Guard and Territorial Force.810 This will be discussed in the following
chapter.

3.8

Overall Mobilisation and Casualties

The exact number of Maori who served in the 28th (Maori) Battalion is difficult
to assess. Soutar claims that between 1939 and 1945, 15,744 Maori had
volunteered for service both at home and abroad. Of these 3,600 served in the
28th (Maori) Battalion, or about 22.8 per cent.811 The roll provided on the 28th
(Maori) Battalion website includes 3,431 who served in the battalion, with 17
people ‘from other units associated with the 28th Maori battalion’ (this includes
Chaplains, and those who served in Medical Corps or Dental Corps), and 152
who were part of the 15th Reinforcements at sea when the war in Europe ended

Reverend Kakitahi to Director of Mobilisation, September 20 1941, AD1 300/1/2, Part 5, ANZ,
Wellington.
809 F.B Dwyer to Reverend Kakitahi, 2 October 1941, 300/1/2, Part 5, ANZ, Wellington.
810 Paikea to Fraser, 27 March 1941, ‘Manpower - Liability to Military Service – Maoris’, 1941-1951,
EA1 83/3/11, ANZ, Wellington.
811 Soutar, ‘Maori War Effort Overseas in the Second World War’, in McGibbon, Oxford Companion,
p311.
808
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on 7 May 1945.812 These figures, which add up to 3,600, would seem to support
Soutar’s figures. Other historians have drawn on Paikea’s March 1943 statement
in the House of Representatives, which claimed that ‘under the Maori War Effort
Organisation (MWEO), we have enlisted 5,178 men for overseas service, 2,088
home service, and 10,229 for the Home Guard, which gives a total of 17,495
enlistments in the armed forces’.813 It should be noted that official figures of
Maori demobilisation rates between 1943 and 1946 were recorded as follows:
Table 7 Demobilisation of Maori Ex-servicemen
Source: AJHR, 1946, H-18, p19

Total at-

Ex-Overseas

Ex-Home

Total

Service
31 March 1943

291

310

610

31 March 1944

765

509

1,274

31 March 1945

1,333

674

2,007

31 March 1946

2,942

1,048

3,990

The reason behind the different figures is unclear. As mentioned in the
introduction of this report, quantitative research is still needed to assess the
number of Maori who served across the entire period under study. The same is
true of casualties, as discussed below.
As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, and discussed in some claims,
Maori were disproportionately represented in the number of casualties in the
Second World War. According to Soutar, of the total 3,600 men who served in
the 28th (Maori) battalion, there were 2,628 casualties (649 killed, 1,712 wounded,
and 267 taken as prisoners or missing). A further 29 men died after being
discharged as a direct result of their service, while two men died while training in
New Zealand.814 This figure was almost 50 per cent higher than the general New

‘Battalion Roll’, from: https://28maoribattalion.org.nz/roll (accessed 12 December, 2017).
See J.T.V. Baker, War Economy, p452; Richard Hill, for examples, uses these figures, in Hill, State
Authority, p193.
814 Soutar, ‘Maori War Effort Overseas in the Second World War’, in McGibbon, Oxford Companion,
p311.
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Zealand casualty rate.815 Henry K. Ngata claimed that three quarters of the Maori
soldiers were killed, wounded or taken prisoner during the war, compared to less
than one-third for all other soldiers.816 It should be noted that overall Maori
casualties in the war were potentially more severe when we consider the
estimation that as many Maori served in other units outside the 28th (Maori)
Battalion.817 This report does not address in full the relative casualty rate between
Maori and Pakeha and the cause of the differentiation. Rather it provides a
summary regarding casualties suffered by the 28th (Maori) Battalion in the Second
World War and the reasons that some attribute to the high casualty rate. It is
envisaged that the Health and Social Impacts report being prepared for this
inquiry will address this topic in more detail, so only a brief summary based on
secondary sources is provided here.
There has been much speculation as to the reasons behind the higher casualty
rate among the 28th (Maori) Battalion. Matenga (Jack) Rangi Papanui explains
that the discrepancy is in part due to the fact that the 28th (Maori) Battalion
served in a frontline fighting unit, whereas the figures for the total 2NZEF
includes all units, support, non-combat, and non-frontline units.818 Nevertheless,
Henry Ngata’s figures show ‘a disproportionate amount of suffering and death’
sustained by the Maori soldiers in the Second World War, compared to other
frontline units.819 Others speculate that Maori were ‘overzealous’ in the front
line.820 Belich for example, claims that Maori officers were ‘too bold’ and, while
they were successful, this resulted in high casualties.821 Another view is that their
ability as a unit to ‘get the job done saw them placed in key roles often in the

Monty Soutar, 'Ngā pakanga ki tāwāhi – Māori and overseas wars', Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of
New Zealand, http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/nga-pakanga-ki-tawahi-maori-and-overseas-wars/print
(accessed 18 January 2018).
816 Henry Ngata, cited in: Matenga (Jack) Rangi Papuni, ‘‘We Answer the Call to Arms’: War
Experience and its Toll on the Spirituality of the Maori Soldier Post-WWII’, MA Thesis, Auckland
University, 2004, p10.
817 O’Malley and Armstrong, The Beating Heart, p295. Also, see Memorandum for the Right. Hon.
Minister in Charge of the War Effort, 27 February 1945, AD1 312/1/22, Vol.2, ANZ, Wellington.
818 Papanui, ‘“We Answer the Call to Arms”’, p10.
819 Ibid., p10.
820 Soutar, ‘Ngati Porou Leadership’, p41.
821 Belich, Paradise Reforged, 278-9.
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thickest fighting’. Soutar suggests that this needs to be viewed in light of the fact
that the Maori officers would sometimes volunteer for difficult tasks’.822
Others suggest that the fact that kinsmen with a common whakapapa fought
alongside one another, racial pride, a ‘warrior tradition to live up to’ and the
desire to fulfil the expectations of their people at home, played a role in the high
casualty rate.823 Moreover, it was not only that the 28th (Maori) Battalion suffered
a greater casualty rate, but also it had a greater impact at home. The very
organisation of the Maori Battalion along tribal lines meant that Maori casualties
had a very different effect on the home front compared to Pakeha. ‘If five men
went missing from one platoon’, Soutar writes, ‘this affects not only five isolated
families at home but also an entire kin-based community’. This was particularly
the case for regions like Tairawhiti, where a higher percentage of the male
population was involved.824

3.9

Honours and Awards

The Maori Battalion received ninety-nine honours and awards, the highest
number among New Zealand infantry battalions. Private William Douglass
Friday, a Maniopoto serviceman, became the first Maori decorated in the Second
World War when he received a Distinguished Conduct Medal (DCM).825 The
posthumous awarding of the Victoria Cross to Second-Lieutenant Te MoanaNui-A-Kiwa Ngarimu is well known. Ngarimu was awarded the VC for bravery,
determination and outstanding leadership at Tebaga Gap, Tunisia on 26 March
1943.

It was presented to his parents by the Governor-General, Sir Cyril

Newall, at a hui at Ruatoria on 6 October 1943, attended by government leaders,
diplomatic representatives and 7,000 Maori.826 The VC citation was also
published in English and Maori in a book by Apirana Ngata entitled, The Price of

Soutar, ‘Ngati Porou Leadership, p41.
Ibid., p42.
824 Soutar, Nga Tama Toa: The Price of Citizenship, p157.
825 Sarich and Francis, p19.
826 Whai Ngata. 'Ngarimu, Te Moananui-a-Kiwa', Dictionary of New Zealand Biography, first
published in 2000, updated January, 2002. Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand,
https://teara.govt.nz/en/biographies/5n9/ngarimu-te-moananui-a-kiwa (accessed 7 February 2018).
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Citizenship.827 While Ngarimu’s VC stands out as the ultimate achievement by
Maori in battle, the Maori Battalion received 99 honours and awards (excluding
‘mentioned in dispatches’ or m.i.d.s) – the highest number among the New
Zealand infantry battalions, and 70 per cent more than the New Zealand
battalion average (58).828
Research for this report has located no policy relating to honours and awards as
they relate to Maori who served during the war. As mentioned above, it is well
recognised that Maori received the highest number of honours and awards of any
New Zealand infantry battalion.829 The only major issue identified that does
relate to honours and awards in relation to Maori is the case of Haane Manahi
and the downgrading of his VC recommendation. The controversy surrounding
the Haane Manahi VC recommendation is well covered and will not be repeated
here in detail. The role of the Crown in seeking an upgrade with Te Arawa was
the subject of a Waitangi Tribunal report and inquiry and that claim is now
settled.830 The wider issue of the VC recommendation is the subject of a book by
Paul Moon and has been addressed in general overviews of the 28th (Maori)
Battalion and a history of the Victoria Cross.831 As mentioned, the claim is
settled and is therefore not being heard again in this inquiry. However, a brief
outline of the main issue is provided as context to the broader question over
honours and awards.
Lance-Sergent Haane Manahi (Te Arawa, Ngati Whakaue) served in Greece,
Crete, and in North Africa between 1940 and 1943. In April 1943, Manahi was in
command of a section of a platoon whose objective was to capture the pinnacle
at the top of Takrouna. Manahi’s role in the capture, which is outlined elsewhere,

827 Apirana T. Ngata, The Price of Citizenship: Ngarimu V.C., (Wellington: Whitcombe and Tombs,
1943).
828 'Achievements', URL: https://nzhistory.govt.nz/war/maori-and-the-second-worldwar/achievements, (Ministry for Culture and Heritage), updated 12-Jul-2013.
829 Soutar, ‘Maori war effort overseas in the Second World War’, in McGibbon, ed., Oxford Companion,
p311.
830 Waitangi Tribunal, The Preliminary Report on the Haane Manahi Victoria Cross Claim, (Wellington:
Legislation Direct, 2005)
831 Moon, Victoria Cross at Takrouna; Glyn Harper and Colin Richardson, In the Face of the Enemy: The
complete history of the Victoria Cross and New Zealand, (HarperCollins: Auckland, 2006), p201.
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was widely recognised at the time. His military commanders in North Africa
recommended him for the VC in May 1943 and the citation included the
signatures of Major-General Kippenberger and Lieutenant General Bernard
Freyberg. However, the citation recommending Manahi for VC was altered to
show a Distinguished Conduct Medal (DCM) and was gazetted in 22 July 1943.
At the time, there was speculation that the recommendation was altered for
‘political’ reasons. That is, due to the fact that a VC had been awarded to
Lieutenant Ngarimu of the 28th (Maori) Battalion just three week earlier it was
‘not expedient to make an award to another member of the battalion so soon’.832
The news of the altered decoration was met with ‘consternation and disbelief’
among the New Zealand Division and bitter disappointment among senior
military commanders. Soutar adds that that the failure to award Manahi the VC
contributed to a ‘sour taste’ when the battalion moved to the Italian campaign.833
There has also been a belief that the downgrading was a result of racism. For
example, Sir Howard Morrison, Manahi’s nephew, claimed that ‘Race is the
reason why Maori soldier Sergeant Haane Manahi was not awarded a Victoria
Cross for bravery… [Sir Denis Blundell] told me that the British had said there
was no way two Maori could get a VC out of the same campaign’.834 Sir Charles
Bennett later reflected that with the downgrading of the VC recommendation: ‘a
grave injustice has been done to a great soldier, and indeed to the Maori people
as a whole… as grave in my view as the confiscation of Maori lands in the last
century’.835
This report will not detail in full the controversy surrounding Manahi’s VC
recommendation, except to say that the issue has long been a concern for Te
Arawa and was the subject of a claim and Waitangi Tribunal preliminary report in
2005. Since 1987, the Haane Manahi VC Committee has been attempting to get
the original citation reinstated and a VC awarded post humously. The Queen

Waitangi Tribunal, The Preliminary Report on the Haane Manahi Victoria Cross Claim, p7.
Soutar, ‘Maori War Effort Overseas’, in McGibbon, Oxford Companion; Waitangi Tribunal, The
Preliminary Report on the Haane Manahi Victoria Cross Claim, p7.
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received three petitions to reconsider the case of the VC for Manahi and each
time she declined. Twice, the appeals were made through the Governor-General
and a third time directly by the Government.836 In 2006, the case was taken to
Buckingham Palace by the Minister of Defence; Buckingham Palace had agreed
to honour Haane Manahi posthumously, but not with a VC. Representing the
Queen, The Duke of York presented an award— an altar cloth, a letter from the
Queen, and a sword—to representatives of Te Arawa and the Manahi family at a
ceremony at Te Papiouru Marae, Ohinemutu on 17 March 2007.837
The Waitangi Tribunal noted from the evidence available to it that there was no
indication of official discrimination against Maori receiving military awards for
gallantry, evidenced by the fact that Ngarimu received the VC only three weeks
earlier.838 In their history of the Victoria Cross, Glyn Harper and Colin
Richardson claim that Manahi’s failed recommendation ‘is not an isolated case at
all’ and that several other New Zealand service personnel have deservedly been
recommended for the VC, only for the recommendation to be downgraded or
ignored entirely, ‘sometimes for the most spurious reasons’.839 Harper and
Richardson add that the King decreed that there should be no Second World
War awards for decorations after 1949, and that the Queen simply followed this
decision.840 For the more recent developments regarding this case, readers should
consult Moon, who describes the actions of two New Zealand Governments
since the 1990s as amounting to ‘a cynical, shameful and protracted act of
betrayal, against not only Mr Manahi, but the whole of the Maori Battalion’.841 At
the time, Ian McGibbon critiques Moon’s account of the event. McGibbon
writes that Moon ‘takes no account of the possibility that one of the officers in
the chain up to Alexander changed the recommendation to a DCM’. McGibbon

Ibid.
‘Haane Te Rauawa Manahi’, URL: https://nzhistory.govt.nz/media/photo/haane-te-rauawamanahi, (Ministry for Culture and Heritage), updated 15-Jul-2013
838 Waitangi Tribunal, The Preliminary Report on the Haane Manahi Victoria Cross Claim, p14.
839 Harper and Richardson, In the Face of the Enemy, p202.
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adds that the ‘full story of why Manahi had to be content with a DCM remains to
be told’.842

3.10

Conclusions

This chapter has focused on selected developments relating to Crown action and
policy as it relates to Maori military service during the Second World War, with a
focus on the 28th (Maori) Battalion in particular. Because the chapter has focused
on Maori service within a separate unit, it was important to detail requests for
separate units in the armed forces in the years before the war. In doing so, the
chapter outlines Maori understandings and expectations on the basis of which
they would provide military service in the years before the war, understandings
and expectations that would continue throughout the course of the war. The
requests for separate units reflected a sense of pride in the previous Maori units
from the First World War as well as a desire on the part of Maori ‘to represent
themselves and to have a degree of autonomy’.843 As we have seen, it was
‘inadvertent segregation’, as Aroha Harris writes, but in ‘response to exclusion
rather than an enforced regime’.844 It was in the context of a military build-up in
response to events In Europe of 1938 and 1939 that saw requests for separate
Maori units increase. At the same time, Maori MPs also took the case to
Parliament in the years before the war.
The responses from Crown officials also outline their understandings and
expectations regarding Maori military service. Crown officials responded to
requests for separate Maori units with scepticism. In response to an early request
in 1935 from Te Arawa, the Minister of Defence claimed that if a ‘national
emergency’ should arise, the request would be given consideration. In the late
1930s, military officials weighing up the feasibility of a Maori unit had different
opinions. Some clearly identified issues with appointing Pakeha officers, while
others saw practical and administrative issues relating to the establishing of
separate Maori units. The Prime Minister Michael Joseph Savage claimed that a
842 Ian McGibbon, ‘Review of Victoria Cross at Takrouna: The Haane Manahi Story by Paul Moon’, New
Zealand International Review, Volume 36 Issue 4 (July/Aug 2011), p30.
843 Soutar, ‘Ngati Porou Leadership’, p35.
844 Harris, ‘Persistence and Resilience, 1920-1945’, p320.
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separate unit went against the spirit of the Territorial force which was based on
‘all classes and creeds and is established on democratic principles’. Still others
claimed that Maori were unsuitable as members of the Territorial force and that
the presence of Maori may have put off ‘the better type of European’.
Nevertheless, just prior to the outbreak of war in 1939, officials appear to have
agreed on the formation of a unit, but one that recruited ‘good types’.
Following the outbreak of war in September 1939, there were continued calls for
a Maori Battalion, this time a combat unit in the expeditionary forces. There were
differing views about the kind of role that Maori might play in the war effort.
Some argued that Maori should enlist and serve, but remain a territorial unit,
defending the country from invasion rather than fighting in an expeditionary
force. Others called for a Maori unit within the expeditionary forces. However,
with a few exceptions, most generally called for the creation of a separate Maori
unit, for Maori to take leadership positions within these separate units, and for
the use and involvement of pre-existing tribal structures and institutions.
There were both individual and collective motivations for service. Collectively,
the view of the Maori Battalion as a unit that would represent Maori and,
through the added visibility of a separate unit, demonstrate Maori support for the
war, remained important throughout the war. But the Maori desire to serve and
support the war effort came with some clear expectations and conditions. First
and foremost was the desire for separate units and for Maori leadership. Other
conditions were varied. Some called for Maori to serve only on the home front,
and many called for conscription not to be applied to Maori. In general, Maori
wanted some say over the organisation, recruitment, and leadership of the
Battalion. Opposition to the imposition of conscription was also fundamental to
the early offers to be involved in the war. Only two days after the declaration of
war Paikea Tirikatene both supported Maori involvement, but clearly stated
opposition to conscription. In offering support for the war, Maori also outlined
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their expectations in terms of the Treaty of Waitangi. One telegram read, ‘[p]lease
consider the Treaty of Waitangi before calling Maoris for Service’.845
The extent to which these expectations and conditions were met and honoured is
a key concern for the remainder of the chapter. Military officials insisted that the
overall formation of the Battalion was the Government’s responsibility and
would not be subject to pressure from Maori.846 In response to Te Arawa Maori
Returned Soldier’s League, for example, the Minister of Defence wrote: ‘While
the Government and the Army authorities welcome and are quite willing to
consider any recommendation concerning the Maori Battalion which your
League desires to submit, it must be understood that the responsibility for the
organisation, training and wellbeing of the Battalion rests with the Government’.
847

Another Army directive stated that ‘Major Dittmer will be entirely responsible

for the training and administration while at the Army School’.848 At the same
time, however, the Government and military officials recognised the need to
involve Maori in recruitment and the recommendation of officers for pragmatic
reasons. In terms of conscription, on the other hand, the Government
maintained its exemption of Maori to serve compulsorily following strong
opposition. In response to Pakeha criticism, including recommendations that
conscription be applied, officials pointed to the performance of the Battalion
overseas and the number of volunteers. Director for the National Service
Department, J.S. Hunter suggested that the application of conscription was ‘a
question of principle’ and wrote that Maori had volunteered ‘on the express
undertaking that they would not be liable for service beyond the dominion’.849
What is clear is that the intuition of those calling for a separate unit as the best
way of gaining recognition were correct. That Maori served in a unique separate
battalion did result in greater recognition for their service. As the following two
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chapters will show, Maori in regular units, and those serving in naval or air force
units, did not receive the same visibility and thus did not receive the same
recognition. The performance and contribution of the 28th (Maori) Battalion, and
the large number of volunteers from Maori in the Battalion was recognised by
officials in some instances. For example, when Pakeha expressed opposition to
Maori exemption from conscription, officials pointed to the contribution that
Maori had made. Similarly, in official decisions about the 1943 Furlough Scheme,
that Maori had taken large losses was recognised. This chapter has not come to
any firm conclusions regarding mobilisation and casualty rates. These are areas
that require further analysis and quantitative research beyond the time and
resourcing constraints of this report. There are other areas that require further
research. In terms of pay and terms and condition, research for this report has
uncovered no issues regarding Maori. The issue of discipline also requires
examination.850

850 In Problems of 2NZEF, Major General William George Stevens wrote that while indiscipline was
evenly spread throughout the force, Maori were the exception and figured in ‘an over-proportion of
bad offences’. Major General William George Stevens, Problems of 2NZEF, Official History of New
Zealand in the Second World War 1939–45 (Historical Publications Branch: Wellington, 1958), p220.
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Chapter Four
The Second World War:
Military Service, the Home Front, and
the ‘Price of Citizenship’

Figure 29 A rare picture of a Maori section of the Home Guard on parade in Auckland,
Auckland Star, 10 May, 1941.
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The war abroad in which the Maori and other New Zealanders are
fighting against racial discrimination must not be lost at home.851

4.1

Introduction

This chapter continues the topic of Maori and the Second World War. It shifts
focus, however, from the 28th (Maori) Battalion to those who served outside the
Battalion (both at home and abroad), to the home front war effort, and the
broader themes relating to the Maori military service in the Second World War.
The chapter begins with an overview of the Maori home front war effort. Central
to this was the Maori War Effort Organisation (MWEO), an organisation
established in 1942 to assist with recruitment for the armed forces and warrelated service. Following a brief overview of the organisation, this chapter
focuses on its operations as they relate to Maori military service, with a focus on
Maori service in the Territorial Force and Home Guard during the war. As with
the 28th (Maori) Battalion, the debate about separate units and Maori leadership
was a feature of Maori military service in the Territorial Force and Home Guard
during the war. Historians often cite the War Cabinet’s July 1942 decision to
agree to the ‘principle of tribal leadership’, but do not consider the events leading
up to this decision, nor attempt to understand how this worked in practise on the
ground. This chapter details the ongoing issues relating to the Home Guard and
Territorial Force, and the demands for Maori units and Maori leadership within
these units.
The chapter then provides a brief description of the role of Maori who served in
regular units, and both military service by Maori women and the ‘manpowering’
of Maori women into essential industries, though these topics are only lightly
covered.852 In general, it has been difficult to uncover the story of those who
served outside the Battalion during the research for this report, especially those
who served in the ordinary units of the Expeditionary Forces and Maori women
851
852

Auckland Star, 17 October 1944.
Maori military service in the Navy and Air Force is discussed in the following chapter.
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who served both at home and abroad during the war. These are areas that still
require further research.
Finally, this chapter looks more broadly at the Maori Second World War
experience by addressing some key themes, including the ‘Price of Citizenship’,
Maori understandings concerning military service in terms of Treaty guarantees
and obligations. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the legacies of
service both overseas and the home front war effort. However, the legacies of
the Maori contribution to the Second World War is beyond the scope of this
report, which ends in 1945. However, a brief overview of historians’ assessments
is provided. It is envisaged that elements of the Maori post-war experience will
be covered in both the health and social impacts report and the rehabilitation
report, as well as the third part of the overview of Maori military service report,
which covers the years after 1945.

4.2

Claims Issues

There are several claims that address issues of relevance to this chapter. Crown
policy regarding the Maori War Effort Organisation (MWEO) has been the
subject of claims. The Wai 1344 claim for example, suggests that the Crown
undermined the MWEO which reduced the ‘autonomy of Maori to establish and
manage schemes to assist Maori soldiers returning from the Second World
War’.853 In general, the claimants argue that Maori lost their autonomy and their
ability to care for their own.

854

Similarly, Wai 1354 claimants argue that the

Crown undermined institutions such as the MWEO, ‘that were established and
created to provide social support for Maori during and following war’.855 The
claims relating to the MWEO largely reflect the consensus among historians that
the organisation was undermined by the Crown in the final years of the war (see
section 4.4 ‘Historiography and Existing Literature’). Some claims relate to other
aspects of the home front war experience. For example, Wai 89 claimants
contend that the Crown failed to maintain the wives, whanau and Maori

Wai 1344, #1.1.1(b).
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communities who ‘were left to take care of the sick, young and old as well as run
families and hapu communities with meagre resources and disturbed and
depleted structures as a result of war’.856 Wai 796 claimants argue that the Crown
failed to recognise the contribution of the Home Guard and of women.857 Wai
1957 claimant Tukuparaehe Mau provided evidence to the Waitangi Tribunal at
the oral hearings explaining that his father, Paora Hare Mokena Mau, served in
the Home Guard, enlisted as Paora Hare. The claimant alleges that his father was
forced to enter the Home Guard or go to jail, and that he was not paid for his
services.858 Claims relevant to the broader themes of the ‘Price of Citizenship’
and the legacies and impact of service are also relevant to this chapter, and have
been outlined in the previous chapter.

4.3

Historiography and Existing Literature

While much of the literature on Maori and the Second World War has focused
on the 28th (Maori) Battalion, there is some historical literature on the Maori
home front. In particular, the MWEO has been relatively well covered, most
prominently by Claudia Orange, and has been addressed in Waitangi Tribunal
research reports commissioned for Te Paparahi o Te Raki and Te Rohe Potae
inquiries.859 Nevertheless, because of its centrality to the Second World War
home front and to the Crown-Maori political relationship during the war years,
this chapter provides a summary of the activities of the MWEO, drawing on
both primary and secondary sources and focusing on the key issues of relevance
to this inquiry. Historians generally agree that the establishment of the MWEO
provided Maori with an unprecedented opportunity to play a key role in Maori
war-related activities, but that the organisation was eventually undermined as
Native Department officials explicitly asserted that any post-war developments

Wai 89, #1.1 (b).
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858 Wai 2500 #A92.
859 Claudia Orange, ‘An Exercise in Maori Autonomy: the Rise and Demise of the Maori War Effort
Organization’, NZJH, Vol. 21, No.1, 1981; Cleaver and Francis, ‘Aspects of Political Engagement’;
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regarding Maori welfare or any continuation of the MWEO were to be firmly
under departmental control.860
A remaining gap in the historical literature is the role of Maori who served
outside the 28th (Maori) Battalion and on the home front. As discussed in the
previous chapter, the exact figures of Maori who served overall is unclear.
However, if we use Soutar’s figure of 15,744 overall, with 3,600 in the 28th
(Maori) Battalion, this means that around 77 per cent of Maori who served
during the war did so outside the 28th (Maori) Battalion. This includes Maori
who served in regular units, territorial force and home guard, artillery,
engineering and service corps. This figure does not appear to include the navy
and air force. As the following chapter shows, no records relating to the number
of Maori who served in either the navy or air force have been located during
research for this report. There are also remaining gaps in our understanding of
Maori who served in units outside the 28th (Maori) Battalion as well as on the
Maori home front effort in terms of pay, conditions, training, discipline and
promotion, honours and awards.
Research for this report has found only brief mentions of Maori women who
served in the military, but has not been able to uncover the experience of Maori
women or Crown policy relating to Maori women who served. Similarly, the
report has found very little information on Crown support for whanau and
communities of Maori who served in the war. These are gaps that require further
research. The Pre-Casebook Review called for research into Crown policy
regarding Maori in regular units outside of the Maori Battalion, and both the
internal and external influences of such policy (including the influence of the
powerful new ally, the United States).861 For obvious reasons, focusing on Maori
who served in regular units is difficult (this is also the case for Maori in the air
force and navy, as will be discussed in the final chapter). There is little in the way
of primary sources regarding the policy relating to Maori in regular force.
860 See for example, Orange, ‘An Exercise in Maori Autonomy’; Hill, State Authority, Indigenous
Autonomy, pp210-246; Sarich and Francis, ‘Aspects of Te Rohe Potae Political Engagement, 1939c.1975’, pp60-96.
861 Wai 2500, 6.2.1, p28.
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Historians also generally recognise that the Second World War had a major
impact on Maori society and resulted in the massive movement of Maori to cities
for work in various industries both during and immediately following the war.862
Deborah Montgomerie has written about the impact of war on women and
makes some mention of Maori women during the war. In terms of the issues
regarding support for whanau and communities of Maori who served during the
war, there is very little historical literature on this topic and research for this
report has uncovered no major policies or sources relating this issue. Lastly, while
the focus of this report is on Maori military service, it also looks more broadly at
the impact of military service on Crown-Maori relations and the legacy of service.
Deborah Montgomerie has pointed out that in military history, there has been a
neglect of the ways in which the social history and military history intersect.
Montgomerie notes a reluctance ‘to move beyond consideration of the many
notable achievements of the Maori Battalion and the Maori war effort
organizations to an examination of military service’s impact on Maori-Pakeha
relations’.863

4.4

The Maori Home Front War Effort: An Overview

From the outset of the war, Maori, like Pakeha, mobilised in support of the war
effort on the home front. While Maori served overseas, Maori at home worked in
essential industries, contributed substantial amounts of food, donated
considerable amounts of money to the Patriotic Fund, and served in the
Territorial Force and Home Guard (discussed separately below).864 If Ngata was
the ‘Patriarch of the Battalion’, it was Minister in charge of the Maori war effort,
Paraire Paikea who was the major supporter of the community-generated war
effort at home. Throughout the war, Ngata maintained a close interest in the
Maori Battalion and its service overseas. Ngata made the case that, having proven
themselves on the battlefield, Maori would come to enjoy the benefits of
citizenship as equals with Pakeha. War, Ngata argued, was the ‘Price of
Harris, ‘Persistence and Resilience, 1920-1945’, p329.
Deborah Montgomerie, ‘Reconnaissance Twentieth-century New Zealand War History at the
Century‘s Turn’, NZJH, 37, 1, 2003, p.69.
864 Sarich and Francis, ‘Aspects of Te Rohe Potae Political Engagement’, p20.
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Citizenship’. Meanwhile at home, other Maori political leaders, most notably
Paikea, were pushing for a greater role for Maori in the home front war effort.
Rather than focusing on the overseas effort and how it might impact Maori in
the years afterwards, they put their energies behind mobilising Maori on the
home front and fought for a strong role that Maori could play. The Maori home
front war effort ‘complemented’ Maori military performance on the battlefield.865
Elements of this home front war effort, especially as it relates to the provision of
Maori military service for the Crown, are discussed below.
This section focuses on the MWEO, providing a brief overview of its
establishment and organisation. Following this, the chapter focuses on the
activities of the organisation as they relate to Maori military service. The
expansion of the MWEO activities into welfare, housing and employment is not
considered, nor is a discussion of its ‘demise’ in the latter years of the war, except
to make contextual points drawing on secondary sources. Like the 28th (Maori)
Battalion, the MWEO has received some attention by historians. Most recognise
that the MWEO provided Maori with an unprecedented opportunity. The
MWEO operated ‘from an essentially Maori position, expending Maori energies
on priorities Maori determined themselves’.866
Historians also demonstrate that while the MWEO was intended to focus on a
narrow set of war-related functions, and to exist for only a limited period, it
remained throughout the war and took on a variety of functions and community
projects, including education, housing, training and land use and development.
Historians also generally agree that while the MWEO held great potential and
gave Maori an unprecedented role on managing their own affairs, it was
ultimately undermined; it was a war time measure that the Native Department
was determined to prevent from continuing into the post-war period. As Claudia
Orange writes, the MWEO ‘is one of the best examples of the repeated pattern
of government failure to allow Maori full freedom to develop their resources and
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to give them scope to exercise that autonomy which they believe should be theirs
under the promises of the Treaty of Waitangi’.867

Figure 30 Officials at a recruiting conference organised by the Maori War Effort
Organisation (MWEO) in September 1942. Minister in charge of the Maori war
effort, Paraire Paikea (fourth from left) Henry Te Reiwhati Vercoe (second from left),
(Source: Te Ara)

The MWEO was formed to administer and organise the Maori war effort during
the Second World War. It was formed for a number of reasons. While there were
major successes with regard to early recruitment campaigns, Maori political
leaders recognised that the war would likely require greater Maori involvement.
Politicians Paikea, Tirikatene, Ratana and Ngata all envisaged that Maori could
play a more active role in the war effort. Thus, they began to move towards a
formalised system of mobilising the Maori population for the war effort.868 In
May 1942, the Paikea-led Maori Parliamentary Committee (MPC) proposed to
the Prime Minister a scheme to establish a more formal Maori organisation to aid
the Maori war effort. It was formally established the following month in June
1942, and within six months the structure of the MWEO was in place.869 The
country was divided into twenty-one zones, and 315 tribal committees were
formed. One or two members from each committee joined one of forty-one
executive committees, while twenty recruitment officers helped coordinate the

Orange, ‘An Exercise in Maori Autonomy: the Rise and Demise of the Maori War Effort
Organization’, NZJH, Vol. 21, No.1, 1981, p157.
868 Sarich and Francis, ‘Aspects of Te Rohe Potae Political Engagement’, p20; Love, ‘The Politics of
Frustration’, pp329-330.
869 Orange, ‘Maori War Effort Organisation’, in McGibbon, Oxford Companion, p307.
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committees’ activities. A Chief Liaison Officer position was also established, to
act in association with the Army authorities, but directly responsible to Paikea.
From the outset, the Maori Parliamentary Committee (MPC) insisted that the
organisation follow Maori customs and traditions in the selection of Maori
recruitment officers, even if the practice was at odds with military and
administrative procedure. In July 1942, H.C. Hemphill, the Liaison Officer for
the MWEO and Pakeha, wrote the following to Paikea and the War Cabinet. It
stressed the principle of tribal leadership but added the caveat that this be
‘consistent with military efficiency’. Part of the letter is reproduced below:
In order to foster and restore to the Maori People that ancient
characteristic of Tribal Leadership now so vitally essential to the
successful prosecution of the Maori War Effort, I respectfully
urge that representations be made to the appropriate quarter to
give immediate recognition to the principle of Tribal Leadership
(consistent with military efficiency) throughout the fighting
services.
The Maori race has, from ancient time, held the noble art of
Leadership, especially in warfare, as a Tribunal status of the
utmost racial importance. Accordingly, every possible effort
should be made by all concerned to restore and safeguard to the
Maori people, their rightful place and pride of leadership,
especially during the present crisis. I attach considerable
importance to the principle involved and its effect on the Maori
mind, and therefore of necessity on the Maori War Effort.
(a) Territorial Units: In the case of Units wholly composed of
Maori personnel, that such Units be commanded by a
member (Officer) of the Maori Race.
(b) In all cases where Maori personnel is distributed
throughout the Units that such personnel be regrouped,
exclusive Maori units for the very purpose of fostering
tribal unity.
(c) That the same principle as outlined herein be applied with
equal force and effect to all Units of the Home Guard.870
In the same month, the War Cabinet agreed that the principle of tribal leadership
formed the basis of the organisation and that this principle should be extended to
870
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Maori involvement in the Territorial Force and Home Guard. As mentioned
above, historians often cite this decision, but do not explore the events leading
up to it (i.e. the issues of separate Maori units and leadership prior) or how it
worked in practise. This issue will be returned to in a later section.
This chapter will not address the ‘demise’ of the MWEO as this is well covered
elsewhere, except to say that Maori political leaders envisaged a future for the
MWEO outside of the war. Tirikatene, for example, said the following:
That a wonderful reawakening has taken place among the Maori
people cannot be denied and the considered opinion of those who
know the work of the Maori War Effort Organisation is that
eventually the organisation must become an integral part of the
post war national development of New Zealand in order that the
Maori can take his place in the establishment of Maori Welfare in
its proper sphere in the social, economic and industrial life of New
Zealand. 871
As mentioned above, historians generally agree that the demise of the MWEO
was in part a general pattern of Crown failure to ‘allow Maori full freedom to
develop their resources, and to give them scope to exercise that autonomy which
they believed should be theirs under the promises of the Treaty of Waitangi’.
Orange adds that the ‘paternalistic patterns of government policy-making and
decision-taking was reasserted’ with the end of the MWEO. 872 The focus on this
chapter, however, is on the MWEO’s role in Maori military service. The MWEO
concentrated at first on recruitment, and was successful in boosting the numbers
enlisting for the overseas services and the Home Guard. The role of Maori in the
Territorial Forces and Home Guard is the subject of the following section.

4.5

Maori service at home

The Home Guard predated the establishment of the MWEO. On 2 August 1940,
the War Cabinet approved the establishment of the Home Guard. Its duties

871 Tirikatene, Memorandum for War Cabinet, 22 March, 1945, ‘Constitution and Administration –
General – Maori War effort’, EA1 81/1/11, ANZ, Wellington.
872 Orange, ‘An Exercise in Maori Autonomy’, p157; Orange, ‘Maori War Effort Organisation’, in
McGibbon, Oxford Companion, p309.
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would include patrolling coastlines and preparing New Zealand against possible
invasion. As with overseas service, recruitment to the Home Guard surged
quickly. Within eight months, 1,200 Home Guard centres were set up and over
98,000 males aged over 15 had registered.873 At its peak in May 1943, the New
Zealand Home Guard totalled 124,000.874 In March 1943, Paikea claimed that
the MWEO had enlisted 10,229 Maori in the Home Guard.875 Ngata showed
little interest in the Home Guard, which he saw as irrelevant, but also
underequipped (he would come to show more interest in the Home Guard when
the issue of leadership roles became an issue, as we will see below). On 12 June
1941, Ngata spoke in Parliament on the matter:
All talk about home defence, Home Guard, and so on, prior to
the shedding of New Zealand blood abroad was all right. That
blood is shed and it is calling for a follow-up… Their real duty is
over there. That is the place one has to meet Hitler, not here. The
old Maori warrior did not hang about his meeting-house waiting
for the enemy; he went out on to the hills and ranges to meet
him… There is nothing more pitiable to-day, in my humble
opinion, than the much-vaunted Home Guard – no guns; no
financial assistance; no instructions in outlying districts; no visits
from men who can tell it what it is to do… They are just like
sheep wandering about.876
But while Ngata directed his energies towards the Maori Battalion, Paikea and the
War Cabinet took an active approach to stimulating Maori recruitment in the
Territorial Force and Home Guard.
The War Cabinet supported the role of Maori within both the Territorial Force
and Home Guard. In December 1940, at the same time that it was confirmed
that Maori enlistment would remain voluntary, the Director of Mobilisation also
stated in a memorandum to all districts that ‘such enlistment may at the option of
the recruit be either for service overseas or for service within New Zealand with
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the Territorial Force’.877 In May of the following year, after the Maori MPs
recommended that ‘it be the policy of the Government to encourage the
formation of Maori Units for the Home Guard’, the Cabinet put forward the
following recommendation to the Minister of Defence: that ‘maximum facilities
be provided for the enlistment of Maoris for the Territorial Force, and that an
army order be issued with instructions to welcome all who volunteer for service’;
that the Publicity Committee ‘provide facilities to enable the Hon. Mr. Paikea to
place the policy before the Maoris over radio’; that Paikea be ‘appointed to
organise the arrangements for placing the defence policy of the Dominion before
the Maoris with the object of stimulating recruiting for the Territorial Force; and
lastly, that the Native Department supply a list of all single Maori between 18 and
45 as well as names of married Maori men with 1-3 dependants.878 By 1941,
Maori recruiting in the Expeditionary Forces was limited only to men with no
more than two children, while those with three were accepted into the Territorial
Force and Home Guard.879
Paikea spoke in a radio broadcast on the ‘Maori War Effort’ on 1 June 1941. He
opened the address stating that he was speaking directly to the ‘Maori People of
New Zealand on the question of Home Defence, the Defence of their Homes, of
their wives and children, and the Defence of their Freedom and Liberty’. The
address continued, thanking those who had joined the Home Guard, but
stressing the importance of service in the Territorial Force. Paikea also
emphasised the voluntary nature of enlistment:
My subject matter is the Defence of New Zealand as it effects the
Maori People… Your own country and your homes are being
threatened by aggression, by Hitler. Would it be right for you to
look on and do nothing?... I am not going to speak to you on the
“Home Guard” question. The response, here, I am given to
understand, is very creditable and according to the latest
information we have the numerical strength of the Home Guard
has reached the required number and that it is 100,000 strong.
Director of Mobilisation to All Districts, 11 December, 1940, AD1 300/1/2 Vol. 4.
The War Cabinet to Minister of Defence, 9 May, 1941, AD1 226/19/7, Vol. 2, ANZ, Wellington.
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To you who have joined this organisation, I want to thank you. I
want also to tell the young men who are in the Home Guard
Units: Your place is in the Territorial Force together with all those
other young men, who have not yet joined the Territorial Force.
I want you to remember that joining the Territorial Forces is
purely voluntary and it is to serve only in New Zealand alone. No
Maori who joins the Territorials will be sent overseas without first
obtaining his consent. I say to you, the Defence of your own
Country, of your Homes, your Parents, your wives and children,
and in fact your freedom and liberty is calling you to duty, and
your duty is to join the Territorial Forces. 880
In response to the War Cabinet’s proposals, the Native Department outlined the
major task ahead of the Government and requested extra funds. The
Undersecretary of the Native Department insisted that the government draw on
local knowledge and connections and outlined the difficulties of obtaining figures
on eligible Maori men:
Whenever possible the services of the leaders of the people in the
Native localities should be secured and no doubt elders will
willingly afford every assistance without reward but there is a
tremendous field to cover, both in remote country districts, and
the larger towns, and some measure of paid assistance is
essential….It should be clearly understood that under the
voluntary system no assurance can be given that the roll is
complete. Every effort can be made to obtain the necessary
information but without legal authority the Department is
practically helpless if Maori object to come forward and enrol. If
there is any likelihood of compulsory service being brought in for
Natives a nominal roll compiled by means of house to house, or
pa to pa canvass, is almost worthless for conscription. Frequently
Natives are known by alternative names and at times their aliases
are most confusing. An official register should include every
eligible man and be correct in every detail and furthermore it
should be kept up to date. This is only possible under legal
authority containing some penalty for non-compliance. If,
however, the lists are merely for the purpose of stimulating
recruiting for the Territorial Force the Department can obtain
information which should at least serve as a useful guide.881
880 ‘The Maori War Effort’ (Broadcast: 1 June 1941), in AD1 226/19/7, Vol. 2, ANZ, Wellington.
Emphasis in original transcript.
881 Native Department Under Secretary to Army Secretary, 22 May 1941, AD1 226/19/7, Vol. 2,
ANZ, Wellington.
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It was issues like these, that meant the War Cabinet embraced Maori organisation
in the war, rather than that from the Native Department. As Love writes, ‘the
crisis of the war… clearly demonstrated that the Maori Members [of Parliament]
were better able to work with the people than the Department’.882 In this way,
the Crown embrace of a Maori directed war effort was a pragmatic move.
That Maori could enter the Territorial Force and Home Guard seemed to in part
address the concerns of those who called for Maori to only serve within New
Zealand (as discussed in the previous chapter). Waikato leaders promoted service
in the Home Guard, for example. Tonga Mahuta wrote to Paikea in June 1941,
stating that after a meeting, ‘we all agreed that we should join the Home
Guard’.883 In March 1943, Te Puea Herangi wrote to the Commandant of the
Northern Military District P.H. Bell requesting that a Home Guard training camp
be established at Ngaruawahia so that ‘the South Auckland Maori people can
prove they are 100% prepared to guard the land of the “Long White Cloud”.884
Maori insisted that this remain the case and made clear that those who
volunteered for home service would not be sent overseas. In August 1942, MP
Arnold H. Nordmeyer reported to the Minister of Defence that the Maori War
Effort Committee had a meeting and members sought assurance that the men of
the 2nd Maori Battalion would be used only for the purpose of ‘reinforcing their
own people in the 1st Maori Battalion’. ‘There is a deep feeling among the men of
the 2nd Maori Battalion’, Nordmeyer continued, ‘that their clear duty is to support
their surviving brothers in the 1st Maori Battalion at the front’.885 The 2nd Maori
Battalion would, the Minister of Defence assured, be drawn upon for
reinforcements for the 1st ‘as occasion demands’, while the 3rd was ‘composed of
men of the Maori race who had volunteered for home defence only’.886 In July
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1942, Conway wrote a memorandum to the Minister of Defence stating the
following:
It is notified that Maoris who have volunteered for service in New
Zealand only, are not liable to be drafted for service overseas
unless they volunteer for and are attested for general service, i.e.
for service in New Zealand and overseas.
No restrictions are to be placed on the enlistment of Maoris in the
future – that is, they are to be permitted to volunteer either for
service in New Zealand or for general service and those who are
enlisted for service in New Zealand only, will have no liability for
overseas service.887
Near the end of 1941, there were 711 Maori recorded in the Territorial Force in
the North Island, and between 1 and 15 October, this had increased by 96.888
Around the same time, the commander of the Northern Military District made
their views clear in relation to Maori recruitment to the Territorial Force:
1. Where Maoris are available, one Maori platoon per Rifle
Company should be formed. They should mess separately, and
if possible, certain special rations should be issued to them.
Those specially adapted, or who have mechanical aptitude,
should be posted to Mounted Rifles Regiments on the same
basis.
2. I do not consider Maoris suitable for employment as Sub-units
in Heavy Batteries or as Infantry for the defence of
Whangaparaoa and Motutapu.889
What the commander meant by ‘special rations’ was not made clear, and it
remains unclear in subsequent communications. In relation to the comment on
the suitability of Maori, the commander did expand on this following a request
from a V.G. Jervis to ‘state the reasons on which the opinions expressed therein
is based’.890 The commander responded that he was ‘definitely of the opinion
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that [Maori] are temperamentally unsuited for duties of this nature’. He
continued:
Up to some months ago several Maoris were posted to the 9th
Heavy Regt. but they were found to be so unsatisfactory that
instructions were issued that no more were to be accepted. They
proved to be poor Gunners, excitable under alarm, unreliable and
difficult to handle. To a greater extent than others, they seemed
unable to stand up to the somewhat monotonous conditions,
particularly on the outlying stations.
If formed into sub-units, Maoris would require to be officered by
men who understood the Maori race, tribal customs, etc. and the
right type of officer would be extremely difficult to find.
For these reasons I cannot recommend their employment with
Heavy Batteries.891
Army Department files often refer to ‘suitable Maoris’.892 At the same time,
Brigadier A.E. Conway wrote to Northern and Central Districts stating that ‘all
Maoris who have registered for either the 2nd NZEF or Territorial Force service
are to be immediately called up for training and posted to the Territorial Force.
Conway added that ‘as far as possible’ the men should be recruited in areas where
they live, and ‘they are to be given equal opportunities with pakehas to advance
to non-commissioned and commissioned rank’.893
The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour on 7 December 1941 and the expansion of
the war into the pacific increased the importance of not only the Territorial
Force, but also the Home Guard. Home Guard service became compulsory,
though in line with the Government’s policy, it remained voluntary for Maori.894
As with the declaration of war two years earlier, the Minister of Defence received
offers from Maori organisations calling for the organisation of Maori units within
the Home Guard. In late December 1941, Arthur Grace of the Tuwharetoa Trust
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Board wrote to the Minister of Defence stating that the board had passed a
resolution: considering the ‘danger hanging over this country due to the entry of
Japan into the war’, that a ‘special Maori Battalion or even Brigade be formed
and trained for the purpose of defending these shores’. Grace added that the
force should be commanded by Maori officers. 895
Jones, the Minister of Defence, replied that the present policy was to place Maori
volunteers into existing Territorial Force Units and, where practicable separate
Maori platoons or companies were being formed. Jones added that ‘every
opportunity [was] being given for the Maori members of these Units to be
promoted to non-commissioned and commissioned rank’.896 The advantage of
the policy, Jones stated, was that Maori could be placed in the district in which
they resided. Where a separate Maori battalion was formed, it would be necessary
for the members to be drawn from a wider area, creating difficulties for
administration and training.897 S. Te. Moananui Hovell of Waihi, wrote to both
the Minister of Defence and Member of Parliament James Thorn. Following a
meeting of Maori elders from Hauraki and Bay of Plenty, Hovell was asked to
reach out to the government requesting that ‘the Maoris be mobilised for home
defence’ to ‘assist our pakeha brothers to defend our shores’. The group insisted
on a separate Maori battalion which would obtain ‘better results’.898
4.5.1

Maori Units in Home Guard and Territorial Force

The request for a separate Maori unit within the Home Guard was made a year
earlier by the Maori MPs. In March 1941, Paikea wrote to Peter Fraser with the
resolution that ‘it be the policy of the Government to encourage the formation of
Maori Units for Home Defence’. Paikea’s letter added that the units were ‘to be
controlled wherever possible by their own officers and NCOs’.899 The
Government for its part attempted to address some of the requests, while
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maintaining its position that the formation of Maori battalions for home defence
were not always practicable. In terms of leadership, too, the Government also
maintained its position that Pakeha would hold leadership positions, but with the
caveat that Maori would take these up in time. Following a conference attended
by all of the Maori MPs (Paikea, Ngata, Mawhete, Tirikatene, Ratana) and
Brigadier A.E. Conway, it was agreed to form a battalion from Maori volunteers
for overseas service (including 8th Reinforcements) and to leave those Maori who
had volunteered for Home Defence and who were not serving in Territorial
Units in their units. The group also agreed that new volunteers for both overseas
and home defence would be posted to Territorial Units recruited in areas where
the men resided, and that as vacancies occurred in the Maori Battalion, men who
had volunteered for overseas service would be transferred ‘as far as possible’.
Lastly, it was agreed that in units other than the Maori Battalion, Maori men were
to be grouped into separate platoons and companies where numbers were
sufficient. 900
Thus, the compromise to a separate Maori Battalion was instead to provide
separate platoons or companies within the battalions. The proposals were,
according to the minutes of the meetings, ‘fully discussed and all present agreed
with them’.901 Conway and the Maori MPs did not discuss leadership within the
battalion. However, a memorandum from the Director of Mobilisation to the
Central and Northern Districts following the meeting detailed how the
resolutions would be put into practical effect. In relationship to command, the
memorandum stated the following: ‘On its formation the Commanding Officer
and at least half the Company Commanders should be Pakehas, but it is intended
that as soon as capable Maoris become available all the officers will be Maori’.902
It was later added that within the separate Maori platoons and companies within
battalions ‘the opportunities will be given in such Units, as well as in the new
‘Record of Proceedings at a Conference held in Hon. P.K. Paikea’s office’, 14 February 1942
relative to the formation of a Maori Battalion for Home Defence, AD1 226/19/7, Vol. 3, ANZ,
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Battalion, for Maoris to obtain promotion to non-commissioned and
commissioned rank’.903 Maori leadership in the Territorial Force and Home
Guard is discussed in more detail below.
Later, the Minister of Defence acceded to the demands for the formation of a
full Maori Battalion for Home Defence and this was approved on 24 February
1942.904 However, the unit would be made up of Maori men who had
volunteered for service overseas, and would also serve as reinforcements for the
Maori Battalion overseas. While the term ‘Home Defence’ was used, it appears
that this was for the Territorial Force, not the Home Guard. The decision
followed ‘strong representations made by leaders of the Maori people and gives
effect to the enthusiastic wishes to be actively associated in a separate Unit’.905
The Minister of Defence claimed that the decision would ‘act as a stimulus to
Maori recruiting’. 906 Two months later, in April, Conway wrote a memorandum
to all districts that the grouping of separate Maori platoons or companies within
battalions needed to be adhered to as soon as possible. Conway wrote ‘that
failure to do this will have an adverse effect on recruiting amongst Maoris’.907
The Minister of Defence later received complaints that Maori volunteers in
Tauranga were concerned because they were instructed to proceed to military
training, but not where the Maori Battalion was stationed. This was ‘contrary to
the desire of the recruits’, who, when signing up ‘did so for service in the Maori
Battalion’.908 Recruiting Officer Arthur Grace claimed that this confusion was
having an impact on recruitment of Maori.
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As it transpired, the Maori

Battalion was at full capacity and new Maori volunteers would be trained with
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the Territorial Unit (and where possible grouped into separate sub-units) and
only placed in the Maori Battalion ‘as opportunity offers’.910

Figure 31 Maori Home Guard from Tuahiwi lined up for the first parade of the local unit of
the Home Guard there. Press, 21 December 1940

As for the Home Guard, there were other requests for Maori only units as well as
complaints about the appointment of Pakeha commanders. In April 1942, Eric J.
Bell wrote to the Minister of Defence claiming that he was ‘constantly receiving
requests from the Maoris of Matata’ asking him to ‘go over and organise a Maori
unit for Home Guard’. Bell, a former Company Commander in the Home Guard
explained that there was ‘general dissatisfaction among the Maoris over the
selection and appointment of the Battalion Commander’ which led to ‘all the
Maoris at Matata’ pulling out of the organisation. Bell claimed that if the Maori
volunteers were able to ‘break away’ from the Rangataiki Battalion and form a
Maori section, it would be possible to form a complete company at Matata
alone.911
The Army Secretary replied to Bell’s letter stating that it was ‘Not considered
advisable to form Maori Units as such, and both races should have equal
opportunity to join any Unit’.912 A file note that accompanies the letter stated
that the Minister in charge of the Home Guard, Robert Semple and his
Army Secretary to Arthur Grace, 1 May, 1942, AD1 226/19/7, Vol. 3, ANZ, Wellington.
Eric J. Bell to Minister of Defence, 28 April 1942, AD1 304/6/21, ANZ, Wellington.
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lieutenant, David Wilson, were ‘emphatic that no Units were to be formed which
were not open to everyone’ despite the ‘innumerable requests from Rifle Clubs,
Trade Unions, Maoris etc. to form “closed” units’. To have these ‘closed’ units
would be ‘contrary to the spirit of the Home Guard’.913 These views differed
from those of the War Cabinet, who, as mentioned, would agree to the ‘principle
of tribal leadership (consistent with military efficiency)’ only two months later.
However, later the same year, a camp for a Maori Home Guard was approved
and built in Matata.914 In February 1943, South African War and First World War
veteran Henry Te Reiwhati Vercoe took command of the Matata Military
Camp.915 There were other reports of successful Maori Home Guard units. In
October 1942, the Lieutenant-General Puttick, the commander of the NZ
Military Forces reported favourably on the Maori Home Guard units. He made
reference to a Maori mounted unit ‘formed to patrol the northern extremity of
the North Island, based on Te Kao’. He also made reference to the Maori Home
Guard camp in Hick’s Bay, ‘at which 100 Maoris have already completed a course
of one month’s intensive Home Guard training and a further 100 are undergoing
training there’. The camp was ‘so successful’, Puttick contined, ‘that another
similar camp is to be established at Opoutama’.916
4.5.2 ‘Tribal leadership (consistent with military efficiency)’
Shortly after the War Cabinet’s decision to extend the principle of tribal
leadership to the Territorial and Home Guard, Paikea wanted to ensure that the
decision was being given effect. On 20 July 1942, Paikea wrote a memorandum
to the Minister of Defence regarding the Maori war effort. Paikea reiterated the
earlier suggestion to the War Cabinet that Maori should take up leadership
positions in the war effort, and after quoting in full the original recommendation
made by Hemphill (cited above) and endorsed by the War Cabinet, Paikea
Major, S.O., H.G. to Army Secretary, 12 May 1942, AD1 304/6/21, ANZ, Wellington.
Commandant, Northern Military District to Army Headquarters, 10 November 1942 AD1
304/6/21, ANZ, Wellington.
915 Whakahuihui Vercoe. ‘Vercoe, Henry Te Reiwhati’, first published in the Dictionary of New
Zealand Biography, vol. 3, 1996. Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand,
https://teara.govt.nz/en/biographies/3v5/vercoe-henry-te-reiwhati (accessed 25 August 2017).
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reiterated that the principle of tribal leadership be applied to the Territorial Force
and Home Guard.
As the recommendation and direction of the War Cabinet apply
equally to all Home Forces and Home Guard, and are of such
vital importance to the successful prosecution of the Maori War
Effort, I would be glad to have an assurance that War Cabinet’s
direction in the matter has been promulgated to all Units of the
Defence Forces and Home Guard throughout the Dominion with
a covering instruction that the principle involved is given effect
to.917
But while the War Cabinet agreed to the principle that tribal leadership should be
extended to Maori involvement in the Territorial Force units and in the Home
Guard (as many historians point out), Maori volunteers continued to protest
Pakeha taking up leadership positions for over a year afterwards. The Minister of
Defence described these protests as ‘unfortunate and misguided’.918 In July 1942,
Paikea wrote to the Minister of Defence again explaining that there was evidence
‘in various parts of New Zealand’ of Maori who had enlisted for Home Guard
not attending notified parades ‘owing to their marked dislike to serve under
certain Pakeha Officers’.919 Paikea also recommended that no legal action be
taken against Maori in the meantime:
As directed by you, instructions have gone out directing as a
general policy, the regrouping of Maori personnel into exclusively
Maori Units and Maori Officers, I would strongly recommend that
until such time as the regrouping in the Home Guard comes into
operation, no legal action be permitted in the case of any Maori
personnel failing to attend Home Guard parades. In my opinion it
would be most unwise to accentuate the position by allowing legal
action to be taken, or to run the risk of it being taken. 920
The Minister of Defence responded that while he was satisfied that the policy of
endeavouring to have separate units and sub-units of Maori ‘under their own
officers’ was sound, and added that instructions had been issued for this policy to
Hemphill, cited in Paikea to Minister of Defence, 20 July 1942, AD1 312/1/22, ANZ, Wellington.
Minister of Defence to Paikea, 17 August 1942, AD1 304/6/21, ANZ, Wellington.
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be carried into effect, it was still some time before it could be implemented, and
it would be a mistake to issue instructions ‘which in effect would amount to a
general dispensation so far as Maoris are concerned in respect of the obligation
to attend parades’. Jones continued:
I am sure you will agree that while it is desirable that Maoris
should serve under officers of their own race, nothing should be
done which would appear to encourage the unfortunate and
misguided objections to service under Pakeha Officers which you
state now exist, and I hope the Recruiting Officers will do
everything in their power to bring about a proper attitude of mind
on the part of those who hold these views.921
At the same time, there were reports of mixed Pakeha and Maori Home Guard in
Wairoa which P.K. Kane thought would be disrupted by the policy of having
both separate Maori units. According to Kane, the Wairoa Home Guard, made
up of 1,000 men, approximately half Maori and half Pakeha, had been training
together ‘with the greatest harmony for two years’. Many Maori in the unit were
Commanding Officers, in some cases holding commissions and commanding
platoons that were half Pakeha and half Maori. There was also a Maori company,
‘fully officered by them’, according to Kane. However, Kane worried that the
reorganisation of the Home Guard and the creation of separate Maori units
would result in the ‘destruction of the harmony which now exists’.922 The
Commandant of the Northern Military District, P.H. Bell, also opposed the
creation of separate units claiming that it would disrupt the current organisation
and that Maori personnel were as far as possible grouped together.923 The same
issue regarding leadership of these units also arose in other parts of the country.
In May 1942, military officials in Whanganui also encountered a desire among
Maori for the establishment of Maori units in the Home Guard, and that officers
and NCOs ‘of the Maori race should be appointed to such Maori sub units’.924
Officials maintained that this was ‘impracticable owing to the scattered nature of
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the Maori personnel in Battalions, but where it is practicable it has either been
carried out or is being carried out and the Committee of elders was satisfied’.925
In early 1943, the issue of leadership in the Maori Home Guard became acute
and military officials faced Maori communities keenly interested in the issue.
Military officials, including Bell, and the Maori MPs held military parades of
Maori Home Guardsmen in Ruatoria, Te Puke and Rotorua for the purpose of
‘articulating Maori desires and hearing the Army’s policy’.926 While Bell and the
Maori MPs were travelling to the parades and speaking together, they did not
hold the same views. As we will see below, Ngata and Bell disagreed on the
question of Maori leadership in the units. Only a month prior, Bell had stated his
position with regard to leadership: ‘I don’t care whether an officer is Maori or
Pakeha, if he’s fit and capable of leading men, he shall gain his appointment’.927
In February 1943, the military parade at the Rangiuru Pa near Te Puke was
attended by military officials (including Bell), Major Vercoe, Paikea, and Ngata.
Ngata spoke and claimed that the meeting was designed to ‘bring about a better
understanding between the Maori and the Pakeha’ and ‘to get every worth while
man into uniform in this end of the Northern Military District’. Ngata said he
wanted ‘all Maoris to take part in the war effort, backed by their elders and their
women folk’. Paikea added that the meeting was designed to ‘bring about a more
decided war effort’; that Maori ‘must get together in the War effort so that they
would not be found wanting’. Major-General Bell then spoke, adding that he ‘was
gaining knowledge of the Maori problems relating to the Maori War Effort’ and
he discussed the establishment of training schools ‘which would enable the best
leaders from the Maori Race to be chosen as leaders of their people in the Home
Guard’.928 Such training schools were indeed established, but were short-lived, as
we will see.
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Reporting to the Prime Minister from these meetings via telegram, Ngata
explained that the policy regarding officering of the Maori Home Guard units
announced in July of the previous year was ‘not being carried out’ in Wairoa
where he and Paikea had visited in early February. ‘Maori showed great
resentment’, Ngata wrote, ‘that men trained and recommended from Hicks Bay
Camp are not afforded opportunity’. Ngata continued:
Understand this is due to ruling of central Military Command or
Army Headquarters that establishment Officers already full. If this
is so it is due great preponderance European officers. Although
Maori personnel Home Guard are majority. If Maori efforts
frustrated in this the most important aspect of policy
repercussions will be unfavourable whole Maori War Effort.929
The desire for Maori to be under Maori officers and non-commissioned officers
for the Maori Home Guard was ‘forcibly expressed’ at the meeting in Rotorua
which followed the parade at Rangiuru.930 Before Bell spoke, Ngata reinforced
his statement made in the telegram to Fraser that while the War Cabinet had
instructed the Army to adhere to its policy of giving Maori units their own
officers, ‘the Army had fallen down on its most definite promises on this
subject’.931 According to an official report of the event Ngata ‘impressed upon
the Government that this sort of thing would not make for happy working [sic],
as the Maoris were only out to help the Maori War Effort to get somewhere and
they looked for results’.932 Bell’s response to this request was, according to a New
Zealand Herald report, that the ‘welfare and safety of the Maori units, as with any
other unit, demanded that the officers and non-commissioned officers be
efficient. Therefore, Maori officers and non-commissioned officers would not be
chosen unless they were efficient’. The New Zealand Herald quoted Bell as saying:
‘Because a man’s great-great-grandfather was a mighty warrior, it is not to say
that the great-great grandson is going to be an efficient officer’. Bell continued
that Maori Officer Training Schools at Waipapakauri and Matata would produce
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efficient Maori leaders, ‘so you can see we are doing our utmost to prepare
efficient Maori leaders’.933
In response to the calls for Maori to lead Maori units of the Home Guard, Maori
Home Guard Training Schools were established. There is very little information
on when they were established, how many existed, and how they operated. But
by October 1943 it was reported that there were five Maori Home Guard
Training Schools in operation. These were located in Whangarei, Ngaruawahia,
Bay of Plenty, East Cape, and Wairoa.934 Patrick Smyth (Nga Puhi) was too old
to go overseas in the war and served as commandant of the Home Guard Maori
Training Camp at Kamo.935
However, by this time, the issue for the Government was the maintenance of the
balance between Home Guard and production, especially during the ‘flush of the
producing season’ in agriculture. At the same time, the pressure to provide
further Maori recruits had eased off by mid-1943.936 The Chief Liaison Officer
for the Maori War Effort Organisation recommended that all five of the Training
Schools be ‘suspended until the end of the producing season – say the end of
February’.937 Indeed, reports of labour shortages from the Agricultural
Department, and the view that the threat of overseas invasion was ‘now
removed’, led military officials to argue that the camps be ‘abandoned
immediately’.938 Military officials agreed that from a military point of view, the
Home Guard camps were not of great value, but they considered that ‘from a
national point of view the Maori Elders and authorities generally in the Maori
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districts of Gisborne and Hawke’s Bay hold a very high opinion of the
improvements in Maori youth, caused by attendance at these camps’.939
Thus, the officials had to decide ‘whether this last consideration is sufficient to
warrant Army retaining these establishments’.940 The officials decided that it was
not and a message sent from Army Headquarters to all the military districts
simply stated: ‘All Maori Home Guards Training Schools are to be closed
forthwith until further notice. Staff to be demobilised’.941 The closing of the
Home Guard Training Schools was announced the same month. Major-General
Bell addressed the Ngaruawahia Training School
Maori Home Guard training schools were established to train
young Maori soldiers to take on jobs as non-commissioned
officers and officers in Maori Home Guard units at a time when
the Home Guard was a necessary part of the defence forces of the
country. Desirable results were obtained and the schools proved a
success. Now, however, the situation is not so serious as it then
was, and consequently the Government has decided to cut down
the defence measure of the country, not by relaxing its war effort,
but by directing it into channels that will be most profitable for
the conduct of the war as a whole.942
H.C. Hemphill, the Liaison Officer for the MWEO opposed the closures, stating
that they were not only good recruiting agencies for Maori volunteers, but also
the ‘means of teaching hundreds of Maori people, especially the younger
generation, the meaning of discipline and citizenship, which is so badly
needed’.943 The closing of the Maori Home Guard training schools reflected a
broader downscaling of the New Zealand Home Guard, already underway by
June 1943. Finally, on 13 December 1943, it was announced that there would be
no further parades at all for the Home Guard; uniforms and all other items
would be returned to unit commands, though boots were to be retained.944
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4.6

Maori Military Service Outside the Maori Battalion

While the Maori war effort overseas in the Second World War is most directly
associated with the 28th (Maori) Battalion, it must be remembered that many
Maori men served outside the Battalion. As previously discussed, there is very
little in the way of historical scholarship on Maori who served in regular units
and the policy developments regarding these soldiers. There are obvious
methodological issues involved in researching the service of such soldiers (as will
be made clearer in the final chapter on Maori in the navy and air force as well).
Soutar suggests that many Maori volunteered immediately for the New Zealand
Expeditionary Force and left with the first Echelon in January 1940. Initially,
enrolments were voluntary and while there were some restrictions on who could
enlist, Maori were as entitled as Pakeha.945 Many more men of Maori descent
would serve in most of the battalions throughout the war.946
The reasons why Maori chose to serve in general units as opposed to joining or
transferring to the Maori Battalion is difficult to gauge, though some suggest that
it was a result of dislocation from one’s traditional iwi structure and a lack of
proficiency in Maori culture and language. Communicating in te reo was a major
feature of the Maori Battalion.947 While there were calls for research into the
promotion of te reo me ona tikanga among soldiers who were not in separate
Maori units, no sources have been located regarding this issue.948 Moreover, the
exact number, and the nature of the experience of Maori who served in regular
units is impossible to quantify, as mentioned above. In February 1945, a
memorandum to the Minister in Charge of the War Effort from the MWEO
Chief Liaison Officer, estimated that by January of that year, 3,380 had served
overseas in the Maori Battalion and noted that these figures did not include
Maori personnel in the air force, navy and other units of the Army. ‘With regard
to [other units of the Army] though’, Ferris continued, ‘the exact figures are not
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available, it is estimated that the number in the Pakeha units at least equals that of
the Maori Battalion’.949 As mentioned, this estimate is impossible to confirm, but
does give a sense that the number of Maori serving in regular units was high.
As discussed, outside of the navy and air force which is discussed separately in
the following chapter, research for this report has not found any Crown policy
with regard to Maori outside the Maori Battalion, save for some discussion of
Maori undertaking training at the Royal Military College of Australia at
Duntroon, discussed below.
4.6.1

Maori Leadership and Training at Duntroon, Australia

The question of Maori leadership within regular units became a point of debate
among officials in relation to Maori personnel selected to undergo training at the
Royal Military College of Australia at Duntroon. The issue was that such
personnel could potentially take up leadership positions in the New Zealand
Regular Forces. As mentioned in Chapter One, under the new defence system
established after 1909, officer cadets were selected each year for training at the
Royal Military College of Australia at Duntroon. There is some suggestion that
Apirana Ngata called for Maori to be included in this scheme.950 In October
1942, a confidential memorandum to the Minister of Defence outlined the issues,
as Puttick, the Lieutenant-General Commanding NZ Military Forces, saw them,
of Maori serving in leadership roles in the military that would be the result of
Maori undertaking training at Duntroon. It was a question that raised ‘serious
problems’ and while it had been considered ‘on various occasions’, it was always
decided ‘that the objections are such as to make the proposal unacceptable’.
Puttickcontinued to outline what those objections were:
If a Maori officer were appointed he would therefore have
European warrant officers, NCOs, and men under his immediate
command, and would be responsible for their administration,
Memorandum for the Right. Hon. Minister in Charge of the War Effort, 27 February 1945, AD1
312/1/22, Vol.2, ANZ, Wellington.
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training, and discipline. This I regard as very undesirable. On his
promotion becoming due, he would be in competition with
European officers and if he were superseded, the racial question
might well be raised in an acute form.
Puttick added that in gaining control and responsibility over European personnel,
both Regular and Territorial, ‘there would be serious objections from both, and
especially the latter’. There were also other considerations, he added, including
‘tribal and caste question[s]…likely to intrude in the selection, appointment, and
promotion of Maori officers, which would be a serious matter in a small corps in
peacetime’. Lastly, he added, Maori might find that in peace time, the ‘heavy
office work, administration, and general monotony…would be found unsuitable
to the Maori temperament’. 951 The memorandum was forwarded to the Prime
Minister’s Department following a direction from the Fraser ‘to arrange for
Maori cadets to enter Duntroon with a view to their being commissioned in the
NZ Regular Forces’. Puttick, who forwarded the memorandum, wrote that the
matter ‘is not so simple as it may appear’ and urged the Fraser to read it. ‘Before
deciding to accept Maori cadets I think in fairness to any such cadet or cadets’,
Puttick continued, ‘that the Australian authorities should be asked whether they
see any objections from a Duntroon point of view as a cadet can easily have a
miserable time there’. Puttick added that the acceptance of Maori cadets for the
Regular Force ‘may well raise the same questions for the Royal NZ Navy and
Royal NZ Air Force’.952
The Prime Minister raised no objections, however, and wrote to the Australian
Prime Minister that:
[I]n view of the magnificent work of the Maori Battalion officers
and men in Egypt and to mark our appreciation of this to both
sections – Maori and Pakeha – of the New Zealand people, the
New Zealand Government propose inter alia to include a
proportion of Maoris – say 1 or 2 out of 10 – in the cadets
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dispatched to Duntroon. We presume there would be no
objection.953
The Australian Prime Minister replied, stating that the Commonwealth
Government raised no objections.954 In December the Auckland Star reported, in
an article entitled ‘Way to Army Career’, on the beginning of the next course at
the Duntroon Military College shortly to commence and claimed it was ‘open to
New Zealand youths, European and Maori, of 17 and not over 20 [years old]’.955
In January 1943, the Auckland Star reported a story about the first Maori cadet to
train at Duntroon, Bruce Poananga (Ngati Porou and Rangitane) of Rangiotu.956
He was followed by his brother, Brian Poananga in 1944. On graduation from
Duntroon in 1946, Brian Poananga took up a posting as a lieutenant with
Jayforce in Japan. He would go on to have a long career as a leader in the military
and was the first Maori to serve in the army’s highest position as Chief of
General Staff.957 Brian Poananga was described by the Central Military District
Commandant as ‘a good clean type’ who ‘undoubtedly in time [will] make a good
officer’. Ngata also recommended him.958 Aside from Poananga however, no
other records have been located relating to policy towards Maori in the regular
army. This particular case does however provide some insights into the views on
the part of some military officials about Maori leadership, as well as a sense of
the achievements of the Maori Battalion in changing attitudes towards Maori as
soldiers and officers. In response to objections to Maori taking up leadership, the
Prime Minister pointed to the achievements of the Maori Battalion.
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Figure 32 Maori section of the Women’s Service Corps (WSC) on parade. Reproduced from
Nancy Taylor, The Home Front.

4.6.2 Maori Women and Military Service and Manpowering
The role of women, both in the military and civilian life, expanded during the
war.959 Women were first recruited in large numbers after 1942 to enable the
armed services to release men to undertake active service. While initially women
took over domestic or clerical work, they eventually took on service tasks that
were ‘of a broader military nature’.960 According to Paul O’Connor, about 10,000
women were distributed between the three Armed Services: the Women’s
Auxiliary Army Corps (WAACs), the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force (WAAFs)
and the Women’s Royal Navy Services (WRNS). There is very little literature
regarding the service of Maori women in the military, let alone the service of
women more generally, though historians often refer to the fact that Maori
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women played a large role in the war effort. While we have a photographic
record of Maori women who served, there is very little documentary evidence
regarding the involvement of Maori women in the armed services generally.
According to Soutar, Maori women went abroad with the New Zealand Army
Nursing Services, while others served at home in the Women’s Service Corps and
the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force.961 It is unclear whether there are records that
show how many Maori women served in these areas. However, D.O.W. Hall
claims that from the point of view of the War Cabinet, women’s service was seen
as less essential than that of their male counterparts and as less essential than
their service in industry (discussed more below). While the images we have
suggest that there were Maori units, no policy regarding the service of Maori
women has been located. It is unclear therefore if Maori women were indeed
organised separately, and, if they were, who made the decision to do this.
Similarly, no policies regarding recruitment, terms and conditions and leadership
have been located.

961
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Figure 33 Maori members of the Women's Army Auxiliary Corp, Wellington wharf. Ref: 1/4001636-F. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand. /records/22858429

We do have information regarding a number of individuals who served, but no
sources on policy have been located. One woman who served in the New
Zealand Army Nursing Services, for example, was Jane Kiritapu Nepia. Nepia
was awarded the Royal Red Cross in 1947.962 Another woman who served was
Corporal Norma Subritzky (daughter of teacher Ramati Taua and Harold
Subritzky), a member of the Taua whanau of Ngati Kahu. Subritzky served as a
signaller in the postal section of four Northland and Waikato army camps, and
was awarded British and New Zealand War Service medals. Her cousin Ngaire
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Subritzky, completed a radar course and was posted to Whangaparoa, Rangitoto
and Trentham and received the same medals. Ngaire held the rank of sergeant in
the Women’s War Service Auxiliary.963
Maori were also ‘manpowered’ into industries during the war, and this included
women. Following the introduction of conscription, ‘manpower' regulations
came into force, under which workers could be directed where they were needed.
Compulsory registers were set up and in 22 centres throughout the country the
Manpower Office became ‘the hub of working life’.964 The tribal committees
established as part of the MWEO supported the National Service Department in
this task and it became mandatory for the Department’s manpower officers to
consult with tribal committees.965 In 1943, Paikea claimed that in total 11,550
Maori were working in essential industries, while in 1945, the National Service
Department estimated that the total number of Maori employed in essential
industries was 15,000.966 At the same time, however, Ngata critiqued the lack of
consultation and raised concerns that ‘manpowering’ contributed to the
undermining of the rural basis of Maori society. In 1943, he spoke in Parliament
about the National Service Department’s failure to consult tribal committees
when directing Maori out of their tribal areas. ‘This essential-industry business’,
Ngata said, ‘is a cloak for all sorts of abuses, and they are going under. Maoris are
attracted to industry by these Manpower Officers, and drawn to Wellington or
Auckland from under the noses of the tribal committees, which in my district,
have not been consulted’.967
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Figure 34 Left: Two Maori women, both workers from a Second World War munitions factory
during their meal break. Right: Female freezing works employees outside the works in Otahuhu,
Auckland. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand.

Maori women were liable for industrial conscription on the same basis as Pakeha.
In the same address cited above, Ngata outlined his concerns relating to Maori
women working away from home. ‘Ever since the beginning of the war, we have
been endeavouring to dissuade our young women, despite the attractions of
uniforms, from going into the cities, pointing out that the cities were vile’.968 In
terms of work, Deborah Montgomerie notes that Maori women were ‘frequently
regarded as more suitable for the most laborious and least prestigious work’.969
Montgomerie also states that while the National Service Department was
sensitive to the Maori tribal committees’ concerns, its policies were also shaped
by ‘racist views held within the department and the wider Pakeha community’
and officials of the department ‘tended to see Maori women as suitable
candidates for the heaviest and least desirable jobs’.970 Despite the labour
shortage, Maori women were seldom considered suitable for clerical and retail
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work. Mihi Edwards, for example, claimed that if she revealed the fact that she
was Maori, she would be fired from better jobs, so she called herself Anne
Davis.971 Riria Utiku (Ngati Tama, Te Ati Awa) also remembered that her sister
was not allowed to keep her Maori name when working on the trams.972

4.7

Support for Whanau and Communities of Soldiers

As outlined previously, claimants contend that the Crown failed to maintain the
wives, whanau and Maori communities who ‘were left to take care of the sick,
young and old as well as run families and hapu communities with meagre
resources and disturbed and depleted structures as a result of war’.973 Research
for this report has found few sources that relate the Crown support for whanau
and communities during the war. Military records include letters from Maori
women concerned about their ability to sustain their families and communities
during the war with the men away. Some even called for their men to be
discharged from camp. In February 1940, for example, Maori MP Tirikatene
received a letter from a woman who had four children, two from a previous
marriage and two from her then current husband who had enlisted in the 28th
(Maori) Battalion and had only stated that he had two children. Thus the four
children were living on the allowance for two. The woman asked that her
husband be discharged and sent back ‘in order that he can work and keep the
four children and myself in clothing and food…. At present I am depending on
relatives to sustain the children and myself in food and clothing’.
Tirikatene suggested that a ‘polite way’ to handle this would be to send a doctor
to the soldier and ‘have him discharged owing to a complaint of unknown origin’.
The man was subsequently discharged.974 Another letter from the wife of a Maori
Battalion soldier to Tirikatene in May 1944 described similar hardships. The
reply, coming from a MWEO Liaison Officer said the following:
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Just at present every available man, Maori and Pakeha alike, are
required to win the War. Many mothers like yourself are playing a
big and noble part in New Zealand’s War Effort, by carrying on
under difficult circumstances while husbands are away fighting.
The Hon. Minister feels sure that if you contact the local Tribal
Committee, it will see to your well-being during your husbands’
absence.975
As the whanau actually had four children, with a fifth on the way, Tirikatene
recommended that her husband’s release from the army be ‘given favourable
consideration’.976
There is some policy discussion regarding Maori military service and the number
of dependent children, though the context surrounding this discussion is unclear.
The MWEO brought the attention of the War Cabinet to some issues it had with
the limitation on the number of dependent children. While service in the
Territorial Force which could lead to service overseas was restricted to those with
no more than two dependent children, Territorial Force service within New
Zealand was restricted to those with no more than three dependent children.
‘The Maori people feel’, Paikea wrote, ‘with justification, that such distinction is
neither reasonable nor consistent, and that it should be abolished’. Paikea added
that the MWEO was in full agreement, and strongly recommended that ‘such
restrictions and distinctions be abolished and that enlistment of Maori personnel
be placed on an equal footing with the Pakeha in regard to the number of
dependent children’.977
Conway replied to Paikea’s demands when writing to the Minister of Defence in
June 1942, explaining that the reason for the policy was that Paheka were now
subject to conscription, and Maori were not. ‘The present limitations were
imposed at a time when voluntary recruiting was in force’, Conway wrote. Under
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conscription, ‘calling up of Europeans is by age group and not according to
number of children’ and so, Conway wrote, ‘it is for the Government to decide
whether the number of dependent children should be disregarded in the case of
new Maori enlistments’. Conway added that the Pay and Allowance Regulations
provided ‘that the children’s allowance will not be paid for more than five
children’.978 However, as mentioned, it is difficult to come to firm conclusions
with these passing statements and questions regarding policy. This remains an
area for further research.

4.8

‘Race relations’ and the ‘Colour Bar’

This section details instances where the question of discrimination against Maori
– or, in the language of the time, discussion about the ‘colour bar’ or ‘race
relations’ – emerged during the war years, as they relate to military service or are
raised by those serving in the military. These instances provide some insights into
the understandings at the time of ‘race relations’ and the ‘colour bar’ as they
relate to Maori and the military. It describes the clashes between Maori and US
troops in New Zealand as well as the controversy and debate following Major
K.T. Harawira’s statement that there was a ‘colour bar’ against Maori in New
Zealand. It ends with a brief discussion regarding the Prime Minister’s concerns
about the treatment of Maori prisoners of war (PoWs).
The issue of discrimination against Maori soldiers was raised when the United
States troops clashed with New Zealand troops, including Maori, while they were
stationed in New Zealand. As noted by Cathy Marr, the main debate relating to
the ‘Manners Street riot’ and the major brawl outside the Mayfair Cabaret in
Cuba Street, Wellington, in May 1945 is whether or not they could be considered
riots, and what they reflected generally about tensions between New Zealanders
and US servicemen.979 Marr clams that there is ‘very little consideration of how
these events might be linked to the United States policy or to Maori servicemen’s
anger and frustration at the seemingly unchallenged attitude shown towards them
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by some visiting white American troops’.980 As Allison J. Gough argues, the US
military acted as ‘a conduit for the exportation of American racial attitudes during
World War II’.981
Even before the clashes, British officials had warned New Zealand about the
potential issues caused by racial attitudes of US troops stationed in the country
and the arrival of African-American troops in New Zealand. In February 1943,
the United Kingdom High Commissioner sent a secret cable to the head of the
Prime Minister’s Office ‘having regard to the differences between United States
views on this subject and the practice hitherto adopted in the United Kingdom in
relation to coloured person from the Colonies…[and] with a view to avoiding
incidents’.982 Two documents were issued to senior army and air force officers
and were part of the cable. The first, entitled ‘The Colour Problem as the
Americans see it’, described issues relating to US ‘race relations’, while the
second, entitled ‘United States Troops in the United Kingdom’, gave advice to
those in the military for occasions when they may encounter African-American
soldiers. 983
The major event that involved US and Maori troops was the brawl outside the
Mayfair Cabaret in Cuba Street, Wellington, in May 1945. A government report
written by Brigadier A. Conway claimed that the trouble started by a ‘difference
between Maoris and U.S.N. personnel in the Mayfair Cabaret’. The report
continued, ‘Apparently, the Maoris found their hats had been stolen and
suspected the U.S.N. personnel. One of the Maoris left the Mayfair and went to
the Ngati-Poneke (Club) and enlisted the aid of the Maori picquet who went to
the Mayfair cabaret’. The report of the event explained that the Maori soldiers
bore a ‘deep resentment of U.S servicemen, the chief cause of which is the
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disparaging and humiliating treatment of the Maori by U.S personnel.’ Conway
continued:
It is apparent that U.S. personnel do not appreciate the standing
that the Maori has in our community, and are inclined to treat him
as they treat the American negro. The incidents that led to this
outbreak were really only manifestations of the resentment that
the Maori has for the U.S. serviceman and not the root cause of
the trouble.
Another report stated that the ‘root cause of the trouble is treatment the Maoris
have received from the Americans’. Maori soldiers interviewed at the time alleged
that they were ‘insulted by the Americans’ and were told by US troops ‘not to
ride in the same tramcars and that they should walk via the back streets, etc.’ The
report concluded that the only way to remedy the situation was to instruct all
Masters of American vessels calling in New Zealand to ‘warn all U.S. personnel
against insulting the Maoris and to make it clear that the treatment of the Maori
by the ordinary New Zealander is different altogether from the treatment of the
American negro by the ordinary U.S citizen’.984
But while New Zealand officials stressed ‘the standing’ that Maori held in New
Zealand, Major K.T. Harawira sparked controversy in late 1944, when he claimed
that there was a ‘colour bar’ against Maori in New Zealand. Speaking to a Rotary
Club, Harawira said the following:
There is more colour bar in New Zealand than in England, and
the position here is worse now than it was after the last war…I do
not want returning Maori servicemen to experience the same
colour bar that I have experienced…. The Maori people are
fighting and shedding blood to achieve equality in New Zealand,
but the wretched colour bar remains. There is no doubt that it
exists in New Zealand, so let us air it, instead of keeping these
things behind closed doors.985
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While in South Africa, Harawira claimed the colour bar was clear and while it was
decided to keep the Maori soldiers on board ships, arrangements were later made
to take them ashore. ‘We felt like a pack of monkeys who were fed and then
expected to perform for their meal’, Harawira said, describing an event in which
Maori were asked to sing and perform haka. In England, Harawira described a
different situation. ‘In England the position was the very opposite and there was
no trace of the colour bar’, he explained, ‘…the Maori Battalion raised
themselves to be worthy of this occasion because they were treated as equals, and
if the same treatment were given in New Zealand, the Maori would rise to
become a real citizen of the Dominion’. 986
Harawira’s statements were widely printed in the press at the time and garnered
different responses. The Reverend J. G. Laughton, superintendent of Maori
Missions, supported Harawira’s comments. ‘[Maori] know there is such a thing as
a colour bar’, he said, ‘and they are made to feel that colour bar in a conscious
way’.987 The Auckland Star summarised Laughton’s comments with regard to
leadership and the Maori Battalion:
The Maori Battalion had shown that the fire of the old days still
burned. The Maoris had made a plea that they should be trusted
with the leadership of their own battalion. “We are the sons, of
fighting men,” they said, “let us lead ourselves.” Their
achievements had proved the wisdom of this choice and their
capacity for leadership. One of our great hopes and prayers was
that the leadership which had been tested in the field of battle
would survive the war and return to the fields of reconstruction
and rehabilitation. Not only had the Maoris done a fine task on
the field of battle, but they had also faced up to responsibility at
home. 988
In response to Laughton’s support for Harawira’s comments, another
anonymous writer in the Evening Post said the following:
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It seems to me, and I have no doubt that it seems to many
representative Maoris, that repetition of the charge that
a colour bar exists, with all its regrettable implications and effects
cannot be regarded as helpful to the development of good and
understanding relations between Maori and pakeha.989
The Auckland Star also printed an editorial which addressed Harawira’s
comments. It began with a quotation it claimed was included in a Government
booklet for visitors. ‘The Maori have fought for their rights, fought well and
vigorously’, the booklet read. ‘Therefore it is well to remember that the Maori today occupy a position in New Zealand society socially and politically equal to that
of any pakeha or white New Zealander’. The Auckland Star claimed that
Harawira’s comment ‘dealt a hard blow at pakeha complacency’. The article
continued: ‘The war abroad in which the Maori and other New Zealanders are
fighting against racial discrimination must not be lost at home’.990 At the same
time, O.T. Haddon, secretary of the Maori Advisory Council, rejected Harawira’s
statements:
To assert, or even to convey the impression, that the pakeha
majority in New Zealand entertains a definite prejudice, a unified
prejudice, connoting a colour bar in respect of the Maori people,
seems to me to be a rash proposition. I cannot escape the
suspicion that Major Harawira spoke as he did with the purpose
of startling his audience, and without a precise understanding of
his terms… If he had in mind isolated instances of slurs against
individual Maoris, these would not suffice to indict pakehas as a
whole. At most, unfortunate episodes of the kind would reflect
the ignorance of the persons responsible. It is unfair to blame
everybody for the ill-informed actions of a few, I insist that the
expression colour bar signifies a minority, and I assert that this
condition is lacking in New Zealand… I believe the Maori people
will take an increasing part in conducting their own affairs, and
that the present and future are not as dismal as some would have
us think.991
Haddon added that the position of Harawira himself —as a Minister and a major
in the military—refuted the idea of a colour bar in New Zealand. ‘Major
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Harawira is himself a personified refutation of the colour bar’, Haddon said. ‘He
is a minister of religion, and he holds the kind of military rank which would
surely not come the way of a downtrodden and frustrated race’.992 Elsewhere, in
the Australian press, Haddon made a similar comment. ‘If the colour bar exists, it
is strange that many Maoris have risen to posts of eminence in various capacities
and some have attained international notice’.993
In terms of discrimination abroad, the Prime Minister was in at least one case
concerned about the potential for Maori to be subject to discrimination by the
Axis powers. In 1941, the Prime Minister Peter Fraser asked the New Zealand
High Commissioner in England, William Jordan, about the treatment of Maori
Prisoners of War and whether or not there was evidence of them being
discriminated against. The High Commissioner wrote to the Prime Minister on
19 August 1941. ‘Available evidence indicates Maoris not being discriminated
against’, they wrote. ‘Maori prisoners of war detained in same camp as other New
Zealand prisoners’. It was even suggested that Maori might be treated better than
others, as in the past Irish or Indian were treated better (in an attempt to inspire
anti-British sentiment).994

4.9

‘Price of Citizenship’

This section is thematic and addresses the broader themes of the ‘Price of
Citizenship’, Treaty obligations and guarantees and legacies of service. Historians
largely agree that the war provided an opportunity for change in the CrownMaori relationship and the place of Maori more broadly. According to Claudia
Orange, the war created circumstances that forced the Labour Government to
‘consider the place of the Maori people in the nation’s life and to reassess its
policy and practise in the area of Maori development’. War, Orange argued,
provided ‘an opportunity to give substance to Labour’s earlier promise to Maori
of “equality with racial individuality”’. Cleaver and Francis argue that the
significance of the Treaty symbolically for both Maori and Pakeha at the end of
Ibid.
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the 1930s was brought into sharp relief by the outbreak of war in September
1939.995

Figure 35 'I think we did well that day.' Cartoonist Gordon Minhinnick's comment on Waitangi Day in
1940, Weekly News, 14 February 1940.

This report has already dealt in some detail with the ‘Price of Citizenship’
argument, both in relation to the First World War as well as in relation to
motivations, expectations and understandings of Maori providing military service
at the outset of the Second World War. This section addresses this theme more
broadly in the years of the Second World War along with the promises of a postwar recognition of Maori equality and citizenship. Historians generally agree that
the ‘Price of Citizenship’ was a major motivator in the Maori war effort and a
political strategy to gain recognition. Richard Hill, for example, writes the
following:
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The general Maori desire to assist, and to be seen to be assisting,
the war effort was not, however, geared to winning a place in a
homogenously ‘British’ New Zealand. Rather, it was, as reflected
in the title of Ngata’s 1943 pamphlet ‘The Price of Citizenship’, a
repeat of the Ngataist rationale for joining the previous
international war effort… This was a quest not just for the various
manifestations of ‘equality’, such as socio-economic progress, but
also for the autonomous control over their lives that had been
implicit (and arguably, in Article Two, explicit) in 1840 when they
signed up to British subjecthood. The Maori MPs, particularly,
were conscious of the need for Maori to ‘prove themselves’ to be
loyal subjects of the Crown as a prerequisite for Pakeha public
support for concessions from the state. In the absence of such
backing, nothing much would happen in terms of Crown
recognition of rangatiratanga.996
The ‘Price of Citizenship’ argument was best expressed by Apirana Ngata in
1943. Ngata wrote the following:
What is the gain for so much loss? Can the former be gauged in
clear terms of compensation? The Maori in the last war was
denied a place in the forefront of the battle; not because he was
not deemed worthy of efficiency but because of a sentiment that
he should be spared the slaughter and decimation of war. In this
war he asked to take his full share in the front lines, and in this he
has been fully indulged. Has he proven a claim to be an asset to
his country? If so he asked to be dealt with as such. An asset
discovered in the crucible of war should have a value in the
coming peace. The men of the New Zealand Division have seen it
below the brown skins of their Maori comrades. Have the civilians
of New Zealand, men and women, fully realised the implications
of the joint participation of Pakeha and Maori in this last and
greatest demonstration of the highest citizenship?997
In 1990, the film Maori Battalion - March to Victory was released and told the story
of the 28th (Maori) Battalion. In the introduction to the film, lieutenant-colonel
Sir Charles Bennett said that the film demonstrated ‘the price that these young
men were prepared to pay for the privileges of citizenship’.998 Elsewhere, Bennett
said the following:
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World War II and the part that the Maori Battalion played… is
one of our very high points. There are many factors in the
situation. First of all we should take pride in the fact that we were
all volunteers—not one of us was conscripted and we didn’t have
to go and fight this battle. But we all said… we don’t want to be a
member of this club without having to pay the full fees. In other
words, we knew at that time what the price of citizenship was and
were prepared to pay it. 999
That Maori would receive greater recognition in the years after the war was
reinforced throughout the war. During that time, Government and visiting
dignitaries regularly told Maori that their wartime contributions would be
recognised in the post-war period. At the same time, a common expectation
among Maori was that war service and contributing to the war, both overseas and
at home, would result in concessions. In fact, from the beginning of the war, the
Crown began to make public remarks which suggested this would be the case.
Paikea stated at the Waitangi Centennial celebrations in 1940 that Maori had
grievances that ought to be settled, but Maori would still support Britain in the
war; while Fraser, anticipating that past injustices would be discussed at the
celebrations, claimed that a commission would investigate Maori grievances and
‘see how the trouble of the past could be adjusted’.1000 Fraser’s announcement of
a commission – later the Myers Commission, which sat from 1946-1948 – was
just one acknowledgement of grievances among many that Northland Maori
hoped would be addressed as a result of sacrifices in the war.1001 Similarly, Te
Arawa were repeatedly told during the course of the war both by the
Government as well as British dignitaries, that their sacrifices would be reflected
in the post-war years by a new spirit of partnership. For example in 1943, the
Governor-General told an assembled crowd during the opening of centennial
meeting houses at Te Awahou and Ohinemutu that Maori had proved they were
not only prepared to assume the privileges of citizenship, but also the heavy
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burdens. At the meeting, Fraser added that Maori and Pakeha were now bound
together by ‘bonds that can never be severed in the future’.1002
In 1944, the United Kingdom and Canadian Delegation of the Empire
Parliamentary Association visited New Zealand and in an address at Ohinemutu,
the King’s cousin, the Earl of Listowel, acknowledged that Maori had accepted
the ‘highest duty of citizenship’ and hoped that the ‘wartime comradeship
between Maori and Pakeha may lead to even greater mutual understanding,
appreciation and esteem when the war is over’.1003 A year prior at the meeting of
the Maori Home Guard at Rangiuru in Te Puke in February 1943, Ngata claimed
that there were ‘outstanding claims of the Maori people’ which were shelved until
peacetime, but would be addressed. A report of the meeting stated that Ngata
‘said you can expect many petitions after the War’.1004 Te Puea Herangi also saw
positive future outcomes from service in the war. In March 1943, she wrote:
the Waikatos are wholly behind the war effort… it will be the
means of healing old wounds whether tribal or otherwise, and will
thus prove of the utmost benefit to the future welfare of the
Maori people as a whole.1005
Assessing the legacies of Maori military service in the Second World War and
whether these promises of recognition were honoured is difficult. Historians
generally agree that the Second World War was a significant turning point for the
status of Maori in broader society and in the developing political relationship
between Maori and the Crown. One historian has written that Maori involvement
in the war ‘greatly boosted Maori mana within society in general and the armed
forces in particular’.1006 Ralph Ngatata Love wrote that the involvement of Maori
‘in all phases of the war, both military and civilian, was to lead to a greater
involvement by Maoris in society as a whole than had been possible in the
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past’.1007 Claudia Orange writes that the war ‘created circumstances’ that forced
the government to ‘consider the place of Maori people in the nation’s life and to
reassess its policy and practice in the area of Maori development’.1008
In assessing the legacies of the war, historian Ian McGibbon writes that Maori
‘emerged from the war with greatly improved self-esteem and confidence’ and
this was a result of pride in both the exploits of the 28th (Maori) Battalion, as well
as the home front war effort. McGibbon continues:
Prejudice and discrimination against Maori continued in many
areas after the war. Maori seeking accommodation continued to
experience humiliating difficulties in some cities and town,
exacerbated by a general shortage of housing. Nonetheless, the
war had created a climate conducive to change in the years that
followed it. Maori and Pakeha had fought and worked side by side
for years. They had associated in ways that would have been
unlikely but for the abnormal conditions. Moreover, many Pakeha
soldiers returned from overseas service with an immense
admiration for their Maori compatriots in 2NZEF and the other
services.
The long-term importance of this on influencing attitudes, McGibbon concludes,
‘should not be underestimated’.1009 Orange writes that the answer to the question
of whether or not Maori had won ‘equality of citizenship is ‘yes’ and ‘no’. The
word ‘Maori’ replaced ‘Native’ in official usage and discriminatory laws relating
to alcohol and social security benefits were equalised, while there were moves to
make state rental housing more readily available. At the same time, inequalities
remained firmly in place in the post-war years, and is well documented
elsewhere.1010
In military service, Corinne David-Ives claims that the legacy of the Maori
Battalion ‘was to be short-lived’ when it came to changes within the military.
David-Ives writes that ‘[a]s memories of the war started to fade, the New
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Zealand government adopted a new policy of integration which resulted in the
phasing out of distinct Maori units in the national army’.1011 As Philip Cleaver
will explain in his report being prepared for this inquiry, former members of 28
(Maori) Battalion were prominent among those who called for the reestablishment of a separate Maori unit in the post-war New Zealand Army. It is
envisaged that Cleaver’s report, which covers the post-war period, will also add
to our knowledge of the legacies of the Maori service in the Second World War,
especially as they relate to the organisation of Maori military service in the postwar years.

1011 Corinne David-Ives, ‘Integration Politics and the New Zealand Army: The Fate of the Maori
Battalion in the Wake of the Second World War’, in Stéphanie A.H. Bélanger, Renée Dickason, eds.,
War Memories: Commemoration, Recollections, and Writings on War, (McGill-Queen University Press, 2017),
p374.
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Chapter Five
Maori in the Navy and Air Force, 1908-1945

Figure 36 ‘A Fine Type of Maori Pilot’, Auckland Weekly News 20 August 1941. Sir George Grey
Special Collections, Auckland Libraries, AWNS-19410820-29-1
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5.1

Introduction

This chapter addresses Maori involvement in the navy and the air force, two
areas of the armed forces so far not yet covered in this report between the early
twentieth century and 1945. Unlike the celebrated Maori units in the First and
Second World Wars, Maori involvement in the navy and air force and the policy
that guided their involvement is not well understood. The navy and air force did
not have separate Maori units, and were not subject to the same involvement of
Maori political leaders or recruitment campaigns that focused on Maori. By
detailing some areas of policy towards the recruitment of Maori in the navy and
air force, this chapter demonstrates the limits of Maori inclusion in the military
during the period considered in this report. The restrictions towards Maori in the
navy and air force were influenced by both internal and external developments.
In many cases, officials expressed doubts about the ability of Maori recruits and
were influenced by tradition and precedent. The ongoing influence of imperial
authorities shaped domestic policy and practice. For example, naval officials in
New Zealand at the time followed the imperial policy of excluding ‘men of black
or coloured races’.1012 Similarly, the posting of Maori air crew overseas was
shaped by what were seen as ‘racial sensitivities’ and the ‘rigid colour bar’ in
South Africa, and the ‘colour question’ in the Middle East and in India.
The first part of this chapter focuses on the navy, describing the restrictive
policies towards Maori recruitment for much of the period covered in this report.
Discrimination against Maori in the armed services was most striking in the naval
forces. Throughout the period covered, there was persistent discrimination
against Maori in regards to recruitment in the New Zealand Division of the Royal
Navy, established in 1921. Research conducted for this report has found that
there were no Maori who served in the New Zealand Division of the Royal Navy
until at least 1939. This did not mean that Maori were not attempting to enlist.
During these years, Maori seeking entry were told repeatedly by navy officials
that there were no regulations that precluded the acceptance of Maori. Yet, in
practise, the policy remained that Maori were not to be admitted into the navy.
1012
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This chapter details the various ways in which naval officials justified this policy,
and how Maori responded.
The second part of the chapter describes Maori involvement in the air force
during these same years. Like the navy, the air force remained largely out of reach
for Maori for much of the period covered, with few exceptions, until the Second
World War. During the Second World War, Maori entered the air force in
increasing numbers, serving with both the Royal Air Force (RAF) and the Royal
New Zealand Air Force (RNZAF). The following provides some context to the
service of Maori during the war, detailing examples of individuals. However, the
focus in this chapter is largely on policy. While Maori aircrew were praised at the
time, officials continued to express reservations about Maori serving in the air
force. They were also cautious about posting Maori in areas where their ethnicity
might cause issues. This led to suggestions that Maori aircrew transfer to the
Maori Battalion. This section covers some of the key policy relating to Maori
aircrew, though further research is required to gain a better understanding of the
service experience of Maori aircrew in terms of pay, conditions, training,
discipline, promotions, honours and recognition.
The chapter addresses some of the key questions regarding legislative, policy and
practical barriers or restrictions for Maori in providing military service to the
Crown. However, there remain major gaps both in the historical literature and in
the source material and these are areas that require further research. The focus in
this chapter has largely been on policy developments, rather than focusing on the
experience of individuals. This chapter does not contain a section outlining
claims, as many of the issues described relate to claims that address
discrimination in the military more broadly. There is one claim regarding a
specific individual, Koroporu Patapu John (Johnny) Pohe who is the subject of
the Wai 1632 claim. The claim states that there has been ‘no Crown recognition
whatsoever towards the late hero, John Pohe’.1013 In his Brief of Evidence,
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Ritchie Akapita raises claims in relation to the service of his whangai father,
Airman Richard Takangariki Reuben.1014
5.1.1

Historiography and Existing Literature

Historical literature on Maori in the navy and air force for the first half of the
twentieth century is almost non-existent. The New Zealand navy and air force
have been the subject of various general histories.1015 Some of these studies make
reference to Maori who served.1016 In both the navy and air force, historians have
focused on the specific individuals and those who made their way into these
areas of the military, but have not considered the broader policy developments
relating to Maori. The Official History of New Zealanders in the Royal Air Force
briefly describes the ‘significant contribution’ of Maori within the New Zealand
contingent of the Royal Air Force and mentions very briefly the service of Maori
pilots.1017 In general, where the historical literature does address the involvement
of Maori in the navy and air force, the focus is on the experiences of individual
achievements and the numerous ‘firsts’. There has been no sustained examination
of Crown policy with regard to recruitment, enlistment, pay and conditions and
expectations and understandings, nor on Maori responses and strategies in
relation to service in the navy and air force.
In part, this can be explained in terms of methodological issues. Without separate
Maori units within the navy and air force, tracing the involvement of Maori, as
well as policy and practice relating to Maori, remains difficult.1018 Scanning
nominal roles and looking for recruits with clearly identifiable Maori surnames is
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not adequate, and provides little relevant information. In some cases, Maori
either had European names or anglicised their names. While the navy and air
force did maintain files relating to the recruitment of Maori (and these provide
important insights into official policies, practices and attitudes), it is difficult to
get deeper into the contemporaneous policy regarding Maori that did serve in
those fields in terms of terms and conditions, pay, discrimination in treatment,
promotion and awards.

5.2

Maori and the Navy

This section addresses Crown policy towards Maori in the navy from the early
twentieth century until the end of the Second World War. As we have seen, there
was persistent discrimination against Maori in regards to recruitment into the
navy. This section details Maori attempts to enlist in the navy from the early
twentieth century until the Second World War. It also briefly details some of the
institutional changes in the navy, including the creation of the New Zealand
Division of the Royal Navy in 1921, the Royal New Zealand Navy (RNZN) in
1941 and the role of the Naval Board.
5.2.1

Early Years

There is very little in the way of source material regarding Maori and the navy in
the early twentieth century, though one case provides some insight into the
imperial policy regarding this. On 23 January 1908, Sir W.J. Steward, MP for
Waimate, Canterbury wrote to the Minister of Defence, Sir Joseph Ward, after an
application by Thomas Timaru Benson to the Imperial Navy was refused
‘because Regulations exclude all but British subjects of European extraction’.
Steward wrote that Benson was ‘in every aspect eligible’ and that he was a ‘full
blood Maori’.1019 The story made its way into the press. The Nelson Evening Mail
quoted a modified version of the letter from Steward to Ward:
The candidate is physically a first-class recruit, just 21 years of age,
5ft. 7in. high and 40 in chest measurement, and well educated,
speaking as good English as does Mr Ngata and Mr Carroll. I was

W.J. Steward to the Minister of Defence, 23 January, 1908, ‘Application from Thomas Timaru
Benson for enrolment in the Permanent Force, 1908-1913’, AD1 1908/266, ANZ, Wellington.
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greatly surprised that his being a full-blooded Maori prevents his
acceptance.1020
Ward replied to Steward that no further enrolments were being made, and
therefore there was ‘no immediate prospect of Benson being enrolled’. The paper
claimed that the correspondence was sent to the Colonial Office, ‘without
comment’.1021
A week later, however, the Otago Daily Times reported that a reply was received
from the Secretary of State, but it was ‘of a confidential nature, and its contents
were conveyed confidentially to William Steward’. In Parliament, James Allen
(who would go on to be Minister of Defence during the First World War) asked
the Prime Minister Joseph Ward the following:
Whether any reply has been received to Despatch No. 6 (3rd
February 1908) dealing with regulations for candidates entering
the British Navy; If so, will he state the nature of the reply [NoteA full-blooded Maori, otherwise apparently eligible, was not
accepted as a candidate for the British Navy].1022
The reply drafted by the Minister of Defence was that, ‘No correspondence with
regard to this case has been received in or sent from this office’. However, the
reply recorded was as follows: ‘The reply has been received, and as it was of a
confidential nature its contents were conveyed confidentially to Sir William
Steward, who asked the question’.1023 Later that year, however, the Evening Post
published a reply from the Officer commanding HMS Challenge which stated that
‘the regulations lay down that candidates for entry must be British subjects of
European extraction, the young man you recommend is not eligible for
enrolment’.1024
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Three years later, the issue over whether or not Maori could serve in the navy
emerged again. The New Zealand Herald noted in 1911 that in the negotiations
between New Zealand and Britain with regard to Naval Defence, ‘the position of
the Maori race has never been defined’.1025 The Evening Post added that it was
‘rather strange’ that such a position had not been reached considering that Maori
were ‘pre-eminently a people of maritime traditions’ and although ‘living in New
Zealand on terms of social equality with the whites, are under the same
restrictions enlisting as the Kroo boys of West Africa’.1026 In reply to a question
put to the Admiralty about this issue, the Herald published the following
response:
I am commanded by my Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty
to acquaint you that men of black or coloured races are sometimes
entered in the Royal Navy for temporary and local services only
on stations abroad where they are employed for work in the sun.
Such men, provided they are British subjects, are not altogether
debarred from entry for general service, but no such entry can
take place without the special sanction of the Admiralty. Men of
colour as a rule are not now eligible for pension.
So far as is known, there are no Maoris serving in the Navy at
present. It cannot be stated whether any have ever applied for
entry.
The case of any Maori applying for entry would be dealt with as
stated above.1027
Indeed, as the first chapter demonstrated, race was a key feature of imperial
defence more broadly. While contributions to imperial defence were welcomed
from white “British” imperial subjects, non-white territories such as India (or
even non-white populations within the Dominions such as Maori) were not
welcome.1028
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The years before the First World War were a significant period for the
development of the New Zealand navy, though it remained wedded to the British
Royal Navy. The Navy Defence Act 1913 provided the statutory basis for the
establishment of the New Zealand Naval Forces. But it remained a ‘paper navy’
until the interwar years at least, according to Michael Wynd (that is, it empowered
the New Zealand Government to raise and maintain permanent naval forces).1029
But moves to create a New Zealand navy were placed on hold during the First
World War. Moreover, few wanted to establish a New Zealand Navy separate
from the imperial fleet. The Minister of Defence at the time, James Allen,
preferred the establishment of a ‘local unit’ of the Royal Navy. Following the
Naval Defence Act, 1913, the Prime Minister William Massey said that the HMS
Philomel would be taken over by the New Zealand Government and would be
used for training ‘our own men’.

1030

Massey added that he anticipated no

difficulty in securing recruits, including Maori. ‘The native-born New Zealander
of both races takes kindly to the seafaring life’, Massey wrote, ‘and arrangements
should certainly be made for a proportion of the Native race to be trained as
seamen’.1031
In the same year, Massey wrote to the Acting Minister of Defence claiming that
he was interviewed by Bishop Crossley, ‘who asked whether it was possible for
young Maoris, like the scholars at St. Stephens, to be admitted to the Navy’. The
Bishop stated that West Indies natives were allowed to enter the fleet. Massey
said that he replied to the Bishop that ‘so far as I knew there was no objection to
Natives of New Zealand entering the Navy, but the position was different in
regard to the Army’ and he asked for the views of the Acting Minister of
Defence.1032 A memorandum for the Minister of Defence stated that the Prime
Minister ‘has been placed in possession of confidential correspondence from His
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Excellency on this matter’.1033 There are no further files regarding the issue. As
we see below, the official policy regarding Maori in the navy remained undefined,
but in practise, most Maori applicants were met with exclusion.
5.2.2 Maori and the New Zealand Division in the Interwar Years
In the interwar years, the New Zealand Naval Forces were known as the New
Zealand Division of the Royal Navy. Administered in peacetime by a local Naval
Board, it was widely considered to be a ‘distant flotilla of an imperial navy with
worldwide responsibilities’ – a position accepted by the government and
endorsed by public opinion.1034 The Naval Board oversaw the direction and
administration of the Navy, including policies regarding recruitment. In many
cases, there was internal confusion regarding the policy regarding the recruitment
of Maori. This was in no small part due to the reluctance among officials to pin
down a policy in writing. This is perhaps best summarised in the statement by an
officer in the Royal Navy, Alan Hotham, who, in 1923, wrote, ‘the question of
entry of Maoris into the Navy or Naval Reserve, is both delicate and difficult,
and is to be scrupulously avoided by the Director of Recruiting’. In internal
correspondence, discrimination against Maori attempting to enlist in the Navy
persisted, as the examples below demonstrate.
Records relating to Maori recruitment in the New Zealand Division of the Royal
Navy begin in 1921, the year that the New Zealand Division was established. In
late June of that year, an eighteen-year-old man from Thames named Nation
Royal, describing himself as a ‘half caste Maori’, wrote to the Naval Advisor in
Wellington wishing to apply as a recruit for the New Zealand Division of the
Royal Navy. Royal claimed that an application sent months earlier had received
no reply.1035 Two weeks later, Royal wrote that he had once again received no
reply. Finally, he received word from the Naval Secretary, Chas E. Joy. On 14
May, 1921, Joy informed Royal that, ‘In reply to your letters… I have to inform
you that your services cannot be accepted for the New Zealand Division of the
‘Memorandum for Acting Minister of Defence’, 31 May 1913, AD1 D1908/266, ANZ,
Wellington.
1034 ‘Royal New Zealand Navy’, McGibbon, Oxford Companion, p465
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Royal Navy’.1036 There was no reason stated for the rejection. However, internal
letters provide a clue. On 3 May, the Superintendent of Training aboard the HMS
Philomel wrote to Naval Secretary in Wellington and stated the following: ‘With
reference to the attached correspondence, the fact that I know nothing of the
previous career of Royal, and also the fact that he is a half caste, I consider him
undesirable for entry’.1037 This information was not conveyed to Royal.
Two years later in April 1923, Superintendent Thomas Attwood wrote to the
Mercantile Marine Office in Auckland inquiring into the eligibility of ‘smart clean
living young Maori boys who have passed sixth standard in one of New
Zealand’s national schools’ for entry into the Navy. Attwood added, ‘The
question of which I am in doubt is to their colour. If you would be so good as to
give me the information as to whether they would be eligible or not I shall be
extremely grateful’.1038 The response received from the acting Commander
A.W.S. Agar made it clear that, once again, there was an attempt not to define a
policy with regard to Maori recruitment. ‘The question you raise will have an
important bearing on the future of this country’, Agar wrote, ‘and I am not
prepared to give a straight out reply until I have consulted the Navy Board’. At
the same time, Agar wrote that it was ‘desirable to accept smart clean living
young Maori boys who have passed the sixth standard in one of the national
schools’ and that one possibility was that, should they be accepted, they could
join a reserve, ‘calling it Class B’ which would have to prove itself before the
approval of permanent entry.1039 Agar expressed his suggestion to Alan Hotham,
Commodore Commanding New Zealand Station, HMS. Philomel at Devonport,
NZ, writing that:
I have had several written applications from Maori lads to join the
Navy, to which a reply has been sent informing them there is no
avenue at present, through which they can enter the Royal Navy.
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While I am of the opinion that it is not desirable to enter any men
of colour into the Navy at the same time it is possible they may be
usefully employed as a special Class in the Reserve in time of War,
and would suggest the possibility of the formation of such a Class
to be examined.
It is matter of regret that there is at present no Maori Sea Scout
Troop. Had this been the case we should have been able to form
an opinion as to how they would shape, etc. This howver [sic] I
intend bringing to the notice of my successor who may be able
with the assistance of the Navy League to get together a troop in
Auckland similar to the Calliope Sea Scouts. 1040
Hotham firmly rejected Agar’s suggestions and aimed to stamp out any initiative
to include Maori in the navy, even in a reserve of ‘class B’. As already indicated,
Hotham said the following:
… on the question of entry of Maoris into the Navy or Naval
Reserve, is both delicate and difficult, and is to be scrupulously
avoided by the Director of Recruiting.
Any question of entry of Maoris should be referred at once by the
Director of Recruiting to the Navy Office, to avoid getting into
any difficulty. I do not wish you or your successor to take any
initiative in raising any troops of Sea Scouts, white or coloured….
Will you please tell Captain Attwood privately that [your
suggestions] are not in agreement with my views, and say that the
whole subject has had the attention of the Naval Board.1041
Hotham asked Agar to show his successor the above correspondence privately.
This matter does not appear again in the navy files examined.
In other cases, Maori candidates were rejected because they did not comply with
Naval Regulations that stipulated a candidate be a ‘British Subject of European
extraction’. In responding this way, New Zealand Navy Officials were following
imperial policy. Stephen Kirkwood of Waiuku was rejected in his application to
the Navy on the grounds that he was not a ‘British Subject’. In mid-July 1923,
1040 A.W.S. Agar to the Commodore Commanding New Zealand Station, 6 May 1923, N1 13/3/1,
ANZ Wellington. (136)
1041 Alan Hotham, Commodore Commanding to Naval Secretary, 10 May 1923, N1 13/3/1, ANZ
Wellington. (135)
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Major H.C. Glendinning, NZSC wrote to the Defence Office Headquarters in
Hamilton:
Notes that Article 52 of Naval Regulations stipulates that all
candidates for entry into NZ Division of the Royal Navy must be
British born subjects of European extraction, it is doubtful
whether the application by the abovenamed will be entertained.1042
On 7 August 1923, Kirkwood wrote to Pomare requesting help with his
application for the Navy:
After waiting a while a naval authority told me I would be
accepted and to be prepared. I therefore sold all my things and got
ready. I now have got a reply from the maritime department in
Wellington saying I could not enlist in the navy as in Clause 52 it
says no person except natural born British Subjects can serve in
the navy. So I think it really unfair as I think we Maoris are all
British subjects and that we are also serving under the British
flag…
I think we Maoris ought to be given a chance of enlisting in the
New Zealand navy as well as others. 1043
In relation to Kirkwood’s application, the Naval Secretary wrote to the Staff
Officer in Charge (Regimental District, Hamilton) in early September 1923,
explaining that the ‘King’s Regulations and Admiralty instructions, to which New
Zealand generally confirms in regard to Naval matters, do not admit of the entry
of men of colour, even if British subjects, except for short service’.1044
The Naval Board decided in late August that Kirkwood could be accepted on
these terms. The Naval Board discussed Kirkwood’s application and agreed that
he be accepted, but for short service fixed at five years, and on the condition that
he provide a statutory declaration of age signed by his father, who was known to
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be opposed to his son joining the Navy.1045 Whether this was a ploy designed to
sabotage his application is unclear, but officials certainly were aware of his
father’s opposition and thus his potential reluctance to sign a statutory
declaration. Nevertheless, Kirkwood produced the required statutory declaration
three weeks later and was recorded as being sent to HMS Philomel for a
provisional medical examination.1046 Kirkwood was eventually interviewed by
naval authorities, who reported that he was a ‘very big thick set half caste Maori,
of unusually good appearance and intelligence considerable above the average.
His teeth are in excellent condition and his eyesight good. He has had no serious
illnesses of any description’. 1047 It is unclear whether Kirkwood made his way
into the Navy following his medical examination. No further records relating to
his case have been located.
The Naval Board’s responses to these applications suggest that it was increasingly
concerned about establishing a consistent policy in relation to Maori applicants.
The Naval Board meeting minutes for 1 April 1924, stated that while Maori
applicants would be allowed to apply in the same manner as Europeans, they
would be required to undergo further scrutiny from the Naval Board:
It was decided that, on all future occasions of application for entry
into the New Zealand Division by Maoris, the entry papers are to
be sent to the applicant in the same manner as for Europeans, and
to allow subsequent action to take the moral course. Before
however definitely entering such an applicant, the Director of
Recruiting is to refer the matter to the Naval Board.1048
But while Maori could apply, discrimination continued with some officials
claiming that the unofficial restrictions on Maori were in fact in their best
interests. In November, a Postmaster and Schoolmaster Arthur D. Timbers of
Ahipara, North Auckland, wrote to the Commanding Officer, HMS Philomel,
inquiring about the necessary steps to take for fourteen young Maori men who

Naval Board Meeting Minutes, 31 August 1923. N1 13/3/1, ANZ, Wellington.
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were ‘desirous of joining His Majesty’s Navy’.1049 F.N. Miles advised Timbers
that recruiting was only open for boys between the age of fifteen and seventeen,
and that ‘unfortunately we have now practically completed our quota of boys for
this year’. Miles added that as the New Zealand Division was ‘very small the
number of recruits we can accept is rather limited’.1050 The Minister of Defence,
Heaton Rhodes, provided Timbers with a different reason, however. A couple of
weeks later, Rhodes wrote:
I desire to thank you for the interest you are taking in the
obtaining of recruits for the New Zealand Division of the Royal
Navy, and while I am willing and anxious to see our Maori fellow
citizens serving in our warships, from what I am able to judge of
the Maori I do not think that they are likely to make successful
sailors… having some knowledge of the strict discipline which is
enforced in the Navy, I have reason to doubt the adaptability of
the Maori to such rigorous training.1051
The Naval Secretary asked that the above message be forwarded to the Director
of Recruiting ‘to communicate the [Defence] Minister’s views on recruiting
Maoris confidentially’.1052 At the same time, the Minister of Defence, Rhodes,
gave Apirana Ngata a different answer following a query from Tamati R. Poata of
Tokomaru Bay about the entry into the Navy of a young Maori boy. The
Minister of Defence wrote to Ngata stating that ‘In regard to the question of
colour being a bar to entry I have to state that the Maori race are equally eligible
for entry provided they are, in all respects, educationally and physically up to
standard required’.1053 The attitude that Maori were not suited to the navy was
repeated again. Following a request from the headmaster of a Native School in
Whatuwhiwhi, the Naval Secretary forwarded a copy of a booklet entitled ‘How
to Join the New Zealand Division of the Royal Navy’. However, an earlier draft
of the letter stated that ‘in view of the temperament of the Maori, it has always

1049 Postmaster and Schoolmaster Arthur D. Timbers to the Commanding Officer, HMS Philomel,
November 24 1924, N1 13/3/1, ANZ, Wellington.
1050 F.N Miles to Arthur D. Timbers, 2 December, 1924, N1 13/3/1, ANZ, Wellington.
1051 Minister of Defence Heaton Rhodes to Arthur D. Timbers, 16 December, 1924, N1 13/3/1,
ANZ, Wellington.
1052 Naval Secretary to Commodore Commanding New Zealand Station, HMS Dunedin, 17 December
1924, N1 13/3/1, ANZ, Wellington.
1053 Rhodes to Ngata, 14 July 1924, N1 13/3/1, ANZ, Wellington.
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been felt that it would be in the best interest of the boys not to recruit them for
naval service…. in view of the strict discipline, and rigorous training and
conditions which are involved’.1054
There were also rejections of Maori applicants based on medical grounds that
some suspected were actually a result of discrimination. In 1925, Patrick Potaka
of Utiku was rejected from entering the New Zealand Division of the Royal
Navy, ‘owing to his chest measurement not being up to the standard’. Despite
having his educational proficiency confirmed by the Education Department, he
was rejected for not being physically satisfactory. ‘Chest measurement’, the
rejection letter read, ‘is one of the most important items in so far as physical
fitness is concerned’.1055 Currie and Jack, Barristers and Solicitors from
Whanganui, who inquired with the Defence Office on Potaka’s behalf, wrote to
Sir Maui Pomare.
Potaka will of course be very disappointed at the news, seeing
matters had progressed so far, and he was buoyed up by the hope
that he had passed the test. It seems to us that given a course of
proper training, and placed under strict supervision, there seems
little reason for believing other than that Potaka would develop
satisfactorily.
Currie and Jack clearly saw that the issue was with Potaka being Maori. Their
letter to Pomare continued:
Seeing that the proposal in relation to Potaka is largely in the
nature of an experiment as far as the Maori Race is concerned,
and if Potaka could eventually manage to pass the test other Maori
lads would probably desire to follow in his footsteps, could it not
be arranged that Potaka be given a “try out” for a period abroad
ship for purposes of observation. It could be decided once and for
all, and Potaka and his people would know where they are.1056

Strikethrough in original. Naval Secretary, draft letter, undated, N1 13/3/1, ANZ, Wellington.
Staff Officer to Potaka, 21 August, 1925, NI 13/3/1, ANZ Wellington.
1056 Currie and Jack to Pomare, 26 August 1925, NI 13/3/1, ANZ Wellington.
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It is unclear what came of this issue, but there is no evidence to suggest that
Potaka was ever given the opportunity to serve. No reply from Pomare has been
located.
The issue seems to have lapsed until 1928, when Maori, and Pakeha raising
questions on their behalf, began to question the policy and sought clarification
on the official position. In March 1928, Archdeacon Hawkins of the Maori
Anglican Mission wrote to the Minister of Native Affairs that teachers at Native
Schools had asked about the possibility of Maori entering the Navy. ‘All that I
have been able to tell them was that, as far as I could gather, it is against the
policy of the Navy to take natives from different parts of the Empire, but
whether or not this policy is adopted as regards the Maori I was unable to
say’.1057 Hawkins asked the Minister to clarify the position. Soon afterwards, a
memorandum from the Naval Secretary, presumably in response to Hawkins’
request, stated the following:
From time to time enquiries are received regarding the entry of
Maoris in the New Zealand Division of the Royal Navy. Up to the
present none have been entered. It is therefore submitted that the
matter may be considered by the Naval Board, with a view to the
question being settled.1058
A file note on the same date stated that ‘there is nothing against the entry of
Maoris, being the sons of British born subjects in the regulations as far as I can
see. The matter has been evaded… up to now. Consider matter should be settled
at a Board meeting’.1059 Shortly afterwards, the Naval Secretary wrote to the
Commodore Commanding the New Zealand Station asking for the policy to be
verbally communicated to Archdeacon Hawkins after a meeting of the Naval
Board. That policy, outlined below, was that, while Maori were not barred by
regulation, their refusal of entry was in their ‘best interest’:

Hawkins to Minister of Native Affairs, 8 March 1928, NI 13/3/1, ANZ Wellington.
Memorandum for the Naval Board, 14 March 1928, NI 13/3/1, ANZ Wellington.
1059 Hand written note to C.S.O, names unclear, 14, 3, 1928, NI 13/3/1, ANZ Wellington.
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The Naval Board have considered the question of the entry of
Maori Boys in the New Zealand Division of the Royal Navy, and
while they can see no objection from the New Zealand point of
view, and there are no regulations to prevent it, they consider it
would be in the best interest of the Maori boys if their candidates
were not accepted. The Naval Board have in mind the differences
of opinion which occur in the various parts of the Empire
regarding the Native question, and are conscious of the very small
minority of Maoris which could be entered to serve with Imperial
ratings as well as New Zealanders. It has also been suggested that
the Maori would find considerable difficulty in adapting himself to
the rigorous conditions and training of the Naval Service.1060
In June, the Commodore Commanding the New Zealand Station met with
Archdeacon Hawkins. The aim of a personal meeting, it seems, was to convey
the policy without a written trace. However, the Commodore outlined the details
of the conversation for the Naval Secretary in writing. These notes are worth
quoting in full as they reveal some key assumptions behind the non-recruitment
of Maori. Again, the view held was that Maori were not suited for the Navy, due
to their temperament:
I yesterday had an interview with the Venerable Archdeacon H.A
Hawkins… regarding the entry of Maori boys into the Navy… I
explained to him the position as outlined in the discussion at the
Board Meeting on the 11th April, 1928, pointing out that it was
against the wishes of the Board that any idea should be conveyed
that Maoris were to be excluded from joining the Navy, but rather
that they are eligible for entry in the same way and under the same
conditions as other recruits.
At the same time, I pointed out that we have at present very many
applicants to join the Service and that, therefore, only a small
proportion of those desirous of entering can do so…. I pointed
out also, that the small number of Maoris who could be chosen (in
proportion to other members of a Ship’s Company) might result
in the Maoris who were selected finding themselves in a strange
and uncongenial atmosphere. It was also agreed that it is quite
possible that the Long Service System (12 years’ service) in force
in the Navy may not suit the Maori temperament especially in the
case of those not chosen for advancement. I also laid stress on the

Naval Secretary to Commodore Commanding, New Zealand Station, 26 March 1928, N1 13/3/1,
ANZ, Wellington.
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fact that any one entering the New Zealand Division must be
prepared to serve in any part of the World.1061
While the Naval Secretary was concerned about not stating a policy on paper, the
Native Minister J. G. Coates, on the other hand, wrote directly to Hawkins. His
response once again reflected the kind of paternalistic and protective
discrimination against Maori. ‘I have been in communication with the Naval
authorities’, Coates wrote, ‘and find that while there is no policy or regulation
which forbids the admission of any youths of the Empire to its navy, still, while
the Navy is conducted upon Imperial lines as it is done at present, there is
difficulty in encouraging Maori youths to place themselves in the position of
possibly being treated without that respect to which they are entitled’. Here
Coates was concerned about how Maori might be treated within the navy by
others. While the authorities ‘do not countenance discrimination’, Coates wrote,
‘that sometimes takes place, but with human nature as it is, it is very difficult to
restrain it’.1062
Around the same time, the Akarana Maori Association also sought clarification
on the policy of Maori naval recruitment. In late May 1928, secretary of the
Association Patrick Smyth, wrote to the Naval Headquarters at Wellington
requesting that the regulations be modified to permit the entry of Maori recruits,
and asked about the status of Maori in the navy. ‘We know that you can supply
the information we require’, Smyth wrote, ‘and if Maoris are not eligible we shall
be grateful if you will be quite candid with your reasons so that we may
competently advise applicants of the conditions obtaining with regard to the
Navy and Maoris’.1063

Once again, the Minister of Defence claimed that a

‘definite decision’ could not be provided, but, he wrote, ‘we can explain verbally
the difficulties and the fact that the Navy is the British Navy and that as the
greater part of the personnel is from England we have to respect their wishes’.

Commodore Commanding New Zealand Station to Naval Secretary, 21 June 1928, N1 13/3/1,
ANZ, Wellington.
1062 J. G Coates to Hawkins, 15 June 1928, ‘The Venerable Archdeacon Hawkins, Auckland - Subject:
As to whether Maoris are eligible to join the Navy’, MA1, 1925/251 ANZ, Wellington.
1063 Patrick Smyth, Akarana Maori Association to Naval Secretary, 26 May 1928. N1 13/3/1, ANZ,
Wellington.
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The Minister added that there was ‘nothing to prevent a Native putting in an
application’ but that it was ‘not likely to be accepted provided there are other
suitable applications belonging to the white race’.1064
The efforts of the Akarana Maori Association made its way into the press. An
editorial in Auckland Star read, summarising their efforts read:
Seeing that Maoris are good enough to be used as soldiers against
the King’s enemies, soldiers fighting side by side with pakeha
comrades… it should follow that they are a race quite good
enough for the naval arm of the services.1065
Several months later, the Akarana Maori Association held a conference with
Hawkins regarding the issue. The Evening Post reported that ‘it was made quite
clear in the course of the discussion that there was no regulation in existence
which debarred Maoris or any other native-born British people from entering the
Navy’. The paper noted that Englishmen were ‘preferred’ and that even
recruitment from the extreme north of Scotland and the Highlands was ‘not even
encouraged’.1066
Later in the same year, the issue was picked up in the press again. In October
1928, the Evening Post published an article entitled ‘Maoris and the Navy, the Bar
of Precedent’, which outlined the issues of Maori exclusion. It claimed that the
Navy Office in Wellington made it clear that ‘while there were no regulations in
existence to debar Maoris from entering the Royal navy, nevertheless traditional
naval policy has been to limit personnel to men of British parentage’.1067 The
paper continued with an argument for changing the policy:
It is hard to see good reasons for extending the effect of this
policy to the Maoris. In the war they proved that their worth in
fighting had not deteriorated. They alone of coloured races under
British rule have complete legal and social equality with white
Minister of Defence to Naval Secretary, 6 June 1928, N1 13/3/1, ANZ, Wellington.
Auckland Star, 5 June 1928.
1066 Evening Post, 4 August 1928.
1067 Evening Post, 11 October 1928.
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men. They are a race with seafaring traditions and legend asserts
that centuries ago they found their home in New Zealand after a
long sea voyage… Their entry into the Royal navy could do no
harm and tradition seems a poor argument to stand against the
very likely possibility of value. There would probably not be many
of them, but from what we know of Maoris, we believe that those
who did join the Navy would be popular with their brother
bluejacket. Apparently the privilege is desired, and such a
concession to a race to which Britain and New Zealand owe a
good deal would be worth granting, even if it does involve
departure from long-established precedent.1068
Despite these arguments, the practice remained in place for the remainder of the
interwar years.
5.2.3 ‘Why should my colour prevent me?’
In the 1930s, the responses from the Naval Secretary changed, though it did not
alter the outcome for Maori applicants. In response to queries as to the
acceptance of Maori, the Naval Secretaries during this period simply replied that
there were no regulations barring Maori or half-castes. In a letter to the Native
Minister in January 1932, regarding the entry into the navy by W. Tukukini of
Atiamuri, the Minister of Defence simply stated that there was no objection, but
that the number of vacancies was limited to eight.1069 In 1934, Robert Terry of Te
Kuiti, wrote to the Commodore of the Naval Base in Auckland about his request
to enlist in the navy. ‘In regards with Naval affairs’, he wrote, ‘may I draw your
attention to the fact that I have been refused enlisting in the Navy simply because
of my colour. Why should my colour prevent me? Am I not serving under the
same flag?’.1070 The Naval Secretary replied, reassuring Terry that there were no
regulations precluding Maori, and that a local representative of the Defence
Department was under the ‘misapprehension’ and was ‘being informed
accordingly’.1071 Similar responses were sent to other requests regarding the
eligibility of Maori in the navy, namely that ‘there are no regulations precluding

Evening Post, 11 October 1928.
Minister of Defence to Native Minister, 21 January 1932, N1 13/3/1, ANZ, Wellington.
1070 Robert Terry, Te Kuiti, to the Commodore of the Naval Base in Auckland, 10 March 1934, N1
13/3/1, ANZ, Wellington.
1071 Naval Secretary to Robert Terry, 14 March 1934, N1 13/3/1, ANZ, Wellington.
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the acceptance of Maoris’. However, exclusion continued in practise into the late
1930s.
When the Labour Government came to power in 1935, naval officials were
unsure if the new government were aware of the long-standing policies and
practise. In 1936, the Navy Secretary suggested that while there were no
regulations which made Maori ineligible – and that this was conveyed to those
showing interest – the position was that ‘they are never accepted’. The Naval
Secretary continued that ‘If the Naval Members think that it is desirable to
continue this way of dealing with the matter, I feel that the Honourable Minister
of Defence should be informed so that the Prime Minister could know about it,
and it would seem also desirable to lay down a ruling as regards half-caste
Maoris’.1072 When Prime Minister Michael Joseph Savage received a personal
request from Hira Paenga regarding the application of his son, he forwarded the
request to the Defence Minister. Savage was told, in reply, that Hira Paenga’s son
would be considered.1073
At the same time, the Naval Secretary wrote to the new Minister of Defence to
outline the position on Maori entry. He wrote that while Maori were eligible to
become candidates for the Navy, ‘so far none of them have succeeded in
obtaining any of the vacancies’. The Naval Secretary continued that because
Maori are British born and have equal rights with Europeans, ‘it would be
undesirable on general grounds, and probably impossible, to make a definitive
rule excluding them from the right of offering themselves as candidates’. The
argument was also made that it would be very difficult for Maori to fit in to a
largely European crew, but that ‘[o]n certain stations cooks and stewards and
such like ratings from native races are entering on short engagements’.1074
In January 1939, however, things seem to have changed, when a Maori man,
Richard Kopu of Taranaki, was appointed as Assistant Steward. Naval authorities
Naval Secretary, ‘Recruiting – Entry of Maoris’, 21 April 1936, N1 13/3/1, ANZ, Wellington.
M.J Savage to Mr. Hira Paenga, 2 May, 1936, N1 13/3/1, ANZ, Wellington.
1074 ‘Memorandum for the Honourable the Minister of Defence’, from Naval Secretary, 27 April
1936, N1 13/3/1, ANZ, Wellington.
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expressed concern about the mixing of European and Maori and the precedent
that the appointment set, including the fact that it may, in time, lead to Maori in
charge of Pakeha personnel. In January 1939, files record that ‘a Maori has been
entered as a candidate for Assistant Steward’. The appointment concerned the
Commodore who wrote to the Naval Secretary stating that while he did not want
to challenge the decision, they did want to draw attention to the ‘grave difficulties
which may arise in the future’. He explained that it was their view that it was ‘not
desirable or practicable to mess ratings of different races together in H.M
Ships…. good order and contentment are dependent upon community of
interests and absence of friction’. 1075
It was also ‘undesirable’, he wrote, ‘to start a precedent in H.M Ships whereby a
member of the native race, however distinguished, might, by reason of seniority
or advancement, be placed in charge of white personnel’. In short, the
Commodore was concerned about maintaining ‘traditions and customs’ of the
Naval Service ‘on which naval discipline is founded’.1076 The Naval Secretary
replied that the applications by Maori could not be refused, and the introduction
of regulations preventing such applications ‘could not be contemplated’. ‘In these
circumstances’, the Naval Secretary continued, ‘there is no alternative but to
accept the fact that Maoris may offer themselves as candidates for entry into
every branch of the Service, it follows that they may be selected if vacancies exist
and their qualifications are satisfactory’.1077
5.2.4

‘In fair competition’: The Navy in the Second World War

During the war years, the Naval Secretary in Wellington continued to receive
queries regarding the regulations about Maori enlistment. These queries came
from both Maori interested in enlisting, as well as from lower level naval officials
receiving requests and wanting clarification, Members of Parliament, and others
unsure about the policy. To each of these requests and questions either the

1075 The Commodore Commanding New Zealand Squadron to Naval Secretary, 19 January, 1939, N1
13/3/1, Part 2, ANZ, Wellington.
1076 Ibid.
1077 Naval Secretary to the Commodore Commanding New Zealand Squadron, 1 February 1939, N1
13/3/1, Part 2, ANZ, Wellington.
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Minister of Defence or the Naval Secretary replied that ‘men and boys of the
Maori Race, who attain the required physical and educational standard, are
eligible for entry into all branches of the New Zealand Naval Forces’.1078 Despite
the standard reply from the Government that Maori were not excluded, only
subject to the same entry requirements as Pakeha, the queries themselves provide
some insight into the views regarding Maori entry into the Navy.
In February 1940, the Area Officer for Gisborne wrote to the Naval Secretary in
Wellington following applications from Maori to join the Navy as stokers. The
Area Officer asked if Maori ‘are accepted’ and if so, whether or not Maori
recruits were ‘encouraged’.1079 The Naval Secretary replied that ‘men and boys of
the Maori Race, who attain the required physical and educational standard, are
eligible for entry into all branches of the New Zealand Naval Forces’, but did not
address the question regarding whether or not Maori should be ‘encouraged’.1080
In August of the same year, the Defence Official for the Whanganui Army Office
wrote to the Naval Secretary asking the same question after the Whanganui Army
Office had received requests for enlistment papers ‘from several boys and youths
of the Maori Race’. Among those requests, the Official wrote that there were
Maori ‘of good education and type’, while other applicants were ‘of the poorer
type’ and ‘they do not recommend themselves to this Office’.1081 Once again, the
Naval Secretary provided the standard response.1082 It remains unclear what
happened to these applications.
Maori men themselves writing to the Government often assumed (either from
previous requests or rumours) that Maori were excluded. In March 1940, twentyyear old Thomas Potaka from Kakatahi asked whether Maori were eligible for
service, to which the Naval Secretary again replied that ‘men and boys of the
Maori Race, who attain the required physical and educational standard, are
Naval Secretary to Area Officer, Gisborne, 6 March 1940, N1 13/3/1, Part 2, ANZ, Wellington.
Area Officer, Gisborne to Naval Secretary, 29 February 1940, N1 13/3/1, Part 2, ANZ,
Wellington.
1080 Naval Secretary to Area Officer, Gisborne, 6 March 1940, N1 13/3/1, Part 2, ANZ, Wellington.
1081 Army Office, Wanganui to Naval Secretary, 6 August 1940, N1 13/3/1, Part 2, ANZ, Wellington.
1082 Naval Secretary to Area Officer, Whanganui, 9 August 1940, N1 13/3/1, Part 2, ANZ,
Wellington.
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eligible for entry into all branches of the New Zealand Naval Forces’. He
enclosed a copy of a booklet with information on how to join.1083 A Vocational
Guidance Officer claimed that he had received inquiries from ‘several boys of
good type’ in Tokomaru Bay about the possibility of them joining the Navy. ‘I
understand however that there is some objection to Maoris entering the Navy’,
he wrote.1084 Similarly, in November 1940, writing on behalf of a ‘half-caste Niue
Islander’ student, a headmaster from St. Stephen’s Schools assumed that there
‘may be some bar to his entering the Navy’.1085
For reasons that remain unclear, some started to believe that the position had
changed in the 1940s. Hohepa Hare of Devonport, Auckland (and a member of
the Akarana Maori Association, discussed above) wrote to the Minister of
Defence in July 1940 after hearing a radio address from the Minister. ‘I would
like to ask you’, Hare wrote, ‘if it is now possible for young Maori men to join
the Navy’. Hare continued:
Apparently there seems to have been something that debars the
Maori Boys from joining this part of the Service, as I have spoken
to quite a number of the boys about joining but they are quite
under the impression that a Maori cannot join the Navy. If this be
so I think it is a great pity as one has to admit that the Maori is
born as a Sailor and a swimmer. As a voluntary worker in the
Church of England Maori Mission I am quite willing to give every
assistance I can to try and induce some of our young Maori Boys
to join the Navy because I think that not only would they have a
regular job but they would also learn a trade and most important
of all they would learn discipline.1086
Once again, the Minister of Defence provided the standard response written by
the Naval Secretary and quoted above.1087 Another Maori man, James Mason,
also believed that the policy had changed. Mason applied to the Navy in the
1930s and was told, as he recalled, that ‘they were not taking Maoris at the time’.
Thomas Potaka to Minister of Defence, 23 March 1940; Naval Secretary to Thomas Potaka, 30
March, 1940, N1 13/3/1, Part 2, ANZ, Wellington.
1084 G.W.C. Drake to Naval Office, Wellington, 22 August 1941, N1 13/3/1, Part 2, ANZ,
Wellington.
1085 Morris to Navy Department, 8 November 1940, N1 13/3/1, Part 2, ANZ, Wellington.
1086 Hohepa Hare to Minister of Defence, 29 July 1940, N1 13/3/1, Part 2, ANZ, Wellington.
1087 Minister of Defence to Hohepa Hare, 29 July 1940, N1 13/3/1, Part 2, ANZ, Wellington.
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In 1941, he was informed, by whom he does not say, that Maori were now
accepted. His MP, James O’Brien, wrote to the Minister of Defence asking
whether or not this was the case.1088 To each of these requests, the Minister again
provides the standard response. Despite the Minister stating the position that
Maori were able to apply, whether or not Maori were accepted when applying is
unclear.
In the same year, 1941, the Royal New Zealand Navy (RNZN) was established.
Despite its independence from the imperial forces, it maintained key
connections. British practices, attitudes and traditions inevitably underpinned the
RNZN’s development. British influence was encouraged by the continued
practice of borrowing Royal Navy officers to command the New Zealand force.
The position of Chief of Naval Staff was held by a British officer until 1960.1089
In 1939, only eight of its 82 officers were New Zealanders. Of the 1,257 ratings
(enlisted members), 541 were loaned British personnel.1090 The Naval Board
continued to administer the RNZN and consisted of the Minister of Defence as
Chairman, a Captain (Royal Navy) as First Naval Member with the rank of
Commodore, a Commander (Royal Navy) as Second Naval Member with the
rank of Captain, and a Paymaster-Commander (Royal Navy) as Naval Secretary
and member with the rank of Paymaster-Captain. 1091
There are some hints that by this stage Maori were making their way into the
Navy. A file note from 1941, records seven Maori serving on naval ships.1092 In
1941, the Patea Mail suggested that some Maori men from Taranaki had enlisted.
The article claimed that quite a number of young Maori men from Taranaki were
already overseas ‘serving either in the famous Maori Battalion or with the various
units that have since left New Zealand. They are to be found also in the air force,
O’Brien to Minister of Defence, 7 April 1941; Minister of Defence to O’Brien, 16 April, 1941, N1
13/3/1, Part 2, ANZ, Wellington.
1089 'The Royal New Zealand Navy', URL: https://nzhistory.govt.nz/war/royal-new-zealand-navy,
(Ministry for Culture and Heritage), updated 3-Sep-2014.
1090 'NZ Division of the Royal Navy', URL: https://nzhistory.govt.nz/war/royal-new-zealandnavy/nz-division-royal-navy, (Ministry for Culture and Heritage), updated 20-Dec-2012.
1091 'The Royal New Zealand Navy', URL: https://nzhistory.govt.nz/war/royal-new-zealand-navy,
(Ministry for Culture and Heritage), updated 3-Sep-2014.
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the artillery, the army service corps, signallers and infantry’. ‘Now comes news’,
the paper continued, ‘of prominent Taranaki Natives training for entry in the
Navy’.1093 In September 1941, the Auckland Star had picked up on the issue, too,
claiming that at a speech to returned naval men in Wellington, a local Maori
community leader spoke of the association of the Royal Navy and Maori and
‘hoped there would be more natives of New Zealand engaged as sailors for duty’.
The Star continued, ‘Many people have wondered why more Maori were not
encouraged to join the fighting ships, as well as the merchant service’.1094
There were also some high-profile recruits, including Paratene Jackson Bennett
(figure 38). Bennett enlisted from Te Aute College for the Royal New Zealand
Navy as a Naval Airman 2nd Class. He enlisted on 25 October 1944, and began
his naval training in HMNZS Tamaki at Motuihe Island, before proceeding to
England for flight training in HMS Daedalus in February 1945. While Paratene
was training to be a pilot he underwent an interview with the Admiralty Board to
be commissioned as an officer. Paratene was told he was not of “British Stock”
and therefore could not be an officer in the Navy. Following this rejection,
Bennett contacted the New Zealand High Commissioner, W. J. Jordan: ‘I wasn’t
at all pleased after I had undergone all that training for nine months. I thought,
they are not going to get away with this’. A few hours later Paratene was recalled
to the Board who told him that they had received an urgent telegram from the
High Commission insisting Paratene be made a naval officer. Following the end
of the war, Bennett was commissioned to officer rank – the first Maori officer in
the navy. Later in Wellington while attending a Ngati Poneke leaders’ celebration,
Tom Parata of Ngati Poneke said that Bennett ‘had brought distinction upon the
Maori people by creating a precedent which he hoped would be followed in the
case of other young Maori who desired to make the Navy their career. Ngati
Poneke was honoured by the presence of such a distinguished son of the famous
father, both of whom had set examples to their Maori people’.1095

Patea Mail, 24 February 1941.
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Figure 37 Paratene Jackson Bennett, third from right, 1945
Reproduced from The White Ensign, Summer 2007.

Maori political leaders had not played a role in Maori service in the Navy during
the war, unlike the close role that Maori MPs played in the 28th (Maori)
Battalion, in the Territorial and Home Guard or the MWEO. In March 1943,
however, Apirana Ngata wrote to the Prime Minister (and Acting Minister of
Defence) Peter Fraser, with an application for naval service by a Maori man from
Gisborne previously rejected which he hoped would be ‘reconsidered
favourably’, as well as the suggestion of a ‘separate group of 20 to 25 Maori lads
as Seamen boys’.1096
Earlier that year, Ngata had been approached by J.F. Nugent of the law firm
Nolans & Skeet in Gisborne, who lodged an application on behalf of the young
Maori man who was rejected and given no reason. Nugent suspected, however,
that it was because of the educational standards, writing ‘[e]ven if this lad did not
measure up to the educational standards required, I feel sure in practical or
Apirana Ngata to Peter Fraser, Acting Minister of Defence, March 29 1943, N1 13/3/1, Part 2,
ANZ, Wellington.
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manual work he would prove satisfactory’. Nugent added ‘[t]here were several
other local Maori boys also turned down’.1097 Naval personnel records reveal that
the applicant Nugent was inquiring about was indeed rejected on grounds of not
passing the education standards.1098 Two months later, Nugent wrote to Ngata
again, suggesting that Ngata get in touch with the Native Minister and approach
the government about the possibility of a ‘separate group of 20 to 25 Maori lads’:
I know Mrs. P. Turei and W. Te Whata both have boys who desire
to join the Navy and no doubt there are many others. On my way
South, I called at the Naval Recruiting Office at 164 Featherston
Street, Wellington, and had a talk to the person in charge of the
office. I gathered that naturally they took only the brightest lads
and the number of applicants ran into hundreds. A Maori lad
down from the Coast and possibly on his first visit to a City would
not be seen to advantage and would have poor chance of selection
against a lad from Wellington College.1099
Nugent then suggested a quota of Maori recruits, and a separate Maori unit. He
used the example of the Maori Battalion as an argument for a Maori unit within
the naval forces:
I am sure a quota of Maori lads could be obtained and provision
should be made for them. In a group these lads would, I feel
confident, do well, more so than an individual in with a number of
pakeha boys. The proposal could be given a trial and after the
exploits of the Maori Battalion, I consider the Government should
do something of this sort. The expenses would be small and the
benefit possibly great to many lads who would thus be started on
a useful career in life…. I am, however, very interested in seeing
that the Maori youth of to-day is given a change in the scheme of
things and the Navy may appeal to some of them.1100
After Ngata forwarded these letters and the applications to Fraser, A.G.
Gisborne replied to Ngata on behalf of the Minister. He thanked him for the
applications and stated that ‘the New Zealand Naval Regulations make provision
for the entry of Maori boys in competition with New Zealand boys of European
J.F. Nugent to Ngata, 18 January 1943, N1 13/3/1, Part 2, ANZ, Wellington.
‘Naval Message’, undated, N1 13/3/1, Part 2, ANZ, Wellington.
1099 J.F. Nugent to Ngata, 9 March 1943, N1 13/3/1, Part 2, ANZ, Wellington.
1100 Ibid.
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descent’. He added that ‘Several Maoris are already serving’. Gisborne stressed
the competitive nature of the naval service, claiming that there were applications
running into the hundreds but only 25 vacancies every six months.
‘[C]ompetition is high’, he wrote, ‘and it would be unfair to all concerned to
single out boys for any particular reason other than their educational, physical,
and intellectual standard’:
This standard is not merely a formal requirement as, in modern
warships, seamen must be [able to] handle a multitude of
complicated machinery and instruments, to ensure which it is
necessary that boys should have the intellect and adaptability
which will fit them to undertake their future duties. 1101
Gisborne also outlined why he considered Nugent’s suggestions of a separate
unit and quota unworkable:
While entries are so comparatively rare and small, it would not be
in the interests of the Naval Service to enter a whole class of
Maori boys simply on account of the fact that they are Maoris, and
the above, I think explains why it would also be impracticable to
reserve in each entry a number of vacancies for so many Maori
boys. On the other hand, there is nothing to prevent a Maori boy
entering the Royal New Zealand Navy in fair competition with
others.1102
The correspondence ends there. Whether or not the issue was pursued by Ngata
is unclear.
The other issue that emerged later the same year was the question of Maori
RNZN personnel being placed in the Royal Navy. At some stage, instructions
were provided that Maori recruits would not be placed in the Royal Navy. A
confidential note in the navy files, dated 16 October, reads as follows:
Requests information whether Maoris entered in the RNZN are
acceptable to Admiralty for loan service in ships of Royal Navy. In
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ships of RNZN Maori ratings serve alongside and have same
status as European ratings.1103
Research conducted for this report has been unable to locate the original
direction, but it is referred to in subsequent correspondence. On 29 October
1943, the Commanding Officer of HMNZ Philomel wrote to the Naval Secretary
on the subject of the ‘Disposal of Maori Ratings’, raising some concerns about
the issue. ‘[I]t is desired to bring to the notice of the Naval Board’, the
Commanding Officer wrote, ‘[the] difficulties arising out of the decision to cease
drafting Maori ratings for loan to the Royal Navy’. The Commanding Officer
made reference to directions that ‘no Maori rating is to be nominated for loan to
the Royal Navy’ and suggested that there would be difficulty complying with
such a direction ‘without such action becoming obvious to the ratings
concerned’.1104
The Commanding Officer was concerned about the impact that restrictions
would have on Maori recruits in the Navy. The issue was brought to the attention
of the Naval Board, according to the Commanding Officer, ‘as some feeling is
bound to arise amongst maori ratings serving in the Royal New Zealand
Navy’.1105 A barely legible handwritten note on the letter notes that ‘the
difficulties cannot be very great and the small amount, fears could be avoided’.
‘Maori lads’, the note continued, ‘can always be drafted to HMNZ ships & to the
cruisers if overseas. This outlet should absorb all the Maori recruits. It would be
most unwise to draft Maoris to the Eastern fleet or other HM ships’.1106 On 10
December 1943, however, another file notes that the Admiralty ‘have no
objection to Maoris being accepted on loan service in ships of [Royal Navy]’.1107
Part of the concern seems to have arisen (like the ‘Colour question’ in the Middle
East and India with Maori Air Force personnel described below), because of the

NZNB to HCNZ (R) Rate Durban, undated, N1 13/3/1, Part 2, ANZ, Wellington.
Commanding Officer of HMNZ Philomel to the Naval Secretary, 29 October 1943, N1 13/3/1,
Part 2, ANZ, Wellington.
1105 Commanding Officer of HMNZ Philomel to the Naval Secretary, 29 October 1943, N1 13/3/1,
Part 2, ANZ, Wellington.
1106 Handwritten note at bottom of page, Commanding Officer of HMNZA ’Philomel’ to the Naval
Secretary, 29 October 1943, N1 13/3/1, Part 2, ANZ, Wellington.
1107 HCNZ to NZNB, 10 December 1944, N1 13/3/1, Part 2, ANZ, Wellington.
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fleet’s potential to train recruits in South Africa. A file note explains that Maori
‘should not be included in the class for training in South Africa owing to the rigid
colour bar believed to exist there’.1108 Here the issue seems to have ended and
there is no further correspondence on this issue.
Outside of these revealing sources on the attitudes and policies regarding Maori
recruitment in the navy, few other sources have been located. It remains unclear
how many Maori served throughout the Second World War. From the sources
available however, it is clear that Maori faced persistent discrimination for much
of the first half of the twentieth century when attempting to enlist in the navy.
Naval Board officials throughout this period were unwilling to formulate a
specific policy regarding Maori recruitment, but in private correspondence and in
practice the policy was, at least until the Second World War, very clear: that
Maori would not be enlisted. Today, Maori are overrepresented in the Navy.1109
How this shifted from exclusion to inclusion in the navy will be covered in the
Maori military service report by Philip Cleaver which covers the period after
1945.

5.3

Maori and the Air Force

This section moves to Maori in the air force in the first half of the twentieth
century. During that time, pioneers of New Zealand flight opened the nation’s
first flying schools, but according to Margaret McClure, it was only with the First
World War, that air power shifted from being ‘considered a fad to becoming a
key element of strategy’.1110 While New Zealand did not have its own air force in
place during the First World War, there were private training schools and an
agreement was made to help supply pilots for the Royal Air Force (RAF). As part
of this, New Zealand military air force authorities were given responsibility to
help screen New Zealand candidates.1111 There is very little known about men of
Maori descent who served in the Air Force during the First World War. One man
of Maori descent, Second Lieutenant William Rhodes-Moorhouse, was the first
‘Maori Ratings’, Undated, N1 13/3/1, Part 2, ANZ, Wellington.
Rose Evans, ‘Against All Odds’, The White Ensign, Summer 2007, pp4-7.
1110 Mclure, Fighting Spirit, p28.
1111 Marr, Wai 2500 #6.2.1, p24.
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airman to receive a Victoria Cross while serving in the RAF during the First
World War. Rhodes-Moorhouse was born into a wealthy English family and was
the grandson of Wellington settler William Barnard Rhodes and Otahui of Ngati
Ruanui. Rhodes-Moorhouse received his VC following a bombing attack in April
1915, on the rail junction at Courtrai, Belgium. However, he died the next day
from wounds inflicted during the raid.1112 Rhodes’ Maori descent was largely not
discussed at the time, it appears, though one article in Poverty Bay Herald does
describe him as ‘half-caste’.1113
In 1917, Charles Barton, a man of Maori descent, offered his services as a pilot in
the RAF. Barton was a farmer from Ngahape near Te Awamutu. The application
prompted the Governor of New Zealand, Lord Liverpool, to write to the
Secretary of State for the Colonies asking about the regulations regarding ‘men of
maori blood – namely – half-caste or quarter caste Maori’.1114 A week later, the
Officer Commanding the Auckland Military District wrote to the Defence
Headquarters in Wellington:
Mr. Barton is a half-caste Maori and I so not [sic] know whether
he is therefore eligible for a commission on the Royal Flying
Corps. Will you please give me a ruling? In other respects, Mr.
Barton seems quite suitable, and has had experience as a Sergeant
in the 16th (Waikato) Regiment, and with Motor machinery. He
has also taken up wireless signalling.1115
Several weeks later, the Secretary of State for the Colonies responded to the
Governor’s query, claiming that the War Office ‘state no objection to candidates
with Maori blood being sent from Canterbury Aviation school for admission to

1112 For more information on Rhodes-Moorhouse, see in Claasen, Fearless: The Extraordinary Untold
Story of New Zealand’s Great War Airmen; Monty Soutar, 'Ngā pakanga ki tāwāhi – Māori and overseas
wars - Māori contingent in the First World War', Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand,
http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/nga-pakanga-ki-tawahi-maori-and-overseas-wars/page-3 (accessed 30
January 2018).
1113 Poverty Bay Herald, 24 May 1915.
1114 Governor of New Zealand to Secretary of State for Colonies, 1 June, 1917, Air 33/20/4 Part 1,
ANZ, Wellington .
1115 Officer Commanding the Auckland Military District to Defence Headquarters, Air 33/20/4 Part
1, ANZ, Wellington.
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Royal Flying Corps’.1116 About a week later, the Secretary of State for the
Colonies wrote again, adding: ‘Army Council desire that candidates with Maori
blood should not be sent to this country unless Government of New Zealand
consider suitable for commissions in their own contingent’.1117
The only other mention of the policy regarding Maori in the RAF regards
educational standards, and the suggestion that Maori be subject to stricter
educational standards. One month before the end of the First World War, the
Chief of General Staff, Colonel C.M. Gibbon, wrote to the Director of
Recruiting stating that ‘in the case of Maori candidates [for the Royal Air Force],
the Imperial Government have requested that their educational standards should
be higher than that for the European candidates’. Gibbon added that only two
Maori candidates had been approved, and both had matriculated.1118 The two
Maori candidates that had been approved were not named, but presumably were
Barton (who did in fact proceed to Britain for further flight training, but did not
complete his training as the Armistice arrived shortly after he began) and Ernest
Taniwha Sutherland (Ngati Apa, Nga Wairiki), a motor mechanic and farmer
from Rangitikei.

Secretary of State for the Colonies to Governor of New Zealand, Liverpool 25 June 1917, Air
33/20/4 Part 1, ANZ, Wellington.
1117 Secretary of State for the Colonies to Governor of New Zealand, Liverpool 3 July 1917, Air
33/20/4 Part 1, ANZ, Wellington.)
1118 Colonel C.M. Gibbon to the Director of Recruiting, 11 October 1918, Air 33/20/4 Part 1, ANZ,
Wellington.
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Figure 38 Group of Airmen on Board the S.S. Arawa, October, 1917, Ernest Taniwha Sutherland is
fourth from left, Air Force Museum of New Zealand, AFM 2007/191.9

Sutherland was accepted in the Royal Flying Corps in 1917. The New Zealand
Times reported that he would be the first Maori to enter the Corps, and while the
conditions laid down by the Imperial Government were that a candidate must be
of ‘pure European descent’, in the case of Sutherland they accepted the candidate
‘with Maori blood, provided he was not a full-blooded Maori’.1119 The Christchurch
Star also reported that ‘Mr Sutherland … was creating a record, and possibly a
world record, in being the first Maori to enter the flying corps’.1120 The following
year, the Horowhenua Chronicle reproduced a letter from Sutherland addressed to
his ‘kinsman’. Sutherland wrote: ‘I am quite proud of myself as an airman,
especially being the first representative of the race’.1121 Outside of these
examples, research for this report has found no other sources relating to Maori
and the RAF, though sources available indicated that few served.

New Zealand Times, 17 September 1917.
Christchurch Star, cited in Claasen, Fearless, p139.
1121 Horowhenua Chronicle, 13 July 1918.
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Figure 39 E.T. Sutherland, 1917, MUS03051, RNZAF Research Collection
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5.3.1

The Interwar Years

In 1923, the New Zealand government established the New Zealand Permanent
Air Force (NZPAF) and the Territorial Air Force (TAF) as part of the military
forces. However, in the interwar years, the small scale of the domestic
professional air force, the NZPAF, provided few openings for men who had
served during the war in the air force. As a result, some men sought permanent
commissions with the RAF in Britain. Thus, New Zealand pilots made a career in
the RAF throughout the interwar period, so that by 1939, there were 600 New
Zealanders serving with the RAF, the largest number from any part of the
English-speaking world outside of Britain.1122 We do not know how many of
those serving in the RAF by 1939 were Maori, however.
Despite the lack of sources, one case provides some insight. In 1928, two Maori
men, son and nephew of Bishop Bennett, both considered ‘a good type’ by
officials were ruled out by the British Air Ministry. As a result, Captain Thomas
Wilkes, a First World War Pilot and then the secretary of the Air Board
(established in 1920 to advise the Government on civil and military aviation),
argued unsuccessfully, that under the Treaty of Waitangi Queen Victoria had
granted Maori ‘all the Rights and Privileges of British subjects’ and thus the
Bennetts should be accepted. Wilkes added that in New Zealand Maori were ‘not
debarred in any way on account of their birth’.1123 It is unclear what came of
these applications. However, that Wilkes was arguing about their inclusion in
relation to the Treaty of Waitangi suggests that their exclusion was based on their
being Maori.
Meanwhile, at home, the New Zealand Permanent Air Force (NZPAF) was
renamed the Royal New Zealand Air Force (RNZAF) in 1934 and was
administered by the Department of Defence. Following the election of the
Labour Government, Wing Commander Ralph Cochrane was seconded from the

1122 Vincent Orange, ‘New Zealand Airmen over Europe and the Mediterranean’, in John Crawford,
ed., Kia Kaha: New Zealand in the Second World War, (Melbourne/New York: Oxford University Press,
2000), p65.
1123 McClure, Fighting Spirit, pp29, 35.
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RAF to carry out a review of New Zealand’s air defence requirements and
recommended that the RNZAF become a separate service with capabilities for
home defence and bomber squadrons. In 1937 the RNZAF was separated from
the Military Forces.1124 In the same year, the Air Department was established, to
be headed by an Air Secretary, and took over responsibility for the administration
and financial control of the RNZAF from the Department of Defence.1125
No attempts to enlist by Maori have been located, except for one case. In July
1939, when the headmaster of a Native School at Mohaka wrote to the Air
Secretary asking if the Air Force would accept the Service of Maori.1126 T.A.
Barrow, the Air Secretary, wrote that Maori ‘may apply for enlistment in the
Royal New Zealand Air Force’. Barrow sent application forms, along with copies
of conditions of service and rates of pay in the RNZAF and added that
‘enlistment is competitive’.1127
There are few sources relating to the recruitment and enlistment of Maori during
this period, though sources hint at the involvement of some. For example, John
Te Herekiekie Grace (Ngati Tuwharetoa) joined the Wellington Territorial
Squadron in 1928, but was discharged when he was found to have tuberculosis.
In 1935 he gained his flying certificate and in 1938 he became a member of the
Territorial Air Force.1128 In the same year, Grace was serving as an Officer of the
Wellington Squadron of the Territorial Air Force. At the same time, Mate Love
(pictured in Figure 41.), a former All Black became a member of the Wellington
Territorial Air Force. It is unknown when he joined and in what role he served,
however.1129 No other information relating to Mate Love has been located.

‘Royal New Zealand Air Force’, in McGibbon, ed., Oxford Companion, p459.
‘Air Department’, in McGibbon, ed., Oxford Companion, p2.
1126 Headmaster, Native School, Mohaka, to Air Secretary, 23 July 1939, Air 33/20/4 Part 1, ANZ,
Wellington.
1127 T.A. Barrow to Headmaster, Native School, Mohaka, 2 August 1939, Air 33/20/4 Part 1, ANZ,
Wellington.
1128 Graham Butterworth. ‘Grace, John Te Herekiekie’, first published in the Dictionary of New
Zealand Biography, vol. 5, 2000. Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand,
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Figure 40 Officers of the Wellington Squadron, Territorial Air Force, 1938. Flying Officer John
Te Herekiekie Grace (Ngati Tuwharetoa) is seated front row, second from left. Reproduced
from: Geoffrey Bently and Maurice Conly, Portrait of an Air Force: The Royal New Zealand
Air Force, 1937-1987 (Grantham House Publishing: Wellington, 1987) p20.
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Figure 41 Mate Love, a former Maori All Black a member of the Wellington (Territorial) Squadron,
Royal New Zealand Air Force, 1938. Press, 25 May 1938.

5.3.2 Maori and the Air Force during the Second World War
During the Second World War, more than 10,000 RNZAF aviators served in the
RAF. About 3,190 lost their lives and 570 were taken prisoner.1130 Maori men
served in both the RAF and RNZAF throughout the war. It is difficult to
quantify exactly how many served, though official historian Wing Commander H.
L. Thompson wrote that there was a ‘significant contribution from the Maori

1130
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people, whose representatives flew in each of the principal theatres of war’.1131
The service of a number of Maori pilots provides some insight into the role
Maori played and their experience in the Air Force. However, this section only
provides a short overview of some Maori who served. For more information,
readers should consult the secondary sources cited in this report. Following an
overview of those who served, the main focus of this section is the policy relating
to Maori who served in the air force during the war.
Perhaps the most well-known Maori member of the air force during the war was
Flying Officer Porokoru ‘Johnny’ Pohe (Whanganui, Tuwharetoa). Pohe has
been described by Margaret McLure as ‘one of the few Maori in the RNZAF’
and the first Maori to enlist in the RNZAF.1132 Educated at Te Aute college,
Pohe was a farmer at Taihape when the war began. He applied for pilot training
and after ‘gaining his wings’ was the first Maori pilot to reach the United
Kingdom, arriving in May 1941. Pohe was posted to a bomber squadron and was
the first Maori to fly bombers over Germany. Pohe also dropped parachutists in
the raid on Bruneval. On the night of 22 September 1943, Pohe’s aircraft was
shot down and he was taken as a Prisoner of War (POW) and held in Stalag Luft
III, where he, along with seventy-six other Allied aircrew were involved in what
would later be called the ‘Great Escape’. He was soon recaptured, however, and
on Hitler’s order, Pohe, with 5 other POWs, were executed.1133
Another Maori pilot was Flight Lieutenant Wetere, who flew with distinction in
the Hurricanes and later in Typhoons. In two tours he made many attacks against
German airfields, military installations, transport and shipping. A further Maori
air force pilot was Warrant Officer Wipiti who shared in the destruction of the
first Japanese aircraft shot down over Singapore in December 1941. He later lost
his life while flying with a New Zealand fighter squadron in Britain. In the
Middle East Flight Lieutenant Bennett, (brother of the commander of the Maori
Battalion in 1942–43, Lieutenant-Colonel C. M. Bennett, and the first Maori navy
H. L. Thompson, New Zealanders with the Royal Air Force, Vol. I, p21.
McClure, Fighting Spirit, p75.
1133 ‘Pohe, Flying Officer Porokoru Patapu (‘Johnny’)’, in McGibbon, ed., Oxford Companion, pp423424; McClure, Fighting Spirit, p75.
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officer, Paratene Jackson Bennett) served in the Desert Air Force and was also
prominent in ground strafing attacks over Italy’.1134

Figure 42. Pine Takarangi training in the Empire Air Training Scheme. Department of Internal Affairs. War
History Branch. Branch. DA-00662-F and DA-00667-F. ATL, Wellington, New Zealand.

Sergeant Pine (“Boy”) Tenga Takarangi of Whanganui applied for service in the
RNZAF in early 1939 and was accepted in September 1939.1135 After a month at
Ohakea training school he was transferred to Weraroa, where for fourteen
months he was on headquarters staff. He was then accepted for training as air
crew in September 1940, and early the following month sailed for Canada with
the first party of New Zealand airmen to undergo training under the Empire
Scheme where he was promoted to the rank of wireless gunner.1136 In September
1941, he was reported missing, and in February the following year, he his was
confirmed.1137

H. L.Thompson, New Zealanders with the Royal Air Force, Vol. I, p21.
He was not the only Takarangi in the armed forces, with six of his uncles also serving overseas
during the war.
1136 In October 1939, the Government accepted the proposal for the training of New Zealand
personnel for the RAF both in New Zealand and as part of the Empire Air Training Scheme in
Canada.
1137 Auckland Star, 17 September 1941; Evening Post, 16 February 1942.
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Figure 43 ‘A Maori team at a British air station’. From left are Sergeants R. W. Raharuhi (Tikara), M.
T. Parata (Waikanae), M. T. J. Manawaite and E. H. Gray (Otaki). Auckland Weekly News 17 March
1943. Sir George Grey Special Collections, Auckland Libraries, AWNS-19430317-14-3

Maori in the RNZAF were also praised in the press. A. Milich of Kaitaia, for
example, was praised in the Evening Post for his service; the paper claimed that he
was ‘regarded as one of the best pilots in his squadron’ and a ‘typical example of
the fine airmen Maoris have made in this war’. The Post continued, ‘those [Maori]
who have joined the RNZAF have shown themselves to be equally as good as,
and in many cases better, than the average airmen from all the Allied
countries’.1138
5.3.3

‘Colour question has become acute’

Despite this praise in the press and the celebrated service of some Maori airmen,
some officials expressed some doubts about Maori serving as aircrew. The
concerns largely relating to their posting in certain areas and what officials
claimed was the ‘problem’ with Maori in the air force and what some saw as their
‘lack of aptitude’.

1138
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In December 1939, the Air Headquarters wrote to the Air Ministry, asking to
‘ascertain from R.A.F whether they will accept good types of Maoris for service
in Aircrew section’.1139 The Air Ministry responded that ‘good type of Maoris’
would be gladly accepted, as long as they were up to educational standards. The
letter added that the Air Ministry ‘rely on you to select applicant carefully’.1140
That education would remain a barrier to Maori entry into the RNZAF was
raised by Apirana Ngata in Parliament in 1943. Pointing to the recent
improvements in Maori education, Ngata criticised the lack of provision for
Maori higher education. ‘If the activities are not to extend beyond the Native
schools, we will not go far…and when there were candidates asked for the Air
Force, showed that the Maori could not reach the standard of efficiency in
mathematics required in the Air Force’.1141
In October 1942, the Secretary for Tuhoe Man Power listed four Maori
candidates that wanted to enlist in the Air Force, and sent this to the Air
Department.1142 The Acting Air Secretary replied with application forms for the
candidates, but noted that one applicant, Tahae Mawana, was 17 years old and
therefore too young. It was noted that Mawana would be eligible for the Air
Training Corps.1143 The Commandment of the Air Training Corps then got in
touch with the Secretary for Tuhoe Man Power with application forms should
Kawana wish to enrol. He added, ‘For your information I would like to mention
that quite a number of Maori lads are members of the Air Training Corps in
various parts of New Zealand and doing exceptionally good work. I hope that
enrolment in the Air Training Corps will enable some of your boys to qualify for
entrance in the RNZAF’.1144

Air Headquarters to NZLO, Air Ministry, 7 December 1939, Air 33/20/4 Part 1, ANZ,
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1140 NZLO, Air Ministry to Air Headquarters to 15 December 1939, Air 33/20/4 Part 1, ANZ,
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1141 NZPD, Vol. 263, p154.
1142 Secretary, Tuhoe Man Power to Air Department, 20 October 1942, Air 33/20/4 Part 1, ANZ,
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1143 Air Department to Secretary, Tuhoe Man Power, 20 October 1942, Air 33/20/4 Part 1, ANZ,
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In May 1943, things seem to have changed and a letter from the RNZAF
headquarters to the Air Department claimed the following:
Colour question has become acute problem with Maoris posted
India and Middle East. No distinction between races in U.K. but
difficult to ensure that they are retained in this country particularly
in cases where they have Europeans names. Suggest position be
discussed… with view to retention of all Maoris or those with
Maori blood for service Pacific Area.1145
It

was suggested that Maori aircrew should be withdrawn from India, ‘as far as

possible future pilots should be retained in N.Z. for service here and in the
Islands’. The Commodore aimed to obtain a list of Maori Aircrew under training
in New Zealand ‘to see how great the problem is’ but suggested it might prove
difficult due to the fact that some held European names. The Air Commodore
also requested the record of Maori aircrew in London for the purposes of
recalling them. ‘If you agree’, he wrote, ‘a signal should be sent to Headquarters
London instructing them to arrange for the repatriation of Maori aircrew in the
East and to see that no further Maori aircrew are sent out of England’.1146
The Air Commodore informed the commanding officers at RNZAF stations that
a return was being compiled ‘for statistical purposes’ of all Maori aircrew
personnel and that all stations were required to keep records up to date, noting
on attestation forms whether or not a candidate is of Maori origin, ‘the word
“MAORI” being used’. For these purposes, the Air Commodore added that ‘half
caste Maoris are to be included’.1147 On the same day the Lieutenant Colonel,
Director of Mobilisation, wrote to the Director of Manning at the Air
Headquarters in Wellington stating that in future ‘NO members of 2 Maori are to
be transferred to the RNZAF’. There were thirty-five Maori men accepted in
Draft numbers 1 and 2, who would remain with the Air Force ‘in the meanwhile’,

RNZAF to Air Department, 3 May 1943, Air 33/20/4 Part 1, ANZ, Wellington.
Air Commodore, AMP, ‘Maori Aircrew’, undated, Air 33/20/4 Part 1, ANZ, Wellington.
1147 Emphasis in original. Air Commodore, AMP, to Commanding Officers, RNZAF Stations, 15
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while Personnel from drafts 4 to 7 and any subsequent drafts would ‘NOT be
sent forward’.1148
While the position stated above was that Maori would remain in New Zealand or
be posted to the Pacific, it is apparent that by August 1943, the distinction
between Maori and non-Maori air crew personnel extended to the Pacific as well.
In that month, an RNZAF captain wrote to the Air Department stated that ‘it is
well known that it is not the policy to send ground Maori personnel to [the
Pacific Area]’.1149 Another file note the following month says that the RAF
considered it ‘undesirable’ to have Maori crew posted to areas with native
populations such as Nassau.1150 A further note suggests that the Royal Canadian
Air Force requested that ‘personnel of Maori extraction’ be indicated ‘as it is
proposed that they should eventually be sent direct to United Kingdom, for
further employment’, or for ‘operational duties’.1151 In the letter from August,
the RNZAF captain added that the Maori men were fit for overseas service, did
not wish to remain in New Zealand and ‘are very keen to see active service’. ‘Is
there any possibility’, he continued, ‘of these men re-joining the Maori Battalion
or being posted to the Pacific Area?’1152
The Air Commodore wrote that Maori ground crew who were fit were to be
allowed to transfer to the Maori Battalion and added that ‘most of them seem to
want to do this’. They noted that 30 to 40 had already transferred, and that
another 16 had recently applied from Whenuapai and were being transferred. The
air commodore claimed that there should be restrictions on Maori appointments
to the Air Force. ‘It is considered’, they wrote, ‘that the initial selection for
aircrew should be tightened considerably in regard to the Maoris as they are a

1148 Emphasis in original. Lieutenant Colonel, Director of Mobilisation to Director of Manning at the
Air Headquarters, 16 April 1943, Air 33/20/4 Part 1, ANZ, Wellington.
1149 Group Captain Commanding RNZAF Station, Whenuapai to Air Department, Wellington, 6
August 1943, Air 33/20/4 Part 1, ANZ, Wellington.
1150 NZAM Ottawa to Air Dept, 19 September 1943, Air 33/20/4 Part 1, ANZ, Wellington.
1151 Squadron Leader, Director of Training to Air Department, 20 September 1943; Squadron Leader,
Director of Training to Southern Group Headquarters, RNZAF Christchurch, 21 September, 1943,
Air 33/20/4 Part 1, ANZ, Wellington.
1152 Group Captain Commanding RNZAF Station, Whenuapai to Air Department, Wellington, 6
August 1943, Air 33/20/4 Part 1, ANZ, Wellington.
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problem once they qualify’.1153 How Maori were a ‘problem’ was not specified by
the Air Commodore.
Thus far, in the record, Maori were not consulted in these discussions. In the
following months, however, letters from Maori RNZAF members stated their
preferences regarding a shift to the Maori Battalion. In mid-September, Whaiora
Moeke wrote:
Being a married man and having a family of four when serving in
the Maori Btl, I lost my chances of going overseas, on account of
having too great a family. So in the army, I have no chance of
going overseas, that’s why I joined the Air Force, thinking that I
had to serve duties overseas. I therefore Sir desire to continue my
services in the RNZAF.1154
Some, like Moeke, expressed their desire to remain with the RNZAF, while
others accepted their transfer to the 28th (Maori) Battalion for service
overseas.1155 R. Pokaikura, K. Wharerahi, and M. Kaka all wrote identical letters
requesting to be transferred to the 28 Maori Battalion, ‘because by so doing I
firmly believe that my services would be utilised to a better purpose in so far as a
more united effort in regard to my fellow Maori Comrades’.1156 Similarly, in
February 1944, the wing commander at the RNZAF Delta Station in
Marlborough wrote that there were seven Maori men who were ‘very anxious
and keen to transfer to the Maori Battalion and serve overseas with that Unit.
The commander added that the RNZAF was ‘extremely short of manpower’ and
that transfer was recommended ‘not because these men are not carrying out their
duties efficiently, as on the whole they are particularly good types’.1157 It appears
that the decision to transfer was influenced largely by the restrictions on overseas
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service. Those who requested a transfer to the Maori Battalion did so in order to
take up service overseas. A nominal roll of Maori aircrew who transferred to the
Maori Battalion numbered around 45.1158

Figure 44: Members of 75 Squadron. Sergeant Richard John Urlich in centre. Auckland
Museum, Cenotaph, URL: (http://www.aucklandmuseum.com/war-memorial/onlinecenotaph/record/C121969)

For those who remained in the RNZAF and completed their training, questions
about where they were posted continued. Sergeant Pilots Richard John Urlich
(Pictured in Figure 45) and Wi Rangiuaia completed their training. A file note
describes Urlich as ‘part Dalmatian and part Maori and is quite dark in colour’,
and Rangiuaia as ‘slightly under half-caste and is not very dark in colour’. It is
unclear who wrote the letter to the Director of Operations, but they
recommended that both men be retained in New Zealand and asked whether

‘Nominal Role of Airmen transferred to Maori Battalion’, Air 33/20/4 Part 1, ANZ, Wellington
(39-40)
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such an arrangement could be made.1159 The Direction of Operations suggested
the two men proceeded to England or be employed in a non-operational flying
duty in New Zealand.1160 Instructions from F. J. Letzer (Director of Postings)
explained that the two men – as well as another man, Sergeant Pilot Kiwi Ernest
Amohanga – would shortly be embarking for the United Kingdom. ‘Difficulty
has been experienced in retaining them for flying duties in the Pacific Area….
Please ensure that they are not at any time posted for duty in the Middle East or
in India’.1161
Because of the restrictions now imposed on Maori aircrew, officials started to
discuss an approach to Maori enlistment more broadly. In doing so, some
officials revealed a discriminatory attitude towards Maori. In October 1943, the
Director of Manning wrote to the Air Member for Personnel seeking a ruling
regarding the policy to be followed in respect of the enlistment of Maori.
Alongside the restrictions imposed on overseas service, the letter stated the
following as one point at issue: ‘Aircrew - understood not considered suitable as
lack of aptitude’. As a result, the official sought rulings regarding:
1. If enlistment is to be refused for either aircrew or non-flying
duties or both.
2. If to be accepted for non-flying duties whether same is to be
confined to an unskilled trade or one not requiring a technical
course.
3. Whether quarter or half-caste Maoris are to be regarded as
coming within the scope of the decision.1162
A handwritten response from the Air Secretary answers each question in turn.
First, in response to the question regarding refusal of enlistment, the note simply
says: ‘yes. 1. Maoris – half or more Maori Blood’. The note continues that for
aircrew ‘very careful selection is required – only the best types should be
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selected’. Lastly, the note states that ‘in accordance with PM’s instructions they
should be encouraged to enlist in Maori Battalion. If they insist no objection to
air force enlistment – but careful selection is required’.1163 The Director of
Manning forwarded these instructions to staff stating that ‘it will be necessary in
future for all Maori aircrew applicants to be interviewed prior to despatch to
Delta’.1164 In February the following year, the Director of Manning wrote to the
Commanding Officer of the RNZAF Delta Station in Marlborough, that they
should bring to the notice of the Station Selection Committee that ‘only the best
type of Maori is to be permitted to proceed with aircrew training and A.M.P
request that particular care be taken in their selection’. They added that these
instructions only applied ‘to personnel with half or more Maori blood’.1165
The correspondence regarding Maori enlistment in the RNZAF for the period
covered in this report ends here, and no other sources have been located
regarding official policy towards Maori service in the air force. Once again
photographs suggest a wider involvement in the air force than the documentary
sources reveal.1166 For example, alongside cadet training at colleges like Te Aute,
there was also an Air Training Corps. A branch of the Air Training Corps was at
Te Aute, and a number of pupils went on to join the Air Force.1167 Further
research on areas like this would provide further insight into Maori military
service during these years.
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Figure 45: Students from Te Aute College in the Air Training Corps at the RNZAF Base, 1944.
Craig Innes personal collection.

5.4

Conclusion

Maori service in the navy and air force is an area that few historians have sought
to understand. As a result, there is very little in terms of historical literature and
the source material itself is patchy. What is clear, however, is that Maori service
in these sections of the armed services were subject to debate for much of the
period covered in this report. What is also clear in both cases is that Maori were
not provided with the same opportunity to serve as Pakeha and at various times
were deliberately excluded.
In the navy, policy regarding Maori enlistment was a matter of uncertainty,
though early sources provide some insight into how enlistment worked in
practice. In the years before the creation of the New Zealand Division of the
Royal Navy in 1921, there are few records relating to Maori and the navy, but the
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sources that have been located suggest that the imperial position was that while
white ’British’ imperial subjects would be accepted into the navy, applications
from Maori would not. This was a policy adopted by New Zealand officials. The
application of Thomas Timaru Benson to the Imperial Navy in 1908, and the
debate in 1911 about the position of Maori in the navy demonstrated this.
Following the Naval Defence Act of 1913, Prime Minister William Massey
envisaged that ‘[t]he native-born New Zealander of both races’ should play a role
and he even suggested that ‘arrangements should certainly made for a proportion
of the Native race to be trained as seaman’.1168 When Massey pursued this issue,
he was given unknown information off the record, an early sign of the pattern of
maintaining an unofficial policy of exclusion throughout the post-war years. This
report has located no sources relating to Maori service in the navy during the
First World War.
The interwar years were an important period in the debate about Maori in the
navy. Following the establishment of the New Zealand Division of the Royal
Navy in 1921, officials began keeping records relating to the recruitment of
Maori in the naval forces. In the New Zealand Division, it was the Naval Board
that oversaw the direction and administration of the Navy, including policies
regarding recruitment. This chapter detailed the confusion among officials with
regard to the recruitment of Maori. Between 1921 and 1939, Maori attempting to
enlist were rejected. As with the previous period, this report has found no
examples of Maori who served in the navy during these years. This occurred for
differing reasons. At first, Maori were rejected because they did not comply with
British Naval Regulations that stipulated a candidate be a ‘British Subject of
European extraction’. In the mid-1920s, however, the Naval Board were clearly
concerned about formulating a coherent policy regarding Maori enlistment
following numerous requests from Maori to enlist. The Board decided that Maori
could apply, but would undergo further scrutiny. In other words, Maori would be
sent the applicant forms in the same manner as for Europeans, ‘to allow
subsequent action to take the moral course’, but any applicants being accepted
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the Director of Recruiting needed to refer the applicant to the Naval Board.
Even so, discrimination continued. In the late 1920s, the issue emerged again
following attempts by the Akarana Maori Association and Archdeacon Hawkins
to gain a clear answer from the Naval Board regarding the recruitment and
enlistment policy as they related to Maori. In response, Naval Board officials
made attempts to avoid defining a clear policy with regard to Maori recruitment.
In doing, the Board continued to reject Maori applicants.
By the 1930s, officials responded to requests regarding Maori enlistment that the
policy stated Maori could enlist in the same way as Europeans. In private,
however, the policy remained that Maori would not be accepted. While the Board
did not define a policy, the public perception that Maori were barred remained.
The appointment of a Maori man as an assistant steward in January 1939
provoked fears among naval officials of setting a dangerous precedent.
Throughout the war years, the Naval Secretary in Wellington continued to
receive queries regarding the regulations about Maori enlistment. Some assumed
that in the context of the war, and perhaps following the creation of the Royal
New Zealand Navy (RNZN), the official position had loosened regarding Maori.
However, as historians point out, despite its nominal independence from the
imperial forces, it maintained key connections and British practices, attitudes and
traditions continued. Nevertheless, Maori were slowly making their way into the
Navy, as at least seven Maori men were serving in 1941. Attempts to secure a
place for Maori, or even to create a quota, never came to pass. Instead, officials
responded that Maori could enlist ‘in fair competition with others’.1169 As
mentioned above, Maori are now overrepresented in the Navy. How this
changed after 1945 is a story that will be picked up by Philip Cleaver in his report
being prepared for this inquiry.
The second part of this chapter addressed Maori and the air force in the period
covered in this report. As this chapter shows, historical literature on Maori and
the air force focuses on those who made their way into air force, but there is little
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attention given to policy. During the First World War, when flight in New
Zealand was developing, in Margaret McLure’s words, from ‘fad’ to ‘a key
element of strategy’, a few men of Maori descent served.1170 These men served
despite the position of the time which was that candidates should be British.
Other sources suggest the Imperial Government requested that the educational
standards should be higher for Maori candidates.1171 Outside of this, there are
few sources relating to Maori and the air force in the interwar years. This
changed following the Second World War. Maori men served in both in RAF and
RNZAF throughout the war, though it remains difficult to quantify exactly how
many served. As discussed above, Wing Commander H. L. Thompson wrote that
in the RAF, there was a ‘significant contribution from the Maori people, whose
representatives flew in each of the principal theatres of war’.1172 Maori air crew
were also praised at the time in the press.
However, instead of focusing on the individual Maori pilots who served, this
chapter has focused instead on Crown policy and practice. It shows that by 1943,
officials began to raise concerns about the posting of Maori air crew in areas such
as India, Middle-East and the Pacific. This sparked a discussion and possibly the
withdrawal of Maori from those areas. More broadly there was debate about the
role of Maori as aircrew. It was recommended that Maori should be transferred
to the 28th (Maori) Battalion, though Maori would do so voluntarily. However,
this clearly created restrictions on new recruits. In the discourse throughout the
period covered in this chapter, the preference was for what officials called the
‘better types’ of Maori.
Maori service in the navy and air force remains a topic that is not well
understood and further examination is required. However, it is clear from the
sources available that there was discrimination against Maori wishing to join the
navy and air force. Different to the armed forces during the same period, the air
force and navy maintained closer ties with imperial defence system and in doing
Mclure, Fighting Spirit, p28.
Colonel C.M. Gibbon to the Director of Recruiting, 11 October 1918, Air 33/20/4 Part 1, ANZ,
Wellington.
1172 H. L.Thompson, New Zealanders with the Royal Air Force, Vol. I, p21.
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so, an understanding of imperial precedent and tradition played a key role in
decision making and in attitudes towards Maori attempting to enlist and provide
military service. As a result, Maori were not given the same opportunity as
Europeans to serve in the air force and navy.
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Summary and Conclusion
This report has provided an overview of some of the major developments
regarding Maori military service for the Crown between 1899 and 1945. This
conclusion provides a summary of the report followed by some general
observations and concluding comments. In doing so, it also addresses some of
the limitations, in both the reports’ coverage and in the source material available,
and areas where further research is required.
Chapter One: Maori and the Military, c1899-1914
Chapter One traced Maori involvement, and the debates surrounding their
involvement, in the armed forces in the years between 1899 and 1914. Before
providing examples of Maori military service, it first gave an overview of some of
the key themes and factors influencing Maori military service. These included
Crown policy, popular views about Maori, as well as changing Maori political
strategies in response to Crown policy. The chapter argued that in order to
understand Maori political strategies and responses in relation to Crown policy
regarding Maori military service, we need to understand the shifts in political
strategy that occurred at the turn of the century.
A new generation of Maori political leaders emerged, among them, were figures
like Apirana Ngata, Te Rangi Hiroa (Dr. Peter Buck), Maui Pomare and James
Carroll, all of whom feature throughout this report. They were professional
Western-educated Maori men, and attempted to improve the lives of Maori by
working within the Paeha system and, as part of this, advocated for Maori
involvement in the military. As Richard Hill writes, these new political leaders
urged ‘the adoption of many (or most) Pakeha ways and retention of the essence
of Maoridom [and] worked to find a working relationship between rangatiratanga
and Crown authority’.1173 Hill also adds that these Maori political leaders believed
that Maori best throve ‘when working through their own socio-political
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institutions’.1174 It is within this context that calls for separate units, for Maori
leadership, and the ‘Price of Citizenship’ argument is best understood. These are
themes that remain important for the remainder of the period under
consideration.
The chapter then turned to the debate about Maori involvement in the South
African War, the first overseas conflict that involved the New Zealand military.
When war was declared in October 1899, Maori political leaders offered support
and troops, and some called for Maori to be organised into separate units. In
Parliament, Maori MPs made the argument that under the Treaty of Waitangi,
Maori had a duty to serve and defend the Crown. But despite the strong offers of
support from some iwi and hapu and Maori MPs, Maori were officially excluded
from service for the duration of the war. Maori did serve in the war in the
various general New Zealand units, but they did so as individuals, and using
European names. Unlike the First and Second World War, Maori who served in
the South African War did so ‘without the added visibility of a cohesive Maori
group’.1175 While there are sources that indicate that the imperial government did
not allow Maori to serve due to ‘political considerations peculiar to South Africa’,
historians have not located the initial order that Maori be excluded. Rather, as
McGibbon writes, the New Zealand government’s decision not to send Maori
was a ‘tacit understanding’ of the imperial policy.1176 Further requests for Maori
volunteers to serve were rebuffed. But exclusion did not stop the continued
desire on the part of some Maori to serve, provide support for the war and for
the raising of funds for the war effort at home. Matutaera (Tuta) Nihoniho
(Ngati Porou), for example, both supported the war effort and protested
exclusion. Nihoniho described Maori exclusion as a breach of the Treaty of
Waitangi.1177
Maori did provide unofficial service in the military during the South African War.
McLellan claims that at least thirty-five Maori men served as individuals during
Ibid., p523.
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the South African War (of a total of about 6,500 soldiers who served in the New
Zealand Contingents).1178 However, as discussed, they did so as individuals in the
various contingents and with European names. To serve, these men concealed
their background on official documentation and those who did serve largely fit
the profile that Ashley Gould outlines. That is, Maori who served were generally
‘half- or quarter-caste with a command of spoken and written English, possibly
with previous Volunteer or Permanent Military service, and good rifle and horse
skills’. Gould adds that some of the men ‘lived as Europeans, with the benefit of
a fairly good education by the general standards of the day’; some were
professionals in areas such as land surveying, others had careers in the public
service, while some were farmers.1179
The chapter did not detail the service experience of the men who did serve.
Rather it provided an overview of the impact that exclusion may have had more
widely, and what impact service for those who were involved may have had in
terms of future military service and promotion. The question of what impact
official exclusion had on Maori enlistment in the war or in the armed forces more
generally during this period is unknown, but it does seem highly likely that many
Maori did not attempt to enlist as a result. As Te Rangi Hiroa would state,
‘[t]here is no chance of joining as a Maori’.1180 For Maori who did serve, the
military experience provided an opportunity to achieve promotion, both during
and after the war. Henry Te Reiwhati Vercoe (Ngati Pikiao), for example, would
go on to have a career in the military and served as a Sergeant-Major in the Maori
Contingent during the First World War. The impact of the South African War on
broader policy is one that is unclear, but at the Imperial Conference following the
war, some ‘general principles’ were outlined including the question of colonial
troops for imperial service. The Imperial Conference agreed that ‘[t]he main
burden of a great struggle between the British Empire and one or more States of
European race or descent must be borne by the white subjects of the King’, and
that ‘Military contingents… of other than men of European descent need not be
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considered with regard to this particular problem, although the great value of the
Indian army and the usefulness of the African and other Native forces are fully
recognised’.1181 It is unclear how this policy impacted the policy regarding Maori
military service in New Zealand, though it does explain the initial reluctance to
use indigenous troops at the outset of the First World War. Meanwhile, at home
and after the exclusion of Maori from the South African War, Premier Richard
Seddon was clearly concerned with stemming disappointment about exclusion
and made promises about the role Maori might play in a commemorative
contingent in King Edwards VIII’s coronation of 1902 and within the domestic
volunteer force in the years afterwards.
But while Maori official exclusion from the South African War and inclusion as a
separate Battalion in the First World War are fairly well understood and
recognised, Chapter One argued that the years in between are not well covered in
the historical literature. During these years, Maori continued to seek inclusion in
the armed forces, in both the Volunteer forces and, after 1910, the Territorial
forces. In the late nineteenth- and early twentieth centuries, the Volunteer force
expanded in the context of the South African War and more broadly the martial
and imperialistic sentiment of the time. Following their official exclusion from
the South African War, Seddon foresaw a place for Maori in the military after
1902. Yet, in spite of the rapid growth of the Volunteers in the early twentieth
century, and Seddon’s call for Maori inclusion, there are several examples of
proposals by Maori for the formation of Maori volunteer corps being rejected by
officials during these years, including by Seddon himself. Maori seeking the
formation of volunteer units were rejected for a number of reasons. Colonel A.P.
Penton, the Commander of the Volunteer Force between 1896 and 1901
doubted the reliability of Maori units to store and care for arms issued, and
preferred Maori serving in mixed units, while other requests for Maori volunteer
units were rejected as no Pakeha officer could be located. Penton’s successor in
1902, Major General J.M. Babington, was more willing to promote Maori
Volunteer corps and continued to report on his frustrations regarding the lack of
AJHR, 1903, A-7, p.34, cited in Robson, ‘Counting the Cost: The Impact of the South African
War 1899-1902 on New Zealand Society’, p40, footnote 20.
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progress in the years afterwards. In 1906, Babington wrote that he submitted a
scheme for the raising of a Maori corps in 1903, ‘but no action was taken’.1182 At
the same time, Maori political leaders continued to call for inclusion and
protested the ‘the colour line’ in the military.1183
The chapter then described the reorganisation of the armed forces under the
Defence Act 1909. The reorganisation saw the creation of the Territorial Forces
based on a system of Compulsory Military Training (CMT). Unlike in Australia or
South Africa, where the indigenes were explicitly exempted from CMT under
legislation, the New Zealand Defence Act drew no distinction between Maori
and Pakeha. Initially, officials maintained that Maori, like Pakeha, were expected
to register and undertake CMT. However, as officials dealt with some of the
practical and administrative issued involved, Maori were exempt from CMT. The
government decided, as least informally, not to apply compulsory military service
to Maori, except in the case of cadets.1184 This was the beginning of a tradition of
Maori exemption from CMT (with the significant exception of the application of
conscription on Waikato after 1917) until 1949. Major-General Alexander
Godley, appointed to the task of organising and building the Territorial Force,
wrote that the ‘universal obligation to be trained has not been insisted on in the
case of the Maoris, but they have been taken as volunteers and in many
regiments, especially in the North, a good many of them are to be found in the
ranks’.1185 In August 1912, MP Dr. Maui Pomare presented before the House of
Representatives a return of Maori then enrolled in the Territorial Forces which
showed that 522 Maori were enrolled.
Finally, Chapter One outlined the early years of the First World War and the lead
up to the official decision to accept the first separate Maori unit in the
expeditionary forces. Following the declaration of war on 4 August 1914, Maori
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leaders continued their calls for inclusion of Maori in the military—a trend that
preceded the War, as demonstrated above. Historians have demonstrated that the
Maori response to the First World War was diverse, and covered ‘a spectrum
from wholehearted commitment, through qualified support, to heartfelt
opposition and some of the most stubborn and effective resistance in the
country’.1186 At the same time, some historians have cautioned against attempting
to gauge Maori-Crown relations by looking at involvement in the war and
willingness to serve.1187 The chapter detailed some of the early calls for inclusion
as Maori from across the country wrote to the government offering their service
in the military. Maori MPs also threw their support behind Maori inclusion and
the creation of a separate unit. Despite the enthusiasm and offers of service on
the part of Maori, there remained confusion about whether Maori would be
accepted, either as individuals or as a separate contingent, and in what capacity
they might serve. The reluctance on the part of the government to recruit Maori
changed, however, when it was revealed that Indian troops were being sent to
guard the Suez Canal. The Army Council in London accepted Maori service in
the war on 6 September. Ten days later, on 16 September, Massey announced
that the Army Council agreed to 200 Maori serving for duty in Egypt (the Maori
target for recruitment was later raised to 500).
Chapter Two: Maori and the First World War
Chapter Two examined selected developments relating to Maori military service
in the First World War with a focus on understandings and expectations of
service, recruitment, organisation, and conscription. Following the decision to
accept Maori military service in the war and in a separate unit, the state quickly
moved to recruit, organise, and train Maori solders for service in a separate Maori
expeditionary unit. The Chapter traced the debates among Maori, government,
and military officials regarding the organisation, leadership and recruitment of
Maori. In terms of the responsibility for appointments to leadership positions,
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this was split between the Defence Department and Maori Contingent
Committee, with the Defence Department appointing the leading positions of
major and captain. When it came to organisation, Maori resisted attempts to split
the unit. The other debate that emerged following the departure of the Maori
Contingent was where and in what capacity Maori might be deployed.
For Maori political leaders, service was seen as a political strategy, one aimed at
equal citizenship and with that equal treatment in political and social life. The
desire for a separate unit aimed to heighten the visibility of the Maori war effort
and contribution, but also reflected a desire for autonomy. This chapter
described these issues as they relate to Crown and Maori understandings and
expectations of the terms on which Maori provided military service to the
Crown. Chapter Two described cases in which the political relationship between
Maori and the Crown over military service was strained. When the state
transgressed particular agreements or understandings, Maori political leaders and
those offering their service resisted. For example, following the Gallipoli
campaign, when three Maori officers were dismissed and sent home and the
Maori Contingent broken up, this was viewed by the Maori Contingent
Committee as a ‘breach of faith’. The chapter described the impact this had on
recruitment, which remained low for the remainder of the war. Following the
reorganisation of the Maori Contingent into the Pioneer Battalion, the impasse
between the Maori MPs and the government ended. However, while some saw
the reorganisation of Maori into a pioneer unit as a good outcome, others
maintained reservations about the unit, both because it was not a full Maori unit,
and because it was a combat support unit, and thus was understood as having a
secondary role.
Chapter Two also described the introduction of conscription and its application
to Waikato-Maniapoto after 1917. It began by outlining some of the early
opposition to the war, especially in the Waikato among supporters of the
Kingitanga. The chapter then described the introduction of the Military Service
Act 1916, initial Maori exemption and then its late application to WaikatoManiapoto in 1917. Maori MPs largely supported the application of conscription,
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partially as a result of the low levels of volunteers from the Waikato. Ngata, who
would later call Maori conscription a ‘dismal failure’, called for Maori to be
subject to conscription using the ‘Price of Citizenship’ argument, claiming that
‘the race will be reinvigorated after the war’.1188 Pomare called for ‘equality of
sacrifice’.1189
While Maori were exempt from conscription, Section 50 of the Military Service
Act 1916 maintained that Maori could be called up if necessary and in June 1917,
the Government extended the regulations of the Act to include Maori. The
chapter described the application of conscription by focusing on the high-profile
cases of the brothers of the Maori King Te Rata, Tonga Mahuta and Te
Rauangaanga Mahuta. For both these men, the government was clearly
concerned with making an example to break the resistance in the Waikato.
Historians generally agree that the application of conscription in the Waikato was
a failure and that it reflected a desire for political power and control in the face of
a defiant expression of autonomy. Out of 552 Maori called up under the Military
Service Act, none embarked for service overseas.
Finally, Chapter Two addressed a number of thematic issues. It first outlined
issues such as pay and benefits, Maori in regular units, and Maori women and the
war. It did not draw any major conclusions in these areas, however, but instead
canvassed the available sources and suggested areas for further research. These
are areas that throughout this report have been difficult to assess, as source
material have not been located and these issues have not been the focus for many
historians. This section also outlined the ‘Price of Citizenship’ and Maori military
service as it was understood in terms of the Treaty of Waitangi. The Treaty of
Waitangi underpinned both support for the war and opposition. For example,
Tureiti Te Heuheu (Ngati Tuwharetoa) addressed the Legislative Council in
Parliament in 1918 claiming that Maori service ‘was founded on the Treaty of
Waitangi’.1190 Meanwhile opposition, initially in Northland and then in the
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Waikato, was also based on the Treaty of Waitangi. Maori reservists sought
appeal before the Native Military Service Board on the basis that the Treaty
exempted Maori from military service. The Chapter concluded by describing the
aspects of the legacy of Maori military service into the post-war years.
Chapter Three: The 28th (Maori) Battalion
Chapter Three looked at Maori and the Second World War, with a focus on the
28th (Maori) Battalion. The chapter began by detailing the pre-war calls for a
separate Maori unit, and, in doing so, it detailed Maori expectations and
understandings of the terms on which Maori would provide military service. In
the years prior to the Second World War, Maori in various regions were
expressing their desire for a Maori platoon or contingent in the Territorial Force.
As early as 1935, for example, Te Arawa were seeking a Maori unit. But it was in
the context of the international crises of 1938 and 1939 that calls for Maori units
increased. Officials often rejected these requests, largely on the grounds that it
was difficult to establish training facilities for Maori in particular areas. In other
cases, the reasons were political or based on discriminatory attitudes on the part
of officials. The Prime Minister Michael Joseph Savage claimed that separate
Maori units went against the ‘democratic principles’ of the Territorial Forces,
which were composed of ‘all classes and creeds’, while some military officials
claimed that Maori were unsuitable as members of the Territorial Force and that
the presence of Maori may have put off ‘the better type of European’.
Nevertheless, prior to the outbreak of war in 1939, officials appear to have
agreed on the formation of a unit, but one that recruited ‘good types’, though it is
unclear if anything came of this before the war.
Following the outbreak of war in September 1939, calls for a separate Maori
battalion continued. From the outset, Maori who expressed a desire for
involvement in general and within a separate unit clearly outlined key conditions
and understandings under which they would provide military service. For
example, when the Ratana Maori MPs Paikea and Tirikatene called for the revival
of a Maori unit, they outlined their opposition to conscription. Others argued
that Maori should enlist and serve, but remain a territorial unit, defending the
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country from invasion rather than fighting in an expeditionary force. Others
called for a Maori unit within the expeditionary forces. However, with a few
exceptions, most Maori who expressed a desire to serve in the military generally
agreed on the question of the creation of separate Maori unit, of Maori taking
leadership positions within these separate units, the use and involvement of preexisting tribal structures and institutions, and opposition to conscription. The
letters from iwi and hapu and the arguments from Maori MPs also provide
insight into the motivations for service, both collective and individual. For the
most part, motivations were based on a sense of duty, and the view that service
would result in a greater recognition of equal citizenship. But this also came with
clear expectations. In other words, Maori military service and support for the war
was not unconditional and Maori made this clear in their correspondence and
engagement with the government.
Following a discussion of pre-war calls for a separate Maori units, the
establishment of the 28th (Maori) Battalion, and a discussion of the expectations
of Maori in providing military service for the Crown, the chapter largely
addressed the extent to which these expectations and conditions were met and
honoured throughout the course of the War. The desire for a separate Maori unit
was accepted in the form of the 28th (Maori) Battalion, but military officials
insisted that the overall formation of the Battalion was the Government’s
responsibility and would not be subject to pressure from Maori.1191 At the same
time, however, the Government and military officials recognised the need to
involve Maori in recruitment and the recommendation of officers for pragmatic
reasons. For the Battalion to function effectively and to encourage and maintain
recruitment, some co-operation was required and the Army Command needed to
‘balance tribal representation and leadership within a military structure’.1192
Whether or not this balance was met is a subject of debate. In general, however,
the government largely maintained control of the formation of the Battalion and
the appointment of those in leadership positions. The chapter described the
appointment of Pakeha to leadership positions, and the reactions to this from
1191
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Maori. Maori protested the appointment of Pakeha, with one petition claiming
that it would result in ‘the destruction and loss of our mana’.1193
The following section of the chapter looked at the debate around conscription.
Here, the government did maintain the understanding that Maori would serve
voluntarily. Throughout the war, the government maintained its exemption of
Maori following strong opposition. In response to Pakeha criticism, and
following some official recommendations that conscription be applied to Maori,
the government pointed to the performance of the 28th (Maori) Battalion
overseas and the number of volunteers that had enlisted. Director for the
National Service Department, J.S. Hunter suggested that the application of
conscription was ‘a question of principle’ and wrote that Maori had volunteered
‘on the express undertaking that they would not be liable for service beyond the
dominion’.1194
The remainder of the chapter provided a brief overview of the campaigns in
which the 28th (Maori) Battalion was involved in, before detailing the 1943
Furlough, the continuing issue of leadership, the overall mobilization and
casualty rate, and honours and awards. The 28th (Maori) Battalion Maori served
across many of the battlefields of the Second World War, first in Greece and
Crete in 1941, then in North Africa in 1941-1943 and finally in the Italian
campaigns for the final years of the war. By 1942, Maori were suffering high
casualties, a fact that was recognised by the Prime Minister Peter Fraser.
Following letters from members of the Battalion, Maori political leaders signalled
to Fraser that troops should be replaced by the Second Maori Battalion and that
those overseas should be returned home. The call for the return home of the
Maori Battalion was reinforced early the following year when, in February 1943,
Major Reta Keiha and the Officers of C Company wrote to Ngata describing
their circumstances. As a result, Ngata placed further pressure on Fraser.
According to Soutar, the letter from C Company Officers was influential in
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helping the War Cabinet make the decision to institute the Furlough of 1943.1195
Fraser was unsuccessful in increasing the ratio of Maori soldiers returning with
the Furlough draft in the face of opposition from military officials. However,
once the men had arrived home, the government announced that that all married
men with one child, men over the age of forty-one and all Maori who had
returned on the Furlough would be given the option to return overseas or stay in
New Zealand.
For the remainder of the War, Maori continued to express frustration about the
appointment of Pakeha in leadership positions to the Battalion. The chapter
described the changes in leadership of the Battalion, which swung between
Pakeha and Maori. When Pakeha retained leadership positions, members of the
28th (Maori) Battalion wrote to Ngata from the front. Ngata in turn raised the
issues with Fraser, who claimed that he himself was in favour of Maori being
commanded by Maori. It was not until late in the war, in November 1944, that
Maori held the main leadership positions in the Battalion, with Colonel Arapeta
Awatere in charge of the Battalion with Major James Henare as second-incommand. At the same time, there was a clear desire for tribal representation
within the separate companies. For example, the government received a petition
from Nga Puhi which called for the appointment of ‘one of our own Maori
Officers from our district’. The petition stated, ‘At the Treaty of Waitangi, the
Ngapuhi people declared that a Ngapuhi leader, only, would be the leader of our
people’.1196
The chapter did not come to any major conclusions regarding mobilisation,
casualties and honours and awards. It is generally recognised, however, that
Maori were disproportionately represented in both casualties and in the number
of recipients of honours and awards. Out of the total 3,600 men who served in
the 28th (Maori) Battalion, there were 2,628 casualties (649 killed, 1,712 wounded,
and 267 taken as prisoners or missing), a figure almost 50 per cent higher than
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the New Zealand casualty rate. The Battalion also received the highest number of
honours and awards of any New Zealand infantry battalion.1197 Scholars provide
varying reasons for these trends, and these are outlined in the chapter. However,
further research is required to pin down the main reasons behind the higher
casualties among Maori. It is on issues like this that further research is required,
including quantitative research.
Chapter Four: Military Service, Home Front, and the ‘Price of Citizenship’
While Chapter Three focused almost exclusively on the 28th (Maori) Battalion,
Chapter Four continued to look at the Second World War, but looked at various
aspects of Maori military service, including the home front war effort, the Home
Guard and Territorial force, Maori military service outside the 28th (Maori)
Battalion, and Maori women who served. The Second World War had a major
impact on Maori in many aspects of life. Historians generally recognise that the
war provided Maori with unprecedented opportunities to play a key role in Maori
war-related activities. Following the declaration of war, the government moved
quickly to recruit. While there were major successes with regard to early
recruitment campaigns, Maori political leaders recognised that the war would
likely require greater Maori involvement. Paikea, Tirikatene, Ratana and Ngata all
envisaged that Maori could play a more active role in the war effort. Thus, they
began to move towards a formalised system of mobilising the Maori population
for the war effort.1198
The Maori War Effort Organisation (MWEO) was approved by the War Cabinet
as a six-month experiment on 3 June 1942. This Chapter did not focus on the
activities of the MWEO, which is well covered elsewhere, but instead provided
an overview. Historians have demonstrated that while the MWEO was intended
to focus on a narrow set of war-related functions, and to exist for only a limited
period, it remained throughout the war and took on a variety of functions and
community projects, including education, housing, training and land use and
Soutar, ‘Maori war effort overseas in the Second World War’, in McGibbon, ed., Oxford
Companion, p311.
1198 Sarich and Francis, ‘Aspects of Te Rohe Potae Political Engagement’, p20; Love, ‘The Politics of
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development. Historians also generally agree that while the MWEO held great
potential and gave Maori an unprecedented role on managing their own affairs, it
was ultimately undermined. As Claudia Orange has written, the MWEO ‘is one
of the best examples of the repeated pattern of government failure to allow
Maori full freedom to develop their resources and to give them scope to exercise
that autonomy which they believe should be theirs under the promises of the
Treaty of Waitangi’.1199
Crucially, the War Cabinet agreed that the principle of tribal leadership
(‘consistent with military efficiency’) would form the basis of the MWEO and
that this principle should be extended to both the Territorial Force and Home
Guard. Chapter Four argued that while historians often cite this decision, there
has been little understanding of how this worked in the armed forces. This
chapter detailed the debate about separate Maori units and Maori leadership in
the Home Guard and Territorial force. Maori political leaders asked the
government to encourage the formation of Maori units in military for those who
were serving at home, either in the Home Guard or Territorial forces, and also
wanted to ensure that the principle of tribal leadership agreed by the War Cabinet
was given effect to. Paikea, for example, wrote to the Minister of Defence asking
for assurances on this matter. But while the War Cabinet agreed to the principle
that tribal leadership should be extended to Maori involvement in the Territorial
Force units and in the Home Guard, Maori volunteers continued to protest
Pakeha taking up leadership positions. By 1943, as Maori MPs and military
officials travelled around the country, they faced Maori communities clearly
concerned about the issue. Ngata explained that the policy regarding officering of
Maori Home Guard announced by the War Cabinet was ‘not being carried out’
and that ‘Maori showed great resentment’.1200 In response to the calls for Maori
to lead Maori units of the Home Guard, Maori Home Guard Training Schools
were established. There is very little information on their establishment, how
many existed, and how they operated. However, by the end of 1943, a broader
downscaling of the New Zealand Home Guard was underway and the Maori
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Home Guard Training Schools were shut down. The role of Maori in general
units and the role of Maori women are areas that are not well covered in the
historical literature. It has been difficult to uncover the story of those who served
outside the Battalion during the research for this report, especially those who
served in the regular units of the expeditionary forces and Maori women who
served both at home and abroad during the war. These are areas that still require
further research.
Finally, the chapter addressed some of the broader issues relating to the Maori
Second World War experience, including the thematic issues, including debates
about discrimination, ‘race relations’ and the ‘colour bar’, the ‘Price of
Citizenship’, Maori understandings concerning military service in terms of Treaty
guarantees and obligations, and the legacies of service. The clashes between
Maori and US troops in New Zealand as well as the controversy and debate
following Major K.T Harawira’s statement that there was a ‘colour bar’ against
Maori in New Zealand provide some insights into the place of Maori within New
Zealand society as it relates to military service. While Harawira argued that there
was ‘colour bar’ in New Zealand, others pointed to the Maori Battalion, and to
Harawira himself, as a ‘personified refutation of the colour bar’. 1201
At the same time, a common expectation among Maori was that war service and
contributing to the war, both overseas and at home, would result in concessions
and a recognition of equality, citizenship and autonomy. That Maori would
receive greater recognition for their service was reinforced throughout the war
years by Government and visiting dignitaries who regularly told Maori that their
wartime contributions would be recognised in the post-war period. Assessing the
legacies of Maori military service in the Second World War and whether these
promises of recognition were honoured is difficult. Historians generally agree
that the Second World War was significant turning point for the status of Maori
in broader society and in the developing political relationship between Maori and
the Crown. This chapter outlined historians’ views, with some suggesting that
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long-term importance of war service on influencing attitudes ‘should not be
underestimated’, while others suggest that that the legacy of the Maori Battalion
‘was to be short-lived’.1202 Historians generally agree that inequalities between
Maori an Pakeha remained firmly in place in the post-war years.1203
Chapter Five: Maori in the Air Force and Navy
The final chapter, Chapter Five, looked at policies regarding recruitment and
enlistment of Maori in the navy and air force for the entire period covered. As
the chapter made clear, this is an area that has not been covered by historians and
as a result Maori involvement in the navy and air force and the policy that guided
their involvement is not well understood. As far as research for this report has
found, the navy and air force did not have separate Maori units, and were not
subject to the same involvement of Maori political leaders, or recruitment
campaigns that focused on Maori. The chapter argued that it was in these areas
of the armed forces that Maori faced major restrictions, and these are well
documented in navy and air force files that were kept on the subject of Maori
recruitment. The chapter also argued that the restrictions towards Maori in the
navy and air force were influenced by both internal and external developments.
In many cases, officials expressed doubts about the ability of Maori recruits, and
were influenced by the ongoing influence of imperial authorities, which shaped
domestic policy and practice. For example, naval officials in New Zealand at the
time followed the imperial policy of excluding ‘men of black or coloured
races’.1204 Similarly, the posting of Maori air crew overseas was shaped by what
were seen as ‘racial sensitivities’ and the ‘rigid colour bar’ in South Africa, and the
‘colour question’ in the Middle East and in India.
In the navy, in particular Maori were barred from entry for much of the period
covered in this report. The chapter detailed examples of Maori being excluded in
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the early twentieth century. Early sources provide some insight into the policy. In
the years before the creation of the New Zealand Division of the Royal Navy in
1921, there are few records relating to Maori and the navy, but the few that have
been located suggest that the imperial position was that white “British” imperial
subjects would be accepted into the navy, and applications from Maori would not
be accepted. The application of Thomas Timaru Benson to the Imperial Navy in
1908, and the debate in 1911 about the position of Maori in the navy
demonstrated this. Following the Naval Defence Act of 1913, Prime Minister
William Massey envisaged that ‘[t]he native-born New Zealander of both races’
should play a role and he even suggested that ‘arrangements should certainly be
made for a proportion of the Native race to be trained as seamen’.1205 When
Massey pursued this issue, he was given information off the record, an early sign
of the pattern of maintaining an unofficial policy of exclusion throughout the
post-war years.
Following the creation of the New Zealand Division of the Royal Navy in 1921,
the navy started to collect files relating to Maori enlistment and these provide key
insights into the policy regarding Maori enlistment. At first, Maori were rejected
because they did not comply with Naval Regulations that stipulated a candidate
be a ‘British Subject of European extraction’. In the mid-1920s, however, the
Naval Board were clearly concerned about formulating a coherent policy
regarding Maori enlistment following numerous requests. The Board decided that
Maori could apply, but would undergo further scrutiny. Even so, discrimination
continued. In the late 1920s, the issue emerged again following attempts by the
Akarana Maori Association and Archdeacon Hawkins to gain a clear answer from
the Naval Board regarding the recruitment and enlistment policy as they related
to Maori. In response, Naval Board officials made attempts to avoid an explicit
policy with regard to Maori recruitment. By the 1930s, officials responded to
requests regarding Maori enlistment with a policy that said Maori could enlist in
the same way as Europeans. In private, however, the policy remained that Maori
would not be accepted. This changed gradually during the Second World War,
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however, as Maori recruits started to make their way into the navy, but in limited
numbers, as far as research for this report has found.
Like the navy, Maori service in the air force is not well covered in the historical
literature and the source material available is patchy and incomplete. Where there
is research on Maori on the air force, the focus is on historical literature of those
who made their way into air force, but there is little focus on policy. This chapter
described the early involvement of figures Edward T. Sutherland and Charles
Barton, the few examples from the interwar years. In the Second World War,
Maori played a greater role. This chapter focused largely on the policy guiding
Maori involvement in the air force, rather than on the service experience of
celebrated Maori pilots. In 1943, officials began to raise concerns about the
posting of Maori air crew in areas such as India, the Middle-East and the Pacific.
This sparked a discussion and possibly the withdrawal of Maori from those areas
and more broadly about the role of Maori as aircrew. It was recommended that
Maori should be transferred to the 28th (Maori) Battalion, though Maori would
do so voluntarily. Outside of these examples, the role of Maori in the air force
remains an important area for investigation.

Concluding Comments, Limitations and Further Research
This section provides some broader reflects on the commission questions. It
does not answer each question in turn, however, as many of the issues raised in
the questions overlap. The discussion of the questions is also broad and it does
not address all issues in detail, in order to avoid repetition from the summary
provided above. In addressing the commission questions, this section also
outlines some of the limitations of the research, of the available sources, and
areas for further research. Given time and resource constraints, and the fact that
it covers a significant period, this report has only been able to provide insights in
selected developments of Maori military service and its focus has largely been on
Crown policy and practice as it relates to Maori military service.
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As outlined in the introduction of this report, the commission questions
provided were as follows:
a) What were Crown and Māori understandings and expectations of the
terms on which Māori provided military service to the Crown up to the
end of the Second World War?
b) What were Māori responses and strategies in relation to Crown policies
and practices concerning their service for the Crown?
c) What legislative, policy or practical barriers or restrictions, or special
opportunities in mitigation of restrictions and barriers, were provided
Māori in terms of their military service for the Crown?
d) What were the major Crown policy developments, and the principal
internal and external influences on these developments, regarding
recruitment, conscription, terms, conditions and organisation of Māori
military service, and with what outcomes for Māori and their
communities in so far as these did not relate to repatriation or health and
social impacts?
e) What were Māori service experiences in terms of pay, conditions, training,
discipline, promotions and honours, and exposure to risk, and how did
these change over time?1206
Commission question a) regards understandings and expectations. For much of
the period considered in this report. Crown and Maori understandings and
expectations of the terms on which Maori provided military service to the Crown
differed. The differences regarding these understandings and expectations were
not only between Maori and Crown. For Maori, individual and collective
understandings and expectations in some cases reflected and reinforced each
other, and in other cases differed markedly. For the Crown, the understandings
and expectations on the terms on which Maori would provide service to the
Crown also differed, both across the various branches of the armed forces and
agencies of the Crown, but also between peace-time and war-time and during
different periods in the development of the Crown-Maori relationship. However,
some key conclusions can be drawn regarding Crown and Maori understandings
and expectations. This section will not repeat the overview provided above
regarding Maori expectations and understandings. In general, for Maori, military
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service was expressed as an assertion of the Treaty of Waitangi (both as an
affirmation of the Treaty and as a reflection of a sense of duty and obligation
under the Treaty) and the price of equality of citizenship.
In the First and Second World Wars, Maori understandings and expectations
were largely dominated by a number of key concerns including, as outlined
above, a desire for separate units, for Maori to be placed in leadership positions,
an aversion to conscription, and a belief and desire that military service would
lead to a greater expansion of citizenship. In other words, the expectations boiled
down to two key themes: a desire for autonomy and for equality. These desires
often ran up sharply against Crown expectations and understandings on the basis
on which Maori would provide military service. For the various branches of the
armed forces and agencies of the Crown, Maori military service was viewed as
essential during war time, especially during the First and Second World Wars, and
the state granted some concessions in order to maintain Maori support and
recruits during war. As described in this report, the state provided concessions,
but often within limits. One clear example of this was the creation of separate
units, but the insistence that they be under Pakeha leadership. At other times,
largely during peace time, numerous government and military officials
discriminated against Maori and viewed their service as unnecessary, doubted
their ability, and excluded Maori from service within the armed forces.
It was these understandings and expectations that largely shaped Maori responses
and strategies in relation to Crown policies and practises, the main concern of
commission question b). As suggested, Maori made clear their desire for separate
units, for Maori to be placed in leadership positions, for Maori not to be subject
to military conscription and for military service to lead to a greater expansion of
citizenship. The first concern, that separate Maori units be established, was not
only an expression of a desire for autonomy, but also a means by which the
visibility of the Maori war effort could be heightened and given greater
recognition. At the same time, the desire for separate units reflected the social
reality in the first half of the twentieth century that Maori and Pakeha for most
part lived separately. For much the period covered, but especially during the
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First and Second World Wars, Maori clearly stated their expectations that their
service be within separate units.
It was during these two conflicts that government agreed to the creation of
separate units and throughout the war, Maori attempted to maintain the integrity
of these separate units. However, when the Maori Contingent in the First World
War was broken up, Maori at the front and at home protested. Maori soldiers
wrote home calling for maintenance of a Maori unit, while Maori MPs halted
their recruitment efforts until the units were re-established. In the years leading
up to the Second World War, there calls for the revival of a Maori unit. The
desire for separate units and for Maori leadership was also clearly a concern
among Maori who served in the Home Guard and Territorial forces. This report
has also demonstrated that Maori service in separate battalions did result in
greater recognition for their service, as compared to their service in other areas in
the armed forces where Maori served outside of separate units, such as the navy
and air force.
The opposition to conscription is also a key theme in this report. Following the
creation of the Territorial Force, which was based on a system of Compulsory
Military Training (CMT), Maori were exempt from service. While this report did
not locate any major opposition to CMT in its early years, for the remainder of
the period, compulsion and conscription was were largely opposed. In the
Waikato, conscription was opposed for reasons that we are well documented.
More broadly, however, the opposition to conscription among those who did
volunteer for service largely reflected the belief that Maori understood their
service as voluntary. It was through voluntary service that Maori demonstrated
both their obligations and duties as citizens, and also their autonomy. During the
First World War, for example, Nau Paraone Kawiti asked: ‘Does the mana of the
Treaty of Waitangi still stand, or do the Government now regard it like the
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Germans did the treaty with Belgium, as a piece of paper’. Crucially, Kawiti
added that ‘if we all go as volunteers we are not slaves’.1207
During the Second World War, the non-application of conscription on Maori
was central to the expectations and understandings of service during the wars. As
discussed above, officials recognised that Maori volunteered and served on the
understanding that they were not compelled, and officials thus understood the
implications that applying conscription to Maori would have in terms of
recruitment and support for the war effort. Echoing Kawiti’s words, General
Freyberg wrote, ‘the Maori is always a volunteer. For them it was an honour to
serve, an attitude strongly supported by their tribal leaders’.1208
The report has also detailed the legislative, policy and practical barriers that
Maori faced in providing military service for the Crown, as required by
commission question c). These do not need repeating here. In general, however,
Maori faced clear barriers in enlisting in the military, and this was most notable in
peace time, when the requirement for a constant flow of recruits and
reinforcements was not the priority of the state, and in the navy and air force.
Chapter Five detailed these legislative, policy and practical barriers in some detail.
In addressing the questions above, commission question d), which concerns
Crown policy developments and the internal and external influences on these
developments, has largely been addressed. Commission question e) has proved to
be the greatest challenge in the research for this report and many of these areas
require further research and analysis. Research for this report has not located any
sources to suggest that Maori faced discrimination in terms of pay, conditions,
training, and discipline, though that is not to say these were not issues. Further
research is required in these areas.
Throughout the period covered in this report, Maori expected that military
service would lead to a greater expansion of citizenship and recognition. As
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Apirana Ngata wrote in his 1943 booklet, The Price of Citizenship, ‘what is the gain
for so much loss? Can the former be gauged in clear terms of compensation?’
The legacies of the half a century of military service for the Crown detailed in this
report are of course difficult to assess. Were Maori successful in attaining the
concessions and greater recognition as a result of their service in the military? Or
were Crown concessions simply ‘expedients, designed to be no more than
temporary’?1209 To understand these questions, we need to look at Maori military
service not only in the celebrated Maori units of the First and Second World
Wars, but to service in other areas not well recognised, and to service during
peacetime as well as war. This report hopes to add to our knowledge of this these
key developments, which were central to the Crown-Maori relationship over the
twentieth century. It is expected that further tangata whenua and technical
evidence given before the Waitangi Tribunal in this inquiry will further contribute
to these important questions.
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corps South Wairarapa District
AAY 8638 AD1 355 / bk D1900/2275 Election of H Welch as Acting
Lieutenant "Wairarapa Mounted Rifles"
AAYS 8638 AD1 832/29/321
Establishments and Recruitment - Oath of
Allegiance - Territorials and Cadets Defence Act 1909
AAYS 8638 AD1 586 / c D1910/1105 Correspondence regarding compulsory
military training under new defence scheme
AAYS 8638 AD1/599/k
Proffer of the services of a mounted corps of
Natives to be called the "Ara Mounted Rifles"]
AAYS 8636 AD1 D1908/266 23 January 1908 - Sir W J Steward, Member of
Parliament, Waimate - Application from Thomas Timaru Benson for
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enrolment in the Permanent Force, points out Benson being a Maori was
not accepted as a candidate for the Navy
AD19 8652 AD 19 10 68/69 Maoris enrolled in territorial force and places for
which drawn
AYS 8638 AD1/919 Bands - Maori Contingent NZEF [New Zealand
Expeditionary Force] formation of
AAYS 8638 AD1 9/32 Expeditionary Force - Maoris offering Services in
Expeditionary Force
AAYS 8638 AD1 43/175 Finance and Accounts - Allowances (childrens) Maori
Soldiers NZEF [New Zealand Expeditionary Force]
AAYS 8638 AD1 31/419/20 Finance and Accounts – Pay and Allowances –
Maori Contingent
AAYS 8638 AD1 9/32/5 Expeditionary Force - 1914 - Medical Arrangements Maori Contingent
AAYS 8638 AD1 51/276 Publications, instructions, etc. - Library for Maori
Contingent - NZEF - Esablishment of
AAYS 8638 AD1 9/32/2 Expeditionary Force - Maoris Serving in Territorial
Force - 1914
AAYS 8638 AD1 9/32/11 Expeditionary Force - Maoris Relieving Section of
Troops in Samoa
AAYS 8638 AD1 10/155/47 Territorial Force - Home defence - Oranui Maoris
offer
AAYS 8638 AD1 9/276 Expeditionary Force - Maori contingent active service
part 1
AAYS 8638 AD1 9/276 Expeditionary Force - Maori contingent active service
part 2
AAYS 8638 AD1 24/34 Personnel - Discipline - Troops on leave in Wellingto
AAYS 8638 AD1 39/91 Reports - Progress report Maori contingent NZEF
AAYS 8638 AD1 39/166 Reports - Reports progress Maori Contingent No. 2 on
voyage
AAYS 8638 AD1 15/107
Ceremonies, entertainments, etc. - Return - Maoris
and Cook Islanders in NZEF
AAYS 8638 AD1 51/361 Publications, instructions, etc. - Orders - Standing Maori Camp (Ex Force)
AAYS 8638 AD1 39/108 Reports - Progress report 3rd Reinforcements and
Maori contingent
AAYS 8647 AD10/20 Reports on Maori contingent officers returned to New
Zealand by GOC
AAYS 8638 AD1 39/110 Reports - Progress report 3rd Reinforcements and
Maori contingent on voyage
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AAYS 8638 AD1 9/296 Expeditionary Force - Maori contingent
AAYS 8638 AD1 10/372 Territorial Force - Parades - Cadets - Maoris
AAYS 8638 AD1 10/462 Territorial Force - Registration - Maoris and half-castes
AAYS 8638 AD1 24/246 Personnel - Discipline - Maoris on leave
AAYS 8647 AD10 30/3 Recruiting Maoris, March-April
AAYS 8638 AD1 32/20/17 Canteens - Liquor - Maori Soldiers - Complaints
AAYS 8638 AD10 2/25 Disturbance - Maori pioneer troop while abroad,
January-February
AAYS 8638 AD1 9/32/8 Expeditionary Force - Officers for Maori Contingents
N.Z.E.F
AAYS 8638 AD1 9/32/1 Expeditionary Force - Maori Contingents N.Z.E.F
AAYS 8638 AD1 24/46/10 Personnel - Venereal disease - Maoris at Rotorua
AAYS 8638 AD1 9/333 Expeditionary Force - Maoris and half castes enlisting
AAYS 8638 AD1 29/108 Establishments and Recruitment - Recruiting for
NZEF - (Maori)
AAYS 8638 AD1 43/210 Staff, miscellaneous - Officers - NZEF [New Zealand
Expeditionary Force] - Maori Contingent
AAYS 8638 AD1 9/169/100 Expeditionary Force - Recruiting - Maoris
AAYS 8638 AD1 31/1077 Finance and Accounts - Allowances (childrens) Maori
Soldiers NZEF
AAYS 8638 AD1 24/73 Personnel - Discipline returned soldiers
AAYS 8638 AD1 66/11 Conscription - Maoris under Military Service Act Correspondence
AAYS 8699 AD83 R 6/4 Maoris - recruiting of as volunteers - general
correspondence and instructions re, 26 June 1917 - 22 April 1918
AAYS 8699 AD83 R 6/5 Maoris drawn in ballot - general correspondence and
instructions re, 29 April 1918 - 21 March 1919
AAYS 8638 AD1 64/150 Returns - Maoris and half castes employed Civil staff
AAYS 8638 AD1 312/1/20 Recruitment - Maoris - Compulsory service enquiry
AAYS 8638 AD1 243/2/24 Staff enlistment and conditions of service Commissions - New Zealand Regular Force - Maoris re
AAYS 8638 AD1 209/1/69 Organisation - Interim Army - Organisation and
enlistment conditions
AAYS 8638 AD1 226/19/7 Air historical branch records
AAYS 8648 AD11 16/18 Intelligence - Japanese activities among Maoris
AAYS 8638 AD1 323/2/7 Honours and awards - Medal war conditions of award
AAYS 8638 AD1 226/19/7 Recruiting - Maoris - Correspondence Vol.1
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AAYS 8638 AD1 226/19/7 Recruiting - Maoris - Correspondence Vol.2
AAYS 8638 AD1 226/19/7 Recruiting - Maoris - Correspondence Vol.3
AAYS 8638 AD1 226/19/7 Recruiting - Maoris - Correspondence Vol.4
AAYS 8638 AD1 330/5/133 Medical - Blood typing Maoris of full blood
AAYS 8638 AD1 300/1/2 Formation of 2nd NZEF [New Zealand
Expeditionary Force] units - Special force Maori contingent Part 1
AAYS 8638 AD1 300/1/2 Formation of 2nd NZEF [New Zealand
Expeditionary Force] units - Special force Maori contingent Part 2
AAYS 8638 AD1 300/1/2 Formation of 2nd NZEF [New Zealand
Expeditionary Force] units - Special force Maori contingent Part 3
AAYS 8638 AD1 300/1/2 Formation of 2nd NZEF [New Zealand
Expeditionary Force] units - Special force Maori contingent Part 4
AAYS 8638 AD1 300/1/2 Formation of 2nd NZEF [New Zealand
Expeditionary Force] units - Special force Maori contingent Part 5
AAYS 8638 AD1 300/1/2 Formation of 2nd NZEF [New Zealand
Expeditionary Force] units - Special force Maori contingent Part 6
AAYS 8638 AD1 312/1/22 Recruitment - Maoris - Scheme for improvement
organisation in war effort - part 1
AAYS 8638 AD1 312/1/22 Recruitment - Maoris - Scheme for improvement
organisation in war effort - part 2
AAYS 8638 AD11 293 /312/1/20 Maoris-compulsory service Inquiry
AAYS 8638AD1 319/1/9 Staff - Personnel Maori Battalion
AAYS 8699 AD83 R6/8 Maoris - arrest of - return of warrants, 29 June 1918 - 8
March 1919
AAYS 8638 AD1 308/1/53 Institutions and Clubs - Allied services club,
Manners St, Wellington
AAYS 8638 AD1 310/11/4 Discipline - Discipline USA troops in New Zealand
AAYS 8638 AD1 304/6/21 Home guard - Home guard Maoris - Placing in
Maori units
AAYS 8638 AD1 10/250 Territorial Force - Strength - Maori Camp No. 2
AAYS 8699 43/175 Staff, miscellaneous - Officers Maori Contingent No. 1
appointment of 2 i/c [2nd In Charge]
AAYS 8699 AD1 R6/11 Maoris - appeals of Maoris drawn in ballots - rulings
and correspondence re, 21 June 1918 - 1 November 1918
AAYS 8699 AD83 R6/9 Maoris - special investigations by Sergeant Cook into
recruiting of, 8 July 1918 - 10 December 1918.
AAYS 8638 AD1 9/276 Expeditionary Force - Maori contingent active service
AAYS 8638 AD78 27/161 Regulations - Instructions to Maori Reinforcements
going overseas
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AAYS 8638 AD 321/1/14 Chaplains - Chaplains Maori Battalion
AAYS 8638 AD1 319/1/21 Staff - Staff 28th Maori Battalion
Air Department
ADQA 17211 AIR1/762 33/20/4 Maoris in RNZAF [Royal New Zealand Air
Force], General instructions - June 1917 - March 1969
ADQA 17211 AIR1 33/20/1 Recruiting, regular force, policy
ADQA 17211 Air1 17/1/1 Discipline RNZAF [Royal New Zealand Air Force],
policy - July 1933 - July 1944
ADQA 17242 AIR104/1/3 Returns - Personnel - applications for recruitment,
May
ADQA 17211 AIR1 33/20/1 Recruiting, regular force, policy - September 1941 August 1953
ADQA 17211 AIR1 33/2/4 Manning - Trades, radio and signals trades October 1943 - December 1953
ADQA 17211 AIR1 33/1/20 Manning - Discharges, policy and general
instructions - November 1944 - January 1946
ADQA 17211 Air1 17/1/1 Discipline RNZAF [Royal New Zealand Air
Force], policy - March 1944 - July 1949
ADQA 17211 AIR1 5/2/8
February 1958

Aircrew, Recruitment RNZAF - May 1944 –

ADQA 17211 AIR1 33/1/1 Manning - policy - June 1944 - May 1962
ACIE 8798 EA1 156/1/3 Defence - General - Discipline of the Armed F
ACIE 8798 EA1 83/3/11 Manpower - Liability to Military Service - Maor
ACIE 8798 EA1 87/5/8 NZ Forces - Special Units - Maori forces
Maori Affairs (Native Department)
ACIH 16036 MA1 The Venerable Archdeacon Hawkins, Auckland - Subject: As
to whether Maoris are eligible to join the Navy
ACIH 16036 MA1 1917/265 2nd August 1917 - For report on Petition of
Hakopa Te Huia and others (No. 7/1917) that the Military Service Act,
1916 be not applied to the Maoris.
ACIH 16036 MA1 1485/ Accounts and Papers - VII - Schedule of Accounts and
Papers laid upon the table - Session II, 1912 Defence, territorial force,
Maoris in the
ACIH 16036 MA1, 1911/339 Parata Mate Kakanui Maori school Kaipara-protest
against compulsory military training of young Maoris 1911
ACIH 16036 MA1 19/1/452 Reception to Maori Returned Soldiers
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ACIH 16064 MA31 19/42. File of correspondence with Dr PH Buck, 1910 1925

Navy
AAYT 8490 N1 13/3/1 Personnel - Recruiting - Entry of Maoris
AAYT 8490 N1 13/3/1 Personnel - Recruiting - Entry of Maoris part 2
AAYT 8490 N1 13/3/30 Personnel - Recruiting - Nationality of recruits
Richard Seddon Papers
ACHW 8633 SEDDON1 3 / 8/42a Letters written by Seddon. Maori troopers
only way of giving native race a representation at Coronation
ACHW 8633 SEDDON1 7/29 Letters from J Carroll received in London,
reports of speeches, particulars of the Maori Coronation Contingent
(damaged)
Semi-official papers [record group]
ADBQ 16145 ALLEN1/1 M1/15 Ministerial Files - Correspondence with
General Godley, 1913-1914
ADBQ 16145 ALLEN1/1 M1/15 Ministerial Files - Correspondence with
General Godley, 1914-1916, Part 1
ADBQ 16145 ALLEN1/1 M1/15 Ministerial Files - Correspondence with
General Godley, 1914-1916, Part 2
ADBQ 16145 ALLEN1/1 M1/15 Ministerial Files - Correspondence with
General Godley, 1916-1917, Part 3
ADBQ 16145 ALLEN1/1 M1/15 Ministerial Files - Correspondence with
General Godley, 1916-1917, Part 4
ADBQ 16145 ALLEN1/1 M1/15 Ministerial Files - Correspondence with
General Godley, 1915-1917, Part 5
ADBQ 16145 ALLEN1/1 M1/15 Ministerial Files - Correspondence with
General Godley, 1918-1920, Part 6
ADBQ 16145 ALLEN1/7 D1/23 Minister of Defence - Expeditionary force,
Commissions appointments in New Zealand Expeditionary Force
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Waikato Times
King Country Chronicle
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Waikato Times
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Auckland Star
Auckland Weekly News
Official publications
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